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1f""'IIB'R A RY ....... ~·~: .. ~:~:;=~~d ·~~:::~· .. H ..... ~ .... 
Since yesterday, the Community is what it should have been twenty years ago. Meanwhile, it has not, -JtHr strictly speaking, undergone an change or an enlargement: this is rather the result and the completion 

the original design. No--one among those who conceived of the construction of a united Europe, had imagine 
t the latter could take place without Great Britain. Twenty years were necessary to correct a mistake 
for the 11 realists 11 on both sides of the Channel to recognise this reality. Twenty years are a long time, 

.? but this should teach us that mistakes are costly. 
This is why the event which has just taken place, and which is doubtless an historical event, is, 

our view, both much more important and much less unforeseen and unex.pected tha~ others will admit. 
Furthermore, how many times have we tirelessly written and repeated, throughout these twenty years, 

-~that the event was inevitable and essential, and that everything had to be do~e to spped it up? 
"-tJ\ Now it is dore. We are starting afresh, while trying to avoid the same mistakes. 
0(' _ The Commission of the enlarged Community is already faced with one of the problems which may be at 

'"'D'tJ""'"the origin of serious mistakes: that of the allocation of tasks and of the definition of structures. This 

M
n is only a problem of organisation, but the way of dealing with it is of major importance: it will be a real 

~~. !~st. 
!jJ We have already expressed the hope that the Commission will deal with it and solve it totally indep-

ertdently, and we had no reason to doubt that this would be so. But nobody is overlooking the fact, both in 
Brussels and in the capitals, that for some time now, certain national governments have been trying to exert 
§Oessures in a more or less secret way and by more or less involved means, in order to make sure that the 

mmissioner or Commissioners from the country concerned gets certain tasks. 
How can these pressures be explained? Th!re is only one possible answer. The governments in question 

want to be able to exert some control :ijldirectly {through the person of the Commissioner) on the policy 
which the Commission will follow in the field determined. In other words: ti1ey are proposing to influence 
the members of the Commission in the execution of their tasks. By acting in this way, they would be violat
lng art. I0-2 (para. 2):, of the i965 Treaty (Which adopted the wording of the similar articles included in 
the Treaties of Paris and of Rome), in which it is mentioned that "each Member State undertakes to respect 
this nature (of independence) and not to try to influence the members of the Colllllission in the execution 
of their tasks". 

On 9 January, the members of the Commission will solemnly undertake, before the Court of justice, 
to exercise their functions ·.in complete independence. There is no doubt that they would like to do so 
with a clear conscience •••• 

Em. G. 
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Europe, the Parliament and democracy . . ·l!J a :~ }j •t ~ \ •1¥H EDITORIAL Ll~ n ~ oy" i 

In the past, we have already had occasion to emphasise the high qua.lity of the professio~d 
political commitment with which the British Press, whether for or against the United Kingdom's en~into 
the Oommunity, has dealt with the theme of European construction, both in news and leader articl~ 

This commitment, which is a typical manifestation of democracy, has just been confirmed,~~~· only 
by the way in which the British Press has endeavoured to demonstrate to public opinion the histo im.-
portanre and the significance of the event which took place on l January, but also by the permane r-
ganisation of detailed and precise information on the various community activities and on what they entail 
fer Great Britain. In all this, one doubtless has to take account of the enthusiasm of beginners and the 
need to make up for lost time. It is nevertheless true that if we made a comparison with what the Press of 
the 11 founder11 countries has done since 1952, the latter would lag far behind. 

However, -we should like today to lay more particular emphasis on the importance of the commitment 
made by "The Times", which proposes to "cover" the proceedings of the European Parliament on the same basis 
as the proceedings of the national Parliament. For us, "'Ihe Times" has written, the EP will be "the third 
House of Parliament", alongside the House of Commons and the House of Lords. This is an approach which is 
totally unknown for the Press of the Six. The latter ought to be a little more critical of itself and fin
ally realise that the free institutions of a democracy draw part of their strength and authority from public 
opinion being perfectly and fully informed on their role and on the way in which they carry it out. It is 
true that the role of the European Parliament is unsatisfactory, that it is, in fact, the Cinderella of the 
&lropean Ipstitutions. Yet has anything ever been done, in the major newspapers and periodicals of the Com
munity, to sensitivise opinion to this problem, to inform readers of what the European Members of Parliament 
(who are, after all, elected members, even though they are appointed by the second degree) are doing or not 
doing, and to explain the advantages and faults of the ~ystem and suggest necessary reforms? Generally 
speaking, the tendency has been to mock this Parliament without powers, which has disconcerted opinion and 
convinced it that there was no reason to be interested in what this Parliament did. 

No-one can be more satisfied than we are by the attitude adopted by the British Press. From the 
very beginning, we have tried to give as broad and complete a coverage of the activity of the EP as possible, 
without omitting to criticise it when we felt criticism to be necessary. Above all, we have desired the 
presence in the Parliament of the widest and most representative range of opinions, in order that there might 
be a real debate. The richness and diversity of opinions, the possibility of a free and tolerant confront
ation:· this is what makes the strength of our democracy. The Parliament ought to be. its most evident re
flection and the Press its effective instrument. 

Em. G. 
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u' ··-ARMANDO TO arteci azione della CEE li accordi internazionali e 1 1atte aesi 
del COMECON et from t e review "I diritto negli seam i internaziona i 11 , No. 2, Rome 972 • 

In. succinct work, which is also remarkably clear and precise, Mr. Toledano-Laredo, who is 
Legal Adviser the European Commission, provides the essential aspects, from the legal, economic and pol-
itical vie~ enabling it to be appreciated in what terms the problem of the relations between the 
Community ~&{~'coMECON as wholes, or between the co~tries which are members of them, is posed. 

Unfor~tely, and despite the information available, much of opinion, and often of the most quali
fied opjnion ~ example of U Thant who made rather strange statements in comparing therCommunity and the 
ComeconJ, does not always succeed in situating these two 11organisationst' in their rightful places and clai111s 
to consider them as being comparable, whereas tqey are not. It is true that, as· Mr. Toledano points out, 
the word "integration" is beginning to be used more frequently in the Socialist countries, but there is 
still the difference in the paths which have been chosen and are being followed in the East (that of co-op
eration between sovereign States) and in the West {that of integration amongst States, which delegate a part 
of their powers to common institutions), which is not decreasing. Paradoxically, it is in the West that 
independence is better assured in the framework of an interdependence guaranteed by institutions, whereas 
in the East, the doctrine of "limited sovereignty" enables one State to ex.ercise an hegemony which finds 
its ••• natural ••• justification in ideology. 

Contributions such as the one by Mr. Toledano to the debate in progress are essential for a better 
knowledge of the bases on which any initiative should rest, the more so since the subject is extremely 
topical. One~ again, it must be remembered that although the Community has the identity and the necessary 
ability to negotiate and conclude agreements which, by the terms of art. 228 EEC, commit the Institutions 
and the Member States, the COMECON has neither the international legal identity nor the possibility of 
committing its member countries. Can this situation change? In theory, yes, but the signs of this are not 
seen. Let us therefore keep to reality: the Community must negotiate with each of the countries in question, 
which, in turn, must negotiate with the Community as a whole. 

-journal d 1Europe, 1st year, No 1, dated 5 January 1973. Management and Editor's Office, 21, Place de 
Louvail, lOOO Brussels.- Annual subscription: 60o Bfrs. Price of the number: 15 Bfrs. 

This new weekly r~view of about thirty pages, wh~ch now appears, each Friday, has given itself the 
aim of giving opinion sufficient information for it to be able to give a judgement of the political, 
economic, social and cultural development of the Community. The "dossier" section of the first number is 
devoted to the 11 1973 settlement of accounts", the subject of which is summarized by the sub-title: Confron
ted with the Soviets and the Americans, EUrope will emerge from 1973 either drained of its life's blood, 
or strengthened. 

- Lettre de 1 10CIPE, No 33 of 19 December 1972, L10ffice Catholique d 1information sur les Problemes 
Europ~ens (Strasbourg-Brussels) .- This umber contains a document entitled "The European Community and 
the world: Reflexions of Irish Christians". This memorandum, which was prepared for the "Justice and 
Peace" Commission of Ireland by a working party, lays stress on the questions which involve the respon
sibility of Christians in the enlarged European Community. 
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DAILY BULLETIN 

Everybody is recognising the fact that the Commission has had an start, by very swiftly 
and satisfactorily settling the difficult problem of the sharin the twelve Commissioners. 

This success is deserved and must be emphasize : it is due to the s '1 an po tic sense of 
President Ortoli and to the collegial spirit of the Commission as a Whole. We recall that the operation of 
the sharing out of tasks was made particularly difficult by several factors. 'rtle first was the "mechanical" 
factor of the increase in the number of Commissioners (from 8 to 12, apart from the Presidents), combined 
with the increase in he number of countries and the fact that five countries out of nine o~ly have a sin
gle national on the Commission. A second factor, of a general nature, was the existence of a series of sec
tors in which the Commission must swiftly carry out a precise mission which was entrusted to it by the 
Summit: the establishing of programmes of action. Other factors of a special nature were the need for both 
politicising the Commission 1 s action further and for giving it an appropriate "dimension" with a view to 
the major worldwide negotiations which the Community will have to conduct in the coming months. 

The "ud ement of the result of the o eration can onl be ositive: it results from the fact that 
those concerned themselves have sai they are satisfied. We can only "mit ourselves to noting the existence 
of a satisfactory overall balance, from the point of view of the nationalities as well as of the political 
allegiances of the Commissioners, in view of the personalities and-specific powers of each of them. However, 
some remarks are necessary. 

The first is the considerabl reater wei t of Socialist influence.in the conducting of Comm~ty 
affairs. This is particular y·:stressed by the passage of the port o io for economic and financial affairs, 
entrusted from the outset to French "technocrats" of some stature, to a militant German Socialist. Mr. 
Haferkamp seems to be particularly-well suited to interpreting certain trends of German economic poli£y in 
a European key: he will have to show this on the occasion of the developments expected of the Economic aiiT 
Monetary Union. The second remark concerns the importance of the responsibilities given te Sir C. Soames ~n
cerning external relations. The significance must also b~ stressed of the 11politicisation11 of relation-s 
with the European Parliament and of the new opening-up regarding public opinion, which is being carried 
out in the portfolio entrusted to Mr. Scrascia-Mugnozza. The promotion of the sectors of-Social Policy and 
of Regional Policy as single competences also deserves mention. Concerning the industrial policy and re
search and technology, the joint action of two of the "political brains" of the Commission promises inter
esting developments, especially on the occasion of the establishing of the programme of action mentioned 
at point 7 of the coltlllunique of the Paris Summit. 

But this .excellent start ior·the Commission at organisational level only assumes its full signifi
cance in the li ht of the reli.mina declarations made b Mr. Ortoli to the Commission. The latter, in 
their conciseness and clarity, have politic contents which should not escape us, an to which we shall 
return tomorrow. Em. G. 
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When the President of the European Commission gives his first official addresses, and especially 

when pe addresses the institution which he presides and the other Community Institutions, he obviously 
weighs his words, and all that he says is of precise significance and scope. And it is nonnal that, as soon 
as he speaks, observers should closely examine what he says and should try to obtain the largest possible 
number of ihdications from it. For the President is thus starting to define his own image regarding the 
outside world, knowing that it will largely correspond, in the eyes of public opinion, to the image of the 
Commissiop as a whole, and, finally, to the image of the Community as a whole. 

This was true in the past, and will be true for the future. And this is why we read with great 
attentio•• the few sentences used by Mr. Or~oli in addressing his colleagues when opening the first session 
over which he presided (and which was the 234th session of the Commission) • We reproduced hd-s words almost 
in full in our Bulletin yesterday, and we also invite our readers to take a close look at them. 

They will no doubt remark, with us, that Mr. Ortoli wanted to stress two important concepts first 
of all, that of continuity and that of collegial solidarity. Furthermore, President Ortoli insisted today, 
in his speech to the Court of justice, on continuity in traditions. As for collegiality, it is ar eessen
tial condition for the correct functioning of the Commission, but it should not result in its ~~~~rsonal
isationn, on pain of reducing of destroying its impact on public opinion, which is essential for the Comm
ission. 

Mr. Ortoli then talked about the future, and the ambitious goal ~epresented by the European Union, 
recalling the three major assets which the Commission has. The latter is aware of its own r6le, which will 
enable it to make good use of the assets which it has in the institutional context in which it is situated. 
And the President of the Commission was fonnal about this crucial point. The Conmission's position, he 
recalled, is a special-~sition, since 11it is a political body made up of men involved in politics._;_and 
there is no reason why e Commission should not now play the full role required of it by the Treaties 11 • 

With this, the idea of continuity is strengthened~· that of progress. Some progress made lately, the fruits 
of which should be enjoyed by this Commission is doubtless the ex.tension of Community powers on the basis 
of art. 235. 

Hence the fundamental significance of the 11now". 
The significance of this statement is increased by the passage which Mr. Ortoli devoted to the Comm

ission's powers of initiative. He said, in fact: "It is for the Commission to make optimum use of its powers 
- es eciall of its owers to initiate Communi action, which enable it to combine imagination and effec
tiveness, 1 ess of esign an po 'itical rea 1sm, an on the basis of which there can be constant dialogue 
·between the Commission, the Parliament and the Council". 

This primacy given to thefiiowers of initiative (inseparable from the r6le of guardian of the Treaty, 
which Mr. Ortoli mentioned today the Court), offers us the certainty that this Conmission is well-equiP-
ped for the difficult but exalting tasks it will have to face. 

Em.G. 
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If our interpretation of the statements made by the President of the Euro ean Commission proves 

correct - and we shall check it when he addresses the Council of Ministers (next Monday) and the turopean 
Parliament (Tuesday) - it is possible to draw a general conclusion from it which :iJs of some importance. 

This conclusion is that the institutional problem in the Community is pov.posed in totally different 
terms than it was before. It is no longer the subject of-doctrinaire conflicts and a reason for the divis
ion of opinions, but, on the contrary, it has been given priority, for eminently practical reasons: its 
solution is a questio of common interest and is dictated by necessity and efficacity. In other words, there 
have been no spectacular "conversions", but only the realisation, which is now-unanimous, that, with things 
as they are, and if the Community is to achieve the objectives assigned to ii, it must have some organisat
ion, an adequate structure, in other words, that its institutions should be hinged upon certain powers which 
are neither illusory nor Guestioned. 

fhe development w ich we witnessed lately, and which the Paris Summit confirmed, occurred more or 
less everywhere a_.,d consists of an "awareness of reality". In some respects, we should remember what Hr. 

· Oilles Martinet wrote in his recent book on President Pompidou, whose attitude ~owards Europe he tried to 
explain at a certain moment. According to Hr. Martinet, Hr. Pompidou, while not having his own vision of 
Europe (he is neither Honnet nor de Oaulle), nevertheless became aware of the fact that Europe is a more 
or less inevitable reality and he is cautiously adapting his political action to this reality, namely, he 
is neither hindering it nor anticipating it, but is following and encouraging it, as far as this seems 
necessary to him. This is the fate of the "realists" who "adapt" to reality as soon as it changes and do 
not try to change it themselves, as the "visionaries" would like to do, 

We must consider, however, that nothing is more necessary, in politics, than this adaptation to 
change and finally this encounter of realists and of visionaries. If disputes were to continue about the 
nature and philosophical significance of the construction of Europe, we would be forced into inaction. 
Today, we know that Europe is a real problem for everybody, and that therefore all the inhibitions which 
preYented it from progressing have fallen (or almost all of them ••• ). Thus, for example, it has been 
understood that enlargement and consolidation were not contradictory. Today, nobody- apart from some nos
talgic people -·is using this argpment, since the political vocation of the Community haf; app~ared to be 
much more evident than before. And the need for adequate institutional structures is becoming something 
that is natural and logical. 

But beware: we must not be satisfied with this realisation! Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

When Nixon comes to Europe, he will mainly have to meet Europe 

The information coming from various sources suggests that President Nixon's voyage to Europe is not 
imminent. There are several reasons for this, but one thing is certain, and that is that this voyage will 
take place at a certain moment, and that, to be us-eful, it should take the form of a real bilateral meeting 
between the highest political authority of the United States, on the one hand, and the highest ~uropean 
political bodies, on the other. 

The delaying of this visit will finally not be a bad thing, if it enables the~ommunity to prepare 
better for this meeting. This could be the first in a series of meetings which would enable a series of 
objectives to be defined, among allies, with prioritl, and then with the rest of the world, on which there 
would be a reasonable possibility for agreeing, and for deciding on the methods and tools to be used. 

Why "among allies, with priority"? For the simple reason that it should be much easier to agree on 
a series of objectives, and that these objectives could cover a very broad horizon, and even all of the 
mutual relations, from the commercial and economic sector to political and security subjects. It is true 
that the everits which have occurred recently seem to contradict this view, for, paradoxically, it was easier 
to establish common objectives with potential opponents (cf. the Soviet-American Charter of Moscow), than 
between allies. Well, it is precisely to avoid such a development, which would lead to the destruction of 
the alliance, that initiatives should be taken in the direction we have pointed out. 

We have already greatly insisted on the idea of a European-American Summit, but we must obviously 
insist on this further, because the time for decisions is a roachln • in fact, it is now that the govern
ments of the Nine must inform Was ington t at, w~t out ru ng out a ost of courtesy visits to several capi
tals, the significant political meeti~ should take place between the United States, on the one hand, and 
Europe, on the other. This meetiug co~d take place towards the end of the first half of the year, namely: 
(a) before the opening of a possible Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe; (b) before the 
meeting in preparation for the negotiations in the GATT, which is to take place in October in T~kyo. 

This proposal is gaining growin~support. Mr. SUlzberger reported yesterday, in the New York Herald 
Tribune, on .Jean Monnet's opinion, acco lng to which fuUrope,~ecause of its economic and monetary weight, 
has the possibility of speaking with a single voice and not as a group of separate countries. 

Furthermore, Mr. Malfatti has written in "la Stampa", with the authority of having been President 
of the European Commission, and of his present functions as Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of 
the Italian Parliament, that the President of the United States should meet the Council of the Community. 

There is certainly no time to lose and it is doubtless up to the new Commission, and especially up 
to Sir Christopher Soames, to take the initiative. Em.G. 
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- L1Euro e au rrc our, te ts ANDAMME, H. BRUCMANS, J. LADRIERE, F. TRAPP»> ERS, R. de BAUW, P. van 
HAUTE, L. TINDEMANS, A. COPPE, the auspices of the Societe d'Etudes Politiques et Sociales, Editions 
Renardeau, Brussels, 1972.· 

The reflexions contained in this concise and easy-to-read volume are of the greatest interest to all 
those who deal with the construction of Europe. They are divided into three chapters:- The motives for Euro
pean integration (Brugmans and Ladriere); The objectives to be attained (Trappeniers and de Bauw); The action 
and responsipilities (van Haute and Tindemans). Mr. AlbCrt Coppe draws the conclusions. In these conclusions, 
Mr. Copp~ analyses the social and human dimension of the Community, which is not limited to the provisions 
of a social nature in the Treaties, but concerns the permanent dialogue to be instituted with the employers 
and unions at Community level, and the need to focus action by giving priority to concern for man, ·and to 
the achievement of a European way of life of the future. 

Here we should like to ·praw·attention particularly to the chapter in which Mr. Leo Tindemans talks 
about the responsibility of the political parties. Mr. Tindemans is talking about a subject which he knows 
well and whose o:bjectill:e, and let us say, technical difficulties he knows well. But he is aware of the ab
solute necessity of overcoming them. He recalls that if ever there were direct elections to the European 
Parliament - and the time for this is approaching - "we should be able to count these Euro 
or else we shall sink into amateurism of the worst kin 11 • This is a e ate w ic 
extreme consequences, and Which the political forces can no longer avoid. 

CESARE MAE&TRIPIERI, La Libre circulation des personnes et des services dans la CEE, 200 pp, Editions UGA, 
Brussels, 1972. 

These ar~ notes collated for the participants in the courses organised by the International Centre 
for European Studies and Research in Luxembourg and by the College of Europe in Bruges. All the provisions 
of the Treaty of Rome on the free movement of workers, the right of establishment and the free provision 
of services are described and analysed in it, particularly from the legal viewpoint. 

- Les Problemes de 1 1Europe, No 58, Paris and Rome, Published by the Association pour 1 1Etude des Problemes 
de fiEurope.- This number contains the account of the XXVth Round Table on the problems posed for the Euro
pean Community by its enlargement and consolidation. We also mention an article on European views by Mr. 
Heath. 

- L1Europa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, dated 21 December 1972, Rome.- In the summary: 
1973: the year of the complex Europe-United States relations (by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo); Mansholt goes, Ortoli 
arrives; Foreign policy in the Ita~ian Parliament. 

- Eurothaische Gemeinschaft, No 1/1973, Bonn.- We particularly mention three articles on Europe's relations 
with e United States. 

- Europese Gemeenschap, No 154 of January 1973, Brussels-The Hague.- "From Six to Nine" is the general theme 
of this number. 

- Euro-.spectra, Revue scientifique et technique ~es Communautes europ•iennes, December 1972, Brussels.- In 
the summary: Why should a European currency be created?; Cavitation (nicro-cavities in metals); Operation 
"Hot Mole" (the problem of the storage of radioactive wastes). · 

SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 POLITICAL DAY: European Parliament: distribution of the political groups - The Communities pre
fil)Je a European federal system, states Mr. P.-H. Teitgen at the end of the European Symposium 
of · ~gt: - Helsinki: resumption of the preparatory talks. 
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DAILY BULLETIN 

The speech ive today by r. Rarmel in his capacity as President of the Council, at the opening of 
the first meeting o the Council of the enlarged Community, has a significance and a scope wfiich go far 
beyond the solemn circumstances which inspired it. Furthermore, it must be linked up with the document which 
Mr. Harmel himself handed to the Council in the afternoon session and which gives the prospects for action -
contents and method - for the coming months. / 

In his speech, Mr. "armel provided a future image of Community development, which greatly exceeds 
the limits of the eriod covered b the Bel ian Presidenc • In addition, the importance of this speech, 

ic is great inasmuc as t expresses e po nt of view of Beigium and of its Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
is increased in that it was given by the President of the Council of the Nine, 'and" on .behalf of the latter. 

The speech contains establishments, programmes and hopes. 
The main establishment concerns the ch?ne in the nature and weight - Mr. Harmel said "density" -

of the ·Community. This establishment natural~f nvolves a Whole series of consequences. 
The first chapter on the programmes consists of the indication that the year 1973 should be suffic

ient for the necessary adaptations and improvements to the Communi~y life of the Nine, both internally and 
externally. The other chapters are based on the Summit and on other action in progress. 

But Harmel 1 s horizon reaches much further. We are given its measure by a quotation very much to the 
classical taste of Mr. Harmel, the one about the original meaning of Europe: "Europos: he who sees very far 11 , 

as Homer said of Zeus. The hope expressed by Mr. Harmel places the Community in,its political and historical 
perspective, which should result in the creation of an "attractive and ex.em la 11 olitical stem. It is 
the~fore a question of defining the objectives and the means to e use • In o er wo s, to put 1nto practice 
the indications, which are sometimes vague and incomplete, given by the Summit. Mr. Harmel has, to some ex
tent, filled in a 11 blank11 which existed in the Paris resolution, where it talks about the creation of the 
European Union. The creation of the European Union, Mr. Harmel said, requires "the setting up of a special 
threefold authority: a real European government, a responsible Parliament and a jurisdictional authority". 

This is a wager, but it is also a commit~ent, which was made today publicly, at the highest Commun
ity level. This commitment was confirmed explicitly and totally by the representative of Ireland, implicit
ly but certainly by the representative of the United Kingdom, but with far less conviction - which is reg
ret~able - by the representative of Denmark, 'fho succeeded in the feat of using the word "co-operation" at 
least 17 times. On the other hand, the address of the President of the European Commission, whose commitment 
can no longer be doubted, was exemplary. · Em.G .. 
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.. ;r;; ·*·"·· ·*· ~-~·i:~:::=:~: .. ·· -· ... " ....... -·· ··-.. 
After the Commission, th~ourt and the Council of Ministers, today it was the turn of the European 

Parliament to start its work in its new enlarged composition. 
The absence of the British Labour delegation was regretted, but it must be noted that this is only 

one of the aspects of a situation marked by a clearly imperfect and incomplete representation of currents of 
opinion in the European Parliament. This is therefore not, in itself, a specific fact which is so serious 
and singular. 

As could be expected, the arrival of Great Britain in 
icularly spectacular way by the search for a re-assessment of 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Mr. Peter Kirk, the leader of the Conservative Group exp aine to us, ave dec1 e to concentrate their 
efforts on two aspects of the general action to be carried out: that of increasing the powers of the Parlia.
ment, and that of a better organisation of its functioning. 

Indeed, they are not abandoning the fundamental objective, which is still that of election by direct 
universal suffrage but they consider that the time is not ripe for this and that it would abov.e all be 
difficult to appeal to public opinion to elect a Parliament, about whose doings public opinion knows little. 
In the present situation, they are saying, no more than a third of the electors would bother to go and vote, 
and this would result in istortions in the representation of the European peoples which would be even more 
serious than the present ones. 

As a result, the increasing of powers and the organisation of debates are above all, in their view, 
means to enable the Parliament to be effective and to capture~the imagination of the electors. The interest 
'Oftlie electors should first be aroused, and then they should be asked to vote. 

As our readers 'V'C'ry"well know, this lsriOt, strictly speaking, a "discovery". All this was studied 
and considered on several occasions by the "former members" of the E.P. What is important is that this act
ion should be undertaken and that it should be included in a strategy. The British will no doubt find supp
ort on several sides, including amongst the Gaullists. It is known, In fact, and Mr. Habib-Deloncle has 
confirmed this on several occasions, that the latter consider that, to break the vicious circle of "powers
elections", the increasing of powers should first be insisted upon. 

The British even go so far as to think that the E.P., in order to affirm itself as an independent 
political entity, should stop appearing to be the "objective ally" of the Commission and possibly use the 
formidable weapon represented by a motion of censure. This question deserves to be discussed, since it 
inevitably raises the problem of the inde endence of the rou s in the Euro ean Parliament from the national 
parties and the governments which they support. Otherwise, t ere s t e r s o worse, namely of turning 
the European Parliament into a machine for war between the national governments, and possibly against the 
Commission. This would mean the destruction of one of the strictly European structures of the Community! 

Em.G. 
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. lii'lb. 
11 A n w breath of li e 11 or "a flash in the pan11 ? This is the question being asked in some quarters 

after the first "solemn" session of the European Parliament and at the em': of the first politico-economic 
debate held by the Parliament in its new form. 

There is no doubt that a new situation has arisen, but as yet it is impossible to say what will 
result from it. Fundamentally, nothing has changed, but there is a new atmosphere. In a new atmosphere, 
behaviour can change, and that counts for a good deal. The problem is often more of "believing" in what one 
is doing, and consequently of acting in a coherent, continuous fashion, than of developing mechanisms which 
can so easily turn to nothing. 

As we said yesterday, Mr. Kirk is doubtless right to insist that the Parliament should use its 
"virtual powers", exert a visible pressure on the other Institutions and thus become "interesting" in the 
eyes of the public, which could finally prepare the ground for direct elections. Yet Mr. Vals was not wrong 
to recall that the Parliament, on a number of well-known occasions, had taken up arms, had adopted a position, 
had seized the initiative, had wisheG to alter the course of events, but that finally its efforts had failed 
and it had been unable to prevent crises. Some parties have even criticised it for its "activism" and this 
has weighed heavily on the development of feelings. 

However, the thing which struck us most was the relatively paradoxical fact that a new wave of 
11 supranationality11 , in words at least, was accompanied by demonstrations of "national" feeling, obeyJ.ng very 
different motivations, moreover. Thus, we heard a British Conservative singing the praises of his government 1 s 
anti-inflatiop. policy, only to see Mr. Triboulet jump up and reply that it is solely from its 11Europeiih11 atti
tude that one can judge the behaviour of a gevernment. However, he himself could not resist the temptation 
of pleading in. favour of the policy followed in this sphere by the French government. May we draw attention 
to the fact that the task of the members of the European Parliament is not, in principle, to be the spokes
men of their governments, since the latter can defend their policy within other bodies? This does not mean 
that the M.P.s should not bring into the debate the problems and feelings of the peoples whose mandates they 
hold. This is why we can understand - if not approve of - the attitude of the Danish "Popular Socialist", 
Per Dich, who straightforwardly states that he wishes to represent the 1. 2 million Danes who voted against 
accession and who oppose a policy of integration and the transfer of powers from the national to the European 
Parli8JIIent. 

These are the new factors which can give the parliamentary debate fresh interest and possib'].y 
the role of providing clarification through questioning (this is also guite close to what Mrs. jotti meant 
in her speech), from which the European idea can draw nothing but benefit. 
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and the Eastern Euro ean countries 

The new c imate which characterises the debates in the European Parliament is clearly influencing 
other fields, such as the way in which the Commissioners express themselves in addressing the Parliament 
itsek!. 

We noticed this yesterday, when Vice-President Soames gave a very "personal" and very vigorous 
reply in closing the brief, but important debate which took place on the relations between the Community 
and the countries with State trade (question from Glinne). In fact, it is not very often (even if this 
has already happened) that one sees a member of the Commission expressing himself so frankly, without the 
"cautious reserve" with which such subjects have often deen dealt. Thus, Sir ehristopher Soames establish
ed an important fact in public: that the Community of the Nine is speaking with a single voice in Helsinki. 
An he adopted, in a few eloquent words, a very open and advanced position on Community powers, by quite 
clearly saying that the Co1mmnity is not shut in a 11 straightjacket 11 and that i~ must adapt to new realities, 
especially concerning commercial policy. 

Thus, a Commission member adopted a much more advanced position than that of the member of parlia
ment he was answering - in this case, Mr. de la Malene - whose position was that the treaty is the treaty 
and that one cannot evade its rules, unless one goes through difficult "re...negotiations11 • It is true, how
ever, that Mr. de la Malene himself recognised that an attempt should be made to."Carry out the necessary 
adapte\tions. 

But if we wanted to draw the attention of our readers to this debate, it was mainly for another 
reason. Thls 1s because Mr. ae 1a Ma.tene hhd the very great merit, ln our view, of having vigorously de
nounced the crass mistake which is ··oo often made whert ta.LKing about re.tat1ons between the Community 11aJitt 
the Comecon". This mistake could haYe serious consequences for the development 01 tnese re.t.at.Lons. Untort
unately, even well-in~ormed politicians, journalists and other spreaders of views fall into this trap, 
whieh will finally resu.lt 111 turn1ng 1nto a reality wfl.at is onlyi at the moment, a mistaken interpretation 
of reality. In fact, as we have explained on innumerable occasions, the "Comecon" has no power concerning 
commercial policy, which gives the "minor" countries, which are mf;mbers of it, a loophole enabling them to 
hold a direct dialogue with the outside world. But if one persist~~ in believing and suggestlllg that the 
Commun1ty must conduct a "commercial" dialo ue with the Comecon the Sov1et Un1on WJ.ll finally draw the 
conclusions whic suit it an ask t e Comecon to assume not o y the "organisation" of the industrial and 
economic policy of the member countries, but also their external commercial policy. Can one imagine that 
there is anyone within the Comecon who is opposed to this "generous" initiative on the part of the great 
Soviet partner~ As for the Community, the result would be to increase the negotiating strength of the 
Soviets, who will no longer have any reason for not negotiating with the Commun1t;t • .lt'or them, tne essent1al 
point will be to be the only 11valid interlocutor" of this Community. Em. G. 
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Thames and Hudson Ltd 
to this book, which follows the British 

- PETER CORNELIUS MAYER-TASCH: Guerillakrieg und Volkerrecht, Essay, Bibliographic und Dokumentation, Nomos 
Verlagsgesellschaft (Baden-Baden/Fedcral Germany), 1972, 221 pages, hardback, 38 DM.- Most of this book on 
guerilla warfare and international law is represented by the documentation section, which assembles, in 
German translation, the international conventions of The Hague of 1907 on customs in the event of war and 
the Geneva conventions of 1949 on the wounded, prisoners of war and civilians in times of war. 

- EZIO BACINO: L1Inghilterra approda, Editrice Europca, Rome (Vta A. Ristori 8), 1972, 249 pages, hardback, 
2,700 Lit.- Addressing Italian readers, the journalist Ezio Bacino narrates, in his book, the history, and 
especially the recent transformations, of an England which has just entered the port of Europe. Thanks to 
his observations and direct contacts, the author refutes the rather over-simplified ideas which some contin
entals have of Britain. 

- A Ouide to Social Security in Western Europe, Published by Noble Lowndes International Ltd (P.O. Box 431, 
53 Eastcheap, LOndon EC3P 3HL), 6th edition published in March 1972, 57 pages.- This booklet gives a survey 
of the bro~ lines of the social legislation in about twenty countries in Western Europe. 

- Electronic Data Processin in the Soviet Union and other East Euro ean Countries Published by East-West 
S russe s, rue o ma • Speci study 72- , December 972, pages, 5, 50 Bfrs. (5,000 Bfrs. for 
the subscribers to the East-West review). 

- ACHIU.E ALBmETI'I: The United States: Economic or Political Challenge?, extract from the review Daedalus, 
Journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (Harvard University), Autumn 1972, pp 49-66. 
- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr Internationale Politik, dated 10 January 1973. Distributed by the Verlag 
fUr fnternationale Politik GmbH (53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse l-5) .- In the sUIIIIIlary: A modus vivendi in Germany 
(comments on the agreement between the two Oermanies and its importance for Europe); The economic commit
ment of the F.R.G. in the East (prospects and r~alities); The political significance of the possession of 
nuclear weapons (the differences between nuclear and non-nuclear States). 
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.ARY 
Some goo speeches were made during the "inaugural11 phase of the Community. We should 

now look at how they are being turned into practice. 
An initial, and serious, disappointment was the result of the Council meeting devoted to Euratom 

questions. Our readers know of the many aspects of these questions too well for it to be necessary to re
turn to them at length. 'the problem now is no longer even that of 11 just returns", which has always enabled 
compromises and which will continue to come into play, as long as research is not entirely 11europeanised 11

1 
if only concerning a given "section". The Community is now faced with a fundamental decision: does it or 
does it not want there to be a Euro ean research olic and a tuitable· tool for car in it out? 

eyon t e tee c arguments an c1rcu ocut1ons, t e situat1on 1s as o ows. Some countries of 
the Community which have large nuclear research organisations (20,000 people in France and 50,000 in Great 
Britain, we are told) which they have not succeeded in utilizing rationally, want, in fact, to get rid of 
the only important corranitment which they have at Community level. At most, they would accept "piecemeal" 
co-operation with their partners for the projects from which they believe they can obtain advantages. Con
sequently, their real and lo ical aim is the disa earance of the RC. But these same governments, while 
supporting t e action of t e national 11tec ical11 d1es, o not are to confess to this aim, since they 
realise that this would put them in a very bad political posture. As a result, they have adopted a more 
subtle tactic, that of slow strangulation. They know very well that a research organisation cannot fall 
below a ce:r;taln level without losing all its credibility and efficacity. Therefore, Euratom would die a 
natural death, so to speak. 

Our readers must know all this: the Council will never take the decision to 11kill11 Euratom (and 
it could not do so, since the Treaty does exist), but without a fresh wave of political wil~, the result 
will be the same. · 

Here we should deal with a second aspect: that of· the method followed by the Council in its work. 
We have seen the Ministers go away to leave the 11hard-linen experts to take thedecisions. We have seen Mini
sters hiding behind these experts. Never has the description given by Altiero Spinelli of the workings of 
the Council in his "Agenda for Europe" been truer. The Ministers do not succeed in taking a decision because 
of their lack of political courage: and they hand the files over to the experts. The latter stick to their 
positions, which is logical: they say that it is up to the Ministers to stray away from them, on a political 
basis. Then the Ministers come bacR,. quote the positions of the experts and shrug their shoulders. This is 
how it happens! 

What does Mr. Harmel think of this, after the excellent speech which he gave, on behalf of the Nine, 
on 15 January? Did this speech interpret a political line? If so, what does he cpunt pn doing to remind 
everybody of their conmitments? Are we in a "Community" in which some partners think that it is more inter
esting to create a "piecemeal" Europe, !"oz: example, by pooling the market~ and making research an individual 
affair? This would be too convenient. These gentlemen must be reminJcd ~hat they do not only have to respect 
!he Treaties, but also the Community ethics, which cannot be flouted. ·Em. G. 
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liBRAR1 
Yesterday, we talked about the disappointing results of the Euratom Council. And we pointed out 

that the failure was largely due to the fact that the Council has become inca able of taki im rtant oli
ticaJ..j.decisions, in other words, decisions for which a consensus ha:; not een certain in advance. 

This is nothing new. This situation has lasted for a long time and has merely deteriorated. It was 
Euratom on Thursday, but also the "General" Council on Monday 15th (which caused Sir Alec Douglas-Home to 
a opt a position), and also today's Agricultural Council, with Mr. Ertl explicitly deploring this inability 
to deci e. Furthermore, the subject had been mentioned at the Paris Summit, where it was established that 
"the council will take, before 30 Ju?e 1973, the practical measures aimed at improving its decision-making 
procedure and the coherence of Community action 11 • 

In their talks yesterday and today, Messrs. Brandt and Pompidou discussed this. While waiting for 
30 June, things are going very badly .. And this is not only due to problems of procedure or of organisation. 
Nor does the solution lie in the appointment, for example of Secretaries of State for European Affairs 
(as has been done in the Federal German·-, which made the f?rtunate choice of Mr. Apel for this rask, more
over). 

The problem is one of substance and not one of form. It is political and not technical. It depends 
on the Ministers and not on their secretariats. Furthermore, this the reason why we ~~derlined the last 
words of the passage above, whhh the Declaration of the Summit devoted to it, and in which the coherence 
of Community action is talked about. 

This' coherence is the condition 11 sine qua nonn for the viability of the Community. It is intolerable 
that, depending on the negotiators or on the circumst nces, far-reaching integration should be achieved in 
one field and that there should be regression in another- as has been the case for EURATOM -·thus requiring 
trpiecemealn collaboration. Mr. Pompidou has just talked about the need to extend the construction of Europe 
to 6ther fields: industry, energy, space etc. This is something that is very desirable, but which, once 
again, must be included in a coherent whole. How can one create a Community energy policy, which includes 
the supply of uranium, without having a common policy in the nuclear sector, including that of research 
(for example, enrichment)? 

Consequently, although it is admissible that great progress should be made with the or~anisation 
of the decision-making process!- which is within the Council's competence- which should alsoe made in 
the framework of the Commission (for a long time now, we have wanted better horizontal and overall planning 
in the Commission), what is above all required is a fresh burst of political will. For the moment, the 
Council is the legislative body of the Communityr: if it does not function, the life of the Community is in 
danger. Em.G. 
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The ev nt whi!.!l:.tes world headlines today is, of course, the announcement of the cea..,-fire 

in Indochina. 
Unfortunately, as Europeans, we do not have very much to say on the matter. However, this very 

fact can inspire us to reflect on a number of topical points. 
In the conflict which is about to come to an end, Europe - both the Europe of the Community and 

the Europe of geography - has had virtually no voice in the matter although, paradoxiCally enough, it is to 
Europe, the colonising if not the colonialist Europe, that the first origins of this conflict can be traced. 
It is true that there has been discreet and worth-while activity, public demonstrations, in varying senses 
of the word, by certain governments and opinion. However, there has never been a European aolitical line" 
on the matter, nor any attempt to define one. With even greater reason, Europe has never t en any hpoll
tical action". 

This total absence Qf Europe as such can certainly be considered as inevitable. Some parties do 
not consider it to be completely regrettable becattse they believe that sufficient leeway had to be left for 
national policies to make themselves felt. And certain governments would, at an: events, never have stopped 
asserting a national policy in this matter. This argument cannot be accepted. For national positions 
(which never transfomed themselves into political action) were often contradictory or at the very least 
different and consequently they had no effect. It is not by playing the mediator that one creates a policy. 
As a result, the absence of a European policy on the matter is serious. We are doubtless perfectly aware 
of the difficulty of the undertaking. Yet this is not a sufficient reason for giving it up. 

Finally, some say that tndochina is so very far away ••• But is the Middle East far away? However, 
e-rerything is happening there in a siJIIUar manner. 'lhe neli dimensions of the CommunitVf the Nine mean that 
it ought to have a foreign policy, to be drawn up by the appropriate procedUres. And his foreign policy 
hf" tOha-re world-wide scope (we note with satisfaction that Mr. Dahrendorf defends this argument in a 
s udy on which we shill be commenting in detail). This is true: (a) for economic reasons, because the 
largest economic power in the world is affected by ewrything which happens lii an corners of the globe; 
(b} for political and security reasons, since any alteration in the world e cpllibrium is of vital importance 
to it ana (c) for morat reasons, because a Community which intends to transfonn the very kind of relationship 
between peoples and whiCh whhes to found a new kind of society cannot remain indifferent to the very fact t 
of war and particularly not a war like the one which has been torturing these peoples for the past eighteen I 
years. 

Are these reflections after the event which have no bearing on reality? This may well be, but all 
this might at least encourage an effort to ensure a massive and truly European presence in the essential 
wo:rlc of material and moral reconstruction. 

1 

2 

·Em.G. 

SUMMARY ?. s--d q yt ~r.f'IA-- L C( :r~ f\) 0 . (:2 0 ~ 
- EDITORIAL: "The .Indochinese conflict and Europe" 0 

- POLITICAL DAY: Vietnam: hostilities to cease in three days time -).fr. Biesheuvel's ar:peal for 
the democratisation of the Community - Mr. Heath to visit Washington at the hegtiiil:lng OT"Feb
ruary arid Bonn at the beginning of MarCh - rrandtqitterand talks - Mr. Antoine Pinay: the first 
French ombudsman - The debate in the Consul ative ssemb!y 
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- Ministers of "!riculture: overall cCIItpromise 
- EUROSYNDICAf: 62.06 
- EIB: financing of two Bendix projects in the Saar 
- 'fhe' African countries of the Commotllrealth and the EEC 
- tounci1: tasks to be carried out diirliig the first half of this year - working document of the 

presidency (1) 
- E}ro:"atan University: the accession of the new members of the EEC will be negotiated by the "High 

un " 
- he enrichment of uranium by the centrifuge process: General Electric has detailed studies done 
- are conomic an Social Committees soiemn session 
- rgas , • appe s o a una! and questions Nos. 568 from Mr. Fellemaier and 572 

from Mr. Vredeling 
- Coal: 13 mines closed in 1972 
- IOIIed products: orders in 1972 
- icsc: appointment of the melllbers of the Consultative Committee 
- 'ffiH'PoSITE PRICE: 48r~O D/T 
- 'the Group of "Twenty : refonn of the international monetary system 

- EOONOKIC INTERPJilm'l'RATION No. 2037 
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C'{P .& ~ ,~~c. ""~· "" Secrecy of Council deliberations 
·~ - .!'~ !' !1' ~ j ,....r' 1)0 

Until n , 1 t ose o d reCt~to say that the Council of Ministers of the Community did not 
function or functioned badly were considered to be malevolent critics with preconceived ideas. 

Now, however, it is the Ministers themselves who are saying this, and Ministers who, coming from 
different horizons, certainly do not allow themselves to be influenced by sectarianism. 'nle latest to date 
is Mr. Ertl, who threatened his colleagues with going 11 to tell reporters" just what went on in the Council, 
in o:nier that the public might find out why the latter is incapable of reaching a decision. 

Congratulations, Hr. Ertl! But also our congratulations to Sir Alec Douglas-Home, who has raised 
the problem in the Council of the "political nature" of its deliberations. Let us recall, for the sake of 
readers who might not be up-to-date, that during its meeting on l) January, the community Council spent al
most two hours discussing the composition of the new Economic and Social Committee. At one point, Sir Alec 
raised his hand to say that if the Council continued to follow this method in its deliberations, it would 
be impossible for it to respect the work programme and the time-table laid down for it by the Summit. (A 
mere glance at the programme presented by Hr. Harmel which we have summarised in our Bulletins of yesterday 
and today gives ample proof of this). The Head of the Foreign Office said that it was essential to change 
working methods, to entrust certain files to the Permanent Representatives and to discuss political ~roblems 
within the Council itself. This statement drew a retort from Mr. Maurice Schumann, who distinguishe between 
matters whiCh come under the Treaties, which have to be referred to the Council according to the usual pro
cedures, and matters which come under the heading of political co-operation, which are in the inter-govern
mental field. 

There is obviously a misunderstanding on this point, because the very thing which the Council 
lacks is the possibility (or the will) to take the olitical decisions inherent in the a lication of the 
treaties and extensions of the Treaties (decide on y t e SUmmit • T e act 1.s t at n t e commun ty 
stitutlonal system the Council is the legislative body, while it in fact functions like an inter-governmental 
conference. It is, moreover, for this reason that its deliberations are shrouded in secrecy. Has one ever 
hea:ni of a legislative body which deliberates in secret? Obviously, there are some cases for which it would 
seem absurd to hold debates in public: this is true, for example, of the application of Article 113. 3, that 
is, of the negotiation of agreements with third countries. Yet it is the mis-a.pplication of this article 
which necessitates the secrecy of the deliberations (secrecy whiCh Is never observed). If the Council 
limited itself to giving the Commission "directives", leaving it up to the latter, as is indicated in the 
Treaty, to hold the negotiations, the need for secrecy would disappear. The Congress of the United States 
does not deliberate in secret when it is required to authorise the President to conduct commercial nego
tiations. 'the secrecy, insofar as it is necessary, begins afterwa:nis. 

Why should it not be possible for the Council to behave like the American Senate? 
F.D. G. 

SUMMARY A <.t dC\YH .. L~w-~ l ct'f-~ t0o · )~of 
1 - EDI'OORIAL: "The secrecy of Council deliberations" 

2 - PoLITICAL DAY: Mr. Scheel is for a meeting between President Nixon and the Community Institutions -
'the Danish ·prime Minister thinks that a Political Secretariat ~hould be established in Brussels -
Helsinki: Switzerland is preparing the file concerning the agenda - 'lhe Permanent Representatives 
received by the King - Mr. Van Elslande will go to Foreign Affairs in Belgium • 
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- "European Monetary Co-operation Fund": draft decision sent to the Council 
- Anti-inflation measures in the commercial sector 
- Programme of work of the Commission; the finalisation continues 
- Council: task to be carried out during the first half-year - Working Document of the Presidency (II) 

Israel rotocols: parliamentary infonnation according to the "lAlns procedure" 
ty-free s es on ard ships: concern of the shipowners of the EEC about a possible ban 

- Group of fWenty: the work on the monetary reform 
- Environment: provisional timetable of the work 
- European social programme: proposal by Italy 
- §lrl'ety of nuclear power stations: replies to questions Nos 102 from Ramaekers and 369 from Oele 
- PUblications of the EUropean Communi ties 
- fiXiitiijc :t;NfE!!Pfl(ETRATim No 2038 
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!f ~ * ~ ! Jl; .. . ~:~~~ ;~t~~i~:ln~n:~;su~b~!~~~o· 11 r q fiR y . 
-Yearbook of Intern ti~ Or an zations 1973, EJited and indexed under the direk\L .• , \1\~ l: on be
ha f of the UIA Union of International Associations, l, rue au Lalnes, 1000 -Brussels, Belgium), 14th 
edition, 919 pages, Price: 32 dollars, 14 pounds, 1,400 Bfrs.-

For the 14th edition of the Yearbook of the International Associations, the UIA has made an import
ant and meritorious effort in publishing and presenting ~his work, allowing the number of pages to be redu
ced by a tenth in relation to the previous edition. Produced for the first time by computer, the Yearbook 
publishes information about more than 4,000 international associations, including 2,100 non-governmental 
associations, 280 governmental organisations, :?.8.1 committees represented with the European Community or 
EFTA and 325 or anisations rece11tly cn~atcd. 

The yearbook is an essential tool for whoever wants to obtain information rapidly about the names 
(British, French, and other languages if necessary), adresses, the names of Secretaries General, the 
history, aims and structures, the amount of personnel and of the finances of these associations. Indices 
enabling the user to easily find associations according to their geographical distribution, their head
ruarters, their subjects and names (in French and English) and their abbreviations. In addition, in a 
supplement, the following can be found: a list of foundations involved in the international ield, a list 
of institutes and centres for international relations, a bibliography of 800 articles and documents on 
non-governmental international relations and a list of researchers in the sector of the international 
organisation. 

- ElJROPEAN PARLIAMENT: 'llie Euro can Communities' own resources and 
ment, Office of Official P o.blications of the European Communi ties 
l972, 'lf37 PP· 

ean Parliar
; October 

- Etudes Polemologi0Ues, January 1973, Quarterly publication of the Institut Fran~ais de Polemologie (7, 
rue Gutenberg, 750lS Paris), Price per number: 8 FF.- We particularly mention an article on "De Gaulle, 
a philisopher of war", by Pro,essor Ale is Philonenko. 

- "Demokratisierung" gegen Demokratie, Schriftenreihe der ASM (Aktionsgemeinschaft Soziale Marktwirtschaft) 
in Verbindung mit der Ale ander-Rtistow Stiftung. Editor Martin Hoch (Ludwigsburg/FRG), 1973, 54 pages.-
In this booklet on "Democratisation" against Democracy, the Community for Action for a Social Market Econo
my (Heidelberg) explains its argt~cnts against participation in firms. 

- CERH Newsletter, December 1972, CERN (Geneva).- This number contains an article on the programme for the 
building of Laboratory II. 

- NATO News, November-December 1972, Brusselsi- This number reports on the work of the ministerial meeting 
of the NATO Council on 7 and 8 December in Brussels, and of the 18th North Atlantic Assembly on 21, 2Z and 
23 November in Bonn. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The new Belgian government - Conclusion of the plea~ seasion of the Advisory 
Assembly of the Council of Europe - The attitude of the French government to the broadcasting 
of the inaugural session of the enlarged E.P. 
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- Corn any concentration: towards prior controls based on Article 235 of the Treaty 
rticle 5: new proceedings 

- mproper use of a dominant position: C.S.C. (USA) and I.C.I. (Italy) 
- Anti-inflationary customs suspensions: approval by written procedure 
- Appointment of directors-general and administrative measures 
-Mr. Haferkapp meets Mr. Giscard d 1Estaing in Paris 
- Denmark accepts the arrangements of the Agricultural Council for pigmeat 
- Monetary reform: conclusion of the meeting of the Twenty in Paris 
-·Tariff quotas and other customs provisions for 1973 
-· ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Advisory Committee of the ECSC: twentieth anniversary in Luxembourg 
- EURATOM: Parliamentary Committee for Energy and Scientific Research 

The development of the AASM: the Commission's reply to the question 
- "Commerce" Directorate: reply to question No. 495/72 from Mr. Jahn 
- The week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 2039 
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The issio~ putting the final touches to the reorganisation of its departments, following 

the enlargement of t e Community and in the light of the new tasks which the Summit entrusted to the latter. 
This operation could never have taken place without wrenches and sacrifices, the more so because it was im
possible to follow the simple procedure of enlarging the "operating charts" by means of the introduction of 
officials from the new me111ber countries. In addition, the voluntariate mechanism has resulted in the Commis
sion losing some outstanding figures: in a number of cases one can speak of a veritable brain drain. 

We should not wish to dramatise what has ha ened, which is n<.'t so very different from what 
hlppens at nat1on eve or in companies w en a simi ar situation occurs (yet one had hoped that "Europe" 
Would do better ••• ). Nor should we wish to insist on particular cases, although one question does arise in 
this respect: was everything possible done to reduce these cases to a minimum and to find acceptable solutions 
to them? This is a que~tion to which the Commission ought to be aLle to reply. 

However, the most important ouestion, which relates to the essence of the matter and regarding 
which European officials as a whole are somewhat ill at ease, is quite a different one. It concerns the 
overt and shameless intervention of national ambitions in this reorganisation operation. We have already 
drawn attention to the incompatibility of this attitude with the letter and spirit of the Treaties, in respect 
of the sharing out of tasks at political level, that is, the tasks of the Commission members. However, it is 
a far more serious matter when this attitude intervenes at the level of high officials, as has been the case. 
'Jhe Commission has a very large degree of autonomy in respect of "national balance" in the highest ranks of 
the administration and this corresponds exactly with the need to resist national pressures and to make the 
optimum use of the officials best-suited for certain tasks, without becoming restricted by rigid fonns which 
undermine tne efficiency and autonomy of the European civil service. Yet, in fact, the Commission virtually 
renounced all autonomy and flexibility of action by· accepting the rigid division of Directorates-General and 
Directorates on the basis of nationality. Furthennore, the distribution was made after the assessment of the 
weight of every post, in tenns of power, and therefore regardless of the qualities of the person appointed to 
assume it. Every country wished to "conquer" positions by planting its flag on them and also tried to ob
tain the most advantageous positions. The result is that the a ointments were made b the Commission but 
that the reall decided on b the nat1on ad. An we say t s 

1 

2 

y ecause we recogn1se t at, m most cases, t e persons appo te are eminently suitable and 
as not, their faith in Europe is incontestable. The system is bad because the authority of 

who draw their legitimacy from a source other than the Cclllmission be 

ire the 

Em.G. 

&TMMARY ~ q t- 3 o -;]anu..a r'j- l qq-.3 f\}o · 12-q 
- EDITORIAL: "National legitimacy or European legitimacy" 

POLITICAL DAY: The pre-MBFR talks will begin in Vienna on M•mc'..ay - The Helsinki talks - Speech 
by Mr. Malfatti on the Mediterranean policy- Situation in Denmark-M~1 s visit 
to Rumania 
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- Sir Christopher Soames: to visit the United States in February 
- Mr •. Hafel'kam : visit to Dublin and London 
- Mr. Sen or: will visit the Commission in March 
- EEC ain: signing of the additional protocol - speech by Mr. Lopez Bravo 
- EEC NoiWa : the Pennanent Representatives continue their work 

73 GA T negotiations: first meeting of the prepaT&tory Committee 
- Council of Transport Ministers: could be held in March 
- EURATOM researcll programme: Mr. Dahrendort tours the capitals and research centres 
- ECSC. loan: negotiations with a Swiss consortium 
- OOPA: demand for a 7% price increase for 1973/74 
- Te'iiiporary importaiAstem for products destined for the aeronautical industry 
- Communit cee s against the Italian textile law 
- EEC SM re at ons: Mr. Behrendt to visit Africa 
- EP: procee gs of the AASM Parliamentary Committe 
- EP: meeting of the EEC/Greece Committee 
- EP: the Legal Committee examines the European company articles 
- Scarascia-Mugnozza: visiting Bonn 
- Rr:aonal policy: speech in Dundee by Mr. Thomson 
- T e with .Eastern Europe: British concern 
- EOONOMIC ANb FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Industrial waste: reply from the Commission to question 413/72 from Mr. Glinne 
- ExChanges of younfrliorkers: reply from the Commission to question No. 388/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Aid system for eo · g coal: the work of the experts resumes 
- ScJkr e~rts: the partial liberalisation challenged 
-Wee y _ex . 

- ECONOMIC INl'ERPFm:TRATION No. 2040 

WROPE/Brief Notes No. 345 Belgo-Luxembourg economic union 1 January 1973 
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\if :P blic nature of the Council'' discu.,ion' 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The problem of the public nature of the Council's discussions, which we posed last week (on 24 and 
26 January), is arousing varied reactions and even a few surprises. This is, indeed, not the first time 
that it has been taJ.ked about, but until. now, attention was mainly concentrated on the thorny problem of 
the unanimous vote, in other words, the use of the veto in the Council whenever a Member State considers 
that a "very important" interest is threatened. The fact that the discussions in the Council should sys
tematically take place behind closed doors seemed, until now, to be peacefully accepted. Paradoxically, 
because, since the Council meeting takes place with an excessive number of people present, this very sec
cecy_is not at all guaranteed. In addition, the presence of a multitude of official and unefficial spokes
men means that the risks of deformed ,pr!!channeled11 information (of contradictory meanings) are enormously 
increased. 

When one wonders why such a situation is accepted, in spite of all the inconveniences that it offers, 
one sees that this is connected with the fact that almost instinctively, everybody considers the Community 
institutions with reference to national legislative practices. But, this reference is fallacious. 'i'hus, 
the vicious circle can be explained in which the powers of the European Parliament are caught up, as well 
as the controversies about the role of the Commission and the conviction, which is very firm among some, 
that the Community Council should be, at European level, what the Council of Ministers is at national 
level. 

Indeed, nor can one say, at least for the moment, that the Council is entirely comparable to a 
"second chamber" which has appropriated powers belonging to the "first chamber"! But there are 111any factors 
which lend weight to this 11evolutionary11 interpretation, in which the Commission is the "Administration", 
according to the meaning given to this definition in the American system. The Vedel Report mentions, in 
fact, that the Council has become 11:the only real centre of power", whereas it should correctly be 11 the pre
ponderant body for taking decisions". 

These imbalances and distortions are understandable, since the Community has ad hoc institutions, 
which are in a transition phase. However, it is necessary to recognise their existence and to seek to re
medy them. One of the methods for remedying them is to make the Council function in accordance with its 
task as a legislative body. 

In the first olace, a doctrine should be prepared about the "composition" of the Council. It is not 
always understood why.::the custom should be perpetuated, according to which the Council is normally formed 
of Foreign Ministers when its discussions do not particularly concern foreign policy, but rather questions 
of internal and external economic policy. It could therefore be conceivable - at least for an initial 
phase - for the Council to meet every two or three months, for example, at the level of Prime Ministers 
to hold a debate on the general aspects of the problems, and to draw up (unanimously, at the start of the 
process) political directives, which would t~~ be given to the Councils formed of the Ministers competent 
in the various sectors. 

Public discussions, that is the best deterrent against the unjustified use of the veto! 
Em.G. 

1 
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-EDITORIAL: "The public nature of the Council's discussions" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Governmental declaration by Mr. Leburton- Senator Buckley 1 s visit to Europe-
The Political Affairs Committee of the EP meets in Bonn 
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- Next session of the EP: in Luxembourg from 12 to 15 February 
- EEC/Israel: signing of the complementary protocol 
- The starting up of the common agricultural policy: observance of the dead-line of 1 February 
- Fight against inflation: the trade measures proposed by the Commission 
- The future of European industrial management: Davos Symposium from l to 9 February 

Small and medium-sized companies.:infonnation day ()f the European Commission 
EEC/ AASM: import syst-em for fruit and vegetables 
Common building market: study of the problems 
Court of .Justice: proceedings in a number of cases 
Malta: new system to attract European investments 

- Free circulation of medicaments: the preparation of measures on new bases 
Swine fever: community researCh programme 

- Maiket for mutton and lamb: study by experts 
- Statements b Mr. Lal'dinois on relations between the EEC and Eastern Europe 
- EEC ::Mitzer and: estab ~s nt of the joint Committee 
- Eurosyn cat: new index for the Nine 
- EEC Savings Banks: interest rates in the Nine 
- UNCTAD: intergovernmental group for the transferring of technology meets in Geneva 
- Mr. Raymond Barre goes to the Bank of France 

- EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 2041 

EUROPE/Bri.ef Notes No. 347 Federal Republic of Gennany 16 January 1973 
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'Ihe British P ime 'nister has arrived in Washington: he will have talks with President Nix.on at 
the White House and at Camp David tomorrow and the day after. 

It is obvious that much of these talks will be devoted to the future of the relations between 
Europe and the United States, in the new economic and political context characterise<J by such events as 
the new American policy regarding the USSR and China, the end to hostilities in Vietnam, the enlargement 
of the Community and the start of its development towards a full economic and political union. 

It is certain that Mr. Heath, who will not be able to nor will want to speak on behalf of the 
Community, will, however, have to remind the President of the United States that for the latter, Great 
Britain's entry into the Community was one of the essential foreign policy objectives for twenty years. 
Never, in the minds of the American leaders, did the support given to accession have any other motives 
than that of seeing the Community strengthened from the economic, and mainly political point of view. It 
is inconceivable, therefore, that the achievement of this objective should now arouse negative reactions, 
in other words, that the economic strengthening of the Community should be considered by Washington as a 
threat for or attack on American interests. Much has been said lately, on both sides of the Atlantic, about 
the threat of a resurgence of protectionism. Europe is in full agreement, and it should say so, with the 
United S~ates about the need to combat protectionism, wherever it is apparent and whatever disguises it 
assumes. But it must also be pointed out that this cannot be done by means of outbidding, in other words, 
by means of threats of counter-measures or reprisals. At the time of the Kennedy Round, the Community had 
already proposed, in the very controversial field of the agricultural policy, a system for consolidating 
"support amounts", in order to then be able to organise, in common agreement and on the basis of mutual 
advantages, a gradual dismantli~ of aids not justified by any major social and economic reasons. It must 
be said that this is still the best method. The temptation should be resisted to rattle the- skeleton of 
retaliatory measures or to assume 11benign indifference". 

In his talks, Mr. Heath will no doubt take advantage of the relations which are no longer "special", 
but which are still "natural relations", to try, not to solve the problems, but to pose them in correct 
tel'lljs. Indeed, Europe is making its appearance with its original sin: that of not having a single voice, 
an accepted spokesman, with global responsibility. This is one of the main difficulties in the dialogue 
which should be established between Europe and the United States. Mr. Nixon may consider, and quite rightly, 
that it is e tremely easy for him, and politically more paying, to have to face interlocutors of planetary 
stature, such as Mao or Brezhncv. Europe is not governed with a big stick- fortunately- by a Mao or a 
Brezhnev. But it has, or is beginning to have, institutions, and the President of a great democracy shoul~ 
be able to understand, at a certain moment, and despite the 11 realpolitik" by which he is inspired, that 
it is in his interests to open a serious and balanced dialogue with these institutions, even if they are 
still at the 11babbling 11 stage. Em.G. 

l 

2 

SUMMARY 1 fe bh-le\~ { tt'f-3 
- EDITORIAL: 11 The Heath--Nixon meeting and Europe" 

- POLITICAL DAY: Next meeting of the enlarged Executive of the Christian-Democrat.Group of the E.P.-
Mr. Brand t·' s visit to Brussels on 7 February - Pre-MBFR talks - France will ratify the European 
Human Rights Convention- Pompidou totfo to China in S~ptember- Mr. Heath's visit to the United 
States - Ministerial crisis in the Ne erlands: still in deadlock 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1213 (new series)! 

3-4 - E.P.: agenda of the session of 12 to 15 February 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: Index for the Six: 161.04; Index for the Nine: 97.03 
4 - Common agricultural policy: comes into application on 1st February in the new Member States 

- State monopolies in France: matches - Thomas slag 
5-6-7 - Mediterranean policy of the EEC: additional protocols and global policy 
7 - Agricultural Committee of the E.P.: opposed to any lowering of prices 

- Reci rocal execution of 'u ements: entry into force of the convention 
- Environment policy: meet ng of e "Taxation and Environment" Group 

~ - Environmental policy: preliminary draft of the Commission planned for April 
- German steel indusag: make.s.l)rofits again 
- GELSENBERG AG: no ividends for 1972 

9 - Regional policy: .SpeecJ\ by Mr. Borschette 
-Composite price: S0.83'dollars ton 

10 - Project for the Fesse station: Commission 1 s reply to question No 638/72 from' 
Mr. Vredeling 

11 - Official Publications of the Communities 
12-13 - ECmOMIC INTERPFNETRATim No 2042: Conference on current legal problems in· the enlarged EEC 
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::i:: ~ t 9 EDITORIAL Ll e~j. ~ ~. r) ,? t ~ q::"' .. ~ ·~ r . ~run not afraid of the new Euro ell ~ t:·\,; :·~~~:· ~· ·~. tl-

~ sta;~ ~~~s -~ b~- res:i' ent Nhon with a view to his meeting with Mr. ward~~~£ ~:e ~toi.be 
ttoted, mainly for two their aspectsL 

Firstly, they confirm the importance that the United States is attributing to this visit, and its 
"European" significance. The British Prime Minister does not claim to be the spokesman for the CoiiBIIUility, 
but he is nevertheless conveying the voice of Europe, the first voice of Europe with its new dimension. 
Mr. Nixon gave him a particularly warm welcome, and insisted on stressing this himself, confirming that 
Europe would be at the centre of the talks. Moreover, he repeated that Europe is now the subject which is 
interesting Americans most, adding: 11 I am hot afraid of the new Europe". 

We believe that this is the right attitude to have. Obviously, Europe, because of the dimensions 
it has and the influence it exerts, is involved in confrontations with other great powers in the world. 
It has nothing to complain about: responsibility is the lot of power. Paraphrasing Mr. Nixon, Mr. Heath 
could say that the new Europe is not afraid of the United States either, for it is aware that the USA has 
ho interest in and no possibility for separating itself from its natural allies. If one were to start with 
this mutual confidence, mutual concessions would become possible. 

'lbe second important point is that President Nixon is announcing that he will not come to Europe 
during the first half of this year. This could make the organisation of a real European-American summit 
mee~ less risky, which could then be situated later on in the year or at the very beginning of l974. 
It ~robable, in fact, that the Conference on Security and Co--operation in Europe will not open for 
several months yet. It is also probable that it will be from next year that the ColiiiiUnity will really 
begin the ."J.nternal" negotiations for its transformation into a "European Union"; as for the Atlantic 
negotiations on trade and mnetary matters, they will not be able to reach the crucial stage until about 
the same time. In this situation, a European-American meeting which would fix coDillon goals, thus making 
the dialogue easier and above all more logical, would have every chance of succeeding. 

However, one should not have too many illusions: the way is difficult. The "Concorde" episo~e 
will increase the difficulties, or at least the psychological ones, especially if it were to be presented, 
as some are doing, as an anti-European reaction of American big business. In the first place, this project 
was not strictly speaking a European project, but a national project which was enlarged to another partner, 
in view of the scope of the financial commitment. Unfortunately, its preparation lasted so long that its 
completion came at a time when ecological concerns were uppermost. It is now the Community that should 
take over the whole of this affair in the context of the action in progress for reorganising the European 
aeronautical industry, and possibly to launch an even bolder project, which would use the technology 
acquired, and which would be carded out jointly by Europe and the United States: its symbolic name would 
then have even greater significance. Em.G. 

1 
SUMMARY ~ f.ebr'~ { 4 f ~ 

- EDITORIAL: 11Nixon: 1I am not afraid of Europe"' 

2 - POLifiCAL DAY: 'lbe Nixon-Heath meeting - 1n the Netherlands, Mr, Burger replaces Mr. Ruppert as 
the former of the government - Mr. Wilson is still against the Community - 'lbe "Robert SchUJIIan" 
Prize for J ens Otto Krag - Ambassador Franz Lei tner takes his leave 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1214 (new series): 

3 - EEC/Norway: The Council must define the Community position next week 
3-4 - Generalised preferences: towards a positive decision regarding TUrkey, Rumania and Malta 
4 - Fight against inflation: the Council will decide on the trade measures in March 

- "European Monetar;r Co-operation FUnd 11 : the solemn act of creation could take place in Brussels 
on 2 April 

5 - IDRATOM: the Conmission draws up the progranme which it will present to the Council on 5 February 
- Mr. Dahrendorf visits the capitals and research centres 

6 - GATT: First meeting of the Committee to prepare the future negotiations 
-~and economic~aid for Indochina 
- eoDDDittee for Social Affairs of the E.P.: discusses collective redundancy 

7 - Euro ean Man ement S slums Opening In Davos 
- ene ux s on e ectronic products 

8 - EEC AASM: the Association Committee will meet tomorrow 
9 - 97~4 agricultural prices: initial discussions on 19 and 20 February- Meeting of S.A.C~.in 

Ber 
10 -Mutual recognition of diplomas: definitioh of the new guidelines 
ll - Danish biliOn worker eo-ownership 

- "Concorde": two American airlines abandon their options 
- Defence of the Lira: anti-speculation measures 
-ECONOMic ANn FINANCIAL INFmMA.noN 

12-13 - IDONCMIC JNTERPFJ(E'JRAnON No 2043 
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Books which arc sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting arc reviewed under this hcadin 

- JEAN-MARCEL JEANNENJW, A mes amis gaullistes, Presses-Pocket, 197.1, 254 pages.-

21th yeor- No 1215 (n.s.) 
Saturday 3 February 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

If Mr. Jeannency, the former Minister of Gencral de Gaulle, is addressing 11his Gaullist friends", 
it is because he considers that hc owes them some explanations, following his break with the UDR and his 
joining the reform movement. And, in fact, the first part of his book is entitled "an explanation and an 
appeal". It is obvious, beyond all electoral contingencies, that Mr. Jeanneney has experienced a real 
drama, which was both human and political. If he has arrived at certain conclusions, it is as a result 
of a rigorous political analysis, which he develops in several chapters (this book includes the articles 
or interviews in which Hr. Jcanneney explained himself publicly), but also as a result of his view of his 
duty as a politician: When one believes one can do something to influence the future of one's country in 
a direction which one considers, rightly or wrongly , to be preferable to others, one's duty is to take 
this action". From the point of view of the construction of Europe, it is extremely interesting to follow 
Mr. Jeanneney 1 s analysis. In his view, de Gaulle perfectly accepted, in order to gather Europe together, 
creating European institutions to which the States would delegate a part of their power: but when he was 
in power, he thought that by subjecting himself as little as possible to European institutions, he would 
be better able to give the example of what a· policy of independence could be. If a man such as de Gaulle 
did not succeed in convincing his partners, how could others do so, Jeanneney wonders? And his reply is that, 
to attain the Gaullist goal of a European Europe, 11 the other path should now be accepted, the one which 
de Gaulle outlined earlier: federal institutions in which each nation of Europe exercises in common with 
the others its share of sovereignty". But there is a second question on which Mr. Jeanneney joins. the 
Reformers and is in opposition to the present regime (and strangely close to the European Feder<llist ten
dencies).· It is that of regionalisation. In his view, the regions should be given power and autonomy in 
administration ~through elected assemblies), which is necessary for creating a pew balance. 

It is obvious that in both cases, Mr. Jeanneney is clearly moving away from the dominant ideas 
in at least a part of the present majority, as he is from those presented in the common programme of the 
Left. 

- Nllw.Europe, January 1973, Published by Europe Hpuse Publishing Ltd (la Whitehall Place, London SWlA 2HA).
In the suDillary: Lord George-Brown: This historic month; John Davis: '111.e immediate tasks; Peter Kirk: The 
importance of Strasbourg etc. 

- L'Eulopa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, Number dated 15 January 1973, Rome (Corso Vittorio 
Emanue e II, 42) .- We draw attention to articles by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo on the subject "New year - new diff
iculties" and by Mr. Giuseppe Petrilli, pleading for organic federalism. 

- FRANCO CELLETTI: Il Grande Arsenale, Le armi nucleari tattiche in Europa: cosa sono? a che servono? -
Istituto Affa~i Internazionali (Roma), Societa editrice il Mulino (Bologna), 1972, 75 page~; Price: 1000 
lire. 

- Eurppa Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr Internationale Politik, Verlag fUr Il'}temationale Politik OmbH (Bonn), 
Number of 25 January 1973.- In the suDillary: The importance of the funlamental treaty for relations between 
the two German States; '111.e decision-making systems in the European Co1iununity and in the Comecon; From East
West trade to economic co-operation? - The "documentation" section ineludes documents relating to European 
integration after the summit conference. 

SUMMARY 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: '111.e crisis is avoided in Denmark - The Nixon-Heath talks continue - "nte Bundesrat 
rejects the 11Fundemental Treaty" - Mr. Medici In Egypt 

DAILY BUIJET No 1215 (New series): 

3-4 
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12-13 

'nte "General" Council on Monday: will examine relations with Norway, the Mediterranean coliDtries 
and Brazil 
EEC ru ua : compromise in sight on the problem of maritime transport 
EEC Swe en: meeting of the Joint Committee 

- EEC Brazi : the problems raised by the opening of negotiations 
-New Euro ean or anisation of the free trades unions: constitutive congress on 19 February 
- Co-operation in research: system of oceanographic and meteorological measurements 
- 'Hle future develo~ent of society in Europe 
- Nuclear energy an the environment: international symposium in Uege 
- The Commission begins the procedure of art. 88 ECSC regarding Great Britain 
- Execution of judgements in civil cases: contents of the convention coming into force yesterday 
-transport Committee of the E.P.: Mr. Scarascia Mugnozza presents the transport policy 
-Nuclear power stations being built: Commission's reply to question No 350/72 from Mr. Couste -

Study scholarships in Burundi: reply to question No 420/72 from Mr. Dewulf - Customs frauds: 
reply to question No 414/72 from Mr. Glinne 
British shipowners ask for a Community reply 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENE'IRATION No 2044 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 342 - Benelux 
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la rei>roduc~llon ou dlf slo. ·. mt~m··· rl~lelle, d~u prhen1 Bullelln, ... ·;'i';;~~dlte, eaut convanllon ou accord pr6alablllrB:, ( n ~1~ ~1:: \t.· 
> as; c..:) . fJ;~·. ~~.' ~ ,-. ,.. I 
q=1 .. • .• :\ ;~1 ~ :: p • t£~, .,;· ;..;,The ball has been set rolling ., ' W '\ '~\ '\ r. 

In one w y, t co ld be said that Mr. Heath's visit to President NiXon as set the ball rolling, 
at the highest p it cal level, for the difficult and complex negotiations which are to begin befbre the 
end of the year w th the United States and other industrialised countries, and about which the Paris Summit 
talked (point 12 of the Final Declaration). 

'the Heath-Nixon dialogue, indeed, concerned a whole range of much vaster problems, even if it was 
limited to all European-American relations. 'lhe institutional assymmetry which is marking these relations 
is making it essential to resort to high-level bilateral contacts of this type, even if one 'cannot say 
that this is the solution which is preferable. 

For affairs which are covered by the more specific competence of the Community, in other words, 
the commercial policy, the dialogue will be resumed in about ten days, with the visit that Sir Christopher 
Soames is to pay to Washington. However, it is clear that these questions were dealt with at length by 
Messrs. Heath and Nixon , both concerned about the political consequences of hegotiations which would 
degenerate into a confrontation. 

'the most positiTe factor which emerged from Mr. Heath's visit is that the latter has provided 
American public opinion with direct and tangible confirmation of events which, despite everything, seemed 
somewhat mythical, and especially of British accession to the Community. We very clearly remember that 
during our talks with Americans, either here or in the United States, and even quite recently, this access
ion, which was desired for many years, was then looked at with great scepticism. This was followed not by 
satisfaction, which would have been logical, but with fear, a fear fed by the change in the political and 
economic cpptext in which the event occurred. 

The frankness and clarity with which Mr. Heath addressed President Nixon and public opinion (cf. 
his speech to the National Press Club} is no doubt the first great service which Great Britain has rendered 
·the Community since its accession. We recall that the problem of the relations between Europe and the 
United States is not only posed at the highest political level, or at the level of the Administration, but 
also at that of public opinion. The speech made in Brussels last November by McGeorge Bundy is very indica
tive of this, and helps us to judge how the difficulties have increased over the years. The pressure groups 
and sectoral interests which objectively adopted a hostile attitude towards the Common Market have become 
much more powerful and the will or possibility of the American Administration to limit their influence has 
been greatly reduced. Converging action should therefore be developed, on public opinion~ to e plain to it 
what is really at stake, and on the jroups in question, to establish which concessions can usefully be made 
at the right time and in the right p ace. 

The kickoff by Mr. Heath is an excellent start. The:--forthcolllirtg visit of·:sir Christopher and of 
his team should enable an effective strategy to be developed. Em.G. 

1 
SUMMARY 51-~ f--elo~ '6 Ui t-~ t0 CJ ~ 1'2-l ~ 

- EDITORIAL: 11 The ball has been set rolling" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Meeting of the Political Committee of the Christian-Democrats of the Community -
Elections in Ireland on 28 February - State of the Union message of President Nixon - Resolutions 
of the Belgian Socialist Party 
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-The arliament sessions in Luxembour : Mr. Schumann's letter to Mr. Behrendt 
- Council Sess1on: opening a ress by Dir Alec pouglas-Home 
- EECjNorway: directives for the negotiating mandate 
- EURATOM Council: The Commission and the Ministers are unanimous in wanting to maintain the JRC· 
- Mr. Hillery begins a tour of the European capitals 
- EEC/AASM: reciprocal goodwill at the meeting of the Association Committee 
- The Nixon-Heath m~eting: relations between Europe and the United States 
-Control of capital movements in the F.R.G.: in accordance with the Communitydirectives 
- European Management Symposium: Speeches by Messrs Thomson and Hillery 
- GATT: The opening session of the trade negotiations will take place in Tokyo 
- 'TriiiSporting of dangerous goods: Commission's replies to written questions Nos 366/72 and 

409/72 from Mr. Muller 
-Reconversion of researchers: Commission's reply to question No 444/72 from Mr. Oele 
- Special ECSC Saar-l.orraine rail tariff: request for extension 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 - Weekly Annex 
12-13 - EX::ONOI>'.iiC !N'fERPEl;E'lRATION Nt> 2045 

FlJROPE/Documents No 717 - Creation of the "European Monetary Co~peration Fund": The European Commission 1 s 
Proposal 
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EDITORIAL 

Zero hour of a European research strategy? 

21th year - No 1217 (n .s.) 
Wednesday 7 February 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The burst of political will for which we appealed on 22 January has occurred. We take note 
or this fact with satisfaction. 

Euratom has been saved. To be more exact: the decision taken last night to safeguard the 
instrument with which the Community has endowed itself for the joint execution of certain research projects 
(particularly nuclear, but also relating to other fields) constitutes the first step towards a concrete 
Jeiht J?OliTon research. This instrument is the Joint Research ~ntre, whose chief establishment 1s 
at lspra. his jtic ought to be considered as a nucleus. Hundreds of research workers will regain con
fidenoeJ ther nov have the possibility of working on research which will benefit the Community as a vhole. 
Research workers from the new member countries will join them. It is a new departure. 

Let us point out immediately that the decision which was taken was a decision of eminentlt 
'oliti<:al significance and inspiration. A number of governments, which previously - and we denouncedhem 
or this - had faithfully followed the conclusions of their experts, that is, national organisations 

with neither the reason nor the wish to see European research strengthened, found themselves at one point 
in an indefensible position. 

Their attitude was dictated by a restricted and short-term assessment, incompatible with 
their political undertakings subscribed to at the highest level as well as with their long-term interests. 

The Commission had the great merit of rejecting all manner of compromise, expressed under 
more or less "technical" labels, and it obliged the Council to assume its responsibilities at the political 
level at which it belongs. Credit should go to President Ortoli, the craftsman in this respect, to !!!:• 
snelll, wb.o has given this orientation to the Commission Is action over the past two years, and to Mr. 

rendorf, who showed that he knew how to be inflexible. 
Without a doubt, circumstances were on the side of the Commission this time. The British could 

not accept being pointed to as the grave-diggers of this European venture. The French gove~ent, whose 
decision was taken ;1t the highest level, could not, under present circumstances, let itself be accused of 
wishing to nip in the bud the European research reconunended by the Paris Summit. All things considered, 
it has been proved that the Commission has eve hin to ain b lacin the debate on the olitical level. 
On the basis of technically impeccable fi es, it as to interpret the common interest an , y means o its 
power of initiative, it has to oblige the Council to make its political choices, without allowing it to 
shirk its responsibilities. 

What has happened is far from extraordinary. However, as from now, one can begin to consider 
seriously the problem of a European research strategy. Yet care has to be taken for, in order to be valid, 
this strategy has to be a crlflrehensive one: all attempts to achieve "a la carte" solutions ha-ve proved 
.fallacious. We have had furt er proof of this in the last few days....... Em.G. 

:IIMHARY -:=t- ~b-ru_~ [ctr.t"3 G'\)0 , f2lCf 
1 - EDITORIAL: "~ro hour of a Eurcpean research strategy?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAit Meeting of the executive of the Socialist jJarties of the Community - The Presi-
dent of the EP in Kinshasa - Meeting of the Defence Mi.nis·1;ers of the Warsaw fact - The Vienna 
talks - Statement from Mr. Stefan Trepczynsk:i 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe and the union organisations 

For many years now, we have stressed in these pages that European unions ought to organise them
selves at community level and, above all, that they ought gradually to shift their action from the national 
to the coJrununity sphere, thus exerting a decisive influence on the unification process. It is therefore 
with legitimate satisfaction that we greet the Congress which is meeting in Brussels tomorrow and the day 
after (for full details, see our Bulletin of 3 February), with a view to the constitution of an organi
sation of free trades unions at the level of the enlarged COmmunity (plus the EFTA countries which are 
linked to it by free trade agreements). This Congress could be an important and perhaps decisive step 
along this path. 

It is well-known that the unions -with the exception, it is true, of those described as being of 
Conununist allegiance which, at the time, were strongly opposed to European integration - have been associ
ated with the construction of Europe from the very beginning. This corresponded with the constant desire .. 
of Jean Monnet to establish a continuous and direct dialo e between the Institutions and an re resentative 
orfanisation ready for co-operation t s 1s re ecte , furt ermore, 1n t e compos1t1on o t e Act1on Com
Dil tee for the United States which is presided over by Jean Monnet). Over the years, a handful of pioneers 
have attempted to supply this association and this dialogue with concrete contents. Unfortunately, the 
links between the national organisations amongst themselves and the groups based in Luxembourg and Brus
sels with the Institutions have generally been rather loose. There has never been any real participation 
of the mass of union members. 

This is one of the reasons for the lack of "popularity" of European construction: since the unions 
do not exert any real influence on the development of European policies, the latter cannot have a popular 
impact and consequently the masses are not interested. 

Things are in the process of changi~f We noted some time ago that this process had begun. This 
cllange is partly the reSUlt of the more mar d political characterisation of the European Comnri.ssion, since 
the latter is the privileged discussion.partner of union forces (provided that the latter so wish). 

The importance of tomorrow's meeting is increased by the fact of the presence of representatives of 
the TUC, that is, of the united British trades union organisa.tion whose tradition and strength are univer
sally recognised. This will perhaps also be a means of finding a way out of the dead-lock with which Mr. 
Wilsoti. is now faced following his decree that the European Institutions should be ostradsed. 

It is true that major problems exist, chief amongst which is the problem of union unity, which exists 
in Great Britain and Germany, while it is far from being achieved in Italy and France. Will the efforts 
to obtain solidarity which are being made at national level {in Italy, for example) be encouraged or 
weakened by the constitution of a European organisation? That is the question. 

Moreover, what will be the features of the action this central European organisation? If the latter 
were to restrict itself to being a liaison and coordination body, no important goals would be accomplished. 
What has to be aimed at is European union action with a view to exerting a direct influence on European 
policy. Em.G. 
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- EDITORIAL: 11Europe and the union organisations" 

- POLITICAL DAY: Liberal Group of the E.P.: position adopted - The British Young Conservatives 
in favour of direct elections to the E.P. -Mr. Brandt on a lightning visit to Brussels -
Chancellor Brandt will go to the USA in March or April - Mr. Heath and the British nuclear 
deterrent 
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- Ministers of Finance: next meeting 
- The F .R.G. and the problem of the "two-tier monetary market" 
- EUROSlNDJCAT: Index for the 11Six11 : 157.31 - Index for the "Nine": 96.98 
- EEC/Austria: first meeting of the Joint Committee 
- GATT: work on the impact of the enlargement of the EEC continues 
- SAC: preparation of the "agricultural" COuncil 
- WRATOM: the multi-annual research programme 
- Cancellation of the order placed with KWU for an electric power station for Rome 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: SO.lt D~T 
- Management: Mr. Spineli s speech at the Third European Symposium 
- Preparation of the plenary session of the EP: the hour devoted to topical questions; results of 

the EURA'l'{M Councili trade agreements With third countries; economic situation of the Community 
- "Employment ;licf in the Member States concerning workers from third countries: reply to 

question No._27{__2 from Mr. vredeling- The way in which the EP's opinions are followed up: 
reply to question No. t25 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Priority of community aw even in the UK: Prize of the European Colllllllnities 
- UNCfAD: the economic rights and duties of States 
- General Secretariat of the Council: appointments 
- charter of officials: abOlition of discrimination 
- iic: new members 
- ECON<JUC AND fiNANCIAL INFORMATIOO 

- ECONOMIC INTERPmETRATION No. 2047 and Index No. 54 
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EDITORIAL 

The European civil service: myth or reality? 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Never has such a question been asked at a more appropriate juncture. What has happened (and what 
is still happening) regarding the reorganisation of the departments of the European Commission is indeed 
such as to give rise to doubts and, what is more, to bring out the hazardous nature of what seemed to be 
a well-assured reality. 

It was not we who first asked this question. It was the subject of a lecture given yesterday 
evening by Mr. Georges Vandersanden, head of the Institute for European Studies of the Brussels Free 
University, which we had the honour to attend. 

The reply which was given by the speaker, after a faultless analysis of the information available, 
was extremel critical and somewhat disillusioned. This civil service has emerged, in the light of the 
actions o t ose w o ought to e ts supreme guarantors (as of those who are its subjects), as being far 
from sheltered from disputes. Thus one can say that there are elements of both myth and reality inherent 
in it. 

This conclusion is based on three facts: 
l - The first is that the Communi.ty Institution which is one of the two partners in this legal relationship 
on which the civil service is based (charter and the guaranteeing of job and career stability) has carried 
out a.n act which is extrerely questionable at the legal level, by resorting to exceptional measures which, 
in fact, constitute a violation of its commitments. The lawyer points out that it would be better to have 
a European service based on a "contract", any infringement of which would be penalised, rather than a 
civi1 service based on a charter which can be waived in this way. 
2 - The second is that this same institution, in the application of these exceptions (in itself questionable), 
was obliged to behave with 11 a certain degree of arbitrariness". For, indeed, how is one to give a fair 
definition of the vague notion of the "interest of the department" which is invoked in order to dispense 
With certain officials? It will be recalled, moreover, that the Court of justice, when similar cases have 
been referred to it in the past, has shown itself to be very severe in respect of the use of discretionary 
powers by the administration concerned. It would be surprising if other cases were not to arise in the 
present context. 
3 - The third fact is, in our view, the most serious and at the same time 
least for those who consider the European e1v' service from bot 1ts po 1t c 
The point is this: the large number of officials who recently demonstrated most effectively against the 
Administration's failure to respect its commitments over salaries, have shown no indignation and have not 
made the slightest move to oppose such a grave attack on their fundamental rights, for the integrity of 
their charter has been called into question. 

A· Parisian magazine writes that the 11 cautious" Agence Europe took a bold step by passing severe 
judgement on the way in which the reorganisation was carried out but that "this does not cause Mr. Ortoli 
to be moved". EUROPE never had any intention or illusion of causing anyone to be moved. As for Mr. Ortoli, 
he acted lil a pre-existing context, that is, in the context of a derogation, the legitimacy of which is 
questionable at the legall:evel and which is doubtless to be condemned at the political level. The only 
pePvle who could have prompted the administration to avoid making thi:l false move were the officials them-
se ves! E ,. m.u. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The European civil service: myth or reality?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: WEU: next ministerial Council -The "Political Committee" of the 11Nine 11 is 
to meet in Brussels - Irish elections - Will Greenland become independent? - Ni.xon and Europe -
Vote of confidence in the Belgian government 
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3 - Finland could ratify the agreement with the EEC at the end of the year 
- Sir Christopher Soames' visit to the United States 
- Vice-President Hille to visit Luxembourg and Bonn shortly 

3-4 C Yu o a a: recommendation on the opening of fresh negotiations 
4 - Monetaq pro ems: appropriate proposals will be made at a stiitable juncture 
5 - Speech y Mr. Barre in Davos 
6 - Mr. oliver Lonra and the problem of the liberalisation of trade 

- jRC: comments from the Commission 
- lf1ie free trades unions of Europe have set up a single organisation 

7 - Foreign trade: community decisions and measures 
- EEC-EFTA: co-operation· in the textile field 
-AdUlt trainin~: first seminar 

8-9 - Preparation o the~ary session of the EP: the Council is still hesitant about the oral 
question from Mr. ~e about the Franco-Polish agreements; common alcohol market; air 
transport; the manufacture of chocolate; the protection of drivers .of .motor vebi.cles 

10 - Uranium enrichment: discussion of the No! Report 
-The largest blast-furnace in the world owned by Thyssen 
- Trade in steel products between the European CoiiiiiiWlity and third countries 
- EOONOMIC AliD FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12-13 - EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 2048 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are ,eviewed under this headin 

21th year- No 1220 (n.s.) 
Saturday 1 0 February 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

NICOLE CONDORELLI BRAUN, ~;;;;;;ro=.:;;...:;;::;"T-'-~;;..;;..,..,;;;~~:;..;;;:,~~~::..;;.:==;:;:...:.;::.;:,..,-=r=...;:;..r;:;.e;;.;'e:;;;n:;:;n;.,;;e.=.s, with a Preface by Paul 
Reuter, Paris, Librairic genera e and Durand-Auzias, 20, rue Soufflot, 
(Ve), 234 pp.-

We have already mentioned this work, which was singled out for a subsidy from the European Commun
ities, at the tlmc when we had the possibility of examining it in manuscript form. The latter has now been 
re-arranged, completed and published, and we should like to dr·aw the attention of all our readers to it, 
because. in our opinion, i tr is almost impossible to grasp certain fundamental aspects of the process of 
European integration, such as it is developing within the institutions, without having a thorough knowledge 
of the machinery and of the men governing it. Mrs. Condorclli Braun's book is, at the present moment, the 
work which best enables one to penetrate this world and to understand it. As Prof. Rcuter writes, this book 
opens up perspectives for research into the sector of political psychology: 11 In her final remarks, the 
author suggests that those who have succeeded best in the undertaking are those who have affirmed themsel
ves by means of their character •.. Thus, once again, man and his institutions are confronted with one 
another in social life11 • The great question which the author tried to answer in the analysis of the facts 
about 71 figures, five bodies and a history spread over ten years, was to what extent the achievement of 
the political aims of the founders of Europe could be found in them. The answer is not positive: 11 The dec
isive r6le goes to the States, which have not allowed the Community to develop along the line of its orig-
inal 1ogic11 • • 

It is needless to stress how timely the publication of this work seems to us, in view of the real
ity before us at the moment ••• 

- DENYS SIMON, ENRICO GRILLO PAS<lJARELLI, NICOLE KIEMAN: La Communaute Economi~e Europeenne dans les rela
tions internationales, Centre Europeen Universitaire de Nancy (France), l972, 312 pages.-

!his work groups together the papers of three students at the 1970-71 session of the European Uni
versity Centre of Nancy dealing with the essential problems of the European Community. De~s Simon devotes 
his comments to ruling 22/70 (E.R.T.A.) of the Court of Justice, (Commission v. Council), Which deals with 
such complex subjects as the international identity of the EEC, the distribution of powers between it and 
the Member States and, beyond this, to the Court's methods of interpretation or its role in the CoRBIIunity 
institutional system. The study by Enrico Grillo Pasquarelli is devoted to the participation of the Euro
pean Economic Community in multinational agreements. Finally, the analyses by Nicole Kleman concern the 
E£C's preferential policy, enabling these problems to be surveyed. 

- 1 Oomunisti Italian! a1 Parlamento Euro eo, Interventi dei Parlamcntari della Delegazione PCI-PSIUP-
tN • stra ne e Se ute e P.E. al Marzo 1969 all 10ttobre 1972, Special number of 11Note - Infor-
mazioni - Documentazione", bolletino a cura del Segretariato della delegazione PCI-IND. SIN. al Parla
inento europeo (European Centre, Kirchberg, Luxembourg), L 62 pages.- This volume contains the speeches of 
the Communist members of the European Parliament from March 1969 to October 1972. 
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- POLlTICAL DAY: The electoral carnpaifl in France - Co-operation between the EEC and the COMEroN 
is preached by a Soviet expert - Po itical co-operation and aid to Vietnam - DDR: diplomatic 
relations established by the UK and France -
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3 - EURATOM: the research progranune is accepted by Denmark; deliberations in the Netherlands 
- The EEC '4ll continue the procedures of the GATT against the "DISC" tax system 
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- MbnetafY crisis: decisions are expected in Bonn 
- fnfiat:Lon: anti-inflationary trade measures 
- ~ery/Glinne talks 
- e "European Confederation of Trades Unions" is officially set up 
- "European Management Charter'': approved of by the Davos Symposium 
- Court of .Justice: Italy condemned again for not having paid prentiums for the grubbing-up of trees 
- Fonnalitle s required of travellers going to France t Commission procedure 
- Gennan measure reserving certain sales of timber for national users 
- Marketirt ossibilities in France for phannaceutical products 
- Naho B o Be iumt annual report 
- Statements y • Car about the monetary crisis 
- Fann prlces: Mr. Laraiiiois sees the OOPA 
- The week In Europe 

12-13 . ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 2049 

EUROPE/Documents No. 716 The Eil'ropean Commission of the enlarged Community 
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EDITORIAL 

The monetary crisis and community solidarity 

The fresh monetary crisis with which the Western world is confronted is serious enough in itself, 
but it is even more serious because it is a destructive factor in respect of the solidarity of this world. 
For the European Community, it is a test, the significance of which is immense. 

One recalls that the May 1971 crisis came just before the implementation of the mechanism for restric
ting margins, a mechanism which was the 11 symbol11 of this solidarity and on which the credibility of the Com
MUnity was to rest in its will to transform itself into an economic and monetary union. At the time, the 
"individualistic" solution which was adopted (the floating of the IlM and the florin, monetary hyper-controls 
in other countries} served to delay, although not to prevent, the 11 surrender11 which was consecrated by the 
Smithsonian agreements in December 1971. 

This fresh crisis comes just before another important achievement, i.e. the adoption of an instru
ment the weight of which is slight (it is easy to measure it when one considers the quantities of currency 
which are lmown to have been exchanged since l February), but which is nevertheless once again a "symbol" 
of this threatened solidarity, i.e. the European Monetary Co-operation Fund. If the result of the crisis 
were to be ahother rupture of this solidarity, what would happen to the Community? And when would it be 
possible to reconstitute this solidarity? 

It is true that one at present hears ever~one talking of a European solution. Yet, once again, 
one finds differing realities behind this expresS1on. For some, this European solution consists of the joint 
adoption of extremely strict controls and the institution of a two-tier market. This solution, which would 
not rule out a confrontation with the United States, finds little favour with the Germans and it is virtually 
unacceptable to the British. In the view of others, community controls, accompanied with community floating, 
would be a European solution. However, this solution, apart from the special problem of the pound, which 
would have to be settled first, gives rise to reservations amongst almost all the countries concerned. A 
third fonnula relates to a generalised readjustment of parities. But the search for a new balance would then 
give rise to major difficulties. 

We recall what Mr. Barre said the other day in Davos. Suggesting that the countries of the Com
j\Uflity "take a joint decision to stop supporting the dollar while maintaining the most stable exchange re
lations possible between their currencies; they jointly accept the revaluation of their currencies in re
lation to the dollar", he noted that this solution comes up against major difficulties "connected with the 
diversity of the economic situations and of the political interests of the countries which could take part in 
this system". Once again, this is the question. Monetary solidarity is one of the essential conditions for 
the very existence of the Comnrunity. Yet this solidarity is inseparable from the solidarity and compatibil
ity of economic policies. The first cannot be brought -about without the second, and one might well wonder 
whether everything has been done to achieve the second. 

1 

Em.G. 
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- EDITORIAL: "The monetary crisis and colllliKlility solidarit:z" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: W .E.U.: next Council of Ministers - Conference of the Ministers of the 
Environment of the Council of Europe - '!he Danish Soci<J.-Democrats concert with the 
left-wing Socialists - Europe; and the policlo of Blocs: next ~eech - French elections: 
3,140 candidates - Polish-West German consu tations 
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- Monetary crisis: still no decision on a ministerial meeting 

- '!he U.K. and the Community "Funds" 
- European Parliament: Plenary Session: the problem of the headquarters will be discussed 

in March - Opening of the debate on the report on competition 
- EEC/Malta: the Community made no undertakings other than those relating to the other 

Mediterranean countries 11with priority" 
- Court of justice: forthcoming ruling in the "Continental Can11 case 
- "Surveillance" of the EEC 1 s imports in the aluminium sector 
- "Timetable of franchises" for certain fruit and vegetables from the AASM and the East 

African countries 
- EEC/Portugal: first meeting of the joint Committee 
- C.O.P.A.: position adopted on the common prices for the next season 
- EURATOM: enrichment contracts concluded in 1972 
- I.A.E.A.: symposium on reactor safety 
- ECSC loan of 80 million Swiss francs 
- EURATOM: strengthening of the safety control 
- Coking coal: problem of aid 
... Concerted lanning amo British .eo lieries electricity producers and railways 
- Stee : interpenetra on o e common market 
- Economic situation of Australia according to the OECD 
- EURATOM: the multiannual research programme came into force with backdated effect to 1st 

January 
- Weekly Annex 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2050 
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EDITORIAL 

Conununity solidarity has to be organised 

21th year- No 1222 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 14 February 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Following on what we wrote yesterday, and in the light of the information which is now available, 
it is possible to establish two facts from a European viewpoint. 

The first is that, not only in respect of its form but also partially in respect of its substance, 
the solution which finally prevailed is the most "European", in the sense that the European currencies are 
not to float at will. The~ have constituted a bloc and, instead of a general adjustment of parities, the 
result has been the straig tforward devaluation of the dollar. This also constitutes progress in the sense 
that, consequently, the dollar now stands on a more equal footing in relation to other currencies and that 
this rill make it necessary to deal swiftly and realistically with the problems of its conwrtibility and 
the consolidation of dollar balances. 

It is true that thC problem of the yen has still not been settled, but this, strictly speaking, is 
not a European problem. If it were floated, there might even be advantages from a European viewpoint. As 
for the pound, its parity has yet to be fixed, but the new situation ought to facilitate the fixing opera
tion. As far as the Italian lire is concerned, the pyschological aspects of the affair are the most impor
tant ones and it seems that the parity of the Ure might shortly be fixed in the region of the prices re
corded recently for the "financial" dollar. 

In short, the Nine considered that the present monetary crisis was largely a problem of the dollar. 
Consequently; it could be solved only by the devaluation of the dollar. 

The second fact that one establishes is that the decisions in question were taken without the inter
vention of the community institutions, whether at technical or at political level. However, one has to 
point out that no· international body intervened directly, at whatever level. It is clear that as soon as 
it had been.recognised that the dollar was at the centre of the problem and that the solution had to be an 
"international" rather than a European one, the practical need was to hold a swift, effective debate in 
order to agree on immediate action and cut the crisis short. The essential condition for the Community 
was to ensure the greatest possible degree of cohesion and to prevent solutions based on the principle of 
"everyone for himself" (May 1971). Of course, there would have been no obstacle to inviting the President 
of the Commission and the President of ·the community Council to the crucial meeting which took place in 
Paris on SUnday evening. According to Mr • .Jean Monnet, "The institutions of the Community have not taken 
part in the monetary discussions over the past few days. The measures announced tonight are a stage. 
However, the really essential thing, the organisation of the solidarity of the Nine, still has to be accom
plished. It is import for the European Community to make rapid preparations. For this, it necessary that 
the Nine should become an interdependent monetary unit. It is the task of the Commission to propose the 
necessary organisational 11easures". 

These views are significant. The solidarity of the Nine exists, and has been reinforced even in 
relation to the recent past. Yet it nnist be improved and organised. 

Em.G. 
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2 - POLITICAL DAY: Czechoslovakia in favour of closer relations between the EEC and the Comecon -
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EDITORIAL 

An inopportune attempt to go one better 

21th year- No 1223 (n.s.) 
Thursday 15 February 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

One could almost say that President Nixon is doing his very best to negate the efforts of those who 
are seeking to interpret his action in such a way as to come up with positive signs regarding, not its co
herence - about which there can be no doubt! -but its compatibility with the existence of a balanced world 
s stem of trade and monetar relations. 

n t statement whic he ma on Monday evening, Mr. Shultz was fairly explicit about the aim to
wards which the United States intend to advance as the result of the devaluation of the dollar: tough negoti
ations on the reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers in order to establish an equilibrium in the trade 
balance. 

Yesterday, President Nixon considered it advisable to return to the attack and to go one better, 
stating that the United States are not planning 11another series of reductions in tariff barriers", because 
they wish to be just as free to increase them as to reduce them. In his view, the only way of ensuring that 
America receives 11 fair treatment" abroad is to use the threat of higher barriers. 

Yet Mr. Nixon should realise that, if he raises his voice, the most probable result will be that 
others will wish to imitate him. This would be certain to lead to economic and political tension within 
the Western world, the consequences of which are difficult to foresee. 

There is something strange about all these statements and this verbal" one-upmanship. It seems a 
truism to say that the trade negotiations will be hard and that nothing will be given away. Nobody has ever 
given anything away in this type of negotiations. Europeans do not expect to receive any presents .. from the 
Americans, nor do they intend to give any themselves. Furthermore, they have always said that the trade 
negotiations ought to be conducted on a reciprocal basis. Does this therefore mean that we~ are agreed on 
this point at least? 

The United States wish to restore the equilibrium of their trade balance: this is their right. They 
have u-sed a classi method, that of the manipulation of their currency. This also, to a certain extent, is 
their right. But this means that their currency has to accept the same disciplines as other currencies, and 
it is well-known that this discipline is based on a certain development of the balance of payments. For a 
long time now, we have been stressing - as have American economists - that the magnitude of American invest
ments abroad now justifies a type of balance of payments for the United States in which the trade deficit is 
ccmtpensated for to a very large extent by the income from the· said investments. Studies carried out by 
international bodies (the IMF and the OECD) confirm this elementary truth. One is obliged to add that, when 
he precipitated this devaluation, Mr. Nixon did not wait for the effects of the December 1971 devaluation 
to make themselves felt. Qmsequently, at the beginning of 1974, the cumulative effects of the two devalu
ations will begin to appear. One wonders how the United States' trading partners will react then. 

Em.G. 
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- Sir Christopher Soames in Washington 
-Extraordinary session of the Council devoted to an examination of the monetary situation 
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- Stee indUstry: safety at wor 
- Rolling-mills: new technical processes 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 49.17 
- E·conomic situatioii"Of"Norway according to the OECD 
- Inflation: a political threat; study by the Kredietbank 
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EDITORIAL 

The difficulties of a dialogue 

As we pointed out yesterday, the method of banging on the table in order to prove that one is right 
is not the best, particularly when it comes to international economic negotiations. Its only result can be 
to make dialogue virtually impossible. Yet this is not what anybody wants. Unless the desire is to vindi
cate 11 Pravda11 which writes today that the devaluation of the dollar is but a brief respite in the crisis 
of the capitalistic world (that is, the West as a whole). 

Fortunately, European reaction to the crisis and to its solution has been objective, balanced and 
·moderate. Even too moderate, in the view of some. It has clearly been inspired by a feeling of political 
responsibility and it has been accompanied by a commitment which one might hope will soon result in action, 
and on which it will be up to public opinion to pass judgment. The Community has not brandished any threats. 
It has emphasised that it is essential to get beyond questions of intent and statistical quarrels. It has 
appealed to good will and to reciprocal trust. Yet, at the same time, it has shown that Europe must take up 
the challenge and that it must answer the United States by "constructive" action. Its principal duty is to 
strengthen and speed up its unification in the economic and monetary fields. This, moreover, is the tenor 
of the "conclusions" of the community Council. Sir Christopher Soames, who has been in the States since 
yesterday, and who is at present having talks with members of the American administration, will doubtless 
use the same language, which is that of reason, responsibility and firmness. Let us hope that he is not 
only listened to but also heard. 

This same language of reason is used by Mr • .John Tuthill, a fonner US Ambassador to the Community 
and at present Director-General of the Atlantic Institute for Intemational Affairs, in a 11paper11 which has 
just been published under the title of "The decisive years ahead11 • In his work, Mr. Tuthill expounds argU
ments which are well-known to our readers: the danger of letting the dialogue become poisoned by technical 
quarrelts and thus the need to raise it to the political level; the need to 11multilateralise11 this dialogue, 
etc. This leads Mr. Tuthill to make a number of proposals of an institutional nature. This is where the 
shoe pinches, however. How could the Community take part in a multilateral Summit dialogue? In the present 
state of affairs, no satisfactory solution can be envisaged and Mr. Tuthill himself recognises that those he 
suggests present serious disadvantages. We are still of the opinion that the first step which aught to be 
taken is to organise a meeting between the President of the United States and the Heads of Govemment of the 
Community (in the presence of the Commission). This meeting would doubtless give rise to the fonnulation of 
a common will on the part of the "Nine" and would make it possible for the latter to appoint a "spekesman11 , 

who would subsequently be Mr. Europe in the multilateral Summit conversations which ought to take place 
immediately afterwards. 

This is a subject which has to be discussed. 
Em.G. 
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- The monetary situation examined by the Community Council in extraordinary session 
- European Parliament: Plenary Session: Mr. Haferkamp reports on the meeting of the Finance 

Ministers; Imports of fruit and vegetables from the AASM; Common market for alcohol; Multi
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- Europarecht, published in association with the Wissenschaftlichc Gcsellschaft fUr Europarecht. Editorss 
Bodo Borner, Hans Peter Ipsen, Joscph H. Kaiser, Walter Much, Waltcr Roemcr, Reimer Schmidt, Walter Strauss, 
Konrad Zweigert. Appears quarterly. October-December 1972 edition, Verlag C.H. Beck (8 Munich 40, Wilhelm
strasse 9). Price per number: 12.50 DH 

'lhis number is dedicated to Professor Hans Peter Ipscn, who has celebrated his 65th birthday. Mr 
Bodo Borner briefly retraces the influence which Mr. Ipsen has exerted on European law, especially with 
the creation, in 1961, of the Wi.sscnschaftlichc GcscJ.lschaft ftir Europarecht, and as co-editor of this 
review. 'lhe first article in this number is devoted, moreover, to an account of the voluminous work by 
Mr. Ipsen on European law, which hns just appeared. 

Five other articles, rl~lating to the prospects for the European Community, concern the legal 
principles relating to the enlargement of the Community (by Mr. Walter Much, Director General of the 
legal dep·llrtment of the Commission), the relations between the Commission and the Council, the strengthen
ing of the European Parliament and the European Court of Justice. 

- ESPERO BERTA- ALEXANDER BERCMANN: Le container et 1 1Europe, Centre de Recherches Europeennes, Lausanne, 
1973, 134 pages, 25 SF.- For the authors, the container is the most important technical m~ans for linking 
maritime and continental Europe, central and peripheral Europe and Western and Eastern Europe. They des
cribe the development characteristics, the advantages and the constraints and stress the responsibilities 
of the public authorities. 

- Revue de la Societe d 1Etudes et d'Expansion, No 253, November-December 1972, Liege (12, Avenue Rogier).
tn the summary: East-West scientific and technical co-operation, by Mr. Gvichianni of the Academy of 
Sciences of the USSR; The possibilities for intra-Community trade in margarine between the various coun
tries of the Common Market, by Mr. Francken of S.A. Cleofina; Multinational companies - the pioneers of 
worldwide economic integration, by Dr. H. Cammann of the Federal Association of German Banks; The Norwegian 
chemical industry and the E~, by Mr·. A. Merckoll of Dyno Indus trier A/S. 

- RENATO BauEGNER: Quo Vadis, Homo? Publis~ed by the I.E.S.R.I. (Istituto Europeo di Studi e Relazioni 
Intercomunali) of Lugano, 23 pages.- 'lhis booklet is a contribution to the fight against environmental 
pollution. The author particularly mentions and comments on the various reports which have already appeared 
in this field, and notably those of the Council of Europe. 

- Lo S ettatore Internazionale, a quarterly journal of the !AI (Istituto Affari Internazionali), Rome.
'lhe art1c es in number 3-4 972 (July-December) concern the European Summit, the Italian agricultural 
policy in 1971, the influence of British entry on .the political groups in the European Parliament and 
Ireland's relations with the European Parliament. 
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- "Social" Council: next ministerial session 
- Council of M1nisters of Agriculture: session next Monday 
- EEC/Norway: first negotiating session 
- Scrap: proposal to ban exports during the coming months 

- Trade Bill: position adopted by the Atlantic Council of the U.S.A. 
- Mr. Scarascia-Mugnozza continues ~is tour of the capitals 
- E.S.C.: new structure 
- Commission: movements in its departments 
- Aeronautical engineering: customs and competition problems 
- Community's own resouvecs: estimates between now and 1975 
- ECSC: 11 loans floated in 1972 
- E.D.F.: next meeting of the Committee 
- A comrni ttee from the House of Commons to meet the Commission 
- Technical harmonisation: new drafts 
- Radiation protection: French regulation 
- Micro-Dosimetry: fourth symposium 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Steel industry: confirmation of the short-term recovery 
-Economic and.Monetary Union: preparation of tbe first report 
- 'lhe Weefc in Europe 
- ECONOMIC IN'IERPENE'l'RATIOO No 2054 

EUROPEJnocuments No 718 - 'nle European Commission's guidelines for the competition policy 
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EDITORIAL 

Hitterrand and Europe 

In two weeks time, the French will be going to the polls to elect a new National Assembly. In our 
series EUROPE/Documcnts, we shall be publishing extracts from the various programmes, outlining the atti
tude of each political group to the construction of Europe. These elections involve the whole of Europe, 
not 0nly because of the fact that, in a Community, all important domestic events involve the whole of the 
Community, but also in view of the objective importance of the place which France occupies in Europe and of 
the place which European policy occupies in French politics. It should not be forgotten that in 1950 the 
first concrete action for European unification came from France. -

PUblic opinion is particularly intrigued by the duel between the unified Left and the majority (in 
the view of Mr. Pompidou, this duel is between the Left and "everyone else"), and is curious about its pos
sible consequences for the construction of Europe. During a debate held by the Political Circle of a Brus
sels grammar-school. the very first question which we were asked concerned the possible consequences for 
Europe of a victory of the unified Left. 

In the Giscard-Mitterrand dialogue which took place on 15 February (EUROPE-1 and 11Le Figaro11 ), 

we endeavoured to find a clearer reply than that given by the 11 joint programme", but our confusion merely 
grew. This is a pity: for a long time now, we have considered Mr. Mitterrand to be deeply European and, 
in January 1968, we devoted two editorials to explaining why he seemed to us to have driven the Coinmunists 
into a corner as far as the European option was concerned. Unfortunately, the chapter of the Joint Pro~ 
gramme which deals with Europe is a poor compromise; it is equivocal and contradictory. It is completely 
useless for Mitterrand, replying to Giscard, to state: "You know that the Socialists and I myself are very 
European ••• We are in favour a a common monetary policy". Since he has undertaken to govern with the 
Communists and on the basis of the toint Programme, he cannot deny that the latter programme ~res that 
the aim of a left-wing government w 11 be: lito preserve, within the Common Market, its freedom of action 
for putting its political, economic and social policy into effect". How can one reconcile tlfreedom of ac
tion" and membership of a Community? In the same programme, one also finds stated that 11. left-wing go-vern
ment "will reserve its right to define and apply its own national credit policy and to use all other appro
priate means to bring about democratic national planning". How could he wish to reconcile this with mem
bership of the Economic and Monetary Union, which entails an undertaking to hannonise, and subsequently to 
unify, monetary and budgetary policies and economic programmes? 

In view of this, it was very easy for Mr. Giscard d 1Estaing to harass his discussion partner and to 
drive him into a corner-by asking precise questions (particularly whether the Communists would accept the 
European plan for an Economic and Monetary Union), to which the latter was incapable of giving a valid an
swer. Moreover, Mr. Hitterrand was very confused and imprecise about safeguard clauses (he was probably 
ill-infonned) and he adopted an extremely disappointing minimalist position regarding the application of 
Article 235. 

Generally speaking, Mr. Mitterrand defended views on Europe of which one feels he was not convinced. 
'11tis is detrimental to Ellrope and even to the Socialist Europe for which he is supposed to be working. 
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- "Agricultural" Council: measures to be taken as a result of the recent monetary movements 
.- Statements b Sir Christo her Soames at the end of his talks with the American authoriti~s 
- EEC Israe : meet1ng of e jo1nt Committee 

e African countries of the Commonwealth meet in Nigeria 
- Offers to Brazil for soluble coffee and cocoa butter 
- Thyssen is considering taking over the majority of the capital of kheinstahl 
- Economic and Social Committee will give its opinion on the creation of the European 

Monetary Co-operation Fund 
- Tomato concentrates from Greece: protection measures removed 
- EURA'lUM: the problem of the new system of uranium enriching contracts in the USA 
- The Italian "Chemical Plan" should be compatible with the Community rules 
- The post-Apollo programme: participation of six European countries 
- Lead content in petrol: reply to question No 411/72 from Messrs. Oele and Jahn 
- Aids in France for leathers and hides and the watch industry; in Italy, for the newsprint 

Industry: reply to question No 457 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Energy policy: reply to question No 206 from Mr. Wolfram 
- The monetaty crisis 
..:.. N .P. lf.: forthcoming signing of the agreement concluded with the !AEA 
- ttNational Accounts 19610-971" published by the Statistical Office 
- Anti-inflation pLUis: announced in the FRG and Belgium 
- ECONOMIC Alfl) FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Weekly Ap~ndix 
- ECON01IC TERPFllETRATION No 2055 

EUROPE/Documents No 697/698 - First Conmunication from the Commission to the Council on the 
Openness of Public Contracts 
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EDI'IDRIAL 

Europe can contribute to helping the liberals in America 

21th year- No 1227 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 21 February 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

In analysing, last week, the "verbal outbidding" carried out by President Nixon in his comments 
following the devaluation of the dollar, we had the idea that, by raising his voice in a way which seemed 
to us to be exaggerated, President Nixon had two aims. 'nlC 1 irst, an evident one, was to "threaten" the 
trading partners of the United States, in order to make them more flexible. The second, which is less 
evident, concerned the American circles which, for various reasons, art~ entrenched in protectionist posi
tions. By assuring American producers of increased competitiveness, both on the domestic market (by far 
the largest) and on the external markets, and by proclaiming 11orbis et urbis" that he would adopt a tough 
line in the future negotiations, President Nixon assured himself of the support of these sectors of the 
Congress, which are the most demanding concerning international trade. He could tnus obtain what he has 
asked for, namely, a broad enough mandate to have a free hand in the future negotiations. In fact, it is 
one thing to have ones own armoury of dangerous weapons, and quite another to want to use them. 

We abandoned the idea of presenting this "interpretation", since it seemed to us to be rather too 
11machiavellian11 • But now Mr. Kraft has adopted it, in substance, in an article published by the 11New York 
Herald Tribune". In his view, President Nixon put up a protectionist smokescreen in front of his liberal 
will, and he has had the merit of thus placing the debate at political level, where the liberal forces 
have a clear advantage (we recall the appeals made to this effect by numerous Americans in favour of a 
dialogue, such as Messrs. Schaetzel, McGeorge Bundy, Tuthill etc.). 

'ftle operation which Mr. Nixon is carrying out with the union leaders (yesterday he saw the Executive 
of the AF~CIO) can be placed in the same context. 

It is difficult to say whether this vliew, or rather this interpretation, is well-founded. One thihg 
is certain: that, to obtain the mandate he wants, the President needs a certain climate: he must be able to 
benefit from the confidence of the large groups which are demanding the .vigorous defence of their interests. 
He has therefore contributed to creating this climate. 

At this point, it should be added that Europe could, in turn, contribute to establishing a better 
climate, in order to encourage the anti-protectionist forces. It can do so not by relinquishing "a priori" 
its own claims, but by confirming with all possible solemnity its will for openness and co-operation. 

The right opportunity for the adoption of such a position could be offerred very soon. Sir Chris
topher Soames has just returned from the United States, no doubt bringing precious information with him. 
His re ort tomorrow to the Commission could rovide the o rtunit for a broad debate in the Council, 
one of whose meet1ngs coul be devoted solely to this su ject. The result of this meeting might be the 
adoption of a position by the Community, expressed in intelligible terms, and which could represent, beyond 
all tactical purposes, powerful support for the liberals in America. Em.G. 
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EDI'l'ORIAL 

The Economic and Monetary Union: lisht and shade (I) 

21th year- No 1228 (n.s.) 
Thursday 22 February 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The considerable difference in tone which characterised the comments following the monetary storm 
and the relative calm which we are experiencing at present will no doubt have been noticed. 

Broadly speaking, it can be said that in the countries which opted for the floating of their curr
encies, in other words, in Great Britain an in Italy, the comments rather tend towards scepticism, in other 
words, they sometimes even succeed in questioning not only the possibility, bUt also the adiisability, of 
a sho~erm strengthening of the machinery of monetary integration. On the other hand, in the countries 
which have stood up to the storm, and have accepted the devaluation of the dollar as a lesser evil, the 
process of the unification of the currencies is considered as still valid and having to be iteeded up. 
This, moreover, is the tendency of the decisions taken by the Council at the initiative of e Commt8sion. 

Concerning Great Britain, it can generally be said that the rather sce_ptical attitude towards 
monetary union has increased over the latest crisis, but it shows a rather ·widesprel!d .. pet'IIIJ,nent conviction 
in the circles concerned. In any case, it is less "circumstantial" than in the case of Italy. So that 11 '11te 
Economist" was able to write this week that the world is probably already ~n a ~telll . of floa~ rates; 
but that, for the moment, only five maj.or.., ·countries (Great Britain, Canada, ity, Japan and stiedand) 
are wtU tily ~admitting that they· :tre •. ro some .·e;x:tent, therefore, ::they ar.e ... pioneers.! 

As for Italy, and in the absence of a solid enough argument connected with the situation and deve
lopment of the balance of payments, although a series of adverse circumstances were lllentioned, one funda
mental problem was nonetheless raised, which is certainly .not a new one for the CoDD11Uni ty. Our readers 
will remember the long polemics between "economistsJ' and ;"monetarists". Mr. Colombo, who conducted the 
negotiations for the economic and monetary union for years, had always insisted on the faJDOUS £re-tondition 
of parallelism, warning his partners about the intrinsically fragile nature of agreements whlc would not 
have respected this parallelism. But the latter, while easy to enunciate, and the principle of which was 
finally accepted by everybody, is much more difficult to put into practice. Experience has shown this and 
Italy can now say that it is impossible to want to link currencies together which are representative of 
economies which differ, or even openly diverge, in their development. 'lhe truth is that the Community has 
qpt yet succeeded in implementing (or even in setting in motion) certain major economic ~tojects of a 
tinifS:Hngnature. Unfortunately, these projects are considered by some as operations aiMe at "subsidizing" 
or tl " certain "poor countries" at the expense of certain "rich" ones. 'the debate should have been 
placed in its real context,. which is that of the profound transformation of the inter-relatedness of 
Co111111Uni9" structures, with a view to aeltleving harmonious development, iii Which the advantages of the one 
who pays would certainly not be less .than those obtained by the one who receives. 

'lhe other alternative would then be, if close links were to be kept between 
have gigantic funds enabling an effective support policy to be practised. 

the currencies, to 

&a.G. 
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EDIIDRIAL wF 
The economic and monetary union: Hght and shade (2) ~ 

If the British and the Italians are not hiding their scepticism about the economic and monetarylrs 
union, the "minor" countries which set great store by this union, are not hiding their ill-humour about 
the fact that the procedures followed during the last crisis were not very orthodox from the point of vie ~
of the Community concept. The Danes, who are very critical, are finding an argument in it which is conf' ·~ 

ing their incredulity. 
On the other hand, Bonn and Paris are showing a somewhat surprising· optimism. According to "Lombard", 

this is connecting with the fact that Paris is shifting into a form of 11Atlantism", and is encouraged in 
this by Bonn and London. This does not seem to be a satisfactory explanation. Mr. Giscard d'J~staing has 
just said that the agreement with Io'rance 1 s partners will enable "a European model to be prepared for mone
tary matters, which could function whatever the uncertainties, and constituting reception arrangements 
for Europe in the event of the whole system being sl'taken". 

Having said this, and if one looks beyond t~e circumstantial reactions or those coru1ected with 
certain traditions, the differences of opinion do not appear to be as great as might have been thought. 
Let us take a look, for example, at the position of Italy, in other words, of the country which took the 
initiative to leave the Community monetary arrangements. In the first place, we will find in it, as we said 
yesterday, the confirmation of the imperious requirement for parallelism. In this sense, the recent crisis 
should have contributed to alerting minds, and to making sure that this parallelism, accepted in theory, 
is converted into practice, notably by the swift adoption of action in the three fundamental directions: 
social policy, regional policy and reform of agricultural structures. 

Secondly, if we analyse the position presented on several occasions by the heads of the Banca 
d 1Italia, and notably by Messrs. Carli and Ossola, we shall see that the idea of European monetary integra
tion is not rejec~ed at all. It is naturally considered as bnly being able to be achieved when the economic 
policies become convergent and coherent. But, above all, it is situated in an overall concept, on a world
wide scale, and is therefore linked to a reform of the international monetary system (even beyond the limits 
covered at present by this system). This reform should lead to the creation of a limited number (5 or 6) 
of monetary areas, within which monetary unification would be achieved as a consequence of the unification 
of e~onomic policies. The exchange relations between these areas could very well be governed by means of 
very great flexibility, enabling swift adjustments. 

The crucial problem would then become that of the definition of the criteria which should guide 
~ fixing of exchange parities and their possible modification among these monetary areas, in view of 
the fact that the balance of payments criterion alone would not be sufficient. 'nris implies that the Comm
unity has a single balance o! payments, and a coiiUIIOn reserve fund. In this situation, it would then have 
the possibility of negotiating these criteria and of demanding their application, something which is 
impossible to do in the confused discussions which take place in the Group of Twenty, in which everyone 
has his own currency, his own surplus and his own deficit. Em.G. 
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- "Continental Can": Commission's satisfaction with the way in which the Court of Justice has inter-
preted EEC Art1cle 86 

- The Commission will meet twice weekly 
- Mr. Ortoli in London 
- The EEC/Cyprus agreement will have to be ratified by the two ethnic communities 
- Agriculture: aids for hill-fanning regions 
- Energy policy: European uranium enrichment capacity and question No. 635 from Mr. vredeling 
- Mr. Ezra and members of the British mining unions to be received by Mr. Simonet 
- EE~ruguay: towards collaboration of considerable scope? 
- Sm and medium-sized companies: fact-finding meeting 
- "AdUlt instructors": definition of new processes 
- "European railway companr: opposition of the ITF 
- Rumania Is accession to t-e World Bank and the IMF: reply to question No. 376 from Mr. Glinne 
- Temporary laying up of vessels on the Rhine and the Moselle 
- Aeronautical engineering: problems concerning structure and concertation 
-Excise duty on wine: the opposition of Euro-Coop 

QUestions concerning the reorganisation of the Commission's departments Nos. 619 from Miss Lulling 
and 625 and 6Z6 from Mr. Vredeling~Trade barriers on the car market: question No. 621 from Mr. 
Jahn- 11 Au pur" girls: question No~ 638 from Mr. COiiste·- noreen card": the ColUlcllfs reply to 
question No. 402 from Mr. Jahn 

- OECD: meet1.ng of the No. 3 group 
- concertation between African countries 
-Sir Christopher Soamesf speeCh at the Symposium on current Legal Problems 
- Andean group: statement by Mr. Spinelli 

- EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 2058 I 
European Parliamentary Activity 
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r----~UROPEAN LIBRARY .. j:~)r~./1ntf 
Books wtuch are sent to us and whose publicat1.on _.., i.~ ·~. • : · ···• ' v·? 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headi · ..V::\ . 

- RUDOLF HRBEK: Die SPD - Deutschland und Eurol!!; Die Haltimg der Sozialde1110kratie z;nt Verhlltnis von . rY 
DeutschlaQ.d - Politik und West-Integration {1944-1957); Europa Union Verlag GmbH (Bonn), 384 pages, 26 ~§)> ~ 

'lhe attitude of the German Social-De1110crats towards the efforts for European integration durin& "'~' 
post-war period until the ratification of the Treaties of Rome, during which the SPD was an opposition p Mjl 
is the subject of this work. It reviews the SPD 1s arguments for and against the"Council of Europe, the p -
ject for the European Defence Colllllunity, the ECSC and the Common Market. It particularly stresself the demand 
of the Social-Democrats for very broad economic co-operation and their opposition to any partiar· integration, 
which was the reason for their opposition to the ECSC, but their approval of the EEC. 'lhe main subject of 
the book, is, however, the SPD 1 s constant concern to take into account, during the efforts towards the inte
gration of Western Europe, the problems posed by German unification. The 1945-1957 period is all the 1110re 
interesting if one considers the ~act that, since 1968, the SPD, the main governing party in the F.R.U., 
has begun a policy of opening up to the East, which has been vigorously criticised by the CDU/CSU party, 
which, under Chancellor Adenauer, negotiated the treaties for the integration of Western Europe • 

... JOHN '1U'l'Htt.Lz 'lhe Decisive Years Ahead, Atlantic Institute for International Affairs (Paris), 77 p~es.
'l'he publication of this work by the former Ambassador of the United States to the Colllllunities, was announced 
in the Bulletin of 16 February, page 9. We shall return to it. 

- OECD: Disposal of Radioactive Waste, Nuclear Ehergy Agency of the OI!£D (Paris), 19.72, 290 pages, Price: 
• :z-.60, $ 7 .75.- 'Hlis is an account of the proceedings of the infonnation meeting organised by the NEA from 
12 to 14 April 1972. 

- La Constitution Espagnole, lois fondamentales de 11Etat, Servicio Informative Espanol. Madrid, 1972, 211 
pages l- The main section is composed of the l!'rench translation of the text of seven fundamental Spanish 
laws. . 

-journal d'Europe, weekly,lst year, No 8, Brussels (Etage A, 21, Place de :U,uvain, l()O()..Brussels).- We 
draw attention to an article on multinational enterprises ("'lhe Ogres of Growth") and a· special report 
on the French elections. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift ~Ur Internationale Politik, number dated 10 February 1973, Verlag fUr Inter
nationale l'Olitik (Bonn) .-We mention articles on the relations between the United States and Western 
Europe by Mr. Kurt Birrenbach, CDU member of the Bundestag; on the reform of the international IDllnetary 
system and multinational enterprises by Mr. Rainer HellJnann; and on the political unification of Europe 
by Per Fischer. 
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1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: 'lhe Executive of the European Parliament will adopt a position on the structure 
of the Conuni ttees 
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- Reg!onal policy: Mr. Chataway seeks information from the Commission 
6 ~~Processed prodUcts based on fruit and vegetables: towards a common importing system? 
7 ~I' "Marriage Bureau" for firms in the Community 

- Mr. Oeoffrey Rbnn and the problelll8 of the environment 
- klivironment: par clpatiofl of the Coilmission in the Vienna Conference 

8 - techDic81 trade barriers 
- Thyssen-Rheinsm concentration: application made for authorisation 

9 - French ctfarette market: reply to question No 426 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Aids in e paper sector: reply to question No 458 from Mr. Vredeling 
- E\.irO'pean MonetT Co-operation Fund: position of the Economic Committee of the E.P. 

10 - OECD: Group No has completed its work 
- ECiir(tiJC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 - 'lhe Week in Euro~ 
12-13 - ECON@fc IN'i'ERPb TRATI~ No 2059 

Our readers will be receiving an important document concerning 
the 1110netary problems on Monday 1110rning 
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EDITORIAL ~"~~. ,,;' ·, 
"" 

.r_. -~ b_)_., ·>_. t. 
- -·~ t:'.[ 

'lhe ·• friffin Plan n 

. Whatever views we may hold about the possibility of the economic and monetary union ·of :'the Nirte X 
movmg on from the stage of hypotheses and projects to that of reality (cf. our Editorials of 22 and 23 ~~:: 
February), we must recognise that the decision taken by the Ministers in Brussels on 15 February constitu7?' 
tes both a confirmation of the commitment made and the acceleration of its achievement. In a few weeks · . ' 
the European Monetary Co-operation I<'und must be created. The "monetarists" are insisting on their view ~i~1 
the existence of such a mechanism would make the coordination of the internal and external monetary poll ~· 
possible and would be "a precious tool for ensuring parallelism between the progress and collaboration in 
the economic and monetary fields" (Vlerick). 

However well-founded this view may be, it is obvious that if the creation of the Fund becomes a 
reality, it is more necessary than ever, in the present world monetary situation, that it should be an 
efficient tool which can be used as soon as possible, for it could be situated at the centre of a common 
strate of Euro e in moneta matters a strate which does not exist t but whose broad !IDes can 

rea y be notice • Europe, in act, wi a e to ave 1ts own concept1on o e 1nternat ona monetary 
system, for it is in the context of the reform of this system that the medium and long-term problem~-will 
be able to be posed and solved, including the joint management of the dollar balances. 

This Fund should therefore be given real consistence, which would enable it to face the responsibil
ities attributed to it by the decision taken at the Summit. 

This is precisely the aim of the suggestions made by the document drawn up by Prof. Triffin, which 
our readers have just received, under the auspices of the Action Committee for the United States of Europe 
(which had advocated the creation of a Federal Reserre Fund in 1959?·-~rof. Triffin 1 s proposals are precise 
and concrete and concern the starting-up period for the Fund, and therefore they are immediately applicable. 
'lhey particularly concern the endowment of the Fund. According to Prof. triffin, the latter could be of 
about 11 billion dollars initially (including the lines of credit and the immediate attribution of 10% of 
the reserves of the Cent:r.al Banks). This would enable etfective intervention in units of account called 
FlJR~PA. The Document also concerns the excb e ad ustmdnts within the CollllllUnit an<t tfie correction of 
eo! ective imbalances, including by ex.c an e us ents' e een Euro an e dollar. 

As we know, the hypothesis w c s . eco ng nc~as y su stan _ s at of f'\llconcerted float-
ing" o~ the Nine in relation to the dollar. The fundamental obstacle of the "divergence" among the CoDDDunity 
currencies {which, .in the long r n, would be overcome by economic unification) cOUld be avoided by means of 
r._apid ad{jistments of the exchange relations between these currencies. 'the question which is now posed is 
whether is series of proposals has an chances of be ado ted from the technical vie int and whether 
it is politically acceptable. The possi i ty for rope to "contro ' uture monetary eve opment pen s 
on the answer to this question. Em..G. 
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THE POLITICAL DAYI Conference on Vietnam ~eace opens in Paris.-Relations between Euro 
America: question to Council by sir Jo&i eei.-rrench elections.- Norwayt op n on pol 
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Report on the first phasea of the European ~netary Cooperation Pund 
by Professor Triffin 
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EDITORIAL 

Secrecy and the Council's discussions 

21th year - No 1 ,c,.xr~ 
Wednesday 28 

DA I LV 

One of the points, probably, on which all those who influence public opinion should insist,~ 
the pressure of public opinion succeeds in changing the present behaviour, is the one concerning ~\;~~t 
nature of the discussions of the Council of Ministers of the Co11111uni ty. Public opinion IIIUst demand ·· ' 
these discussions be made public, ex.cept in a few very specific cases. 'ftrls action is necessary s.J.R'~~ 
would lead, without any institutional changes, to a better balance of the CoiiiRunity institutions, :I 
increased efficiency of the discussions and to an increased feelin& of responsibility on the part fl: 
interlocutor in the Collllllunity dialogue. 'this is a problem which is of greater importance than that o the 
majority vote, since to make the debates ublic will make it almost i ssible to use the veto! (this may 
explain why some peop e are so at ac e to e secret na re o e scuss ons • · 

We have already insisted on this point in our editorials of 24, 26 and (31 January. A few days ago, 
the President of the E.P., Mr. Behrendt raised the problem once again. Recently; Mr. Vredeling, who had 
already asked the Council a question, renewed his efforts, asking it (in question No. 512/72) if it was 
"the unani100us opinion of the Council" that the debates should be of a confidential nature and "what inter
est there is in these debates being of a confidential nature, and what interests are opposed to raising 
this secrecy". 

It will be interesting to hear the Council's reply. But we are already bettin& that it wi:ll be 
an anodyne reply. 'lhe Council wants to avoid a debate on this point. 'lherefore, why not question it by 
means of an oral estio with a debate in the len ~ession of the Parliament? 

Or o erw se, :re wou ve to e a eas one m.em r o e unc Who has the courage to raise 
the problem in a Council session, in order to face everybody with their responsibilities. Since the secret 
nature of the discussions exists, but is not well-guarded, since each Minister reserves the right to give 
his version and his colllllents, public opinion would know who is against making the debates public, and why. 

'lhe l!ress must cpmmit Hself, as far as it is concerned, to continuinc and intensifying this battle 
for making the debates public, since this corresponds· to its duty towards public opiniob, since secrecy is, 
in this case, unjustified, arbitrary, and contrary to the rights of the citizens and contrary to the inter
ests of Europe. 
-Unjustified, because 11 the Council in the final period is the legislator of the Col11111Ullity11 (Vedel Report) 
and the legislative authorities holds public discussions in all the democracies; 
- Arbitrary, because nothing in the treaties states that the discpssions must be secret; 
- Contra to the ri ts of the citizens, because the latter must know how and why decisions which concem 
them are en or are not en; . 
.;.. Contrary to the interests of Europe, since it is by democratic participation that the Fl.lropeans will give 
their support to the construction ol' a Europe for mankind. EIDitl. 

SUMMARY ~ & ~e.Jo~~ /Jl r "3 dJ o ' 1'2.-7)'""2_ 
1 - EDI'IURIAL: "Secrecy and the Council 1 s discussions" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Executive of the E.P. has taken decisions on the structure of the Committees -
The French are in favour of the direct election of the E.P. 
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EDI'IDRIAL w 
'nle Euro.:...American..:.summit-should .be .prepared {or as soon as:possible ff~ 

'nle preparation of a Euro-American summit has become urgently necessary. 'lhe visits and talks
have taken place for some time in Brussels and elsewhere confirm this. There can be no further doubt a~-~_ 
the need for such a summit. We suggested the idea a few months ~o 1 and since then, it has made a lot.Af'\ 
headway. Indeed, there has been no frankly positive reply from the American side as yet, and the reaso,-~ 
this are easy to understand. · /f) 

Yesterday evening, the Dutch Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Westerterp, repeated~. 
proposal, in its most precise form, to Hr. Peter PGterson, President Nixon 1s special envoy, and Nixo , aiJ 
no doubt been informed about it. 

As we mentioned, Anrbassador TU.thill has just put forward a similar idea. However, the inabilicy to 
obtain a real 11Europeah interlocuter11 led him to propose a summit of the Six, which would include, in addi
tion to the United States, Canada and Japan, three member countries of the Community, namely, the United 
Kingdom, France and Germany. It is obvious that this solutian would have no chance of being adopted, since 
it would not confirm the union but rather the division of Euro • Hr. Tuthill acknowledged the well-founded-
ness of this il jec ion to us p ~ y as e or an enlarge sUlllllit, in other words, also including the 
United States, Canada and Japan, to be preceded by a Euro--American summit, as well as by the appointment ·by 
Europe of a valid nspokesman". 

As a result, there should be a stock-taki~, since the events are rapidly succeeding one another, 
and the monetary instability risks forcing one pary or another into extreme positions, from which it would 
be difficult to return. 

A Euro-American summit meeting may be organised in different ways. At first sight, the most effectiw• 
and practical way would be to call a special session of the Council at the level of Heads of Government 
anywhere, and therefore with the full participation of the Commission, at which President Nixon would be 
present, accompanied by his chief advisers. The agenda of such a meeting constitutes a delicate problem. 
One cannot claim to solve all of the problems, but rather to establish an order of priorities and to agree 
on co111110n objectives, as well as on a method for attaining them. The appropriate kUi'opean nspokesman" will 
also have to be appointed, who will be present at the transatlantic summit. · 

But there is an immediate problem: how should these preparations be carried out? The official and 
unofficial visits and missions are useful for clearing the ground. But we should go further and faster. Tb 
return to the idea we put forward a few days agos the Ceuncil could hold a-session ~con deToted to the exa
mination of the ~roblems in ~estien, essentially on the basis of the reaUlts of the recent Soames Mission. 
this Council sho~ then esta lish certain guidelines and ~jnt a;~restigioqs and UhiTersall~ respected 
ftlitical. fi!af who could carry out what is called an e:xe oratoi{ sslOiidlScreeity and rapOz. 

The n thing is to do this quickly. '!here Is .. ot much me to Iose. &a.G. 
SUMMARY I Rct\0h l q 1 "3 tvo - VZ. '3 3 

1 - EDI'lURIAL: 11 1he Euro-American summit should be prepared for as soon as possible" 

2 - POLitiCAL DAY: Ireland: general elections- Mr. Heatlt in Bomtt- for a Euro-American summit -
'ihe Italian Senate and Chamber want to make the work of the European parllamentarlan11 .i :::ss 
difficUlt 
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Fron <he election ef the .ldviso'l Councils "' European ci tioonahip ~ 
On 18 March, the elections will take place in Uege to the "CoiiiDIUI1al Advisory Council", compose~ 

of the delegates of "foreign" nationals (from the Colllli!Unity or from third countries). About 20,000 elect. s 
of 80 different nationalities will be called to the pollst the necessary condition is to have liYed in , J~ 
Liege since 1st September 1972 and to have reached 18 yt!ars of age before 1st March 1973. 

't'he institution of Advisory Councils is an initiative of the Belgian local authorities, aimed at 
giving foreign nationals, if not a power of decision, at least the possibility of expressing their points 
of view in a democratic and organised manner about questions of local interest, and at thus including them 
in the life of the city. 

Othe:t elections hne already taken place. The most :recent one was in Oenk (Belgian Umburg). AI 
the "Sole d 1Italia11 wrote, the elections in Oenk showed that large masses ~li<Y..' tui:11-out) of citizens of 
nations which have differing traditions, mentalities and religious beliefs, bu.t..who feel. united tmang 'tlUI.
selves, and united to the Belgians by the feeling of belonging to the same local co.unity, can be made to 
go ~'the polls. The significance of all this goes far beyond the purely local event. 'lhl.s is, in fact, 
the first, . although small, step alo g the long path to achieving the idea of European citizenshi,, and it 
is difficult to conceive of how this idea cc ld remain separated from that of the construction o Europe. 

'the participation, which for the moment is purely advisory, bllt which will necessarily develop 
towards active fonns Df participation, is occurring at the level of the local collectivitiess it is there
fore a. dt§velopmellt of fundamental importance in the development of the construction of Europe. 'ftle partici
pation of citizens in local activities and :responsibilities is, in fact, _intended to become increasingly 
greater in relation to that which is taking place at national level as and when European integration deve
lops and ~en functions and responsibilities are largely de--centralised at the same time. 

F'rom the European Yiewpoint1 the delegation of powers to European, in othe:t words, federal, level 
can only be accompanied by the transfer of other powers and responsibilities to local level. It is mainly 
at these two levels that the European citisen will exe,n,ise his democratic control: elect the local assem
blies, on the one hand, abd the European Parliament, oil the other; and this independent of his nationality. 

Indeed, much distance has yet to be covered,. but this is the right direction. Those who wanted elec
tions in Oenk and llege and the citizens who will e~rcise their -.oting rights, are the pioneers of Europea.ra 
cl tizenship. Em.G. 
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2 - POtiTICAL DAYs The candidates for the general elections in France and Et¥mpe - Conference on 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication ~ 
is worth·no .ire) re'ltiewea. under this Jlea -<1 

- UWE KITZINGER: Diplomacy and Persuasion: Ho• Britain joined the Common Market, Thames and Hudson, Londo~;:·~-~~ 
421 pages, Price £ 2.75.- © 

Uwe Kitzinger, at present a member of Sir Christopher Soames 1 "cabinet", is among those who have 
always fought for the European idea and for Britain's accession to the EEC, in the international organisa
tions, the universities (notably in Paris, Harvard and Oxford) and in his articles and books. In his last 
book, he carried out a thorough analysis (or, according to his definiti0n, a "chronicle") of the negotiat
ions which finally enabled, after two failures, Britain's accession to the Common Market. By his remarks 
about the attitude of the government, of the pressure groups (notably the churches, employers and trades 
unions), of the Labour Party, of the media and of public opinion in general, Uwe Kitzinger succeeds in 
painting a revealin icture of the British litical s stem: its func~oning in an exceptional situation 
(such as that of the app ication for mem ership in fact enables certain conclusions to be drawn on its 
normal functioning. In fact, the interest of this work largely derives from the fact that it is not limited 
to'~xplaining how Great Britain joined the Common Market, but it also tried to describe how the decision
lllaking process - decisions which had to be taken in a different "dimension" and on protllems which go beyond 
the frontiers between law and economy - in fact came into play. 

- PIERO HALVESTITI( I eersivi di Fanfulla, Cesehina, Milano, 236 pp., Price: 1,900 lit. 11Piero Malvestiti'', 
ra~colta di scritt1 su Piero Halvestiti, con introduzione di Giuseppe Lazzati, Vita e Pensiero, Hilano, 
316 pp,Price: 4,000 lit. 

It is with profound emotion that"'lii8'-~~abo1ft:1l!el!b-Malvestiti, a tenacious defender of democracy 
in a time of di,;:tatorships, a leader of resistance in the underground, and a 11frontiersm~11 , as Mr. Waiter 
Hallstein termed him, recalling his contribution to the censtruction of Europe, and President of the High 
Authority in extremely difficult circumstances, and the object, at the time, of sordid manoeuvring, to 
which people who should have given him their material and moral support were not str~ers. 

The first of these two volumes is a collection of short articles which Halvestiti published under 
the pen-name of 11 Fanfulla" in a weekly of the Democrazia Cristiana in 1945-47, the year.:J during which 
Italian democracy was taking its first steps, after the liberation; 'nte second is a collection of writings 
by various authors, including Walter Hallsteln, Dino Del Bo and Giuseppe Petrilli, ~10 speaks of Halvestiti 
as "European" • 

- L'Europa No 2/3, 1973, dated 31 january/15 February 1973. Rome (Corso Vittorio Emanuele Il~ 142).- We 
particulariy mention articles by Hr. Franco Maria Halfatti on European problems and by Hr. Emanuele Gazzo 
pleading fo_r a new dialogue with the United States. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Leave-taking visits by President Walter BehreMt - 'the Reform Movement hopes to 
split the two blocs - The Brandt/Heath talks - By-elections in Great Britain - Defeat of the 
Fianna Fail in the Irish elections - N .P. T.: the signing of the agreement Will take place on 
5 April 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1235 (new series): 

3-4 - Monetary crisis: in search of a Community solution 
5 - Community Is external relations on the Council's agenda 
6-7 -Supply of raw materials and of basic conmo,:ities (Memorandum by Professor Michaelis) 
8 - Must the E.P. be informed before the press of the Commission's proposals? 

- Aids for hill-farming regions: Hr. Lardinois presents his proposals to the E.P. 's Agricultural 
Committee 

- Working Party on trade between East and West Germany of the E.P.: meeting postponed 
- "Question time" in the E.P. 

9 - Food aid: balance-sheet 
10 -Sir Christopher Soames: speech to the British Chamber of Commerce in Belgium 

- Data processing: preparation of the sectoral policy 
- Vice-President Hillery resumes his tour of the capitals and Vice-President Scarascia-H~nozza 

visits London 
11 - "nl.e week !n Europe 
12-13 - ECDNOHIC INTERPENETRATION No 2064 
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EDI'IDRIAL Z' 
The monetary crisis: is a "Community" answer still possible? ~;:~~~ 

How can the results of the meeting which the Finance Ministers of the Conununity held yesterday, ·· 
day, to face the monetary crisis be assessed? This assessment is not merely of abstract or theoretical ~! 
est, for it is from this assessment that conclusions can be drawn: (a) about the efficiency of the Co nt 
machinery, and the ability of the Community as a whole to react to sudden and unforeseen events, in otl:i 
words, about its ability to govern; (b) about the objective possibility, and the advisability, for Community 
Europe to make ra id ro rcss towards the economic and moneta union. 

We s a l limit ourselves to ay to ana ysing the first point. At first sight, it can be seen that, in 
view of the complexity of the problems and of the large differences in the objective situations, and there
fore in the interests, the Community machinery has functioned with remarkable swiftness and efficiency. From 
Saturday, the Conunission had a precise and full view of the problems and of the positions, and it was able 
to draw up a document which contains all the aspects of a Community solution (Community system including all 
the countries and, possibly, some third countries; re-establishment of fixed exchange relationships within 
the Community and the suspension of intervention for the dollar; strengthening of the controls on specula
tive capital) modification of the rules relating to the application of the intervention agreement between 
the Central Banks concerning the terms and costs of credits, and their assumption by the European Fum). 

But it can also be remarked that a stop was made before taking a decision, and the Ministers merely 
tipped their hats, as usual, to the Commission's proposals. 'this considerably reduced the credibility of 
the swift reaction which we stressed. The difficulties are, indeed, great and opinions are divided. If this 
~re not so, the Community would have been constructed a long time ago. Nevertheless, some measures could 
have been adopted: this would have roved that the Communi intended to move in a certain direction. This 
will has been state , but o y in wo s. An it is poss e that, on Marc , we wi e ac at the start-
ing point. One of the Ministers who took part in the discussions described the present situation by saying 
that: nThe snake is hibernating". 

Mr. De Clercq remarl{cd: 11 We cannot do everything at once". But, in fact, very little has been done. 
It was perhaps essential to accede to Mr. Discard d 1Estaing 1 s rather surprising request (which was quite 
close to the one made by Mr. P.-P. Schweitzer, at least as concerns its effects) to "contact" the Americans. 
But this made it possible not to make any choices and to put everything off for a week. Other countries, 
which are considered as playing a braking r8le (but whose proposals deserve to be looked at in the right 
light, which we shall do tomorrow), were naturally quick to support any idea of an adjournment. This adjour
nment then became inev~table. 

The conclusion to be drawn is, therefore, at the moment, that although there is reason to be sati·s
fied, since there was no unilateral solution, there is certainly no reason to hang out the flags. Euphoria 
is out of place. Em.G. 

sUMMARY s- r- ~ M.a!Y-c Y) t t(=t-~ ,VC> · I~~ (e 
1 - EDI'IDRIAL: "The monetary crisis: is a 11Community11 answer still possible? 11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Impact of the elections on the representation of Ireland in the E.P. - Belgian 
delegation in the E.P.: changes - After the first round of tht· French elections - Socbl 
unrest in Great Britain: the 'IDC Congress 
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j{ 
'lhe moneta deterren\

0 
i~! use is tha;t it. shoitld:....J4Qt....h.a"¥e /~ 

We still have a few days to see whether a CoiiUIIUnity answer to the monetary crisis is still possib~~W 
We must, indeed, take account of the fact that for some Europeans, the swift achievement of the economic ~
and monetary union is not an appropriate answer to the problems posed. We quote "1Dmbard 11 , fO whom it is 
not at all clear that the Europeans have nothing better to do than to obey prematurely the rules of the 
economic and monetary union, because most of the Community countries are unable, at the moment, to conform 
really to the disciplines made necessary by the economic and monetary union. 

'lhis opinion can be refuted, but it must be respected. And not because it is more or less realistic 
than others, but because it tackles the problem "upstream" and insists on one of the terms of the debate 
which has continued for a long time now and has not yet been resolved. This is, in fact, whether it is poss
ible to make lasting progress, or to face crises such as the one we are experiencing, thanks to technical 
monetary expedients, without concerning oneself with first achieving the converging of the economies, which 
mainl;r Bleans the converging of~licies. -- --

without wanting to re-ndle these polemics, we note that they are still open, and that the best 
argument that could be opposed to those who say they are sceptical would be to show a real political will 
concerning the converging, and then the unification, of the econolllies. We must admit that this demonstrat
ion would hardly go by unnoticed. 

Having said this, we must take note of an important fact. If the Nine were to decide now to apply 
effective measures enabling a co11111.on float to be started, if necessa~, this would show that the political 
will to achieve unity exists. In this assumption, a purely techiiica:I evelopment would in fact become a 
political development. 

lt is from this -viewpoint that the suggestions made by Italy and Great Britain about the very prin
ciple of mutual suppdrt are assuming their full importance. '11tey are not, as· sollle thin~, pushing towards 
resignation and they are not at all dictated by the acceptance of views contrary-.to Colllllll.ttlity action. On 
the contrary, they are ad\rocating a fli~t~:forwards as a political answer and a confirt~~ation of the i.rrever
sibility of the movement. 'lhe importance and, above all, the nature of the Fund are in: fact the conditions 
for the credibility of Community solidarity and, consequently, they are increasing the probability that 
the Fund must not intervene. To be effective, a deterrent must measure up to the threat. And the property 
of a deterrent is that it should not have to be used. 

}JUt a second aspect of this deterrent lies in the certainty of solidarity between Europe and the 
Uni.,ted ~tates. Speculation will no doubt be discouraged on the day that it will no longer be able to rely 
on !!benign nonchalance" on the part of the United States ••• '!his is why the meeting in Paris on Friday is 
of such great importance. Dn.O. 

1 - ED!TORIAL: 11The lllOnetarz deterrentc its propercy is that it should not have to be used" 

2 - POL1TICAL DAY: Direct election of the members of the E.P.: Dutch project -Mr. Ortoli received 
by Mr. wburton - Freedom before unity in the Oerman westion, a CDU parliamentarian. c-;jnsiders -
While waiting for the 2nd rotiiid of the French elections - EUropean Organisation Of Rectors, Presi
dents or Vice-Chancellors of Universities 
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\} ~ ,._,.· ·' . . ~I'IDRIAL ; '_;! 
·~,.., '· ·· To turn challenges 1nto factors for union and cohesion _i- ,~ 

By immediately accepting the invitation of the Nine, and by sending to the me~ting which will be he~ 
in Paris on Friday the three major figures in the monetary field, namely, Messrs. Shultz Volcker a.bd BuJ~ 
the President of the United States is showing proof of at least one thing: that he l.S not nevo ent y ~~~· 
indifferent to the monetary problem, and that he wants to discuss the fundamentals. It is pos-sible that, fi 
having the feeling of being in the position of the accused, he wants his case to be pleaded in the best 
possible way. And this is his right. But Mr. Nixon also said that the present parity of the dollar was real
istic and that it should not be called into question. Mr. Shultz said something similar. 

Mr. Volcker, questioned by a sub-committee of the Congress, stressed that the monetary realignment 
was a satisfactory basis for restoring a lasting equilibrium of the balance of payments, and that a devalu
ation of the dollar would not be justified. He added that the United States was prepared to co-operate nlh 
an expedite mannern with its partners, to find a swift solution to the crisis. He finally recognised that 
the solidity of the dollar depended mainly on the health of the American economy. F mentioning these statement,, we do not think that wor s alone are enough to reassure us. Nor do 
11e think that speculation - in the least perjorative sense of the word - is giving up the idea of seeking 
out safe and solid investments (this is its role). However, if the United States is aware of the fact that 
a "realistic" defence of the dollar is in its interests, as least as much as it is in the general interest, 
and that unsldllful monetary manoeuvering can result in an economic disaster in .which it would be involved, 
it is possible that the very object of speculation will disappear. Technical arrangements (e.g. manoeuver
ing with interest rates) could then encourage this development. 

But we should not fool ourselves. Some prospects (trade and other negotiations) are open, and some 
problems (erratic capital movements, unconvertibility of the dollar):are persisting. To try to solve the~. 
the Euro~ans must act coherently. No-one can deny this. And if the will to create Europe does not come 
from the Europeans, from whom must it come? HI it possible that some Community countries have the illusion 
of being able to get out of the mess witll the pretext that they "are unable" to obey a Communit{ discipline? 
lfhat discipline will they obey? '!his is a technocratic view of things. 'Hie duty of the polltica forces 
(and the trades unions, for, in the end, it will be up to the workers to pay the highest price) is to remind 
the technocracies of their duty: to find viable solutions, which correspond to imrerative political guide
linea. But these political forces are long in putting in an appearance. And this s yery worrying. 

The ColllliiUnity is in one of those situations - recently described by Mr. Ortoli - in which it must 
"turn challenges into factors for unification and cohesion". The Commis8ion must remind the governments 
of this once again, stressing the gravity of their responaibilities. G Em. • 
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To the Americans 

It now seems quite probable that the Nine will go to Paris 
in the world monetary system, and above all with the United States 

2ht year- No 1239 (n:s 
Friday 9 March 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

called a "monolithic position". '!hey will probably agree on what the Americans JIIUst be asked to do1 but 
they will not be agreed on the answer they should give to~ Americans if the latter were to ask thefll 
what the Collilllunity's position is. .,. 

In this situation, it is difficult to claim to be able to institute a real dialogue. As soon as 
everyone wants· to keep their "room to manoeuvre" in essential sectors - and currency is one of them - there 
is no other solution than a bilateral and fragmented dialogue between each country: and the United States. 
Is this what we are looking for? Some, indeed, think that they are !Cleverer than others and that they have 
eriough rabbits to pull out of their hats to get by better than they could do in the context of a Community 
discipline. But they could be cruelly disappointed. To come to the concrete facts, everybOdy Should think 
about what Mr. Helmut Schmidt said in his interV-iew to "Die Zeit". Germany could be forced to float alone: 
it has the means to face this possibility. Its economy could ~ldj,gest" such a development. Other Community 
countries could suffer much more: they could have a respite by launching into successive madcap devaluations. 
But we know what is at the end of this line. However this may be, the price paid for such a process would 
be the end of European integration. 

Are the technocrats handling these dangerous "gadgets" aware of this? Or perhaps this is precisely 
what they want. 

, However, the dialo ue which will take lace tomorrow with the Americans in no way means (and Mr. 
Ortol.lf.did well to recall this en talking to journalists yesterday evening that the Nine are going to 
ask for "American aid" for finding a European solution. It is quite simply a question of saying: 11We are 
all faced with a situation which is creating serious problems for international trade. Apart from each 
of our responsibilities, we have a common interest in trying to solve this situation, or, at least, to con
trol it". Then the means can be talked about. 'lhese means exist and are known (cf. the infonnation in our 
Bulletin). It is a question of using them in a coordinated wa and one that is co atible with the develo 
ment of the economy. It is significant that Mr. Burns, Chairman of the Feder · Reserve, sai yesterday; 
11 '1here has been a !certain breakdown in discipline". It is precisely a question of agreeing upon a certain 
degree of discipline which is essential for the functioning of the liberal economy in which we are living. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY 1 M..o'f"C-h l ct·T-o PJCJ · 1'1.-~i 
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Ll reproducllolu ;_.: 

l~ ~- BOOks whiCh are sent to"':Us·iih'd wbpse publication 
. is worth noting are reviewed under this headin ,¥. 

- J .J. RIBAS, M .-J. j<J.ICZY ~D J .-C. SECHE: Droit Social Eurofeen, Collection 'lhemis, edited by Maurice ~ 
;Duverger, Presses Universitures de France (108, Boulevard Sunt-Oermain, Paris), 1973, 478 pages.- /fJJ~ 

'!his collection of texts is largely devoted to the social law of the European ColiDIIuni ties: social~ 
articles in the Treaties, free movement of workers, social security of migrant workers, reform of the Euro
pean Social Fund, freedom of establishment and the free provision of services (independent workers), ColiDIIi
ttees with competence in the social field, equality of men's and women's wages, etc. A second part is devo
ted to the texts of other international organisations, such as the Nordic Labour Market, the Council of 
Europe and the International Labour Organisation. This collection of unquestionable practical utility will 
_be followed by a second volume by the same authors which will make comments on this law. 

- RAINER HELLMANN: Euro a e America: Gli Investimenti Internazionali, Per una politica europea verso le 
imprese multinazionali, Pu lis ed in t e series "Onzzonte 2000 11 , e ited by Mr. Altiero Spinelli. Franco 
'_Angeli Editore (Milano, Casella postale 4?94), 187 pages, Price: 3,500 lire.- ~>¥ring the last few years, 
American investments in Italy, and notably the take-over of prosperous Italian ~mpanies by American capi
tal, have impressed Italian public opinion, the Parliament and the Government. All the problems posed by 
American investments in Europe are dealt with in Mr. Rainer Hellmann's work, the original German edition of 
which we commented on on 15 December 1970. We recall that an English edition of the book, a sign of the · 
interest shown in it, has appeared in New York. 

'- CHANTAL MAGE: L1industrie a etiere et l'ouverture des frontieres, paper written for the seminar on 11The 
private industri an commerc sector in France", organise by the Institut d 1Etudes Politiques de 
'l'Universite des Sciences Sociales of Grenoble (France,. 

- New Europe, February 1973, Europe'kouse;:Ptiblishing Ltd (la Whitehall Place, London SWlA 2HA) .- We mention 
an article by Mr. Anthony Barber on economic and monetary affairs, by Mr. George Thomson on his job in 
Brussels, an interview with Mr. Dick Taverne, a profile of Mr. Henri Simonet and an account by Mr. Arie Eliav, 
member of the Israeli Parliament, on Israel!s relations with the EEC. 

- ComunitA Europee, February 1973, Rome (00187, Via Poli 29) .- In the summary: An editorial by Mr. Fran~ois
Xavier Ortoll, articles by Mr. Ferdinando Riccardi on the first effects of the enlargement of the Conm~ity, 
by Mr. Klaus Meyer on the security conference, and by Mr. Altiero Spinelli on the efforts to enable Europe 
to speak with a single voice. 

- FRANOE FORUM, January-February 1973 Paris (750071 6, rue Paul-louis Courier).- '!his number deals with 
the relations between Europe and the finited States in two articles: Growth at the heart of the conflict 
between Europe and the United States,· by Mr. Roger Bernes, and Europe faced with the Super-powers, by Mr. 
Dnanuele Gazzo. We also mention a study on the industrial development of the European Coiiiiii.Ulity by Mr. 
Gabriel Ventejol, and on the development of multinational companies, by Mr. L. Duquesne de la Vinelle. 

1 
2 

- FIJIIDPEAN LIBRARY 

- POLITICAL DAY: ]he European Parliament will discuss a draft resolution by Mr. Scelba on the 
Middle East - Ft'ance: a close.;fight for all the political forces - Eu:zean 'Social Charter: 
the instrument Is deposited by France - Bentinck European Prize - Heath Cosgrave 'taf~s 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1240 (new series): 3. 
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- MonetaGr conference uniting 
droup o Ten 

the 9 members of the EEC and the non-member countries of the 

- "~ricultural" Council: next ministerial session 
- M awi formally applies for its accession to the new Convention 
- ~onal f?licy: first orientation debate 
- : meeting of the Advisory Committee 

. - 'PoWers and direct election of the E.P.: Bow Group study - 2 
- European Parliament: Preparation of the Plenary Session; Nominations of the Chainneh of the 

dOIIllllittees 
- '!he Political Committee of the E.P. approves of Mr. Scelba1 s resolution on ~e political 

situation in the Middle East 
- E.D.F.: distribution of contracts among the firms of the Member States 
- Petroleum indust~: considerable recovery in 1972 
- fhe Week m Eu~e 
- ECON(J.IIC INTERP ETRATION No 2069 
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From Paris to Brussels: something new in Europe • 

Between the results of the elections 1n France and what happened last night in Brussels, there is 
undoubtedly a link and a fortunate coincidence. 

In both cases, and on two totally different levels, it is EuroTe which is taki~ a further step 
fo..rwards. These are small steps, which do not always give entire sails action, bUt Whlc are moVing in the 
rig}it direction. And history will show whether their significance was decisive. 

In Brussels, the Community too~ a step forwards and made a pact: let us hope that the United States 
understand the significance of this. It could set in motion a process which, by disarming some of the 
causes of the regular 1110netary crises, would later enable lasting solutions to be sought, while, at the 

.same time, making it easier for those who have stood aside to associate themselves with the movement. As 
long as the illusion of being able to settle structural problems with monetary "gadgets" is abandoned! 

As for the French elections, they had a definite Euroiean significance, and we explained the rea-
sons for this in our editorial of 19/20 February. We also e:xp ained why it seemed to us that Mr. Mitterand 
was defending views about Europe in which he did not really believe: it is not - as some may think - that 
.the coming of a Socialist Europe is to be feared. But, unfortunately, the "coiiiDon progr8JIIIle 11 would have led 
not to making a Socialist Europe (socialist and humane), but quite simply to unmaking it. 

From the present 1110ment, there is the possibility in France and - as it seems - the will to build 
up a new majority which is a better reflection of the will of the country, and which is above all capable 
of ;catf.yi:ilg out, in everything that can be carried out, the desire for change which has been so widely ex
pressed. A change which would take place in the framework of the correct functioning of the representative 
institutions (these elections have shown how attached the citizens are - contrary to a rather Widespread 
opinion- to the parliamentary institutions, provided that they work). 

President Pompidou seems to have grasped this desire for change in the·social and European fields • 
...-we;e struck at hearinl§ him utj::er a truth, on Saturday, which we had not heard for a long time coming 
from the regime in power in France, namely, that 11 the real construction of Europe ••• is still ou:i- best 
chance for ensu our inde endencen. 

e party- e er Lecanuet, o has a free hand but who contributed by means of his political action 
to this change in the situation, repeated that the conditions for fonning a new majority are reforms in 
the social field and progress with the construction of Europe. 

. We hope that the new French government, which will probably be formed at the beginning of April, 
will immediately take a bold initiative which would hark back to the fervour of 1950 and of 1956, in other 
words, that it will se to artners to o en the discussions for the election of the Euro ean Parl-
iament y un vers be an unique opportun ty or France to take 
ille movement ••• Em..G. 
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'l'he monetary questions: why the agreement j~ so fragile .:\ 

The monetary agreement reached in the Community has generally prompted favourable :comments, but~· ' · 
there will never be enough insistence o~ its fragility and its transitional nature. · 

We shall be able to be more optimistic wben we know what the United States' ans1t'er is, s1nce th :, 
latter received a "gift" in advance, in other words, a small revaluation of the DM. 'lhis could have con '" 
uences f~r the attitude of the Yen. The whole credibility ef the system depends, in fact, on the answer 
of the United States, in other words, on the "tangible" presenee of their determination noc to buy d"llars 
at the strong price (which is not discouraging long-te~m speculation), but to make sure that confidence in 
the ~resentvalue of the d9llar is restored. And for this te be possible, the problems of the consolidation 
of dOllar-balances and of convertibility should ne longer be evaded. An agreemen~ which arouses confidence, 
an whose practical instrument will be the concerted interventio~ of the Central Banka, may le;J.d, in fact, 
to a situation in which the floating would not exceed the enlarged linrl.ts instituted by the Smd.thsonian 
~reements, which give the system sufficient flexibility. 

But the agreement is also fragile ru1d temporary because the Community solidarity is incoePlete: 
it is showing a breach through which those absent could return, but through which others could ~ tempted 
to lea>te. On this subject, it is ''Ccessary to provide some clarification about the attitude of the coun
tries which were ttllable to follow the eollllURl.t1 clhclJ!Ufte. lleUieeft the ~~ ftf ihe ~ ltti(IJhlt 
and of Italy there are similarities, which we have already stressed, but also differences. 

'lh.e British attitude is, in principle, "intellectually irreproachable" because the United Kingdom 
is accepting the commitment to which the others have subscribed, subject to an unlimited guarantee which 
is in any case reciprocal, and which wo ld constitute both an incomparable deterrent and an improvement in 
quality towards real monetary union. But it would have been desirable for the United Kingdom to have been 
more req.listic at a given moment about its requirements, without entreQching itself in a "take it or leave 
it"--ptta'ition, and without claiming to keep a free hand in certain circumstances. 

Italyts attitude is more complex.. It is largely justified by the reminder of all that has not been 
done (and about which no-one knows whether it will be done) in the field of the converging of economies. 
HoWeVer, it was marred in that in no event did Italy want to renounce - unless it were in the indefin1.te 
future - its freedom of action in the monetary field, and this was, in fact, the significance of the 
"concertation" suggested. 'lh.e olic of a free hand is erh s a ood one but it cannot be the policy of 
someone who is a member of a Communi • It y must be to this, as others have been told. And he who puts 

s into practice oes so at is own risk and peril • 
.:;'lh:::,;;:e,..::.;m;;;a1;;:. ;;;n_;;th;:1::;. n;;;g,....::.::....=;;:..;;..-th=Fi:.:s;_,..;s:;;;;i;_;tu:::;;.:a;_;ti:;:·;.;;o;;;n;.....::s;;;:h;.;;o_;;:u;;;l;;;d..,..::;las=;;t.,..::;:::;-,;r;;:.=-;;..-;::;::........:~==:T-=a;__;t;;;;;i~m;.;..e. It is up to the 

Community Institutions e initiative again illllle e colllllon interest and to 
make further progress. Dn.G. 
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- European Parlia~~ent: Plenary Session: Adoption of three resolutions in the social sphere 
- Agriculture: abOlition of the deficiency payments system in the U.K. - 'lb.e Ministers have 

resolved some ambiguities 
- Beef and veal and calves: extension of the suspension of the customs duties 
- ihe fanners I organisations of the three new Member States support the position of the COPA on 

the l973/74 prices 
- Crude oil refined in the FRG 
- ECOO'(J.fiC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Advisory Committee of the ECSC: full composition 
-Mr. Glaesner, Mr. Dahrendorffs 11chef de cabinet" 
- 'Hie European Centre for medium-term meteorological forecasts 
- Publications ol the European Conmunities 
- ECON(IofiC INTERPFNETRATtON No 2071 and Multinational companies: unfavourable attitude of 

the AFL/CIO 
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EDl'lURIAL 

21st year - No 1243 (n. 
Thursday 15 March 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

An aim for the new President of the Parliament ~ 

.In addressing our congratulations and best wishes for his work in·the future to kr. Berkhouwer, ~ 
who is assuming the Presidency of the European l'arliament, we cannot help remarking on something which is · . 
certainly not very encouraging, but which corresponds to the present reality. This is the difficulty wit ~J 
which the person is faced who is required to head an Institution whose real powers are extremely limited fl 
whereas its members, in the field of their national attributions, exercise real legislative and control · 
powers. The role of the President of the E .P. is to ensure the correct functioning of the institution, in 
accordance with the institutional rules, but it is also to seek by every possible means to turning virtua
lities into realities and to create conditions which make this transformation and this development inevi
table. 

What makes an institution strong is the share of power which it has or controls, and the way in 
which it fulfils its mission. It was not by chance that in his speech on Tuesday, Mr. Berkhouwer said that 
the l'arliament must be on an equal footing with the Council and the Collllidssion, and must be an interlocu
tor in a "three-cornered" and "permanent" dialogue. 

Supposing that this 11 tri-polarity11 is possible, does Mr. Bertitouwer really think that this would 
take him v-ery far? What should be obtained is not a different distribution of powers, but an overall in
crease in the powers of the European tnstitutions. Unfortunately, very little power can be tilken away 
from a Councll~ich is often incapable of taking decisions, or from a Commission whose procedure is chec
ked by a series of internal and external inhibitions. 

Consequently, the most interesting part of Mr. Berkhouwer 1 s statements ie, in our view;· the one in 
which he promised to take initiatives resulting in concrete action, and abo'V'e all wbere he recognised that 
the European Parliament is entitled to make proposals for the construction of Europe, and notably with a 
Yiew to creating the "European Union". An initiative in this direction had, in fact, al·ready bee11 taken by 
President Behrendt, who ieft nothing undone in order to enable the l'arlia.ment to play a prime tile in the 
crucial period through wlrlch Europe has just passed. But it was not followed up. 'l'he European Parliament 
is 1110st directly concerned by the institutional reform which is to accompany the development of the Colllft
unity towards the Union. It will depend on the type of this reform whether the Parliament will have real 
powers. Who, therefore, should take the initiative, if not the Parliament? 

It is easy to see, at present, that we are marking time. There are some ~ood reasons for this, 
since the Commission and the Council are committed to a series of actions (and of criHes) which are hardly 
leaving them any time to devote to this eminently political task. It is up to the Parliament, therefore, to 
take the lead in this movement; and to carry out the :rOle of leader which no-one could call into question. 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

21st year - No 1244 
Friday 16 March 1973 

~ France and the European Parliament after the elections 

The opening-up and change which the French electors have demanded should soon assume concrete ~ 
An opening-up at European level, which would not be a disavowal, but the natural continuation of a poll~~ 
whose most visible signs were the European referendum, the Paris Summit and the appointment of Mr. Orto .~l 
to the Presiden~ of the European Commission, is now part of the logic of things. 

At government level, the appointment of men and the definition of programmes will show us, in the 
coming weeks, whether this logic is being turned into action. We had wanted one of the concrete acts of the 
new government to be the proposal to seriously "prepare" for the election of the European Parliaaent by 
universal suffrage. We still think that this would be an historic opportunity which France should not 
allow to go by. The objection that other member countries of the Community would be opposed to these el!'!c
tions is not valid. On the contrary, it would further justify a French initiative, since it would then be 
seen who is for and who against the election of the Parliament. Until now, it was France that was resolu
tely against these projects, sometimes under the cover of technical arguments, which were not altogether 
unfounded, moreover. The polls have shown that French public opinion is largely in favour of the direct 
election of the Parliament. A democracy must take these tendencies into account. 

Furthermore, this will to open up and the respecting of the will of the people could be expressed 
shortly by the nomination of a new delegation from the National Assembly to the European Parliament. It 
is patently absurd that one party should, in practice, keep the monopoly of the representation of France 
at parliamentary level, the more so since in all the countries, the structure of the parliamentary delegat
ion quite faithfully reflects the structure of the national assemblies. The demand for a Parliament which 
is "representative" of public opinion, ·even while keeping the present system of mandates at two removes, 
has become imperious. 

The fundamental demand is that each delegation should include all the significant political forces, 
if not on the basis of the votes obtained, at least on the basis of the parliamentary mandates. The Euro
pean Parliament would be better articulated and structured and the purely national groups could disappear. 
According to approximate calculations, the delegation from the Natio~al Assembly, which at present includes 
18 UDR, 2 RI, 2 PDM and 2 Socialists, l-Ould consist of 9-10 UDR, 3 Rl, 3 PDM or Refonners; 5 Socialists 
and radicals of the left, and 4 Communists. The Communist Party could form a group, like the present UDE, 
and this group could include parliamentarians of similar tendencies. 

We should like this renewal to take place as soon as possible, for it will be a fresh breath of life 
for the Parliament, which, coming after the entry of parliamentarians from the new Member States, would 
enable the problem of the powers of the Parliament, and, consequently, of the powers of all the European 
institutions to be "dramatized", as it should be. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "France and the European Parliament after the elections" 
2 - POLITICAL DAYs Mr. Maurice Schumann resigns - Irelands the new Government - Statements by leader 

of Norwegian Conservative Party - European Federalist Congress: agenda 
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-Plenary session of European Parliament: End of Parliament-commission-council symposium; Council's 
replies; Rise in Fbod Prices; Appointments of Presidents of Commissions; European Monetary Co-operat
ion Fund; Multi-annual Fbrecasts for Rec;:ei}its and Expenditure of Communities' Budget 

-Agriculture: situation concerning "compensatory amounts" 
-Monetary meeting in Paris: certain confidence noted 
-Fbod Trade Organisations record a drop in EEC internal trade 
-Transport: attitude of "CGT-GGIL" trade unions 
-Environment: concertation of EEC countries in studies by international o~ganisations 
-European Environment Ministers: next meeting 
-Coking Coal: draft on aids 
-Steel: sustained demand 
~eries: development of labour 
-EX;ON<JUC INTmPENE'mA TION No 2013 
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• .·.• .: :'i _,ji / -,{ j lf is worth no tin are rev:iewed. lihder-.thiS hea · 

- HANS VOO DER GROEBEN .. and ERNST-JOACHIM MES'IMAECKER, Editors, with the co-operation of MR. ECKART KOCH: ~-
Ziele und Methoden der euro aischen Inte ration Bericht uber eine Arbeitsgemeinschaft im Zentrum fUr int ~ 

sz p i are Forsc ung er Univers1ta'.t Bie efe , Athenaum Verlag GmbH (Frankfurt), 1972, 183 pages.- M! 
This work is a report prepared, in the framework of the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research of · 

the University of Bielefeld, by a working party which has dealt, during the last two years, _with the objec
tives and methods of European integration. Its subject is the search for the means by which the Economic 
and Monetary Union can be attained. This report forms the basis for discussions for an international sym
posium which will take place in Bielefeld from 22 to 25 March (cf. our Political Day today). 

- Rivista di Diritto Europeo, October-December 1972, Roma (Via degli Spagnoli, 29).- This number is devoted 
to the report by Mr. Mariano Pintus, a member of the European Parliament and Director of the Review, on the! 
European commercial company, which has been adopted by the Legal Committee of the European Parliament. 

- FERNAND DEHOUSSE: Un Precurseur oublie: le Comite d 'Etudes pour l'Union Europeenne, an bff-print of pages 
77 to 86 of "Miscellanea W.J. Ganshof Van der Meersch11 • 

- Courrier Europeen, No lOO -January, February, March 1973, Special number published by the French Organi
sation of the European Movement ( 24, rue Feydeau, 75002 Paris).- On the occasion of its 20th anniversary, 
the 11Courrier Europeen 11 retraces the facts and events in Europe since 1953, thanks to the publication of 
a judicious choice of articles and cstalements by European politicia.Jls who have contributed to the construc
tion of Europe. 

- Les Fransais et l'Europe, 5 February 1973, Institut Fran~aie d 10pinion Publique (20, rue d 1Aumale, Paris 
9e) .- To give Europe a real Community government, and to elect a European Parliament and a European Presi
dent by universal suffrage are three prospects which have encountered the support of almost half of. the 
French.· The strongest opposition (with only 28%) was to a Community government. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, March 1973, Published by the European Co~ission, Editorial office: 53 Bonn, 
Zitelmannstrasse 22.- We particularly draw attention to articles on worker eo-management and the European 
Court of Justice. · 

- Affari Esteri, Rivista Trimestrale, January 1973, (00195 Roma, 2/t. via Monte Zebio) -· The theme of this 
number is: "Political science, technology and foreign policy", and it contains an article by Mr. Giuseppe 
Medici. 

- Lettre de l'OCIPE, No 34-35 of 24 February 1973, Catholic Secretariat for Information on European Prob
lems (Strasbourg and Brussels)-- This number is devoted to the "European Colllllllmity and the Mediterranean". 

- The World Tpda{' March 1973, The Royal Institute .oLinternational Affairs :(10 St. James 1 s Square, london}. 
We ment1on artic es by Mr. Malcolm Mackintosh on Moscow 1 s view of the balance of power, and by J .F. Brown 
.On RUIIIMia r s uphill struggle for an independent' role. · 

l - FIJROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL D&Ya President Nixon soon to visit Europe - The Foreign Ministers of the Nine meet for 
the first session of political talks o~ 1973 
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3-3b - Second International Monetary Conference held in Paris 
4 - Norway and Swedena moves made towards the EEC in the hope of participating in the Community 

exchange system 
- EEC/Norwa.ya new session of talks 

5-6-7-8- Plenary Session of European Parliamenta EEC/Cyprus; Situation in Jti.ddle East; "Deficiency Pa3'1Dents" 
to· UK; Enrichment of Uranium; ApproVa-l of numerous technical projects ··and adoption' of resolution 
on air transport 

9 - ICI (Italy) and CSC (US) appeal to the Court of Justice 
-· ESC : British trade unions announce forthcoming entry 
- ~ Trans;art: proposals to increase authorizations to new member States 

10 - Researca a Development: divergency of opinion 
-ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 - The Week in Europe 
12-13 -ECONCRIC INTERPENETRAT,ION No 2074 

.J!!tmOPE/Brief Notes No 353 - Denmark 
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EDIIDRIAL 

Stability of the currencies and of farm prices? 

21st year - No 1246(n.s. 
Monday/Tuesday 19/20 Mar 
1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

We must guard against prematurely judging the agreements reached in Paris on Friday on the super- ~ 
visionrof the monetary markets. One thing is certain: the Americans have made a political commitment and @·-~
nothing justifies us in thinking that this commitment will not be kept. The solution of the, crisis has ,l;f;~ 
not been reached, but rather the creation of a psychological climate as well as the implementation of cer- ~& 
tain machinery which vill enable the problems posed to be resolved. This emerged, furthermore, f~ the 
statement made on Saturday by Mr. Ortoli after his talks with Mr. Shultz. 

We also note that this outcome enables the preliminaries for the European-American dialogue on 
trade problems to be considered in a slightly more optimistic li~t. 

It is here that a discourse that is most topical is automatically inserted: the ope on farm prices. 
We have pointed out, in our Bu~letins of 16 March and of today, that the Commission, after a first approach 
last week, will try, tomorrow and the day after, to get to the heart of the matter. It seems clear that a 
serious discourse becomes possible from the moment that there is a period of relative monetary calm (hence 
the importance of Friday's agreements) and that it could only develop by leaving aside the implications of 
the commercial policy with the rest of the world and notably with the United States (the preliminaries for 
which are more or less in progress). 

This is the reason why the suggestions put forward by Mr. Spinelli in the Commission - the main 
point~ of which we gave -which seem to be benefitti.,g from widespread support, are assuming tpoicality 
~ a general political context. 

One thing seems to us to be emerging clearly from these suggestions, namely that Mr. Spinelli does 
not wish in any way to call into question the ptinciples on which the Community agricultural policy is 
founded. Even if he wanted to, he could not do so. On the contrary, it seems to us that a more "rational" 
application of these principle~,_ in ~er words, a different price policy (which is not limited to the_ 
problem of the -leveL·of price~) l;Olild ):ontribute towards safeguardiHg these principles from the attacks 
which would no dOUbt be made When the-development of affairs would make their application, such as it is 
at present, incompatible with the imperatives of the Community economy. 

By means of his initiative, Mr. Spinelli.-reiterated, on an even more solid basis, the proposals 
which he had put forward in January 1972 and which we commented on at leng:t;h (cL our edi to:r:i?l!!. Qf 26 tR 
28 January). '!he time which has gone by has merely provided grist to the lllill of"his views. Whatever solution 
wiH. be given to the problem for the moment, it is certain that the problem is now pos~!d and that it is 
impossible to overlook it. And if the fighting of inflation is not an illusion, we should move on from words 
to action. Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDIIDRIAL: "Stability of the currencies and of farm prices?" 

2 - POLITICAL-DAY: Mr. Noergaard adopts a position on European problems -No "tripartite European 
Su111Dit11 - 'lhe Executive Committee of the OECD holds a speCial session 
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-Monetary agreement of Paris assessed positively by the European Commission 
- European Monetary Co-operation Fund: adoption of the decision ~ $Ubject by Luxembourg to an 

agreement on the headquarters 
- Economic cycle: first annual examination 
- EEC/Norway: some progress for sensitive products 
- Farm rices 1973,1974 
- EEC Ice an : no ·customs reductions for fishery products 
- EEC S : next meeting of the Joint Committee 
- EEC Brazil: negotiations on 26 March 
- EEC ua : signing of the agreement 
- P en Session of the Euro ean Parliament: Air transport and other interventions 
- "Green ea s": Be gium keeps e controls at the frontiers 
- Court of justice: Remunerations of officials and rulings on agricultUral regulatiqns 
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- Coke: production estimates for 1973 
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EDI'IDRIAL 

Between Rome and Brussels (1) 

'nlere is dissent between Rome and Brussels. Never has so much been said about Europe and the Comm-,~. 
unity in Italy as since the monetary decisions of the 11 March, and the minot pol~cs wRich followe~ th 
between Mr. Malagodi and the Europ~an Commission (we published details about this in our Bulletins of 14 F1 
March, p.S, and of 15 March, p.7). 'nle opportunity was skilfully exploited by the extreme left opposition L~ 
(which ha<.\..always attacked the Europe "of the monopolies" and "technocratic" Europe) which is accusing the 
government and the parties in power of a lukewarm attitude towards Euro*e. 'ftle intervention of factors for
eign to the subject of the dispute, an often superficial kilowledge of t e technical aspects of the problem 
as ~ell as a tendency to generalise too much or to fragment the debate, made the latter confused and pass
ionate, and .E!:!,blic o inion is more than ever disorientated. 

'nle controversy wi no ou t e starte afres after the publication by a Milan newspaper of the 
statements made in Rome on Sunday by Mr. Olivi, addressing - at a private meeting - former officials of the 
Communities. While leaving Mr. Olivi responsible for his judgements and appreciation (the exact contents of 
which we do not know), we cannot remain silent about the remark which he made, according to which the Ital
ian government has never had a collegial discussion (except in the event of crises) on European problems, 
whereas the German government has had at least 54 - according to an unofficial count - and the French gov
ernment about thirty. 'ftlis explains many things. 

Beyond the present vicissitudes, the polemics have brought a real problem out into the open, which 
exists and for which there are serious reasons and roots of long standing, of a psychological, political 
and economic nature. It cannot be understood or solved in a simplistic way by remarks about the Italian 
11character11 , but it can be betteJtL'situated in its context, by a knowledge of the social and administrative 
structures and of their incrustations, of the knots which exist and of the forces which are tending to shake 
them and ~ich are often based on the example or the impetus coming from the outside~ Above all, one must 
not forget the historic and dualistic coexistence in Italy of a "European" and "continental" conception of 
politics and of international relations with a "Mediterranean" and 11Euro-African11 conception. 'nlese tlio con
ceptions cannot eliminate one another, even if it is sometimes one and sometimes the other which dominates. 
The result is contradictory and unforeseeable behaviour. 

By means of a "self-criticism" which borders on "self-denigration", many Italians, even at the 
highest levels, feel a form of disappointment about what Europe - in which the believed and often still 
believe - did not bri~ to Italy. 'nley are thus plunging into pessimism and believe that contact with the 
European reality is o y fut'tner putting off the Italian society of whose change they had dreamed. Thus, 
at economic level, statements are being made - on the basis of Italy's behaviour in thr~ monetary question -
according to which one should "loosen the Communi~ ties" and move "to the fringe" of the Community, and, 
thanks to the judicious manoeuvering of exchange of monetary policy, "obtain a breathing space" to then 
be able to return to the Community 11with head held high". 

We shall return tomorrow to the consequences which this attitude may have. Dn.G. 

SUMMARY ";)J ).{qy-cV} 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Between Rome and Brussels (l)" 

2 - POUTICAL DAY: Symposium on the objectives and methods of European integration - Mr. Barz.d in 
Brussels- 1973 B~es·Week- Mr. Leburton on an official visit to Luxembourg- srrieh~pher 
Soames has -conferre -with Mr. POmpldou 
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3 - EEC nited States: new series of consultations 
3-4 r. L. Senghor meets the European Commission 
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5 - Sugar cartel: most of the companies sentenced Have· made appeals for cancellation 
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- American balance of paylllents: optimism of Mr. Volcker . 
- The W&WN Finland reement opens the way for the conclusion of the free trade agreement 
-Monetary Co-operat en Fun : xembourg will not si~ the agreement . 
- French tobacco monopely (~EITA): reply to question No 472 from Mr. ~rtzinger 
- ~tallan i~orts of maize y sea: reply to question No 446 from Mr. Vredeling 
- EEC/TUI'ke3 resumption of the negotiations for the adaptation of the agreement 
- ECONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Grain: record harvest 
- 1.\le ~nerale sucriere demands a "mre liberal" production system 
- ECSC/EFTA: customs abatements f0r steel 
- Coke from the ~r for the American steel industry 
- Steel: world pro uction 
- Coke: new draft :f;or the system of aids 
- COking coal: ihcrease in imports from third countries 
- PUbliCations of the European CoiiBIIunities 
- ECONOOC IN~ETRATION No '1D76 
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We tried yesterd~y te explain some of the motives which are at the onglll of Italy's apparently ~~·:'~ 

contradictory attitudes towards the construction of Europe and more particularly towards the monetary ques- ... 
tions. 

One must be careful, in faet, about believing that. an anti~European attitude is prevailing at p~sJ }'~j 
ent in Italy. Of c0urse, as everywhere else, certain sections of public opinion and of the administration ~ 
consider that Italy was wrong in cemmitting itself to tlte construction of Europe; but they are in the 
minority. Unfortunately, the profoundly European forces are at present discouraged and disappointed, and 
are seeking other ways out. But it i!S certain that, when they suppose that by "loosening the ties with 
Europe for a while", several problems specific to Italy could be solved better, they are committing a 
serious mistake. With the result, at Community level, that some "may take the refusal of the two partners 
in the EEC to respect their obligations relat1ng to the economic and monetary union as a pretext to enable 
others to free themselves tfrom the promises made". It was P .F. who wrote this in "Le Monde 11 of 17 March, 
addiiig that in Paris hit is new theught that we have been freed from the commitment made", especially con
cerning regional policy. If our information is correct, the French are not the only ones to cherish the-
idea of being free from commitments: the Germans and the Dutch have made similar statements, and in Brussels 
itself. 

'11lis could lea to very serious consequences, and one must be aware of this, in Italy and elsewhere. 
To deny the cemmitments :cencerning regional policy (made at the Summit) would result, paradoxically, in 
saying that those people were right who consider, in Italy, that these commitments were only 11hot air" and 
that, ·in the best assumption, they would have resulted in the creation of a "Fund" whose means would have 
hlid no common measure with the needs. '11le achievement of regional re-equilibrating• action is an -essential 
aspect of the series ef coherent actions which should enable the gap between the national economies to be 
reduced in the Community context. If this gap were not eliminated, the maintaining of the cohesion of the 
currencies would only be a pious wish. If there is one point on which Italy is right and on which the Colllll
unity should finally move on to action, it is precisely the respecting of this parallelism, to which some 
only seem to have paid lip service. 

Consequently, we sheuld guard against reactions which would have the contrary effect to the one 
sought. The polemics in progress will no doubt bear their fruit and this will be able to· be seen in the 
parliamentary debate which will take place in Italy in early April and which was prompted hy a Socialist 
question (cf. today's P .D • .). 

The Communit as a whole sheuld be aware 
fringe 11 • Bonn has just enie the news announced 
an Anglo-Franco-German "tripartite summit11 • 'lhis is something to be glad about. But such an idea would not 
even have come to mind ,two or three years ago. There has been a dangerous development here. If Italy were 
to refuse to play its role in the Conmunity, not only would it exclude itself from the European decision
making process, but it {.,ould cause prejudice for the 11 small countries", tor the assumption of a II&J.ropean 
directorate" could then no longer be excluded. Finally, it would prejudice the very idea of a Community, 
which rests on equality and on the absence of discrimination. 

Our conclusion would therefore be that the problem is mali1ly political and that it is now up to the 
political powers to adopt a clear position. Em.u. 

sUMMARY ~a MA" c Ill 1 q --:r 3 1J0 . r2 tJ2J 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Between Rome and Brussels ( 2) !.• 

2 - POLI:TICAL DAYr Italy and the Building of Europe - President Heinemann in Italy - Mr. Da.vies 
has talks with German leaders -Mr. Brezhnev to visit United States - Norwaya support for 
Community 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1248 (new series )z 

3-4 -Agricultural Prices for 1973/74 retained by European Commission 
3 - EUROOYNDICAT: "SIX": 167, 75 - "Nine"z 94, 29 
j - Council of Ministersa Session on Economic and Financial Affairs tomorrow 
5-6 --Industrial,. Scientific and Technological Policy: orientation debate by the Commission 
6 -,ECSCa new loan in preparation 

~ C<iiPOOITE PRICEa 47, 83 D/T 
7 - EEC/AASM: Mr •. L. Senghor's speech 

EEC/AASMa . 
8 - The Association's parliamentary conference will be held in Kinshasa 

- EEC AASMa proposals on renewing the Convention 
9 - EEC Hon Kon a bilateral agreement on textiles ? 

- Tax free salesa proposal for a "transitory period" for their suppression 
-Mr. Hillery in·Rome 

10 - Agreement between toy manufacturers& question No 713 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Biomedical Researcha reply to question No 437 by Mr. FHi.mig . 

. - Cosmeticsa amendment to the draft ruling 
- Internal Postal Ta.riffsa for an extension to the new member States 
- Group of "'l'wentf"' Meeting in Washington 
- O.E.C.D.a Encu ive Colilmittee has held a special session 

11 

- ECONCJ,HC AND FINANCIAL INFCRMA TION 
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The headquarters of the European Monetary Co-operation Fund ._
1 

We are as yet un~ble to say, at the present momer_tt, whether the decision to create the. Fund ltill beR'J.)i; 
;~en today or not, desp1te the difference of opinion wh1ch arose over where this Fund should be establis~-~~ '· 

It is, in fact, conceivable that the two aspects: formal adoption of the Colllllunity regulation ins ~ 
tutiug the Fund, and the designation of the place of establishment, will be dealt with successively, with 
a decision on the former being taken today and the decision on the latter in about ten days time, when the 
Ministers of Foreign Affairs meet for a session. However, everybody will understand the reasons behind 
Luxembourg linking the two decisions, in other words, making the first subject to the second. 

In defeMing the candidacy of the capital of the Grand Duchy for receiving the headquarters of 
the Fund, which the United Kingdom is refusing·, Luxembourg pointed out that the Fund has ~ts own legal 
identity and must have a headquarters separate from those of the Institutions, so that its identity is 
not confused with that of the Community. 

The main argumentrused by Luxembourg is art. 10 of the decision taken on 8 April 1965 by the Rep
resentatives of the governments of the Member States, para. 1 of which reads as follows: "The governm,nts 
of the Member States are prepared to install in or transfer to Luxembourg other ColllllUnity bodies or depav
tmentl!!', particularly in the financial field, inasmuch as their correct functioning is ensured". 'ftrls decis
ion, whiCh is part of What is ealled the Merger Treaty, has been ratified by the Parliaments of the Member 
States and is part of the Communi herit e whit::h the new member countries have acce ted. 

The United Kingdom is oppose to the can i acy of Luxem urg for reasons of a general nature, or 
of principle, to which we shall return, and bases its arguments, amongst other things, on the fact that 
(a) art. 10 does not contain a formal commitment ( 11 ••• are arepared to install •. • 11 ); and (b) it cannot be 
said that the correct functioning of the Fund can be ensure • On this last point, however, Luxembourg 
quoted the statement made by the Commission, which, having had the affair, which is within its competences, 
laid before it, stated, on 1st March, that "the Fund could be established in Luxembourg insofar as the 
authorities responsible would ensure the necessary technical support, especially regarding telecommunicat
ions". Does this come 1D the same thing as saying that this is essentially a technical problem? We do not 
think so. The British attitude, which is not inspired by national interest, is dictated by the concern to 
preserve a certain sit;uatien in which the executive q;<Ues would be concentrated at a single place. Thus 
the United Kingdom opposed· and is still opposing the establishment anywhere other than in Brussels of a 
possible Political Secretariat and is net demanding the headquarters of any institution or body for itself. 
But then two remarks should be added to this. The first is that in any ~vent this "concentration" is al
ready compromi!fed. The second is that it should be seen whether the 196&' agreement constitutes a real 
commitment, which the other governments (which signed it) seem to believe. 

One thing is clear. The problem of the headquarters of the institutions is insoluble in the terms 
in which it is posed at present. The situation will only deteriorate (and we already foresaw this in 1965). 
The time has perhaps come to start to think about it seriously, coming back to it on entirely new bases, 
in view of the present, and above all the future realities of the ColllllUnity. mn.o. 

SUMMARY ~3 1-{a,y-c.V) l q·r3 ·10o. 12..41 
l - EDITORIAL: "The headQUarters of the European Monetary Co-operation Fund" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY1 Mr. Westerterp submits a bill for the direct election of the Dutch members 
of the E.P. - Italy, Democracy and Europea uiewpoint of Mr. Colombo - Diplomatic relations 
with North Vietnam 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1249 (new series)a 

3 - European Monetary Co-operation Funda in principle agreement by Community Council 
4 - Economic Situation& towards a strengthening of the anti-inflationist polioy 
5 - Enriched Uranium& problem of supplies to the Community 
5-6 - oint·A ±cUltural Polic 1 thorough debate pllanned between the Commission and the Council 
6 - EEC US a fruitful meeting in the sphere of bi-annual exchanges of views 

- Coking Coala the aids system 
7 - Social Situation in the Community in 1972• Mr. Hillery's analysis 

- E.P.a the political committee creates two sub-committees 
8 - ouatoms probl~9s1 first meeting by leading officials 

- Support from Denmark for certain requests by Norway 
- Nordic Concertation on Sweden's and Norway's participation in the join~ floating of Community 

ourrencies 
9 - Industrial Policy& sectoral projects 
10 - Parliamenta Conference of the EEC AAsMassociationa preparation; 

membership of the Commonwealth countries Glinne Report); tourist possibilities in Africa 
(Briot Report ) 

11 - A.A.S.M.a industrialisation of textile exportst study by Professor J. De Bandt 
.;.. lOOONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INF<EMATION 
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r----EUROPEAN LIBRARY-----. 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth not:in are reviewed under this headin 

n Direct Investment in the United States Institute for International & For
eign Tr e Law, Geergetown University Law Center, 00 New Jersey Avenue NW, Washington DC, 20001, July 1972, 
384 pages, Price: 12.00 dollars.- For a full account, see today's "Economic Interpenetration" section. 

- ERICH SCHIEWECK: Die Weltenergiekrise hat schon begonnen, Published by the EBF (Beratungs- .und Forschungs
gesellschaft fUr Energiefragen m.b.H., Essen, Huysenallee 66-68), February 1973, 44 pages.- We shall return 
to this studv devoted to the world crisis in the field of energy, in one of our future Bulletins. 

- GERD LINTZ: Die olitischen Parteien im ereich der kommlinalen Selbstverwaltun -~~.s_Vez:l.a.!Z~.s_e_l;!.:-
.schaft (Baden-B en Federa Germany , 973, 0 pages, hard ac e , Price: 34.00 DM.- This work on 11 the 
political parties in the field of the administrative autonomy of the communes" gives an insight into all 
the activiti~s of the political parties at communal level in Federal Germany. Fundamental problems are 
posed because the objective of the political .parties gees beyond the level of the commune, and aims at 
the achievement of their ideals in the whole State. The author examines the topical problems, such as 
communal elections, decision-making at communal level, the administration of communes, etc. He is of the 
opinion that at communal level, the parrties must impose certain limits on their activities, to which they 
are not bound at national level. 

- OUENTER HEIDUK: Die weltwirtschaftlichen Ordn 
klungspolitik, Nomos er agsgese se aft Ba en-Ba en , 973, 3 4 pages, a ac ed, Price: 39.00 DM.
Published in the "International Co-operation" series of the Institute for Research into Scientific and Tech
nical international Co-operation of the Higher Technical Institute of Aachen and under the editorial direc
tion of Professor Hans A. Havemann, this study examines the necessary conditions of international trade 
capable of having a positive influence an the foreign trade of the developing countries. The author deals 
with the world trade problems of the developing countries, with the concepts of the GATT and of UNCTAD, and 
with the theoretical principles on which the activ:J..ty ef these two institutions is based, to develop its 
own compromise formula, according to which the industrialisation of the develop~ng countries would mainly 
be oriented towards exporting. 

~ Europa-Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr Internationale Politik, Verlag fUr Internationale Politik GmbH (53 Bonn, 
Stockenstrasse 1-5). humber 5/1973, dated 10 March 1973. This number contains articles by Mr. George Ball 
on the relations between western Europe and the United tates (partners or rivals?),by Mrs Elizabeth Kridl 
VJI.lkenier on the Soviet Union -and the third world and hy Dr, Paul Bahr (of the Spokesman Is Group of the 
European Community) on the relations between the European Community and the countries with State trade. 

1 - EIJROPEAN LIBRARY 

- POUTICAL DAY.;4 B:e /efonnists ask that the Presidents of the Council and of the Commission take 
part in an annu ebate in the National Assembly - Italt and the Oommunity -Mr. Rainer Barsel 
in Brassels - Council of Euro£e: meeting of the Permanent Committee 

2 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1250(~ew series): 

3-4 - The eeonomic situatien: in 1973 examined by the Council of Ministers 
4-5 - Reform of the International monetary system: position of the EEC on the machinery for parity 

5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 

adjustments 
- Europe/uSA trade relations: Mr. Javits 1 talks with Mr. Ortoli 
- Norwar reduces its list of "sensiti-ve products" 
- Ministers of ~riculture: next session 
- Parliamentary onference of the EEe/AASM Association: annual report on the activity of the 

As.sociation Council (Perret Report) 
- E .s .C. : next plenary session 
-Sugar: criticism of the Community production system by the Chairman of Tate and Lyle 
- N .P. T.: the Euratom/IAEA agreement approved by the Council 
- Enerf policy: two regulations whese application has been put off (U.K. and Ireland) 
- ECSC __ EFTA: tariff reductions in force on 1st April 
- Mr. Has tert su-cceeds Mr. Duhr 
- ECSC: constru'ction of workers 1 housing 
- British bank rate: new reduction 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

ll - The Week in Europe 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2079 
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EDIT O.R.I.A L 

Is a Euro-American dialogue so difficult? 

21st year- No 1251(n.s.) 
Monday/Tuesday 26/21 March 
1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Ambassador Robert J.Schaetzel, who, as a diplomat, hail tried all few Americana have to {mprove 
and clarify relations between the United States and Europe during a period in which they have become in

. cieasingly complicated, and less and leas cordial, is carrying on with this action, with more freedom 
but no less authority, aa a private citizen. 

A new analysis of the sta~e of these relations is contained in an article published in the March 
issue of "New Europe", and one of his main conclusions is that: "the manner in. which things are done can 
be almost as important aa their substance. Indeed, in areas where there la a alight chance for any early 
substantial change~ such as in agriculture, the way in which these intractable problems are handled may 
be of critical ·significance". 

This remark should draw the attention of the Europeans, particularly becauae it coeaa from a 
voice which is not questionable. Robert Schaetael has criticized rather aharply the 11COilnally method", or 
Senator Long's irresponsible language, in order to ask Europeans to contribute to the common struasle 
against " econbtnic chauvinists". The CoftliWnity, which ia the largest ttadina uttit in the workd, has at 
the same time the greatest interest and the greateat reaponaibility in maintaining 1nd extending a liberal 
multilateral exchange system. 

We have been insisting for some time on the need to organise as aoon as possible a Euro-American 
SU111Dit meeting, which wlil allow a frank exchange of opinions, a verification of the identitt o~ goals, 
and the elimination of a series of misunderatandinft• (see Editorial for Match 1st). lf the Community must 
eliminate the impression of "protective negativi~' which sometimes colours her reactions (rather than her 
actions) the United States must avoid once and for all the chatge of 11benign nealect11 on the repercusaions 
of tta monetarj policy tn·Europe and id the world. 

Mr.Schaetzel atreasea that the central and moat controversial ptoblem is doubtless the Common 
Agricultural Policy. But be adds that it goea without saying that theta will be no early or r4dica1 change 
in thi• policy. But, in this context, 11 the Community could take measures Which would be helpful on the Aba
rican acene and would not involve substantial costa to Europe. A fir1t step, in view of the inflexibility 
of our common farm policy, would be an exprea•ion of interest by the enlaraad Community in a continuina 
dialogue about agrieultural problems. The psychological iupact on the United. State• would be aubstantial 
and faVourable". Why ndt: try it then7 

This problem od a EuroTAmerican dialogue and of a summit meetins ia currently diacuaaed in Amsterda 
at a conference organiaad by the European Movement. The e1aential condition for convenina a euamit meeting 
h however to know who, for the Europeans, will go to the SUIIIIIlit. Mr.Kohneuaa wonders 111vett if theta was, 
on that privileg summit, enough room for ao many climbers, would the membar• of the lu~opeen teaa accept to 
undertake this difficult. ucent on one tingle rope? tn other words, would the}' apeak with one sinal• voice?" 
This ia the big queation. 

Em.G. 

1 
2 

EDITORIAL: Is a EuroTAme.rican dialogue so difficult? · 
POLITICAL DAY: ieiatlons bet~an t~bnited Stlfe• IGd E¥rose: Conferenc• orf&nifed·b}' the E•ro»ean 
Movement.-Solutlon for Turk1ah criala1- tbcal e ect~i 4ft irmany.-Preaiden Heinemann receivea 
by the Pope.-Giulappe Medic{ in Israel 

I 

DAILY BULLEtiN no 125l(New Series): 

3 EEC/Brazil: opeaing of negotiations 
iEC/Turkey : Turkey would like the EEC to improve its trade offers 

4 laricultural Council: new miniaterial session 
5 Euratom: next Council probably on 8 May 

EEC/Iceland: -pr~toeol .on fisheries i1 put off 
6 Economic situation according to Graph• and Notes 2/73 
7 Social programme: EP and ttipattite-conference 

Safety glass in motor earl : approval by legal committee of the EEC 
7-8 Socla1 situation: annual report 
9 food aid (cereala) for 1972/73 
10 Cobechar: extended until end 1975 

British scrap: exports 
ieBtfan .coal induatjf aida up 
Ec dMfc AND ffRAHc AL INfORMATION 

11 Weekly Annex 
12-13 ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2080 
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European-American equilibrium 

21st year - No 1252 
Wednesday 28 March ).j~,ltiim>l. 

DAILY BULLETI 

Certain deadlines are drawing near and the need to find any fenn of neffective dialogue" betwee~ 
Europe and the United States is emerging and growing more hrgent. This is a movement which began a 1~1@...;,l··: 
time ago, but is accelerating and becoming more intense, since it is becoming increasingly clear that f': ,..~ 
some "concordance of objectives" is not established, there is the risk of the serious failure of the jor:; 
negotiations which are being prepared. 

These major negotiations, which are closely inter-connected, can be divided into three headings. 
In principle, they .do put only concern Europe and the United States, but it H obvious that without a mini
IIIU1ll of agreement between the two, the negotiations will not succeed. The latter therefore involve: 
a) the monetary negotiations - According to the information coming from Washington where the Group of 
'l'wenty has met, an effort to speed up the latter is planned, so that it should be possible to decide, in 
September in Nairobi, on the principles of a reform of the international monetary system. Mr. Barber sugg
ested today that the broad lines of these principles should be available sufficiently in advancer to be able 
to hold effective discussions. As a result, certain choices will have to be made which involve a sufficient 
degree of agreement between Europe and the United States. Will:·1b(! sys.tem lle marked by a "free float" of 
all the currencies, or will it be based on 11 fixed but quite easily adjustable parities"? How will the prob
lem of the consolidation of foreign currency balances and the convertibility of the dollar be settled? What 
will be the r6le of the IMF (Mr. Fowler suggests turning it into a real "World Central Bank", with attribut
ions of sovereignty)?. 
b) the ~negotiations - These could perhaps begin towards the end of the year, but the preliminary oper
ations are already in progress. '!here should be agreement on their final objective, which could be very 
broad or quite limited. There should be agreement on the reciprocal nature of the concessions, and above 
all on the possibility of "peaceful coexistence" at first, which would then be tumed into "co-operation" 
between the various agricultural policies. Co-operation and competition are not necessarily contradictor;. 
c) the defence negotiations - These are taking place in the parallel East-West talks. TO what extent do 
Europe and America have a common, or similar, view of the independent existence of a Eu;ro~an poll tical 

ti and of the inter-dependence which must be established between the latter and the bnited~tates? As 
said in Amsterdam, "nothing that has happened in Europe, or which seems as if it must }$j;)pen 

pe in the foreseeable future, has reduced or will in any way reduce the capital importance which is 
being assumed for European defence by the power and strength of the United States, or, inversely, the 
:impertance which a free Europe wi:).l assume for the security of North America". As we can see, all the fac
tors for a realistic "equilibrium" exist. 'the complexity of the problems should not preTent this equilib
rium from finally de terllining behaviour. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~~ fvtarGVl 1Cf1-~ IJo, )2 S'"J-
1 - EDITORIAL: 11J?.tropean-American equilibrium" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: "Europe-America"Conference in Amsterdam& Mr. Ortoli's intervention; Brezhnev 
expected in Bonn in mid-May; Mr. Lopez Bravo's visit to Morocco. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1252 {new series}• 

3 

3-4 

5 

6 

1 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12-13 

-Agricultural Prices 1973/74: the Agricultural Committee of the E.P. approves the Commissioa's 
price proposals 

- "Agricultural" Councila differing views amongst the member States Ol'l the subject of the agri-
cultural prices policy. 

- Industrial Forum organised by UNIROPA on "Europe and the Third World" 
- In Washington• ministerial conference of the Group of Twenty 
- Hill Farming and handicapped regions 
- University Institute of Florenoel meeting of the preparatory Committee 
- Uraniuma problem of co-opera_tion between the EEC and the m 
- Research and Development• forthcoming constitutive session of the ERDC 
- Industry and Construction• towards a true commoa market 
- G.A.T.T. 1 problems of "compensations" to thit.d COUJ'ltries 
- ~ile ~ode and ClothiRgl uaiform import system 
- Bit;E.U. UssR 1 co-operatioa agreement envisaged 
- Cokiag Coala s;ymposium ia Rome 
- ~ONCJUC AND FINANCIAL INFC:RMATION 
- ECOMOOC INTERPENETRATION No 2001 
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EDITORIAL ( ~YJl:~p· ·M~.\ ~-, ..... x 
'l'he currencies and the final rand bar .

1 

• ~-: ~"} ;-- - ••• / 

. /(!• ~- /;,;;__ 
Ten days ago, the Paris agreements instituted, by adopting the floa g · #1j of the curren'Cie@:~ 

aocoii1panied by discreet control, but which is avowed by the Central Banks, a form of 'lluper:vised freedom f..,·'·· 
m~ :fihaticial markets, 'intended to prevent a dangerous involvement of trade and the return to destructiv . . 
protectionist practices. But this was only a question of filling a breach provisionally, which was necess
arily to be followed by reflexion in common, aimed at giving the monetary vessel a sufficiently solid struc
ture and at enabling it to navigate safely through an environment which has profoundly changed since Bretton 
Woods. As Mr. De Clercq said yesterday, 11 the present monetary system has been dismembered without a new 
system having been worked out 11 • The ministerial meeting which has just ended in Washington was an important 
stage towards r~constructicn. Has it provided any new develop~ents which enable subsequent events to be 
viewed with optimism? 

'l'he first development is that the Twenty have accepted the principle according to which 11floatiilg 
rates can constitute a useful technique in individual cases. This should therefore constitute the ·except-
ion". In other words, throughout the West, a system based on fixed but adjustable parities should be retur
ned to, with ... iLbeing ilii.der.stood··ihaLthese~-naajustments 11 wnuld be lipked to the traditional idea of "funda
mental i~alances". This is no 1110re or less than the Bretton Woods system accompanied by somewhat more 
flexible criteria for defining the fundamental imbalances. This system has foundered under the waves of 
speculation, or rather under the objective judgement of the international community. When this judgement 
is that a currency is safe or under-valued, speculation will organise a flight from or a rush towards this 
currency, no doubt precedihg the action of the 1110netary authorities abd thuacobtaining profit. Recourse to 
floating does not enable speculation to be prevented, but rather enables it to be made more authentic by 
depriving tt 'I~ the exchange guarantee which always makes it successful. 

Consequently, the reform considered would.be limited to instituting greater flexibility, and would 
not tackle the roots of the evil. 'lbe real problem d.s the elimination - which can only be gradual and con
certed - of the enormous mass of money which is feeding speculation and which represents the real sword of 
Damocles threatening the international monetary system. · 

Have the convertibility of all the currencies and the principle of s~et¥u in obligations been 
accepted? This is not yet sufficiently clear. It was merely accepted "to stu yso utions", 

The acceptance of the solutions which might emerge will no doubt be part of the final grand bargain
ing for which we must prepare ourselves. 

Pl!l.G. 

SUMMARY act •·-tc~:v-c "t J c.(t~, JJ o . J 2-<53 
1 - EDl'l'ORIAL: "The durrencies and the final grand bargaining" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY 1 :l(r. Messmer remains Prime MiniSter - the US Senate in favour of an Atlantic 
~ - Comecon meets in Cuba - President Senghor criticizes Britain's attitude to the 
Yaounde convention - European Sl!p?siums in April and May 1973 
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3 - European Parliaments next plenary session 
- EUROOYNDICATa "Six"a 170.13 "Nine"l 96.89 

3-4 -EEC/USSR and.Comtcon~ oral question 1/73 in the context of the plenary session of the E.P. 
4-5 - "Ag;:icul tural" Cpuncilt adoption of several short tenn measures 
6 - EURATCJI/IAFAt forthcoming signature of agreement on NPT 

- Energyl Mr. Simonet's analysis 
-Mr. Ortoli on an official visit to GFR 

1 "" E.S.Col opening of plenary sessi6n 
8 - Group of "Twenty1' 1 refonn of international monetary system 
9 - European Social Fundi meeting of the Committee of the enlarged EEC 

- JOOONOOC AND FINANCIAL INIIUU(ATION 
10 -World Petroleum Crisisa financial and monetary problems 

- Europe-America conference 1 energy problems 
-·Aids to Coal in GFR to increase by 40% in 1973 

11 - JOOSC 1 readaptaUon aids for workers 
- coar-Minesl closures planned 
- COMPCEITE PRICEs 4(),83 D/T 

12~13 - ECONOMIC IN~ENETRATION No 2062 
EUROPE DOCUMEN~ No ~ The Social Policy of the Enlarged European Community - Conference held by Mr.Vinck 
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EDI'l'ORIAL 

The Amsterdam conference and the Community's external policy • ··:.¥ 
"nle Amsterdam Conference on Euro-American relations has provoked various reactions. This is <JiiY~ 

nonnal for gatherings of this type, which do not always enable effective and balanced debates. This was~· .. 
case, it seems, in Amsterdam, where, according to several observers, the participation and speeches of :~~ 
delegates were not balanced, so that, rather than a debate, there was .'a series of speeches most of which 
were no doubt very interesting. However, this type of event allows ideas to be expressed and warnings to 
be given to a vast, differentiated and qualified audience, and these ideas and warnings will then make 
headway with public opinion and will be subjected to the critical analysis of the parties involved. 

One of the key ideas which are emerging from this conference (we are mainly thinking of the speech
es br Messrs. Ball and B~ezinski) is that Europe cannot claim to be Europe if it does not become aware of 
the fact that it has worldwide responsibilities, that it must make certain choices, and take certain action. 
Why, therefore, should it refuse to begin debates which precisely concern this, ita new role? Those who 
are scandalized, as Mr. Habib-Deloncle was, who spoke towards the close of the conference {and who was appro
priately and forcefully contradicted by Mr. Jean Rey), because more is being said about the relations bet
ween Europe and the rest of the world (notably the United States} than about the unification of Europe it
aelt1 ·are behaving like somebody who is walking backwards, with his eyes fixed on the past, without noticin& 
what i-t happening around him and what lies in store for him. If Europe is required to assUIIle its own reapon
ail:lilitles at a worldl{ide lenl and to behave like a great, or enn a very great power, this is precisely 
the result of the fact that bt unit~ and by enlarging, it 'Virtually has the means to play this role. Con
sequently, it is Europe itser whicis determining a gradual mutatiOn of the world balances. It would be 
a th&JIIe if it were to be the last to notice this change and if it were unable to at'lll itself with the necess-
ary instruments to exert the influence Which the others are attributing to it. · 

Having said this, and without wanting, nevertheless, to justify attitudes such as that of Mr. Habib
Deloricle, we must be aware of the extraordinaril difficult situation in which the Coanmi is at resent. 
tn its policies and structures, t must a sor e ev ta e shoe o en aJ'Iement. t s ace a 
worlcbride monetary crisis which is having an internal impact and an impact on its ex~emal relations. lt 
wet prepare a series of actions of a highly political nature which trere decided upol:l. at the St.tnnit and 
which illpose imperati-ve deadlines upon it. It is now committed to extremely difficult negotiations of a 
II:JDetary, COlllllle:tcia1 and political scope. tn this context, it is quite natural that it should wonder what 
point there is in engaging in a debate on a fut-lre tripartite organisation of the western vorld ,1; m~ 
!:n&Hnt IIOllent. While sharing the i ea put forward by Brzesineki on this subject, we consider that'I't'Would 
•atiily a very great ambition to prepare for an effecthe and constructive dial.ope with the United States. 
'Jhia would help in defining the principles of an external policy of the Co-.mity, about vhiclt we still know 
notltinl. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "'lhe Amsterdam conference and the ColllllUllitz' s external policy" 

2 - POLITICAL DAYs Mr. Ortoli in Bonn - British Trade Unionss change in policy - EU£ope-Am!ri9! 
conference in Amsterdam-- President Nixon 1s speech - Mr. Tanal!ja in tJ; am USSR 
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3 - Indgptrial Policys Commission's debate 

3-4 

4-5 
5 
6 

1 

7-8 
8-9 
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10 

11 

- O.A.T.T.s preparation of EEC's attitude to multilateral talks 
- E.E.C. Indias "trade co-operation" agreement? 
- EEC Israels Protocol comes into application 
- Ur n Forei Minister on visit to EEC 
- E.E.C. Brazila conclusion of first phase of talks 
- E.S.C.a agricultural prices approved "conditionally" 
- t:n:F.a three finance projects • 
- ~SMa ninth parliamentary conference 
- ~iver/Olaverbel mer~rs reply to question no 467 by Mr. Oele 
- fiumania 1s eXRQrt policy on fertilizers• reply to question no 544 b.1 Mr. Vredeling 
- lircrafi noise a reply to question no S3l by Mr. Wolfi-ali! 
- Colour Televisions reply to question~ by Messrs. ·Oele am Vred.eling 
- Aerosolss uniform technical norms pr~ 
- European Limited Liability Campagr proposed 
- Equal pay in France 
- Coke and blast-furnace cokes problems of subsidies 
- E.M.F.s next·session 
- ttNucleart"a international summer school 
- .Economic sit tion in UK according to the OECD 

1 ia Danis Chamber of Colillllerces annual general 11eeting 
- ECO C A FINANCIAL IN.JiUtMA ION 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2083 
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.-----EUROPEAN.LtBRARY . 
f Books whicli are sent to us ana: Whose pUblication 

is worth notin are reviewed unde:r this hea · 

- J•M• GIROVD & M. PIERINI s L1Elarp.ueamt de llAssociation f).trafricaine 1 (B.P. 5, 13263 
1973, 220 pages, Price s 500 ff. - Tliis study eiAiidiies the proli!e11s whiCh will eliiBi'ge during the najr;t:Jl; . ..,.,.'!;.L..Ji-. 

between the AASM and the "asaociable" ('loatonwealth countries and the enlarged Ooatunity, from now 
The authors first present a forecast of the organisation of the 1975 association, then a study of the tec:1111:~+~ 
ca1 p:roblems (commercial, financial and institutional) and finally an analysis of the political aspects 
enlargement. In their conclusions, tbe authors note that, b:r way of the -.arious fonaul.ae for auociation 
agreentents and ewn of the generalised preference system, the enlarged Colllllllinity could, f:roa 1975, be the 
leader of a g:roup of (() independent countries. 

- P.MJt Gtsst..£k t llas Europiische Sozialrecht, Dokumentation, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Baden-Baden/W.oemany) 
19731 305 pages, hardbaCk, ~.llO tiM. - This doCUJRentation on the social policy of the European Oolalnity shows 
the -yaat aaaunt of work carried out so far in this area. It equally shows the l.illlitations of European social 
policy1 lildtations which can only be spread out through rension of the treaties. After a first chapter on 
gener&l texts, the .work reproduces the texts on free circulation of worlmrs, social security and aigrant 
wo:rkera1 labou:r questions, the European social fund, professional training and the social problems raised 
by the agriroltural policy, transport and econOIIl:ic policies. 

- WUS..i'J!:l'Jilt IRUBER : Unte:tnehllensgriissen und Wettbewerb au.f wachsenden M&rkten.1_ Noaos Ve:rlagsgesellschaft, 
Badell-Baden, 1973, 254 pages, hardbaCk, Price: 56 M- For an account, cf. ouf Economic Infonaation section 
of to-day. 

- ROBEltt WOOil'l'tl : Le Japon et la Con~'te Minerale, European Resea:rch ~ntre, Lausa.nne1 19731 ].76 pages and 
mapaJ Price : 29 FS. - Mr. ioodtil, a1i:rofesso:r of Mineralogy, striws to expose and understand aa:rrent trends 
in the mining industry, to :ton1cast future trends, to calculate the nature and the aize of needs to ea. and 
the practical method of satisfying these needs•· 

- t'tuma, Edition dated 28 ~~brua:ry 19~3~ Rome (Oorso Emanuele II, 142). - This edition is ~TOted to the 
tbiiie or s The skilled worker 1n Itily and .in ·the European CommUnity, and contains a supplement in journal 
fora ir1 which are published se-veral articles and a declaration by Mr. &dlio C21cllbo C'n tM corttroftrs:r ragi.hg 
in Italy on the subject of the monetary decisions. · · 

- 9eUB1ta l!:uropee, March 1973. Rome (Via Poli~ 29)• This edition contains an editorial by Mr. F-X. Ortoli. 

- lconomic ;!!pad, A quarte:rly review of world economics,. No 1, U .s. Inforaation Agency (1776, Pennsybania 
AftDUe 1 W, wasfiiitgton DC 20547)• Aware of the growing econoadc interdependence of nation•• this new Allerican 
re'Yiew presents points of view and infomation on econOide proble11.s and institutions, particularly in the USA, 
but also in other countries. The first issue mainly contains reproductions of articles fl'Oil specialised 
re'Yiews on the economy and ecology, and multinational corporations. 

1 - EURoPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAYs Is the French National J. iSembly more favourable towards the building of Europe than 
its predeceasor? -Mr. L. Radoux speaks on Euro-American dialogue - Xr. Ortoli in Bonn - 'lhe ~
.!.!2 Foreign Affairs Minister is to come to Brussels - Mr. Andersen to visii the Gram Duchy 
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- First customs reduction between the old am new members of the El!X: 
- First tariff reduction in relations between EEC and Sweden, Switzerland, Portugal, Ioel•nd 
- European Monetary Co-operation FUp4a problem of headquarters 
- Council of MiniStersa next session 
- EURATOMa the pluriannual programme will be discussed at the next Council 
- MAghreb, Spain, Israeli the content of the new agreements that are to be negotiated is to give 

rise to a debate before the Council 
- EEC/NorN!YI the Council will examine the possibility of bringing in improvements· to the EEC's 

position on the agreement 
- EEC Y slaviaa the Council will probably decide to extend the present agreement 
- El!X: AASMa new parliamentary conference 
- Co-operation &gre,ment on sewing machines 
-Cable redistribut ona study b.J the r.c.s. 
- Aeronaut oea in favour of integrated European aanufaoture 
-Migrant workgra.aBd social security 
- Steels prOduction increasing 
- Britisli steel in4ptq will be. represented in the EEC by Mr. o. Kemp 
- Commission's delef'tion in London is .closed 
- Mient workerst a cru-stioa b7 Kr. Girardin to the E.P. 
- 1§2 Banking ied!fttiont tittb report 
- beralisation Pro · with reepect to the ~stern bloc 
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EDITORIAI

Ye recently wrote, alluding to a" report presented by Mr. Brzezlnskl to the Amsterdam conferthat, rhlle largely sharing his suggestion for a closely coordinated rrttrree-corneredrr organieatlon,

m.G.

seemed to us tltat, ln tbe grder of.priorltieq for action, the Cornrmrnity rust now devote itself-maiifr-tffi-preparingforthenird,atthesamLtime,toimpIenentln8til;_;;fon;W
pollclea vhich are the pre-condition for it to be able to negotl-ate with the r.est of the world. -::.:

thisrdoes.not mean that the Conrnunlty must not now starting thlnking about the imperious need
co-operate s0 tiat Japan should occupy its rightful place in the world. ftrai it can do, straig\tewaf,to ptepare itself for taking a look at lts own le,lations with Tokyo under a freh light. ffiT, u""*nbotheconom1ca1lyandpoIitica.l1y.rnatt}tetlmehascorreforEuropeand
Japan to talk to orue another about the problems conierning them, rittrout havlng to look for intermediar
and by freeing themselves from ol.d preJudices, and from tfiose wfilch arose after ttre second World uar.lto it&fr

,hf,t afoYght vas partly inspired by the extremely lnteresting thinge sald a few days ago by prof.
Nlshlya;lu about the orgartlsatlon of Japeurese societ;r, but also by the development which we"Savi al-i witne-
ssed and whlch was greatly encouraged by recent events such as Mr. Nixonrs vislt to peking. Japan is notthe inmenge robot pourlng a mase of smaller robots lnto the world whlch some people think"it"i;, and for
some tlme now, it has begun to show the will to afflrm its own lndependent international presence, neagur_ing up to lts economic weight. It ls undoubtedlv ln the Interests_oi thu Coggr"11f to_Sglggg_61gjgyg-
Iorrent, _!f p_resenting itsilf e

. Olear1y, ttris wltl lnvolve the adoptlon by the cormunity of a less conservative and more dynamlcattlhrde. ltede and economlc relatlons wtth ;apan caxnot perpetirally be concelved of ln terrns of ndefencerr
a6alnat e hypothetlcal (peaceful) invaslon, tul rattrer ln terms of ttre lncreased and nutual driveloomentoftradeofa11hjg,ofco..operationinectlonconcern1ngtr,urnrr,-
ffi-commod1t1esandofun""gy.n,.p"andJapanaretTobuoyantmarketa,yhoseIE1ations
mret be characterieed by dynarnism, wlthout forgetting the neleisary sefeguards.

A vlslt to Brussels by the Japanese Minleter of Foreign tfiairg ls ar,norrr""d for May. It will no
doubt be folloned by a rtslt by the- pieaident, Mr. Tanaka. lthi rot .ow consid"r a roal-Eurrul.iao*rr"e" 
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IDITORIAI

Butter A}{D guns

^ F: less ypung amongst us will- remember the rrbutter g gunsrr dilemma wLtfi-+,hich their genere,tlo*
was faced between the two. wars. the ibungest amongst us haveTo doubt heard about it. At a certiin moment,it seemed that those who had opted for the guns were going to win. Which was fi-nal1y not the case.
- -Later, the world seemed to have elirninated the dilenuna altogether, since telhnical progress andtlte proliferation of monetary signs enabled those who wanted to to froduc6 utn butter ana eirns, which

suited-everybody. However, some choice had to be made nonetheles". i, 
"orn" 

pr"ir oi the wo.i[, ihe produc-tion of consumer goods was taken to extremes, overlooking the use for warliLe purposes of what was iormerlycalled heavy industry. Ihis was made easier 6y the fact ihat certain parts of ttre-world had,ltlelegatddn toothers the manufacturing of- the guns, and their use. rn other parts oi the world, on the ottrer ha.id, ttrepriority piven to guns was kept, which, moreover, caused g.otrirrg tension amongst the populations.
Let us look at the situation as it is nowr Itre countries of the European Conmunity, which have

:i!:Ii:l"id,the.extraordinary exi:ansion of consumition of every kind, are submerged Uy rt6i,t", and., morepreclselyl by stocks of butter. Must some form of symbot be seLn in ttrisl lerhapi. Four hundrea miitionkilos of butter are stored in enormous cold-storage warehouses. Well, now 
"o*"tirir,g 

is changing. Itre Soviet
UnLon is offering to buy up at least two hundred rnitlion kilos of buiter. rhis quaitity wilf be taken fromthe cold-storage warehouses in France (1101000 tons), in Germany (6orooo tons) iiJ in tfr" s"nuf"iJlorooo
tons)

- Finally, Russian consumers will also have their butter, despite the choice made by their leadersto devote most of the resources to armaments productiin, since, as Marshal- Gretchko l4as just explalned,
the army must rtincrease its combat-readinessrr to def6nd- the conquests of Socialism, amonist which theri isthe army itself, whichrfmust serve as a university for the yound recrults'r t*A tfr6 

""p"i"V""lyI?re most ilteresting part of this is represented by- the terms of therne most uteresting part of this is represented by the terms of the transaction. lhe butter wiIIbesoldtotheSovietUnionforabout1.8oT.Eperki}o.Ihisthewor1dpriceDesoIqf,otneSovretUnIont-orabout1.U0.gperki}o.11rispricei@tlrewor1dprice,
wftich is about 2-7o Fr and with the onE-fiffiry tfre EAccF to ilomnmnity producers, which is 10.30 IT. As

L"!prgductlon ou dlrtuslon, momo parllollo, du p16r.nl Bullctln, r!t !t,tct!mcht tnte,dtto, !6ut convonilon ou !ccord praal!bl!.

for the European coE'ilmers of butter, they pay- about 11.40 rF per kilo.
10.30 IT. As

Flnally, ttre transaction can be sumned-up as T5lfi6tE th" Errropuan producers of butter produce
enornpus surplu-ses, which are oaid fof at thg"li$hest price: which r""n" *rit ttre most efficient proclucersmakeconsiderab1ei,rob;.ffi;;i,.,i,,,ot,owiI}paymuch1essfor
them than other e. Ttre ttlossil will mainly be borne bv EE

s are nor4ally the poorest ones. 0n et rument
vote resources thus

,to manufaaturing guns. But what will the do with ttrem? Surely they wonrtuse them against those who supplied the butter lt-a fffTEjil tlus essured.
$uch are the ntiracles of capitalism as applied to the conrnon agricularill

I - H)II0RIAL: nButter AND gunsil
srruMARY ,-l 4prr) tq73 llb. rLsT

2 - P0LItICAL DAY: -The European parlianre,nt will pronounce on political co-operetion in :

President Pompi@he Prisidenti-al mairaate to g yea-rs - Mexican
IIAILY BIIIJ,ETIN No 1257 (new series) :

full session -
Pnesident ln

London.
3-qrs
5-6
6
G6b

- EUropea3 ,tlone.taTy Co op d; adoption by the Council of r.egulation and stetutes
- f\rtune GAIT trade3ggl[!39!g: e)cpos6 to the councir by sir chr{stopher soa,mes
-nttobeneeotiatedwithThiliarlehaterlhefonetheCnrrnri'- 0onmercial co-operation agreement to be negotiated with Ihdia debated before the Oouncil
- H$1##*ffi:i_:l""Htftl.authorises the comnission to-i6[^-otiate octensio of, the ,qu:trent asDeedent

Cotln
an countries: Fishery and food aid ! results of th6

7-8 - E&:.PrcPariation g{ !h" plenary session; vertal questions; Conrmmity derclopnent contrscts (nousch
T"pg"t); EEC/East Africa relations (nersani neport); lgrioiltural prices andaccorupanyiag ,eis.rresirt favour of trandicapped regions (le Koning Report)-

9J0 - EEC/AA${r The Kinshaii partianentary Conference
*9 - So-called. rttscrct Plann on agriorlturre publl_shed in Franceu - @rman It""I inrhrstry authorised

- FfdlffiifG rtely: union agreenent pareihnsed
- EMNOMIC AND MilTilGTAI, INF0NMATTON
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EDI'IDRIAL 

The re-appraisal of the legislature in France (and in Europe?) ~ 
The political regime in France seems to be accentuating a development which has already been~· -

gress for some time and which was mainly calle for by the electorate during the last elections. One ' 
only hope that this development will be confirmed in reality, and that it will continue, for this i vltV 
important from the point of view of the construction of Europe, since the latter is logically condi ·oA.~ 
by the development of political concepts in the Member States, and especially in the largest Member es. 

The main characteristic of this development seems, for the moment, to be the search for a better 
balance between the executive and the le islature, which can only be the result of a re-appraisal of the 
ro e of e atter. In o er words, this involves giving back tite Parliament its rightful place in a rep
resentative democracy, even if the latter were of the presi~tial type. 

~e~e can be no doqpt about the existence of a precise will to move in this direction. The election 
of Mr. Edgar Faure to the Presidency of the National Assembly is a snre sign, but what is even more signif
icant is the interpretation which the deputy himself gave of :i,.t when he said that 11 the development of the 
conremporary world is assuring the legislature of a growing importance 11 • 

The same idea can be found in the message which President Pompidou sent to the National Assembly, 
and in which, among other things, he talked about the need to create a new balance between tile executive 
and the legislature, so that the latter can "counter-balance the excessive role of a technocracy, the com
plexity of whose problems is tend1ng to institute omnipotence". 

Furthermore, this new line is only following an objective indication drawn from the last elections. 
The latter showed, in fact, that the French electors, by their massive turn-out at the polls, clearly showed 
that they still consider that the election of the Parliament is still the best means for participating in 
the wielding of power and for carrying out the reforms necessary for renewing society. This is an encourag
ing realisation from the point of view of democracy in general. 

These thoughts bring us back to Europe. One of the arguments which the French have often used to 
oppose the direct election of the European Parliament, or the attribution of greater powers to tile latter, 
was that 11parliamentarism11 was on the decline, and that one should not base oneself on a discredited inl!ti
tution.to construct a Europe which claims to be turned towards the future. This argument will be abandoned. 
Europe also needs democracy and one of tile means - which is not the only one - for satisfying this demand 
is to give more means, more prestige and more powers to the European Parliament. This is also a way to 
draw the attentioQ of public opinion to Europe and its problems, to oblige the political forces to group 
together and to adopt positions on these problems, and thus to have a doctrine and to make real proposals. 

This is why the development which is taking place in France, if it is confirmed - and we shall see 
this in the cOming hours - is encouraging for the future of Europe. »n.G. 

1 

2 

SUMMARY 5 flf>rl} ICJ?-~ NC3• IZ..S""'8 
- EDI'IDRIAL: 11 The re-appraisal of the legislature in France (a~.d J.n Europe?}" 

-POLITICAL DAY: Nixon/Brandt meeting in May- Mr. Dick Taverne in the E.P. - The Council of Europe 
and its future role - France and Europe in Mr. Pompidou 1 s message - EFTA al'ld Spain 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1258 (new series): 

3-4 

4 

- Plenary Session of tile European Parliament: Statements by Sir Christopher Soames and Mr. Deniau 
- EUROSYNDICAT: Six: 170.78 - Nine: 96.39 
- Vocational training: Community· action to be carried out in 1973 
- Fishing: towards a partial revision of the policyT 

5 \..-· 
6 

- Environment: prelinrl.nary draft of the progranme of action i 
- IDRAftii: multiannual research programme 
- Euro ean Committee for Research and Develo ment (ECRD) will be presided over by Mr. Ca.:;inrl.r 

7 - EJOC: S am: meeting of e Joint Conmittee in Madrid 

8 

9 

10 

- e European Confederation of Trades Unions and the next Tripartite Conference 
- Food aid in the form of grain 
- 'Hie British parliament and the conunon agricultural policy 
- Sugar originating in the AASM: system proposed 
- Impa.ct of the monetary situation on agricul tura.t trade: reply to question No 445 from Mr. Vredeling 
- CoiiiiiUnity brand law: reply to question No 550 from Mr. Couste 
- RUhrkohle AG: authorisation of the new-1Jales rules 
- The Coat Research Committee has met 

11 
- UUHPOSiiE PRICE: 47.17 DfT 
- Petroleum industry: prob em of 1nvestment 1n cap1 tal 
- the Latin Aaerican Ministers of Energy concert 
- ECON<ttlC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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EDITORIAL 

21st year -No 1259(n.s 
Friday 6 April 1973 

~~AlLY 

"An economic~ll;y fruitful and apoliticall;y constructive ~~gotiation" ir]·· 
It was with these words that Sir Christopher Soames ended his speech to the European Parliament 

in which he presented (in similar terms to those he used before the r.ouncil) the major outlines of the \· 
attitude that the Ccmmission considers should be that of the Community in the multilateral trade negotia · 
due to start at the end of 1973. We recall that the Community will fix its strategy on 1 July at the latest. 

This negotiation ic multilateral, but it is clear that it chiefly concerns relations between the 
Community and the United States, not only because the one is the world's major commercial power and the 
others are the major eLonomic power, but also for another reason. Sir Christopher noted ~n fact that "the 
United States see these negotiations as part of an important relationship in which trade has its place, but 
in which many other wider political considerations are equally involved". 

Having thertby placed the object of the policy that is to be followed in its true perspective, 
Sir Christopher went on to warn the Member States and the Council in no meanterms of the dangers that might 
arise from the method of Communit;y nem'tiation, and above all from "internal debate" in the Community. "The 
strategy of these negctiations must not be confounded with their tactics", he declared, showing that he real
ised this confusion took place frequently, and that the Council has a certain tendency to become entangled in 
exhausting debates on RHbjects that have already been discussed by the experts, without for all that arriving 
at political conclusions. Th sole justification for the existence of the Council of Ministers is for it to 
draw the politjcal conclusions of the technical analysis made by the experts and the diplomats, and not for 
it to repeat the experts work with, moreover, less ability than them. Sir Christopher was right to refer to 
this pr<?blem and to have raised it in a still more explicit fashion before the Council. 

In his speech to the P~.r1iament, which we do not intend to analyse here because we will publish it 
in full, Sir Christopher was insistent, whether implicitly or explicitly; on one basic concept, that of 
reciprocity or mutual advantage, tied to the general interest. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that 
this·concept must be devised positively and not as a defensive tactic. Tt is not a question of taking refuge 
behind reciprocity, but of going into the attack offering reciprocity and seeing to it that the two-fold ad
vantage it provides is not in·conttadiction with the general interest. It is only under this condition that 
a trade negotiation c;:a.n asRume all its political significance and have an impact on world opinion. ·~ 
Community, Sir Christonher said, "has a r,reat deal to contribute and ••• a great deal to ga.in11 • He was very 
right in our view to put priority on the positive aspect of reciprocity, which is characteristic of someone 
who ia.. confiilf'!nt of his own strength a.nd judgement. 

. Em.G. 

SUMMAFY ~. fl-1?;:\ \ 19'1-~ N 0 ' I ':l.s; 
1 -EDITORIAL: "An economjcallyfruitful and a politically constructive negotiation" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Dut~h ministerial crisis - 'nte Presidential elections in Ireland - New French 
government: formatien this evening - Turkey: no President yet -Mr. Brezbnev accepts Chancellor 
Brandt1 s invitation - American finaneilil aid for the "College of Bruges11 

DAILY BULLETIN Nf> l259.l(new series): 

3-4 - EEC/AASM: Commission•s concepts of the future relations with the AASM and the "Associable" 
. countries 

4 N - 'l'he Cs?ppni§:d nn is concerned ab9ut i 1JS mformation policy 
'-'~Mr. Christian Ca.lmes: resigns from'Pbst as Secretary General of Community Council . 

5-6-7-- Plenary Session of the E.P.: EEC/Eastern European coUntries: statement by Sir Christopher Soames; 
8-Sb Ratification of certain conventions of the I.L.O. and of the Council of Europe; Renewal oi' the 

Yaounde Con\lention: speech by Mr. Deniau; 'l'opical questions and institutional debate; Debate on 
fann prices. 

9 - IDRATOM/IAEA: • signing of the agreement on the verification of Euratom controis 
- ECON~IC AND' FINANCIAL INFORMATION . 

10 - AerosP!ee illdustry: present difficulties 
ll - Trea't:lnent of iliiustrial waste: reply to question No 386 from Mr. Oele 

- Commission's replies to questions Nos t:'/1/72 from Mr. Vredeling; 240/72 from Mr. Glinne; 5/72 from 
Mr. Klink:er and 642/72 from Mr. Memmel · 
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DAILY BULLETIN 
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- JAC(JJFS J ANIN: La Cooperation Agricole au Defi, Le cas de la Siti:.sse romande, Centre de Recherches Euro... • 
peennes, Lausanne, l973, 302 pages, Price: 36 SF.- 1 

"A link between agriculture and its economic environment, the co-operative in the service of the 
agricultural profession serves the general interest", concludes the author of this work. After examining 
the stages of the growth of agricultural co-operatives in French-speaking Switzerland and the new context 
in which agri~ulture is developing, Mr. Janin gives the conditions for the efficiency of the co-operative "'DO 

~· ~~' - HANS-MARTIN MUELLER-LAUBE: Teilzahlun~skredit und Umsatzgesehaft, Ein Beitrag zur Lehre vom atypischen 
Vertrag, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, Baden-Baden (Federal Germany), 1973, 319 pages, hardbacked, Price: 
49.80 DM.- '!his work analyses the economd.c and social. conditions, the legal bases, the rights of partners 
and the various forms of cpnsulller credit agreements. 

; Fltrop<i.ische Gemeinsehaft, No 4/1973, Brussels and Bonn.- 'l.his number contains articles relating to the 
/ Fltropean monetary policy, the problems posed by assembly ... line work, the international cocoa agreement 

and the educational task posed by integration • 

..,r European Community (Greek edition), March 1973, Brussels.- In. the summary: 'l.he Commission's programnte~ 
/by Mt'. E. Gazzo, President Ortoli 1 s speech to the European Parliament, Greece and the E.P., participation, 

the European joint-stock company, the Davos synJposium, relations between Japan and the EEC, European youth, 
the Eastern European countries and the EEC. 

- Europarecht, jan·1ary-March 1973, Verlag C.H. Beck (Munich).- We mention two studies, one by Mr. Claus
Dieter Ehlermann (Brussels) on the importance of article 36 of the .Treaty of Rome for the free movement 
of goods and by Dr. Karl Ma.tthias Meesen (Bonn) on the geographical application of the Community's anp...
trust law, which is a position adopted on the international aspects of the courtfs j\•<lgements relating 
to the dyes manufacturers. · . 

- New Europe, April 197 3, London.- '!his number is largely devoted to Europe 1 s relations with tne United 
States, and particularly to the Amsterdam Conference, with artic!es by Messrs. Fltgene Rostow, Douglas 
Hough ton,. Kenneth Younger and J. Robert Schaetzel. 

- Ici 1 1Europe, Bulletinin eight languages of the Council of Europe, No 1/1973, Strasbourg.- 'Ihis number 
reports on the work of the Consultative Assembly of 22 to 26 January 1973. 

- The World Today, The Royal Institute of International Affairs, Chatham House (London), April 1973.- We 
draw attention to articles on Bonn-Prague relations (1lhe policy of reconciliation), ·on de1110.cratic centralism 
and market socialism in Yugoslavia and on the declining American role in the U .N. system. 

1 - FIJROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 ~ POLITlCAL DAY: Helsinki: talks suspended - '!he new French government - 'J.he President of Turlcey 
is elected - Soviet;lSwedish communique - President Echeverria on a visit to Brussels 

DAilY BULLETIN No 1260 (new series): 

3 - Ministers of Agriculture: next session 
3-4-5-6- Plenary Sessi~m of the E.P.: Debate on fann prices; Political. co-operation oL the Nine; Various 

debates 
6 - Small and medium-sized firms: fonnal decision soon on the "Marriage Bureau" 

- Is Kuwait interested. in an agreement with the EFX: 
7-8 - Eastern Europe: the problem of the unification of coiiiJiercial policies 
8-9 - Steel: excellent behaviour of the market 
9 -Management: next round table of the European Forum 
10 - Conference Board (N. Y.): 4th International Conference 

- UNCTAD: recommendations on restrictive practiees 
- ECON~IC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATlON 

11 - 'lhe Week in ae 
12-13 - ECONOMIC IN ETRATIM No 2089 
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EDITORl:\L 

The departure of Mr. Calmes and a strange coincidence 

21st year - No 1261 (n.s.} 
Monday/Tuesday 9/10 April 
1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The departure of Mr. Calmes, who asked to be relieved of his duties as Secretary General of the 
Council of the Communities, is an important event in the life of the Community institutions, and deserves 
to be mentioned for several reasons. 

Although it is, in fact, normal that, in an administration such as that of the Conmunity- which 
has~ted for more than twenty years now, which, from a sectoral organisation of heavy industry, has tur
ned into a general economic union and which is making progress towards full political union, and which has 
been enlarged geographically, what is more - there sheuld be changes and that new men should have access 
to the key posts, we cannot help remarking that this is the first resignation that'~ has taken place since 
1952, at the highest level of officials. 

Mr. Christian Calmes co-operated actively in the negotiations for the Treaty of Paris in 1951. When 
the "temporaryn. headquarters of the institutiens were sited in Luxembourg, it seemed quite f1ormal for the 
Secretariat of the Council to be entrusted te a Luxemburger. Thus, Mr. Clames organised and ensured the 
secretariat for the first meeting of the Special Ceuncil of Ministers on 8 and 9 September 1952 in Luxem
bourg, presided over by.Konrad Adenauer (the ECSC was then in its so-called "preparatory" phase). His 
appointment as 11Secretary General 11 teok place in July 1954. The role played by the Council during the nego
tiations for the Treaties of Rome resulted in maintaining, in the person of the Secretary General, the 
unity of the three Councils, sanctioned in 1965 by the Merger Treaty. 

At his post; and with the discretion which has always been one of his eminent qualities, Mr. Chris
tian Calmes played an exceptionally important role for m~y years in the whole development of the Community, 
and this both in the many vicissitudes of his daily life, and in the event ol crises of varying degreqs of 
gravity. In his action, he never drew attentien te his own personality, and tried above all to ensure the 
efficiency of the Community machinery and -especi'al::ijr its European nature. Nobody has been more sensitive 
than Mr. Calmes to some deterioration in the European will of the partners, and his efforts were always 
aimed at preventing the CoiiBJluni ty institution which is the Council from being turned into at pe:nllanent in:ter
goyeriunental conference. We hope that his successor will lte just as aware as he is of serving an institut- · 
i9h which is essential to the balance bf pewer within the Community. 

Unfortunately, the departure of Mr. Calmes was receded and has been acco anied b rumours which 
we hope are unfounded, but which should not be passed over in silence. According to these rumo s, this 
departure, which, it is said, would later involve the· appoinpnent of a British national to the vacant post, 
is the condition posed by London for raising its "veto11 of tlie siting in Luxembourg of the Fnropean Mone
tary Co-operation Fund. Although it is perfectly legitimate for a country to demand a key post in the 
Community administration, it seems inadmissible for this demand tQ ..ts li*'}<ed to a dispute in which the 
parties involved have mainly put forward 11prineiples11 • We repeat tltjt.:these rumours seem rather improbable, 
despite the strange coincidence which accompanied this resignation: Jlr;' Calmes' letter was dated 5 April; 
~~1~ Fund took effect on 6 April ••• This is why it would be ~x.tremel9desirable for all th!.! parties 
· co ed to refute these rumours formally. • • G 1... . . Em, • 

) ~1 SUMMARY 1 T I 0 Yfpr-i} I 1?3 f0o ~ )~ (e_ 1 
-r - EDITORIAL: 1111ie departure of Mr. Calmes and a strange coincidence" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Community Council and National Cabinets - Honduras represented at the EP - Turkish 
Government· resigns.~ Holland/North Vietnam: diplomatic relations- Iranian Prime Minister 1n London 

- SPD Conference 
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3 - EEC Mexico: towards an expansion of trade relations? ... 
- EEC Norway: new session of negotiations 

4 - EEC/§pain: results of the Joint Committee meeting 
- Butter sale operation to the USSR made possible by the European Colllllission 

5 "Generalised preferences": study of its operation by UNCTAD 
- Repercussions of enlargement in the USA : public hearings 

6 - International sugar agreement: EEC unready to join in the negotiations 
- Ministers of Agriculture of OECD: two-day session 
- Beef and Veai: market price still high 

7 - OOPA: taidiig of positions on agricultural prices 
- @Morocco: :extraordinary meeting of the Association Committee 

8 - Data Processing: Application decision for a European network 
- ShiphUildin~: study of evolutionary forecast 
- Safety: pro lems posed by flexible tubing for oxygen 
- Scr: new equilibrium 

9 - ~: Maintenance of a hub of EEC production capacity demanded by (hainnan of N.c.B. 
- "Agricultural Council": opening of the Ministerial session 
- EOONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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1~~ 'itli'e '"Communi ties - 1 More secrec 

When, in our editorials of 24, 26 and 31 January, we raised the question of the functioni 
Community Council and of the desired publishing of its debates, we had no illusions about e s ft s 
of our initiative. But thin s are movin and we should not allow ourselves to be discour ed. In fact, 
came back to this subject a month later, on the occasion of the a option of certain positions by membe 
of the European Parliament (Messrs. Behrendt and Vredeling), expressing the hope that the question wo 
he discussed in the plenary session of the Parliament. In fact, the latter is more entitled than any d. 
else to know, and not only through the absolutely anodine statements of the Ministers made in plenary sess
ion or in the Parliamentary Committees, how the Council's deliberations really developed, and why they end
ed in a certain way-. 

Well, thanks to an oral question asked by Lord Gladwyn, the debate which we wanted took place at 
the last session of the Parliament. We note this first success with satisfaction. But it was with the 
greatest dissatisfaction that we saw the reply given by Mr. Thorn on behalf of the Council. Mr. Thorrt said, 
in fact, (cf. Bull. of 6 April) that in his vi.ew, the Council's efficiency would not be increased by hold
ing public discussions and that, in any case, in all the States, the C~binet meetings "re secret: why, tken, 
should this be different in the Community? ' I 

By a strange coincidence, two days earlier, in the House of Lords, Lord Ferrers answered the ques
tiorr·of an Honourable Member by saying that verbatim reports of the Council's deliberations were not avail
able , since the meetings of the Community Council 11 are equivalent to Cabinet meetings in this country". 
We don't know Lord Ferrers, but we have reason to believe that his experience of the European institutions 
is rather limited. However this may be, the Lord in question drew a biting retort from Mr. Leolin Price, 
who pointed out to him {11 The Times", April 7) the fundamental difference between a national Cabinet and 
the Community Council. On the other hand, we know Mr. Thorn very well and we hold his political qualities 
and his knowledge of the Community mechanisms in very great esteem. We were therefore very surprised and 
disappointed with his reply. The more so sinee he himself regretted the practice of each Minister or his 
spokesman holding press conferences {generally limited to .the press of his own country) at the end of 
each Council meeting (and during it!). . 

This practice is precisely the logi·cal and regrettable consequence of the secrecy of the delibera-
tions. It confirms the need for information and publicity, which thus t!!kes .place in the least appropriate 
conditions, for it is inevitably unilateral, partial and directed publicity. One should not be surprised, 
then, if public opinion does not understand much about Europe, and if there is no European public opinion, 
strictly speaking. 

It is essential, therefore, to continue this debate, to enlarge it, and to make~·sure, at least, that 
its premises are perfectly clear. This is what we, for our part, shall attempt to do. 

(To be contin~ Em.G. 

SUMMARY t f iJflrt} ( ~ 1\J 0 • /2. {f1-
1 - EDITORIAL: 11 '1he Council of the Communities - {1) More 'secrecy" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Danish Foreign Affairs Minister on a visit to Luxembourg -Ceausescu in the Netherlands 
Mr. Echeverria's visit to Paris - Mr.· Messmer's Government statement 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1262 (new series) : 

3-4-5-5b - Ministers of Agriculture: 
6 - Economic· ana MonEtary Union: initial debate by the Commission on the report to the Council 

- Ethiopia would appear to be seekinq to establish a form of association 

7 

8 

8-9 
9 

10 

11 

- President Nixon presents the Trade Bill to the Congress and to the country 
- Capital Formation Tax: fixing of the standard rate 
- Banking ActNthes :problems of liberalisation 
- ECONOMIC'AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Agreements concluded by France with certain African countrieson monetary issues : reply to question no. 

510 b)f Mr. Vredeling 
- StOggered holidays : reply to question no. 290 by Mr .Oele 
- Free Competition in the rmaceuticals sector : reply to question no. 347 by Mr. Vredeling 

uropean egtona eve opment ompany : reply to question no. 411 by Mr. GHnne 
- PaCkaging of fOOd ana drink : reply to question no .324. by Mr. Vredeling 
- Cosmetics : studY of the draft by the E .P .Health Committee 
- Regional Policy : resumption ofstudies by the Commission 
- Uranium Enricflir19 : US terms of sale 
- Steel: comparative situation of the basic: prices 
- 'CiiUs'ot-Loire: co-operation with Aceros of Llofio 

12-13 -ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 2091 
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EDI TORIAL

The Council of the Co,mnunities - (2) A rnj-slcadj-ng corirparison

It is obvious that by saying that the Councilrs debates would gain in effbctittgess by taking
in.publi_c, we arc.efprefsing all opinion which rnight not be shared by others. But this is not -tlru 

".."point.rhe@bebroughtoutintotheopen,foritspo1iticaIandmethod'o1og
implications, is that it is entirely wrong to coinpare the Council of the Cor,ununities and the national
Councils of Ministers or Cabinets.uounclrs ot Mtnt-sters or Cabr-nets. Such a courparison, which has beco,ne usrial, espeaia1ly slnce

ectuaI1azr.nLssandofthepassive".""pt,ni"oicommonpIaces.
The Corrununity Council, which still- deliberates with the Cornmiss-Lon present and norrnally on the\-

P:l-:^"l-1.._B":p:.:1: (this a-r gs), is th.e.m.ain reeis-
l..ative Fodv gf-the Cgrnmunity. rt is up to the Council to take decisions on the suujEcts T6r wEffi soffiign-ty has been delegatgd t9 the Cornmunity. lhe Council is actirrg as a legislative body on the basis of preciie
rules. This is conf.irrned by what is happening regarding the Co,rrmunityis external relations: the rrs.nclu.i6nrr
of agreetnents by the Council is t'equivalent to the ratification pha.se" (Dupuy).

Any other cotnparison would afso be arbitrary, for the institutional syste)n of the Community is an
atl hoc system which is evolving, as is the Cornmunity itself. But if a useful analogy could be made, the
Council should b" 

"S,np*.9^(and probably will- be in the future) to the Senate of thl United Sto1g,; which
@f.sovereignties''(theSenator';;;;6rStates).
Likewise, a ceftain analogy can be drawn between the Commission and the Administration, precisely i, this
same American context (with fundamental differences concerning the rnethod of appointin! tne president andhis powers). Those wlro a19 cornparing the Council- of the Communities - where arLitrati-on should take place
between the political will-s and the nationaf interests of the various States - to natj-onal Cabinet rn-eetings,
where arbitration takes place between the political forces and the interests within the State, are making
an obvious rnistake, frorn the political and legal viewpoi-nt. Itre body which arbitrates between the variousnational and sectoral cornponents, in view of the econornic, monetary; social, cornmercial and othef factors,
is.lhe.CoTmission._whose task is precisely to establish what !s in-ihe common interest, to turn it into tiresubjectofproposa1stotheIegi.s1ativebody,whichmusttoSaythatttre
Conunission is 'rthe governmentl of the Community. But undoubtedly ii is the bod.y which "o*". ,r"r""st to anational Cabinet, or to a natlonal executive authority.

- lhe composition of the Cornmunity Council confirms this view: it is, so to speak, rrmonovalentn, wlirtheach country norrnally being represented by a singte Minister. Thus, nine Mj-nisters of noreign Affairs canbe seen to discuss at length the customs duty to be applied to frozen fish fillets from loriay ...
The mistaken ldea of the Cornmunity Council is one of the causes of the malfunctioning of this insti-tution. And we shall return to this.

2lst year - Nr,12
Thursday l2 April

OAILY BULLE

To be continued

I-
2-

SUMMARY /A trp.f I t1T> Nc . )2Q ?3EDII0RIAL; rrThe Council of the Conununities - (Z) I misleadi
POLITICAL DAY: W.E.U. : re s

risontt
YIS]- - Holland: two newrrlnformersrt - tE-Tlp.D. Coneress+as successor to Mr schweitzer

in Hanover - Mr Ortoli meets Mr Jober.t - MFtEienkils proposed

DAILY BULLETIN No 1263 (new series) :

- EEC/Norway: conclusion of the agreement next week?
- Edffiavia: negotiations belin nercr Tuesday
- D-evalii6ffidfG-operation: first-phase of the work
- EUR0SrNDICAT: Index of the Six : 170.32 - Index of the Nine : 96.32
- Mi-nisters of Agriculture of the ttfie-: possible comprornise 

-- @omnr-ittee meets at Ministerial level
- EIB: financilg for a project il Sdrfeswig-Holstein

Ilf,"II.$!,Pill]'il.th:_y!A has.been pr€sented to the Comrnission by an Anerican delegation- rrrs "rrdu€ 5rrr" rrr Ene UJA nas oeen pr€senteo to the Comnlssion by an Anerican delegation
- FEEIIE!?,.I}" ussn: position -taken 

by Mr Heath - Ersagements of Luxembourg on bankjngand capit ali sat i on t ax-

- Dr'rironment: draft action programme
- EIJRAIOM: preparation by the Research Mirristers Council
- EF'pt'or e'slgtrishneg!-in lile-ix;urance: reply to question No 52g of Mr gere

ct stments No 509 of Mr Vredeliteffis-
ntema negotiations on transport on Ec competences: r€pry to question No 450 0f Mr

- Re$'ional policy: expos6 by Mr Thomson to the relevant conutrittee of the E.p.- Jg;s!tg"! for sea fishing and agricultural wages r.e-organised
- ECONOMIC AND IINANGTAI IMORMATION
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21st year- Nr.l264(n.s.) 
Friday 13 April ~-~73 

DAILY BULLE~IN 

The Council of the Conununities - (3) A first step towards a .<reform 

We were not the ones who discovered that the Council is not functioning as it should. 
Summit, which hardly made any progress concerning the institutions, recognised, however, that something 
is not working and decided that n-tJy 30 June 1973, the Council will take practical measures aimed at imp 
ving its decision-making procedures and the coherence of Conununity action". The Council is trying to 
carry out this mru.Ldate, but, as far as we know, the results are rather slight for the moment. The propos 
that will be made will be limited to a few adjustments concerning the dates of meetings and certain p 
cedures, without any notable consequences. If there is no change in course, there will be no reason to · . 
hang out the flags on 30 .June. ) 

This is inevitable 'because, by limiting oneself to 11practical11 measures, one avoids considering ~ ~ 
the problem in its political terms. The time is probably not yet ripe for this far-reaching development ~~ 
of the instit1;ttion~l situation w~ic? w-as thought possi?le when M:;. Pompidou spoke about a. "European gover(!)'r'--
ment", and wh~ch, 111 any event, ~s ~n the nat11rle of th~ngs. But 1 t should already be poss~ble to make . ·•. 
great progress, on condition that things are faced up to and that all the 11practical11 and "political" . w 

requirements are taken into account. Institutions, which are essential to the running of an ordered and 
evolving society, are of value and significance if they can, not follow, but precede, announce and deter
mine the development of society itself, thus sticking to reality which is changing, and to individuals 
and coUectivities which are evolving. "The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath", we are 
told somewhere in the Bible. 

Consequently, me must recognise above all that an extraordinary development has taken place during 
the last twe·1ty years. Despite all the (partial) failures and the disappointments, we can see that the 
quantity of decisions concerning the life of the Community, its internal relations and its external rela
tions which are taken at Community level is constantly increasing. This process is continuing and develop
ing, and eventually we shall have to concern ourselves with giving the local authorities (by means of a 
real regional policy) what is their rightful due. The Conununi ty is increasingly required to 11arbi trate11 , 

to propose (extensive application of article 235), and tn>represent the Conununity regarding the outside 
world. '..Aren 1 t the accounts given by Soames and Deniau to the .council aiid to the Parliament last week 
acts posing major foreign policy options? It is therefore even more important and urgent for the Council 
to be able to decide. 

The national governments must understand that the Community Council is necessarily becoming the 
"Chamber" where on every occasion the general interests of the various Member States are compared and 
arbitrated, in the light and on the basis of the solutions proposed by the Community Adn~nistration. 
They must draw the necessary conclusions from this, the first of which is the conclusion to delegate 
the Head of the Executive to it, in other words, he who has already proceeded to arbitrate between the 
interests within the country, and who will therefore validly conmit the country. Certainly, a great step 
will then still have to be taken: that of restoring the balance in legislative power by means of a Chamber 
Which represents the voice of the peoples. But one thing will be the consequence of the other. 

1 

Meanwhile, the debate must continue. 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: 11 The Council of the Conununities -

(End) Em.G. 

t11-~ N6' t21..c ~ 
(3) A first step towards a reformn 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Giraudo resigns from his post as Chunnan of the Political Committee of the 
E.P. - Towards a summit conference of the Western countries in Paris before the end of the year? 
- Institutional problems of the enlarged Commun1ty: Mr. Habib Deloncle will question tile Council 
President Echeverria in Moscow 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1264 (new series): 

3-4 -Environment: the progra.nme of action of the Community has been presented to the COREPER 
4 - 'lhe Trade Bill and the EEC 
5 - E.A.G.G.F.: first annual report 

- '!he USSR plans to buy wheat and barley in France: reply to question No 337 from Mr. Vredeling 
6 -Cotton textiles: increase in the quantitative ceilings for Community imports 

- Official clarifications from Luxembourg on the tax and monetary problems 
7 - Central population register: complementary reply to question No 249 from Mr. Couste 
8 - Average cost of the on-the-spot control of the projects financed by the E.D.F.: reply to question 

No 488 from Mr. Vredeling 
- nchemiefarman has paid tile fine relating to the Quinine Cartel: reply to question No 509 from 

Mr. Vredeling 
8-1) - OECD: meeting of the Ministers of Agriculture 
9 - ManSholt Plan and the implementation of the directives 
10 - 11Containers11 a.nd the s- lification of customs fonnali ties: two recommendations by the Commission 

- EEC Yu os avia: openmg of negotiations 
-ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATim 

11 - Coal indu§try: considerable increase in subsidies in 1972 
- Steel industrialists are opposed to lowering the customs duties on steel 
- Imports of steel from countries with State-controlled trade: dtill no agreement on new liberalisation 

12-13 - ECONOMI.C INTERPENETRATION No 2093 

EUROPE/Documents No 726 Bis - Towards the Reform of the International Monetary System 
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- t{.A.P. MN.SER: lhc Financial Role of Multi-National Enterp.Irses, Iondon, 1973, J/6pp,1 This work iJ
IishedinGreatudistributedbyCasse1IandCoLtd(
in the United States, it is publi shed by the John Halsted. Press division of John Wiley & Sons Inc (Ne

I{e shall return to this book in our Economic Interpenetration section.

- HANS J. DOERSCH a.nd HB.{RI LEGROS: Les Faits ct les d6cisions de la Communaut6 6conomiqu0 europ6enne
1968, Chronologie dcs Communaut6s Europ6cnnes, Volurne 2, Institut dlEtudes Europ6ennes de lrUniversit6
Libre de Bruxelles, \973, 9O1- pages, 11495 Bfrs.- lhis volume, covering the facts and decisions of the EEC

during the 1965-1968 period, is appearing in a collection published under the direction of Mn. .Tean-Victor
Lpuis, whose first volumc related to the years from J-QJ8 to 1964. In a first part, the authors retraced
?Efr?oad lines of Corrununity policy in the 1965 to I!68 period. Itre second part, and by far the largest,
constitutes a chronology cnabling tne Communityrs activities to be followed in the major fiefds (free
rnovement of goods, competition, general economic policy, agricultural policy, etc.). trt therefore consti-
tutes a precious rcference instrument for whoever is interested in research into integration and ilformation
about the European phenornenon.

- PIERRE IEL: Le .6gi,n" fir".l d"r filiales et succursales de soci6t6s 6tralglg, Ets. Dnile Bmyrant
(Brussels), 19 is to the Ecore sup6rieure
des sciences fiscales de Bruxelles. After an account of the pr€sent state of the tax system for the subsid-
iaries and branchcs of foreign companies under Belgian law, the author enlarges the discussion by situating
each problem at Community level. Ihe author thus deals with the problems posed by profits, expenditure,
the calculation and levying of taxes, the stopping of exploitation, inoirect taxes and special problems.

- International Affglrg Chatham House (Iondon)rPublished quarterly for the Royal Institute of International
Af@versityPrcss,Aprrr1!/J,VoIume49,No'z.-rtrisnumberparticuIarIycontainsan
article by Mr. Roger Morgan on East-West relations in Europe.

- Agenor, No 34, April lQlJ, Brussefs (1J, me Hobbema, 10{0 Brussels).- We particularly draw attention
to an article by Mr. John Lambert which calls for a tougher attitude of the E\rropean Community towards the
regimes in Athens, Ankara, Madrid and Lisbon.

- s!g, ltre European Business Magazine, No 2Q ot f5 April 1$/S, Paris.- We particularly mention an article
on-the monetary system and gold (Cora is not dead), which stresses that gold is a standard on which no
government can exert direct and decisive contrpl and that gold is not like1y to die.Other articles concern
the dounfal1 of the European business dynasties and on what the Arabs are doing with ttreir money.

21st year - Nr.l255
Saturday 14 April I

DAILY BULLE

1 - EI'ROPEAI,{ LIBMRY

2 - POLITIC I DAY: Mr Brandt re-elected SPD Ctrainuan - Labour local election gains in British towns -
New formerJor ETElfi-c,ove4qneng - C,ermano-Czechosffi: IpI meets il Bnrss-

s - Majo.rity for the French Gonenxment - Unification of EUrcpean
Federarists - Mr Barzer calls for uurope/usn consultirrfT6ilf--

DAILY BULLETIN No 126J (new series):

- Mf J-F. Deniau. .Secretary of State, has subnitted his r"esignation as a Comnission Member
- Mj.n-i-sters of Agriculture: netct Council session
- p""""*t" *O "l: finalisation of report on developments

ration F\rL4: first meeting of the noaid of Gorrcrnors

3
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- Dryironnrent: action programm6

- n fe-oticy: gui-ttelines
- Industrial Policy: consulta- Industrial Policy: consultations with firms and Trade Unions
- S'Iffiififfi'c: m-etines with the Comrnission- Shibbullding: Jmeetilgs with the Comnission
- Etl Effia,nen!:-study of procedures and working methods
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and Parliamentary Comrnittees
r representation discussed by the Soeial Affairs

meet

Connittee of the EP
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g: 
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reply to question No 558 by Mr Vredelingrtpffi questio"l,lr:!,,14 gg 4.{fF"Ir !r,e{e}ins; Ooi uy Mrs orth; 59! tv Mr Aigner;
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DAILY BULLETIN 

\
~~ ,.{~::::". -. . EDITORIAL 

~ '· "."' The reunification of the Federalists 

As .artn~~ced a long time ago, the European Federalists have put an end to their differences o-, ....... . 
opinion and have reunified their prganisations. 'lbe decision in principle was taken a year ago in Nancy: 
it was tatified by the Congress of Unification which was held in Brussels this weekend. Thus, the Union ~ 
IUropean Federalists has been born, and has the common abbreviation U.E.F; and its headquarters in Brusse 
it is chaired by Mr. Etienne Hirsch and its Vice-President is Mr. Molenaar. Mr. Altiero Spinelli is one 
of the members of its Bureau. &t 

The event is a significant one: the future will show whether the Federalists will be able, now 
that they are united, to become a poli ti·cal force capable of exerting real influence on the constructio 
of Europe. 

The first condition for this will doubtless be the re~ degree of unity of the Federalists. Wil 
they succeed in exorcising the disintegrating forces of individualism or of subordination to one ideology 
or another in the scheme of the traditional parties? He who claims to be a catalyst cannot set the example 
of fragmentation. Unfortunately, we are beginning by noting that a group of federalists, with the name of 
"Action Federaliste11 (France), did not want to merge with the new united organisation. 

Secondly, the Federalists will have to study and apply a strategy corresponding to the present 
requirements. It is no longer a question, as it was in the fifties, to convince public opinion of the need 
to build Europe, but rather of saying, in concrete and realistic terms, how this is to be done and with 
whom and of su orting the forces whose task it is to act in accordance with the rinci les of federalism, 
where this construction of Europe is resulting in concrete action. At this Congress, A tiero Spine li gave 
a speech of remarkable political significance. Henceforward, he said, all the problems are necessarily assu
ming a "European dimension". Consequently, the Federalists must be present where these problems are posed 
and they must exert direct influence, on the various levels, on the choices to be made so that these choices 
lead to the necessary transformations in society in the federalist sense. And since, at the present moment, 
there is a first nucleus for European action (even if it is far from being perfect)!, namely the Conununi!:l' 
Institutions, the Federalists should act to stimulate and orientate these institution1, and the Commiss1on 
in the fir't place (doesn't its power of initiative have its origin in the socio-political context in which 
the Federalists are an active factor?), and to demand the greater democratisation of the latter. 

If the Federalists act in this direction their reunification will have been of historical import-
ance. 

Em.G. 

- The departure of Mr. Calmes - In our editorial last Monday, we mentioned the existence of rumours according 
to which there was said to be a link between the departure _of Mr. Calmes and the acceptance by the British 
of the location of the European Monetary Co-operation Fund in Luxembourg. we hoped that those concerned 
would deby the existence of this link. · 

We can now say that, starting with the one by Mr. Calmes himself, these denials are formal. We took 
note of this with satisfaction. And we understand that certain decisions will soon confirm that these ru
mours were unfounded. 
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In our Bulletin yesterday, we very briefly presented certain ideas which were put forwatd bY..,4'1Vlii-J..,; 
Spinelli about the institutional chapter of the Report of the Commission on the achievement of the ec.dh~~d 
and monetary union (the Commission should adopt a position on the whole of this Report before the entf'(jnlflsX 
this week, but certain practical difficulties could prevent it from doing so). 

These ideas seem to us to have been inspired by good sense, logic and practical necessities. 
Paris Summit gave the Community institutions the mandate to take, before the end of the first phase of 
economic and monetary union (on 31 December 1973) the measures "relating to the distribution of competences 
and of responsibilities between the Institutions of the Community and the Member States which are necessary 
for the correct functioning of an Economic and Monetary Union". This means that the supreme body of the 
Community has realised that a different distribution to the one existing at present is needed, and that it 
must be aimed at the correct functioning of the Union. 

This, therefore, does not involve carrying out a revolution, but nor does it involve leaving things 
as they are. It does not involve carrying out a profound institutional reform by these means, but of making 
what it has been decided to create•work. This must be done in a practical frame of mind, while respecting 
certain democratic principles. But it is rather surprising that these very democratic principles are so 
easily forgotten precisely by certain Commissioners who we~ appointed to represent political forces for 
whom the democratisation of the Community institutions is'- at least, in words -one of the essential ob
jectives. 

However, Mr. Spinelli seems to have been very cautious. He merely recalled that this "correct func
tioning" of the Union could not be assured without knowing what this uuion will be when it is achieved, and 
suggested "organising the transition". He asked for very limited measures for the second phase {limited 
power of eo-decision, coordination of work between the Commission and the Council). But naturally, for later, 
he posed the problem of the functioning of the Executive and that of the attribution to the European Parlia
ment of the powers which are taken from the national legislative bodies. 

Unfortunately, even in their modesty, these proposals do not seem to have much chance of being adop
ted. We should say straightaway that this is not a good sign for the Commission. Does the latter really 
believe that the Community must evolve towards an "economic and monetary union"? And if it does believe this, 
does it want to give it the necessary instruments? The problem lies here and not elsewhere. If the Commiss
ion were to consider that these instruments are not necessary, it would not be fulfilling its mandate and, 
above all, it would be showing that it does not believe in the future of the economic and monetary union. 
If this is the case, it should say so openly. However this may be, it is rather strange that there should 
be members of the Commission who should mainly be concerned about not removing powers from the national 
governments: they are condemning themselves in the eyes of public opinion. Fm.G. 
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EDI'IURIAL 

Agriculture: a failure 

DAILY BULLET! 

The failure noted in Luxembourg after two days of very close discussions on agricultural 
surprised nobody. It should not be dramatised. How often did we announce that "Green Europe" had 
troyed or had its back to the wall? A compromise solution will no doubt be found. However, it· is 
the problem Of the SUrvival OT -tire COIII!IOix- agri.cul tural policy has been posed. 

In this context, one point should remain unquestioned and unquestionable: the existence of a co 
agricultural policy, based on the nn±ty of· the markets, 111Ust be maintained at all costs. With much wisdo 
the "Times" recently wrote that the te111J1tcrtion is grea:t to defend only national interests, as some are liPIIYtl....._ 

moreover, in a rather barefaced way, even at the cost of the destruction of the agricultural policy, bu 
that this temptation s}lould be resisted, since, for the moment, the agricultural policy is the onl re 
common policy, and therefore the catalyst - lllld the only one - of the Community. 

However: (a) the application arrangements should make the agricultural policy bearable by everybody 
and therefore balanced; (b) it lllllst really be a catalyst: in other words, it should not remain isolated but 
should be acco111J1anied by o1:her common policies. It is here that the difficulties start. 

It is now clear to everyoody - and the scandal of the gift given to the Soviets, i.e. to an indus
trialised nation whose growing level of prosperity is held up as an example, of 200,000 tons of butter for 
the profit of privileged producers, has profoundly struck the imagination of the man in the street - that 
certain aspects of the prices policy have become unacceptable. If it is to achieve its objectives, the agri
cultural policy cannot lead to enriching the rich farmers without guaranteeing an adequate income to the 
poorer ones. It cannot gradually isolate Europe from its· partners in the rest of the world and it cannot 
contribute to raising the cost of living .• Mr. eeyrac, President of the French Employers' Federation, said 
yesterday that it is not possible to impose price controls on industry when agricultural and food prices 
avoid any control. 

Moreover, how is it possible to achieve a single market, in other words unified prices, if the 
differences between the currencies make these prices "incompatible" with the national economies? '!he link 
between agricultural policy and economic and monetary union is obvious: progress should at least be made 
along the ri ht path. But what we have seen is something completely different. As soon as one says anything 
about structural policies, whether this involves agricultural structures in general or more specially those 
of mountainous areas with natural disadvantages, er regional and social structures, one is immediately faced 
with the hostility of those who see ii:n the prices policy the means to satisfy their interests. But the 
refortD of structures must precisely make the prices policy applicable, and those who are interested in the 
latter must make their centribution to the, former. '!his is what Community solidarity means. The Commission, 
while not abandonin&.an increase in prices, understood all this and its proposals generally deserved a 
better reception than they were given. Em.G. 
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is worth notin are reviewed under this headin Fr 
BINO OLIVI: Da un'Europa all'altra, ed. Etas-Kompass (Nuovi Saggi), Milano, 1973, 34.0 pp., 4,000 Lire.-~ " 

We shall return to this work at length, which has just appeared in Italy and which has already --~~ 
become the subject for lively debates: it will soon be appearing in a French edition. The author, who@ h~. 
been the Spokesman for the European Commission for ten years, outlines in it a critical and penetrating (J 
analysis of the events and vicissitudes of the construction of Europe during the last decade. The seco ·(~~ 
part of the volume, which will not be published in the French edition, mainly concerns Italy's attitude · 
whether official or not, towards the Europe of the Community. 

- H.J. EVERSEN &: H. SPERL: Repertoire de la jurisprudence relative aux traites instituant les Communautes 
europeennes, 1971; 1972, Carl Heymanns Verlag KG, 418 pages, Price: 125 DM.- This work is an essential tool 
for any jurist faced with the numerous decisions of the Court of Justice of the European Co11111unities. A 
basic volume covers the years 1953 to 1962. Each year, an additional volume appears with the Court's rulings 
Ul the previous year. The repertory orders the important rulings according to the articles of the treaties 
and of the other sources of law and accompanies them with comments by a competent authority. The work is 
published in two editions (French and German) by the Institute for the Law of the European Communities of 
the University of Cologne, under the direction of Prof. Karl Carstens and of Prof. Bodo Borner. All of 
the volumes which have appeared until now are still available. Concerning the authors, we note that Mr. 
Eversen is Assistant Clerk of the Court of Justice of the Co11111lli1ities and that Mr. Sperl is head of the 
Documentation Department of the Court. 

- W E.U. Assembly: Official Documents of the second part of the Eighteenth Ordinary Session (5-7 December 
1972) of the Asj!lembly of the Western European Union; Volume Ill: Documents of the(.sitting; Volume IV: 
Agendas and minutes, official account of the debates, General index. Published by the WEU (Paris). 

- S. CALOGEROPOUI.OS - STRATIS: Le Droit des Peu les a dis oser d 1eux. nes, Preface by Rene Cassin,. Ets. 
Emile Bruylant SA (Brussels), 1973, 3 pages, Price: 1,039 Bfrs.- The author has carried out a systematic 
study of the foundations and historical development of the principle of the right of peoples to dispose 
of themselves, and especially of the positive right of the UNO and of the technique used by its bodies. He 
then deals with the numerous cases of its concrete application, without being afraid to deal with the most 
burning issues: the Portuguese territories,· Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and Cyprus. 

- The International and Com arative Law Quarter! , January 1973, Published by ibe Britisl Institute of 
International and Comparative Law. 32 Furnival Street, London E.C. 4) .- We particularly lltention a study 
by Mr. F .A. Mann on the ruling .of the Court of justice in the dyes case. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fiir Internationale Politik, Published under the auspices of the Verlag fUr 
~nternationale Politik (53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse 1-5), dated 10 April 1973.- This number contains an art
l.cle by Mr. Jacques Freymond, Director of the Ins,titut Universitaire des Hautes Etudes Internationales 
(Geneva) on the European Conference on Security. The documentation section is devoted to documents rela
tin~ to the dollar crisis of February--March 1973. 
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EDITORIAL 

Euro e-United States relations: 11buildin 
becoming its prisoner" 

DAILY 

The neeL to establish a Europe -United States dialogue on healthy and just bases no longer ne 
to be proved: we have been insisting on it fpr a long time. Whe:z!- Mr. Nixon was re-elected to the Pre11"'t'o>&•~.Y:/ 
of the United States, we wrote that there would be no solution for the sectoral, or purely economic, 
lems without looking at them "at political and global level"-; .Since then, we have forcefully pleaded 
a meeting at the highest level in order not to solve the problems, but to establish the context in 
they must be posed, and to fix a series of common purposes, as well as a common strategy for reaching 

What Prof. Henry Kissinger has just said now in a speech whose historical significance deserve 
be stressed, is moving precisely in this direction, and we should welcome this. The ice has perhaps been 
broken, on condition that for their part, the Europeans are able to provide an adequate reply to ttie over
tures which are being clearly outlined on the other side of the Atlantic. 

Speaking visibly on behalf of President Nixon, Prof. Kissinger explained what the latter meant when 
he talked of 1973 as "the year of Europe". It is a question of making a 11joint effort of creativity" in order 
to "revitalize the Atlantic partnership" (whose vitality Prof. Kissinger questioned when he was in Harvard ... ) . 

In practice, through Mr. Kissinger, the United States is asking Europe1:to prepare, by the end of 
the year, in other words, before President Nixonfpays his visit to Europe, a draft of a "new Atlantic 
Charter" in which common objectives for the last decades of this century will be given. 'hie analysis of the 
events Which have taken place since the end of the war led Mr. Kissinger to conclude that henceforth we 
must 11bt:tild on the past without becoming its prisoner". New structures. which are adapted to the new real
ities, must be implemented, but while confirming the validity of the undertakings made. " For us, European 
unity is what it has always been -not an end in itself but as a means to the strengthening of the West". 
ft ahall not·neces~arily always be agreed upen everything, Mr. Kissinger remarked, but it is important to 
establish on what we shall be agreed, what we shall be able to do together and the limits of our respective 
autonomy. 

Mr. Kissinger 1s speech, which we shall publish in full in view of its interest, covers all the fields, 
for it is conceived of in an overall perspective: in which economic, monetary, political and security rela,... 
tions are not "confused", but inter-linked. '!his link is logical and inevitable: it could embarrass the 
Community insofar as it could not attain cohesion and the ability to take initiatives which represent the 
very condition for its existence. Fm.G. 
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How will EurOPe's leaders re'Qlv to Mr• Kissinger's speech? 1: 
No one believes. that Mr. Kissinger's speech - in the solemn form in which he chose to 

make it- was merely intended to be the announcement of ••• a present from the United States to · 
Europe. Nor was this General Marshall's intention when he launched his famous plan 26 years ago. 

In both instances, the speeches expressed a certain political vision, and proposed a . 
certain form of action. They found their inspiration in two major ideas, the first being that of ~ 
"collaboration", which at that time was described as "Atlantic" and is now known as "Western"; ~ ./ 
the second is that of the unity of Europe. It is important to note that today as a quarter of a ' 
century ago the two go hand in hand. It is this that enables a serious political observer like 
Mr. James Reston to draw a parallel between the two epeeches. Marshall saida we will help Europe 
rebuild, but this aid will go to "the whole of" Europe, that is to say to a united Europe. Kiss
inger saysa we acknowledge Europe's right to assume certain responsibilities in the world, but 1g 
order to do so it must be united and assume the burdens which correspond to these new responsib
ilities. 

The American message in fact consists of inciting Europeans to be united, not only with 
respect to trade and economies, but also politically. That is to be loyal to what indeed inspired 
them to unite. "Speak ultimately with one voice; raise yourselves above the purely regional iss
ues that determine your policy; deal with us on an equal footing; assume your responsibilitiea"• 

In short, it is an appeal for political and economic negotiation and also an appeal for 
Europe to place itself in a strong position for such negotiation, namely union. 

How has this appeal been received? There have not as yet been any official reactions, 
but on the whole and for the moment the response has been ambiguous, reticent and, in a word, 
fractious. According to certain reports, it constitutes a "new American offensive", which as a 
matter of course brings a defensive reaction. It could be said that the Europeans are exposing 
their divisions and their weaknesses with a degree of masochism, and that they are doing it b,y 
accusing one another of "conniving with the enemy", and by blaming this so-called enemy for their 
weakness. Those who once spoke proudly of Europe's independence are now becoming· indignant and 
accuse Mr. Nixon of wanting to ••• make Europe pay for its own independence. Perhaps they· would 
like the United States to pay? 

This attitude is extremely unfortunate. It is to be hoped that reasoned and responsible 
voices will be raised on Europe's behalf in order to give a reply that shows Europe is aware of 
the new taske that await it. Europe 1 s leaders must immediately set out to define between them 
the objectives of a "European foreign policy", that is to say a policy tbat does not shelve ita 
responsibilities on a world basis and which provides itself with the means to face up to these 
responsibilities. It is in this way that Europe must prepare for the dialogue which awaits it. 

1 

2 

:Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

A reply must be given ~ l 
Europe is at present experiencing one of the most delicate moments in its history. Having on~e . ' 

give in to the temptation of the easy way out, which consists of both falling back upon itself and of L, 1 
again left it to others to take the initiative, it is now on the defensive. And it is hesitating. It ' . i 
ing short-term and fragmentary solutions, namely at bilateral and sectoral level. .~ 

This temptation is provided by certain visibly absurd positions which have been adopted, and it i 
not known whether they are inspired and by whom, and as a result of which the significance and general 
scope of the appeal made by Dr. Kissinger have been deformed and even distorted. Certainly, these deforma
tions of the truth do not stand up to the test and a reading of the texts enables this to be discerned 
rapidly (this is why we are publishing the full text of Mr. Kissinger's speech in our series of DOCUMENTS); 
but, meanwhile, public opinion has been deceived. This is making it ~ore difficult for those who are exer
cising their political responsibilities to do what is necessary to establish the dialogue in the best 
conditions. 

A first opportunity already seems to have been missed. The Political Committee of the Nine, which 
is finally a high-level institution in.the framework of political co-operation (and all that exists in the 
political field), which met here in Brussels yesterday, could, with all the necessary caution, have given 
a first sign, which would at least have indicated that the message had been received and that it might 
receive a united reply from the Community.This sign was not given. On the contrary, some scepticism emerged 
among some of the Political Directors. Some even obtained the impression from this that a "withdrawal" oper
ation had begun, thanks to which one country or another would be able to try to settle its own problems 
directly, under the pretext that the Community is at present only competent for trade questions. 

Furthermore, Dr. Kissinger's appeal co.uld be interpreted as being addressed to the countries of 
the Atlantic Alliance, and in well-informed circles, it is considered that President Nixon 1s idea is to 
arrive at the signing of a "document" towards the end of the year, in the NATO framework. 

Well, here is the opportunity for the Community to put in an appearance, to give a united reply 
and to point out itself the context in which the negotiations should be situated, While not having taken the 
initiative (Mr. Thorn indeed told his colleagues this last March!), the Community could still choose the 
ground. Several times in his message, Mr. Kissinger talked about the "definition of common objectives", In 
this context, we have always thought that a sort of "framework agreement" could be reached, which would 
enable everyone to move on later to the solution of concrete problems, in the various fields and in the 
various frameworks, still with a view to achieving objectives which will have been defined and which will 
provide guidelines for action. 

However this may be, the Community must give a reply and this reply must be united. If this were 
not to be the case, we would be the powerless witnesses of a capitulation by Europe. Em,G. 
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t. "~ joook• which are ""' to "' :md who" publication ~\ ,is worth noting are reviewed under this heading . .,.£1 
- MICHEL WAELBROECK: Effets Internes des Obligations Imposees a l'Etat,. extract (pp.573-583) from Miscell~
nea W . .J. Ganshof van der Mecrsch, published under the auspices and with the support of the Centre inter- , 
universitaire de Droit public and of the Univcrsite Libre de Bruxelles, 1972--

Mr. Waelbroeck recalls that Mr. Ganshof van der Meersch never hesitated about being in favour o LJC! 
recognising the direct effects of the decisions and directives of the Communities and to term as artific 1' 
the distinction mad~ by traditional doctrine between provisions involving obligations imposed on the States 
and provisions dir~ctly concerning individuals. After examining the recent jurisprudence of the Court of 
Justice, the author notl's that the Court has merely transposed to the Community field the solutions which 
emerged from the jurisprudence regarding international treaties, while adapting them in order to take the 
specific characteristics of the Community legal order into account. By doing this, the Court strictly ad
hered to its role, in Mr. Waelbroeck 1 s view. 

- THEO W. VOGELAAR: L1 avenir de la creation du droit Europeen commun; 'extract (pp-: 251-257) from 11 Quo vadis 
ius societatum? 11 , liber amicorum Pieter Sanders, Published by Ae. E. Kluwer-Martinus Nijhoff.- In this 
work publishel: as a hommage to Professor Pieter Sanders, the author of the draft for the European limited 
company, Mr.. Theo Vogelaar, who is leaving his post as Director General for the Internal Market and for 
the Harmonization of Legislation in the European Commission, examines what can check and what can promote 
the process for creating coordinated legislative systems in Europe. According to Mr. Vogelaar, the answer 
to be given to the question directly depends on the course which will be followed by the reform of the 
institutional framework which is a condition for the future develo ment of the Communit • But the futurl! 
will epend even more on the quality and talent of the men who will be caused to turn their European con
victions into concrete action. For our part, we cannot hide our concern about the fact that increasingly 
more men with unshakable European convactions seem to want (er are forced?) ·to leave the European Institut
ions. 

- European Community, April 1973, Brussels and London.- This number fncludes articles on the monetary pol
icy, the Court's decision in the Continental Can case, the European Patents Office (whose headquarters will 
be in Munich), and the Community policy regarding Latin America. 

- European Community, {Greek Edition), April 1973, Brussels and Athens.- In the summary: the Communi ty 1 s 
activities, the end of Taylorism, EEC-Greece relations {a written question from Mr. Glinne), the Community 
and its neighbours, the Community and consumers, etc. 

-Revue de la Societe d'Etudes et d 1Expansion, No 254- January-February 1973, Liege.- Among the studies 
of a European or international nature are: Company taxation in the EEC dastorts the terms of competition, 
by Mr. P. Fontaneau; Towards a European capital market, by Mr. B.S. Hawkins; The financial role of multi
national enterprises, by Mr. W.A.P. Manser. 

: The OECD Observer: No 63 - April 1973, Paris.- As a supplement, the OECD is presenting a set of economic 
tables for the OECD member countries giving an insight into the diversity of the economies of the 23 mem
ber countries. 

- L1Italia nella olitica internazionale, September-December 1972, Published by the !AI - Istituto Affari 
Internazionali Rome .- In the s mmary: the Italian presence in the EEC in 1971; the Community regional 
policy; agricultural trade and development aid; the EAGGF and Italy; Italian aid within the OECD's CAD; 
the European monetary vicissitudes. 
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the European Social-Democrat Parties - The work of the "Plenum" of the Central Committee of the 
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}l\'9.1 An "ill-loved• EOlicy 

We do not yet know, at present, when and how the ministerial debate on agricultural prices, 
began on Saturday afternoon and is now continuing for three days, will end. 

We should say straightaway that this debate has not surprised us, either by its length, or by i 
bitterness, or by the distance separating the various positions, or by the occasionally strange technique 
used to seek a compromise. The difficulties to be overcome really exist and, as this has always been the 
case, they have been increased by the fact that the compromise must be found in the limited framework of 
the agricul~1ral policy itself, in other words, without resorting to any kind of arbitration which might 
be able to take place at poli~ical level and which would take into account factors other than the strictly 
agricultural ones. 

Once again, an attempt is being made to elude this global view, which might enable more stable 
balances to be reached by enlarging the range of the action and inter-action. It should not be forgotten, 
furthermore, that certain countries have insisted from the start that the Community should have an agricul
tural policy - and a certain agricultural policy - precisely to be assured of some balance. Other countries, 
on the other hand, accepted this policy because they firmly believed that it would not remain the only 
~1ropean common policy. 

Faced with the situation as it is, those who believe that they were deceived, or that they had 
deceived themselves, are increasing in number, and this is why the agricultural policy is in the process 
of .tumiilg-from an object of predilection to the "ill-loved11 of the Community. 

What is striking in these negotiations is the obstinacy with which some are defending not the agri
cultural policy in itself, but its caricature, namely a system which consists of enriching the richest far
mers and of impoverishing the poorest. As Mr. Adrien Zeller (the co-author, with Jean-wuis Giraudy, of 
11L1Imbroglio agricole" and at present a Reformist deputy) explained very clearly in a Free Opinion column 
of "Le Monde 11 , to save Green Europe, this type of policy, which "engendered, during the· last ten years, and 
in the absence of control and compensation mechanisms, and in the absence of regional development, cumula
tive effects of the growth of inequalities, contrary to the very idea of integration", should be abandoned. 
i'his phenomenon does not only occur to the detriment of one country in relation to another, but also within 
each country. It is a canker which is harmful to everyone. The remedies do exist and Mr. Spinelli called 
upon the Commission to adopt them (cf. the Editorial of 19/20 March). To continue obstinately to defend 
what is both irrational and unjust is pointless. This goes hand-in-hand with the Community's behaviour 
towards the third world which is so near to its heart (in words, at.least): butter is given to the Soviets, 
thus enriching a few privileged people, while a famine is ~aging in India. 

It is not in this way that the Community will make itself beloved, whether internally or in the 
eutside world • . • • Em.G. 
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DAILY BULLETI 

~~ll j 
The agricultural policy at a turning-point · 

The new agricultural marathon ended in a compromise, which was relatively satisfactory, moreove ~~
(which means that it is not entirely satisfactory ..• ). All in all, it ended exactly as was foreseen. 

At this point, the question can be asked why, on this occasion as on others, some people resorted 
to the misuse and undoubtedly exaggerated use of the word "crisis". One might really have thought that we 
were on the fringe of a crisis in which the common agricultural policy would have collapsed, "naturally" 
carrying with it the whole European policy of integration. That someone is prepared to play the role of 
Samson overthrowing the columns of the temple and burying himself underneath it is always possible. But, 
in general, this is manoeuvering and what is called "negotiating tactics". But bad tactics, since those 
who are in the know are aware of what is happening, and thetefore public opinion, to which the collapse of 
the agricultural policy is announced every six months, ends up by losing interest in what is happening. 
Political leaders would be well-advised to control their statements better so as not to run the risk of 
not being listened to when there is the real threat of a crisis. 

But, besides these considerations, it seems to us that two major conclusions can be drawn from 
these events. 

The first is that never before this meeting has it appeared so obvious that the common agricultu-
ral olic lon olic of Europe. Everybody is agreed about recogniling that 
the ecause it is a 1'catalySt" for the construction of Europe. 
But if it remains ineffective, the agricultural policy will be abandoned. It was the first common policy 
and this means that it should be followed by the others. The responsibility for its sutv1val therefore rests 
on those who are not doing what is necessary to follow it up in the expected way, espetially by creating 
a real economic and monetary union, and by the so-called "accompanying" policies. 

The second conclusion is that the a ricultural olic has now reached a turni Progress 
is being made, but in a patently different irection. As Mr. Go er said 1n the Commons on e very day 
that the session ended, the British Minister reported on the results to the Members of'Parliament), what 
is most important is perhaps the undertaking made to carry out an overall revision of the agricultural 
policy next autumn. Mr. Lardipois confirmed that the Commission will have a debate on this point in June, 
and that it will table a file on this for the Cotmcil by October. The latter will t}len have the possibility 
of discussing this by next spring. Before ~en, however, the promises 11Dld-commitments made concerning the 
structural policy (including hill farming), and the regional policy, should be followed by concrete acts, 
QTOVing that the will to make up for lest time exists. Em.G. 

SUMMARY 
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EDITORIAL 

New thought on the regional policy : the concrete suggestions of Paul Delouvrier 

The idea that was launched tod~ before the Monnet Committee by Paul Delouvrier is an event of~ pi 
importance, in so far as it is accepted and transposed into concrete action. It could mark the "take-o '.: 
on the practical front, of a far-reaching regional policy for the creation of new jobs in the "backwa r~ 
or declining' areas, on such a scale as to bring about a thorough-going change in present structures a [:.!. 
to favour new expansion in the whole of the Community, which will be far more balanced and therefore mor'·· 
healthy than of old. 

It may be asked, of what does this idea or rather consist? As we know, the 
Community has its own "budget" which is fed soon wholly so by its own resources. The existence of these 
own resources, combined with the Community borrowing capacity, mean~ that we can look forward to them being 
put to far more effective use than under the "direct utilization" system. In fact, the Community budget, 
however large it might be, and the amount that could be provided by a regional fund 1 would only constitute 
a marginal aid towards the massive sums required by a policy for creating new jobs, which aid would, more
over, inevitably be conditioned by the requirements of the "fair return". 

If 1 however, Community funds were employed as a "guarantee" for .. a loans. service - capital and interest 
- on the international. finance markets, the sums that could then be mobilized would of course be multiples 
of its own resources. The income from these loans would then be lent to regional and local authorities {whose 
projects will have first obtained both national and Community approval), to firms and to individuals. It 
could also partly be used for subsidies. 

Mr. Delouvrier knows what he is talking about. The current Chairman of Electricite de France can 
count among his experiences that of having been Director of Finance in the High Authority of the ECSC, 
where in. fact he succeeded in tapping large financial sums thanks to the "credit" which made _it possible 
for the High Authority to collect a "levY". Now Mr. Delouvrier believes that the situation allows for loans 
totalling between 10 and 20,000 million u.a. from now until ±980 1 which would correpond with requirements. 
This huge rush of money would probably bring in its wake a movement of risk capital enabling one of the 
largest tasks facing the Community to be placed on solid foundations& that of correcting the present im
balanc~thereb,y ensuring the achievement of economic and monetary union, which, without this having taken 
place, would remain fragile and vulnerable. 

Mr. Delouvrier's proposal contains extremely interesting details on the subject of the financial frame· 
'Work in which it would be necessary to operate, the Eurodollar market and the "vagabond" resources of the 
crude oil producers. But it also contains an immediate suggestion, that of "testing' the market by floating 
an initial loan for 1,000 million u.a. without delay. 

Mr. George Thomson is due to give a press conference 
We await with extreme interest his reaction to this latest 

tomorrow on the Commission's regional policy. 
;Proposal by Mr. Delouvrier. 

Ein.G. 
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1 - EDITORIALs "New thought on the regional policya the concrete suggestions gf Paul Delouvrier" 

2 POLITICAL DAY: W.E.U.a role in the Europe/United States dialogue - Pompidou-NixQn meeting in 
Iceland? - The joint German-American declaration - British Liberal Party revival 
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3-4 - The Monnet Committee meets in Brussels 
4 and Re ional Policies: Commission approves "action programmes" 
5-6 ackground o tomorrows discussions with Mr. Ohira 
6 talk between Dom Mintoff and the Commission 

- A United States Senate delegation on a visit to the Commission 
7-8 - EURATOM: list B of direct and indirect projects of the pluriannual research programme approved -

two temporary reservations by the COREPER 
8 - Agricultural Organisations: reactions generally favourable 
9 - European Parliament: preparation of the plenary session; oral questions; EEC/Egypt agreement 
10 - Concerted Practices of finance markets in oil: reply to question No. 583 by Mr. Vredeling 

- ~~ higher consumption in UK power stations 
- Ruhr Coalfields: increase in productivity 
- Community problems for heads of firms; round table 
- Lignite in the GF.Ra increase in production 

11 - Social Programme of the Commission: standpoint of the OCOEEC 
- Bank rate in the Gffi raised from 5% to 6% 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2105 

EUROPEVBrief Notes No 358 : ~he Netherlands 
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DAILY BULLETIN 

- BERNARD JAUMONT, DANIEL LENEGRE, MICHEL ROCARD, Le marche commun contre l'Europe, Editions du Seuil, 1973, 
190 pages. 

This book, which is most remarkable from the point of view of political tone, is also so for 
the precise nature of the information it provides (whatever opinion one may have on the way it is interpreted) 
Michel Breton, Jean-Pierre Dubois and Paul Ramadier also contributed to its composition. It is an accepted 
fact that the PSU is probably the political movement that has made the most serious effort at "objective" 
inquiry on "the fact of Europe". Its criticism is directed not at the choice of Europe in itself, but at 
a European "ideology" covering, according to the PSU, realities that are far removed from the awareness that 
the public has of Europe& it is a guard against the unification of the revolutionaries, the left even, it 
is the direction in which energies can be channelled and hopes crystallized, in preference to the possibility 
of a change in society. After that, the authors conclude by confirming the need to form Europe. on the military 
economic and technological fronts, also politically. Among the motivations that appear most in evidence, that 
of the fight against the so-called "multinational" firms, which is probably to continue, in our view assumes 
a rather too "obsessive" significance. The most recent studies show in fact that the power of these "monste-rs" 
has perhaps been somewhat exaggerated. Consequently, the PSU's attitude according to which "Sociaiism will be 
European or not at all", is the only one that is compatible with a positive wish to change societya either 
the political struggles are to be transferred on to a European level, or the way is to be left open to those 
who "profit" from the Common Market, and to them alone. However, this seems to be in contradiction with the 
very foundation of the strategy that is advocated by the PSU and is defended in this book: to act from the 
basis of the apparatus of a national State, the building of Europe taking place through the assumption of 
power in one of the Member States of the EEC. In our view, this principle rests on a total lack of confidence 
in the ability to mobilize the political and social forces, not forgetting the populous, towards a new Euro
pean society. And this is serious. 

-European University News, No 66, April 1973· Published by the Association for the European University Comm
unity with the assistance of the European Communities (2 rue Merimee, 75782 .Paris). - This issue contains 
articles on the Eliucation Policy of the Europe of Nine and on the advisory councils and committees relating 
to University education in France (national level only). 

~ European Community. A brief guide to the Enlarged Community, published b,y the European Community press 
and information service (200 rue de la Loi, 1040 Brussels), 11 pages. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fur internationale Politik1 Verlag fur Internationale Politik GmbH (53 Bonn, 
Stockenstrasse 1-5), comes out twice a month. Issue dated 25 April 1973. - In brief: United Nations Environ
ment Policy; Soviet policy in Western Europe and the detente policy; the role of Islam i~ politics Qf the 
Maghreb States. The "documentation" section notably includes the texts on the establishment of a European 
Monetary Fund. 

- A brief ide to industrial relations in Ireland published by the Federated Union of Employers (8 Fitz
william Place, Dublin 2 , January 1973 edition, 24 page brochure. 

- The Confederation of Irish Industrya Ne~.sletter C~I (28. Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin 2). - The 17 April number 
contains extracts of the speeches ma4e b,y the Prime Minister, Mr. Cosgrave, and the President of the CII, 
Mr. Keehan, at the annual assembly of the Confederation of Irish Industry. 

l 

2 

SUMMARY 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

- POLITICAL DAY: Deutschland Europa-Union: annual congress - European Parliament& towards entry of 
French Communists and Mr. Dick Taverne (Brit. Soc.)- Pompidou/Brandt·Meeting in June- Mr. Thorn 
in Peking - Mr. Kissinger will not attend Bilderberg - De Clercg-Werner talks 
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3-4-5 - Industrial Policy: approval of draft action programme 
5-6 - Regional Policy: presentation. of Commission's report 
1 - Monnet Committee& four positions stated 
8 - EEC/AASMa preparati6n of negotiations fo~ the renewal of the Association 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 

-~~-preparation of the EEC's position 
- A "Committee for Youth Questions" and an "Advisory Committee on Youth" proposed 
- Community scholarships for young Americans 
~ AASMa ~tudies on trade promotion of commodities 
- Yaounde IIf debate by the Cooperation Coumittee of the E.P. 
- ECSCa Bureau of the Consultative Committee 
- The:rtalian Socialist Party criticizes the Rome Government and indirectly European policy 
- EEC/Japana Mr. Ohira's discussion with the Commission 
- The Week in Europe 
- .F.X:ONOMIC INTERPENEI'RATION No 2106 

EUROPE/Documents No 734 - "An Appeal to Europe from the United States" 
EUROPE/Brief Notes No 352 ~ Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union 
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After the message of Dr. Kissinger - (1) A "provocation" 

21st year - No 1278 (n.s.) 
Monday/Tuesday 7/8 May 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Two weeks have passed by since Dr. Kissinger launched his "message". It cannot be said that all 
the ensuing reactions have been clear and coherent. It is true that certain among the reactions have not 
yet been made apparent. Mr. Brandt went to Washington where he heard certain things and said certain things. 
Discrete preparations are being made in certain other capitals for a bilateral dialogue. Dr. Kissinger will 
be in London himself this week. Mr. Pompidou has arranged to bring forward his meetink with Mr. Nixon, and 
this will now be held in three weeks. 

As for the reactions of some of the press, they have been visibly conditioned in part by the 
preparations for bilateral meetings, and have in part had a rather primordial character, in categorising 
the message as a "diktat" or a threat to European solidarity. What is characteristic in these reactions 

·is a sort of "rejection of responsibility" linked inextricably with the !'retension of being recognised 
as a "great power". It should, however, be aoted that certain commentators, notably in Britain, have 
recognised the importance of the "defence" portion of the message, and they have emphasised that Europe 
cannot withdraw from this re-ex~ination of European defence strategy and from the role which Europe must 
play in this strategy. 

What seems to have escaned most cotllllentators is the "provocative11
• in the real sense of the 

word, nature of the message from Dr. Kissinger. One may or may not appreciate this style of diplomacy, 
but it is a fact that Dr. Kissinger's message is a sort of "trial balloon", put up to provoke reactions 
before the line of approach is decided. There are basic provocations ("let us have a new Atlantic Charter") 
and provocations on the form ("you want to limit yourselves to regional responsibilities, while we have 
worldwide responsibilities 11

). It may already be said that, despite everything, the idea of a new Atlantic 
Charter has no great future. But it may also be said that Europe does not wish to see itself relegated to 
"regional" responsibilities. This is perfectly logical: but who gives the other c011111entators the authority 
to demand that Euro e does what is necessar to face u to the w6rld res nsibilities it claims. 

For the two or three essential po1nts ra sed y t e message 1n quest on, we w1 1 attempt to 
define the possible or desirable attitudes from the point of view of the Community. For the moment. let 
it be said that the first serious and constructive ublic reaction was that of the Monnet COIIDittee (cf. 
Bull. of 5 May). 1s starts W1t a precue pre no ot r a ogue u poas e t an etween equals", 
And it suggests a procedure which should help to establish this condition of equality from the start. The 
appointment of two "wise men" to make an inventory of the problems seems to us to be a practical procedure. 
If one overnment took the initiative on this which would be desirable, then it could be ra idl achieved. 
Th 1 procedure would allow certa1n problems to be posed n t e r proper context, t oae o a ance n the 
negotiations, contents of the negotiations and those -which are most difficult - of their scope. 

We awa1t w1th great interest, moreover, the reaction to be given by the. Coamission tomorrow, 
through the words of Sir Christopher Soames in addressing the European Parliament. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "After the message of Dr. Kissinger- (l) A 'provocation'" 

- POLITICAL DAY: "Em'ope Day" in Romea a speech by Mr. Colombo - Council of Europe a meeting. of 
Committee of Ministers and Parliamentary Assembly - European Sf!ce Conferenoea Mr. Hanin's call 

2 
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3-4 - EEC/Japan: main conclusions of talks 
4-5 - ~~ situation in the implementation of the Community regulation 
5 - Plen~y Session of the_E.P.a Position to be formed tomorrow on Dr. Kissinger's message 
6 - Agreements of exclusiV1ty bewteen the firms Schulte-Dieckhoff (GFR) and Begy (F)aproceedings ended 

-Agricultural Councila preparation of the next session 

1 

8 
8-9 
9 

10 
11 
12-13 

- JillR~E: Great Britain and the Netherlands pull out 
- Collective Agreements on a European basisa exchange of views of the UIEC 
- "European Monetary Cooperation fund"a its functioning 
- Sales of textile fibres from Romaniaa reply to question no.~ by Mr. Vredeling 
- Italian bill in favour of textile industrya reply to question no. ].g2 by Mr. Vredeling 
- E.P. Practice concerning postal rates& reply to question no. jD by Mr. Vredeling 
- Irradiation of roodstuffsa reply to question no. ill by Mr. Vredeling 
- Petroleum& talks between OPEC and international companies 
- Transporta towards a renewal of debate on co•on policy? 
- Weekly Appendix 
- ECON<JUC INTml'ENm'RATION No 2107 

EUROPE/Documents a Community Energy Policy in the l-ight of the "Energ;y Crisis" 1 Speech by Mr. Simonet 
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1 - EDITORIALr "After the message of Dr. Kissinger - (2) Balance" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: ~1 Cornelius Berkhouwer pleads for a strengthening of the powers of the E.P. and 
of Brussels as its headquarters - Scottish Nationalist Partya call for representation in C of M -

DliLY BULLETIN No 1279 (new series): -Joint Italian~Maltese'initiative for Middle·Eaat? 

3-4-5-6 - Plenary Session of the European Parliamentr Resolution on drought in Africa; the Commission replies 
- to a number of oral questions; Regional polipy; Euro-American relational debate; Energy policy. 

7-8 - Functioning of the Community Councilr the Nine will attempt to define the measures for ita improve-
ment 

8 - EEC/Brazilr resumption of negotiations 
- Canada: talks with the Commission 
- Imports of canned fruit and 'vegetablear towards joint discussions between Fbreign Affairs and 

Agriculture Ministers 
- "CyPrus Sherry" r temporary import regime 
- "Buy American Act" for New York Statef EEC confused 

9 -Transports the_OOCE forms an attitude,. _ 
10 -Commission replies to parliamentary questions nos.515,521,517,474,560,405,469,609,500,606,627 

by Jlr. Vredeling; 554 by Mr. Lautenachlager, 568 by Mr. FeUermaier and 443 by Mr. Berkhouwer 
11 - E!penaes per pupil had doubled in the EEC between 1960 and 1970 

- European Fbod Law Association formed in Brussels 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2108 and implantation of American banks in the EECa Commission's reply 

to question No.576/72 by Mr. Couste 

EUROPE/Documents No 733 r "The Draft Trade Reform Act subni tted to Congress by President Nixon" 
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After the message of Dr. Kissinger - (3) "Globality" 

21st year:- No 1280 (n~•·1 
Thursday 10 May 1973 

DAllY 

The debate which took place in Strasbourg yesterday carried a significant contribution to 
analysis which we are currently conducting. What was said by certain speakers and, more particularly, b 
Christofher Soames, would seem to confirm this analysis. The European Commission took up a very clear stan 
sir Chr1stopher enunciated the conditions to be fulfilled before the dialogue can be balanced, while none 
less emphasising that these conditions do not yet exist (we will return to this point later). ~ 

Sir Christopher was quite firm and fair in his treatment of the problem of "globality", wh . 
is doubtless one of those on which the Europeans have reacted in a particularly incoherent, and one migh , 
almost say, insane manner, but for reasons which 'are nevertheless understandable. ,; 

We have always considered, as we have written, that relations between Europe and the Unite · 
States can onl be conceived of in a global context. In any other case, it would not be realistic to talk 
of these re at ons as be1ng between equal powers, as the Europeans would like to think. But globality does 
not imply confusion. This is what we wrote in our editorial of 24/25 April and is what we now confirm. 
Soames enunciated an entirely analogous concept when he said:"Our relations would indeed be sterile if they 
were of only one dimension". He spoke of "global political control" or of "global political management". But 
·be too immediately declared that this should not be interpreted as saying "that everything had to be thrown 
into the same pot and dealt with together in a single negotiation". 

One may wonder if it is really the intention of the Americans to conduct a single set of negot
iations "with everything mixed up together". Whatever the case, even if the Americans have to cultivate this 
illusion, it is up to the Europeans to disperse it for them. But one cannot restrict oneself to a negative 
attitude, that is to say "no" while making no proposals, when we know that there have to be negotiations, or 
a series of negotiations to be written into a global political context. 

Yet another time, as was the case on the subject of balance in the dialogue (our editorial of 
yesterday), the Europeans have an opportunity to broach the problem with a dynamic perspective.· To be sure, 
globality presents certain dangers and is certainly difficult for Europe to practise to-day, but if circum
stances oblige us to take a global view of matters, far better to grasf the OfPortunity and try to put our 
mark on this global view. This i~ indeed what Sir Christopher Soames d1d in llst{Qg a series of objectives 
which could be proposed by Europe, drawing inspiration from this notion of globality. · 

Having to defend all the interests of Euro e, we will be obliged to make this· "leap forward irt 
quality" at which we are es tat1ng, ut w 1ch lS n spensible. We can do it by making a reality - in so 
far as is possible - of this 1980 horizon which we have set for ourselves. ' 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY { 0 t---\_ CLV(r- t t{~-"S JV ~ ~ V2 '&-0 
1 - EDITORIAL: After the message of Dr. Kissinger - (3) "Globality" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Barzel resigns from the Chairmanship of the CDU - Mr Giscard d'Estaing meets 
Mr Schmidt in Bonn - Comecon: meeting of the Finance Ministers - Oil ne¥otiations recommence -
Dr.~issinger quits Moscow for London - Franco-British nuclear cooperat1on hypothesis 
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3 - Mr Ortoli: official visit to the Italian Government 
3-4-5-6 - Plenary session of the European Parliament: Energy Policy; general activities of the Commiss~on: 

3 
7 

8 

9-10 
10 
11 
12-13 

debate 
- EUROSYNDICAT: "Six": 170.27- "Nine": 94.86 
- American Congress representatives and delegation of the E.P.: end of the work 
- Mr Spinelli has presented the industrial policy action programme to the E.P. 
- Mr W. De Clercq stresses the similarities between the positions expressed by Belgium and by the 

Monnet Committee 
- Smal an Med urn sized firms study their problems vis-A--vis the EEC 
- e Nat ona Bank of Belg urn raises bank rate b~ 0.5% 
- EEC/Brazil: end of the second phase of negotiatlons 
- COMPOSITE SCRAP 'PRICE: 50.83 dollars/ton 
- technical trade barriers: proposal for a new timetable for their elimination 
- Motor 1ndustry trade: reply to question No 621/72 by Mr Jahn 
- Study ol the economic situation carried out by the Community on a sample of 25,000 households 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2109 

EUROPE/Documents No 736 : "The Eighteenth Session of the Committee for the United States of Europe" 
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21st year - No 1281 
Friday 11 May 1973 

DAILY iHJLLETIN 

After the message of Dr. Kissinger - (4) Or¥anisation J 
We have examined several major pTohlems raised by the "message to the Europeans" of Dr Henry 

Kissinger, notably those of balance and globality in the dialogue. 
Let us try to see under what conditions Europe could participate in this dialogue, conditions 

which would permit her to -ensure the effective defence of h~ interests and ideas, while contributing to 
greater mutual understanding within the Western world, and with a growing European influence on world 
!ffairs in mind. 

The following list could be taken into consideration : 

1 - We should begin by suggesting to the United States that, at a Euro-American Summit meeting {which 
would be preceded by a Summit of the Nine), we jointly set a series of poltical and economic ~ommon 
objectives. This would not concern a "Charter" in the legal sense of the word, nor necessarily an 
"Atlantic" charter. Above all, we must not get ourselves bogged down in semantic questions. 

We would have to prepare for the Summit Conference by, amongst other things, an inventory of 
problems to be drawn up, as proposed by the Monnet Committee, by two eminent personalities, one from the 
Community side and the other from the United States. The appointment of these two individuals would thus 
be the most urgent action to be decided and would have to take place, in all events, before the-summer. 

NATO could hold a special preparatory sesaion to allow the definition of certain common 
objectives, more particularly covering questions of defence and security, which would be taken up again 
at the Euro-American Summit. 

2 - On the basis of the objectives set by the Euro-American Summit "Declaration", a series of negotiations 
or of discussions would be opened within the appropriate contexts. In particular, the trade negotiations 
planned w1th1n the context of GATT should formally open in September, as foreseen, which implies that 
the Commission would have received a mandate by this time. These negotiations would subsequently be 
continued in the general framework set out at the Summit, which could further indicate the most appropri
at~ institutional setting for the subject and the nature of the negotiations. In certain cases, these 
would be negotiations involving various other countries (GATT,IMF, etc.) and in other cases could be 
Euro-American hi-lateral negotiations, so to speak. 

The important thing will have been, firstly, to have cleared the ground, and then to have 
defined, by common accord, the objectives, the methods and the framework. From then on, the negotiations 
could be pursued in parallel, while being subJected to a permanent J01nt political control (resulting 
from the Euro-American Summit Conference). 

All this raises obvious problems of time scales. But such a procedure would allow Europe to 
make better preparation for the "quality leap" which has to be made, and to bring certain operations 
now under way to a successful conclusion. It is probable from the point of view of timing that a fruitful 
meeting could not take place before the first half of 1974. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY /\ ~~ l q_q.~ 
1 - EDITORIAL1 "After the message of Dr. Kissinger - {4) Organisation" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY1 Mr. Ulrich Lebsanft new Permanent Representative o£ GF.R - Mr. Heath and the 
question of direct election to E.P. - French nuclear tests1 recourse to the Hague 
-African Ministerial Conference. (Abid.Jan) - ~~ talks to beg-in- North Atlantic Assembly 
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3 - GATTa next Council debate on trade negotiations 

- Meiliterranean Policya .. difficulties in finalisation 
4-5-6 
7-8 

8 
9 

- Plenar Session of Euro ean Parliament: Relations between Europe and 
Economic Situation of EEC; EEC East Africa association and agreement 
Commission's activity for 1973; Motor industry; oral question by Mr. 
Pol~cy; Safety Glass for motor vehicles · 

- EEC[Brazil: probable resumption of negotiations in September 
- COMITEXTIL1 14th AGM 
- EUROMED supports President Nixon's draft ~rade bill 
- World trade negotiations: viewpoint of a Dutch organisation 

the United States; 
with Egypt; Tranaport; 
Fellermaier; Information 

- Exchange controls in France: reply to quest.ion no.503/72 by Mr. Vredeling 
- House to house selling: reply to question no.603/72 by Mr. Couste 

10 

ll - French Economic and Social Council and GATT 
~ EFTUa opposition to Spain's membership 
- Yiily• s "Higher Council of Judges" to visit the Commission and Court 
- roONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12-13 - ECONOMIC. INTERPEN:E:l'RATION No. 2110 

EUROPE/Brief Notes a Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union 
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Towards a EUropean model of developmen), Conference on I~ y and Society in the European Communit · 
Venice 20-22 April 1972, The European Bookshop LTD (rue de la Loi 244), 900 pages, bound volume, Pric . F 

The important congress organEed at the end of April 1972 in Venice upon the initiative of Mr. .ro 
Spinelli, a member of the Commission, on the theme "Industry and Society" constitutes an invaluable basis 
,for the work which the European institutions will have to carry out in the building of the Community._ In fact 
inorder to go more deeply into the Memorandum on industrial policy of March 1970, the European Commission 
made a point of associating the social partners in its work, also independent experts and Government repres~ 
entatives of the Member States (including those that applied for membership). 

The study in question comprises the 28 reports around which the debates took place, as well as the 
final speeches of the three chairmen of the working parties and the then President of the Commission, Mr. 
SiC:co Mansholt. In his final statement, Mr. Manshol t clarified the object of the conference as follows: "We 
must develop a policy which bears the seal of European civilisation and which could set an example for the 
entire world". 
. Because of the quality of the reports that were presented, the Venice conference had a considerable 
influence on the Commission's work and it will be necessary to refer to it on repeated occasions. We should 
add that the book is printed in German, English, French, Italian ahd Dutch editions. 

- DONALD CHAPMAN : The European Parliament - The Years Ahead, Published by The European Movement (lA Whitehal 
Place, London SWl), 61 pages, Price : 50p. - This brochure is an excellent introduction to the European Parl
iament for British readers since it explains all that could ring strange to the British ear.- for the E.P. 
is· based on continental parliamentary experience. However, the author also reviews present problems concernir 
the strengthening of the E.P.'s powers. The Parliament should, according to Mr. Chapman, consider itself as 
the"constituent assembly for the European union which the 1972 Summit Conference has agreed upon for 1980." 

- ~ATO a Economic consultation in NATO, NATO Information Department (1110 Brussels), 22 pages. 

- FOreign Affairs, An American Quarterly Review, April 1973, published by Council of Foreign Relations Inc 
(58 East68th Street, New York, N.Y. 10021). This issue contains an article by Lord Gladwyn on defence in 
Western Europe. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, May 1973, Brussels-Bonn. - Are there 10 million Europeans too. many ? - is the 
question posed by this issue which has as its main topic the European "proletariat", that is to say the 10 
million Europeans living below the minimum existence level. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY : European political problems will be evoked in Brussels by the "Political Commit-
tee" - Statements by Mr Ortoli - The West German European Movement approves of the attitude of 
Chancellor Brandt - Informat1on dissemination problems within the Communities: symposium-
The new Dutch Government 
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- EEC external relations at the heart of debates in the new Council session 
- Min1sters of Agr1culture: next Ministerial session 
- Plenary session of the European Parliament: hill farming; fraud in the agriculture sector 
- The economic situation according to the quarterly report No 1/73 
- German measures to combat inflation: the Commission was informed 
- Industr1al pol1cy: tour of the capitals by Mr Spinelli 
- E.I.B.: financing a hotel in Gaboon 
~ ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- E.D.F.: practical measures aimed at avoiding or reducing "credit over-runs" 
- MOrOCcan citrus 'fruit: no satisfactory solution to the export 11roblem 
- Euro ean Weather Forecastin Centre: signature of the Convention at the end of May 
- EURATOM: the research programme L1st A) will be definitively approved by the Council 

EURODIF: withdrawal of three promoting countries 
- The week in lurope 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2111 

EUROPE/Documents No 737 - Guidelines and Priority Projects under the Community Energy Policy 
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EDITORIAL 

Unanimity over Europe? 

21st year - No 1283 (n. 
Monday/Tuesday 14/15 M 
1973 

The Congress of Europe has been taking place in London these past three days with the dual objective 
of celebrating the 25th anniversary of the 1948 Congress in The Hague and of relaunching the battle for the 
construction of the "European society of the future" on the basis of what has been gained up until now. 

Without question important matters have been aired during the Congress, both in plenar~ session and 
within the working parties, though the reasoning behind them was at times quite different. The final resolut
ion ~hat was adopted sets out principles and objectives which are perfectly acceptable to those who are call
ing for the total unification of Europe1 creation of a Government of a federal nature and an elected Parlia
ment (by 1975); institution of "European citizenship"; Community responsibility in the fields of foreign pol
icy and defence. All that is perfect. In his closing address, Mr. Heath spoke of the need for a pooling of 
monetary reserves but avoided the question of institutions. There was even a "fight over motions"-, as at all 
self-respecting congresses. The laudable initiative of men like Messrs. Hirsch, Spinelli, Alexandre Marc, Uri 
and many more meant that clearer and more explicit indications could be obtained concerning certain points. 

Thus we may ask whether all that was valid in 1948 still holds good today, that, is .to say whethe:b~.the 
same strategy of "hold-all" motions, presented to the Gov.ernments aftei' the Congress, is likely to bear any 
fruits. Let us not forget that the fundamental outcome of the The Hague Congress was the creation of the Coun· 
oil of Europe, the first but patently inadequate ste~, and that the creation of the Communities was carried 
out on the basis of other intents and purposes. It is not just a matter of calling upon a new generation to 
take over from the lasta future action must also be adapted so as to be in keeping with a markedly different 
context·. 

A quarter of a century ago, it was the norm to seek - and to obtain - broad agreement from all the 
social political groups for "making Europe". Today, each of these groups sees in Europe, to a greater or a 
lesser extent, a projection of its own plan and its own political vision, and it is ~herefore a certain type 
of Europe that it has in mind. 

• Jean Monnet, who has received a gold cup engraved with the words "we do not unite States, we unite 
peoples", .has posed the problem in the clearest and simplest terms: "Will the Governments and peoples of the 
Communities accept the transfer of the power of decision•from the national States to common European institut· 
ions?" The States are more reticent thal'l ever, for the very good reason that. the powers that they are being 
asked to delegate are the most fundamental. True commitment· to such a transfer is only possible if the polit
ical f6rces know how these powers will be used at European level. They will make it a condition of their supp
ort that they are given absolute assurance 'hat these powers are being used in accordance with their political 
visions. 

Consequently, activity on a European scale can no longer remain vague and comprehensives it must be 
selective and specific. Tha road towards such a change will be a hard one and it is not yet certain that the 
European Movement is aware of thisa it must realize that there;is no unanj.mity bf opinion over Euro.pe. 
. J!D. G 
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EDITORIAL 

~he purpose behind the world trade negotiations 

When the industrial nations meet in order to negotiate on a trade policy, their purpose can only 
the development of world trade, without prejudicing the poorest countries and by improving the balance 
general. If this were not the case, they would be going against the nature of things and against the 
of history. 

The debate that was held today at the Community CounQil on the question of the GATT trade negotiat , 
although it did not· stop at a mere superficial .appreciation of the Commission's document, was unable to furnish 

'the·proof- that a number were apparently looking for- of a weak or timid position on the part of the Commis
sion. This document is in fact balanced and realistic. Although it certainly useful that certain basic ideas 
should be mentioned or reiterated, it is not this that will change the reality of the negotiations. To uphold 
Community experience, to want balanced negotiations to want to maintain "the basic principles of the agricul
tural pol·icy" (including its mechanisms and devicesL all that can appear more than superfluous, namely ingen
uous, if not dangerous. To put all that down in writing may in faGt be tantamount to ac.cepting that others 
contest these principles: it is to put a spanner in the works. It is to provide a pretext or an argument for 
those who want to negotiate them. 

The European Commission is not the American Government and cannot play, ·with its so-called Assembly of 
States, the same game that this Government is playing with Congress, namely making higher bids so as to obtain 
a mandate giving it the maximum amount of freedom for negotiation. That is true. The Commission will not un
fortunately have a mandate that has been conceived according to the spirit in which the Treaty was signed, that 
is to say directives assigning it the role of "negotiator" which is its due. As usual, it will be locked in a 
yoke of "detailled and thorough" directives, which will leave it practically no room for movement. Will it be 
prepared to negotiate under such conditions? And should it agree to do so, will the Community find it to be 
to its advantage and in its interests? That is the question at stake. 

Whatever the outcome, and for the present, the Community can, it is tru~, state principles, but.it 
would not be worthy of the~ responsiblities that it claims if it.did not say it ~s seeking to achieve, 
in the trade negotiations, the greatest liberalisation possible of international trade~ including agricultural 
products and taking into account demands of a political and social nature, which it will put forth using 
every conceivable means at its disposal. If it were td adopt an inward-looking, defensive attitude, it would 
be laying itself open to charges of protectionism, which would be totally unjustified, ~nd it would have to 
pay dear, on the political level, for the meagre advantages that it could,conceivably,obtain on a trade basis. 

Dt. G 

1 - EDITORIAL : "The purpose behind the world trade negotiations" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY s Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europes Kirschlager report - ~~ New 
Zealand to join? - Statements by Mr. Van der Stoel on the French nuclear tests - CDUs next Congress 
~~ new plenary session - North Atlantic Assembly: meeting of the Committee of Nine 
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- Economic and Monetary Union& debateswithin the Council 
- GATT trade negotiations: preparation of the EEC's position 
- Mediterranean Policy& the Council reaffirms its wish to define the EEC's position for the end of 

June 
- Mr. Hommel is new Secretary-General of the Council 
- "Agricultural" Council: disappointing results of deliberations on agricultural aspects of Mediter-

ranean policy; Alcohol& differences of opinion persist between the Ministers 
- Enriched Uranium: problem of Community supplies 
- Yaounde Convention: renewal discussed within Council 
- EIB: Fref loan of 200 million 
- EffiRATOM: list 4 of the pluriannual research programme approved qy·the Council 
- Production of hydrogen from nuclear energy 
-Share of nuclear sector in French electricity 
-Agricultural problems discussed in Palermo 
- COPA: study of results of agreements obtained in Luxembourg 
-Internal information on agriculture 
- ESCs talks with leaders in Ireland 
- Wagesa Commissionts analysis 
- ECON<HIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- ECONOMIC INTnlPENEn'RA TI ON No 2ll3 and ECOSOC 1 Messrs. Manshol t and Uri part of the study group on 

multinational firms 
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There can be no mistaking certain indications. 
discussed withArowing insistence and when they give rise 
among non-speci1lists, thia implies that they have become ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
than scientific analysis. 

One of these themes - and some consider this to be Problem Number One - is that of defence, or, 
as may be preferred, the security of Europe. The creation of the Community has rendered unthinkable armed 
conflict within Europe thus organised. In awaiting a civilised evolution of humanity towards a peaceful 
system of world government, Europe can only be sure of security if it has adequate defences. The conclusions 
of an eventual "pan-European Conference" on security will add nothing to this security: on the contrary, 
they could endanger it, to the extent that they form an obstacle to true political unification. 

Security can, in fact, be guaranteed by political as well as by military means. The political 
means "par excellence" is the political unification of Europe, a unification which would include a European 
4ofeign policy, the classical policy of defence. As for military means, it would obviously be preferable to 
create a defence system organised by Europe and valid in itself, which should in no way exclude an alliance, 
of the closest kind, with other defence systems (which raises political decisions, and which influences 
strategy). 

The problem of security, so closely linked to the political unification of which it is but one 
aspect, raises exceptionally large difficulties which have often been thought insurmquntable. However, the 
fact that public opinion no longer considers this debate to be purely theoretical is very positive. If what 
Mr Ortoli said in reference to the European Comnunity ("I have the sensation of assisting at the birth of a 
nation") corresponds to the true situation, then the Community is destined to achieve an all-embracing 
coherence, with proper respect for the individuals who form a part of the whole, but which goes forward, 
from the fields of economic, monetary and trade matters, to the political and defence fields. The "globality" 
of which we are so afraid is, in truth, in the nature of things: if Europe is looking for a "personality", 
this can only be total. 

The difficulties, which are well-kriown, come from the fact that (a) a credible defence can only 
rest on the nuclear deterrent, which is essentially American and is part of the frame~ork of NATO, to which 
Franee does not belong. (b) France and the United Kingdom have a partial deterrent, the latter being party 
to American "secrets". (c)Germany has a special status and the other countries have signed (but not yet 
ratified) the Non-proliferation Treaty. 

According to General Beaufre, a new Treaty of Alliance has to be arrived at, in which one 
Euro~ean organisation would participate, an organisation "which would watch over the control of cr1ses 
arismg in Europe and over European defence". 

As can be seen, certain ideas are blazing the trail ••• Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "'Ihe Defence of Europe" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: -_fonsultative Ass~mbly of the CounciLof Europe - Information in the European Comm-
unities: symposium - German-British talks -in Bonn - Mr. Schroeder candidate for chairmanshap of 
CDU/csu group in Bundestag 
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- "European Monetary Co-operation Fund": first meeting of Administrative Council 
~Monet~ry Committee: reform of the international monetary system 
- EUROSYNDICAT: Six: 162.42 - Nine: 92.83 . 
- "Social"Council: preparation of the ministerial session 
""' GATi:B.greemeni-on butter-oH approv~d ·by the Coimcil 
-Scientific and.Technical Policy: debate on guidelines 
- Aids for ~al purposes: coordination with new Member States 
- Dutch natural gas: proceedings opened against Netherlands and reply to question No 572/72 by Mr. 

Vredeling 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
-'Uranium enrichment by gaseous diffusion 
- The European Economic Cooperation League and the energy problem 
- Canned fruit or vegetables: common !mport system 
- Common Agricultural Policy: the problem posed b.y its re-examination 
-Fire insurance premiums: reply to question no.480/72 by-Mr. Couste 
- Commission's reply to parliamentary que~tions nos.620/72 by Mr. Jahn; 580,518 and 612/72 by Mr. 

Vredeling and 564/72 by Mr. Vermeylen 
- EEC Turke : meeting~. of the .joint parliamentary committee 
- EEC Gabon: President Bongo in Brussels 
- Iron and Steel goods from State controlled countries: import system for 1973 
- COMPOSITE ?RICE: 50,50 D/T 
~-Economic ~ituation in Finland according to the OECD 
~ Economic Situation in Spain according to the OECD 
-: ECONOMIC INT:EBPENETRATION No 2114 

EUROPE/Documents: Economic Relations between Latin America and the European Economic Community (No. 735) 
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EDITORIAL 

European defence: a Utopia? 

According to some colllllentators, the point of departure for the creation of defence for Europe whiji.· 
would also be European defence ought to be a kind of "pooling" of the French and British nuclear forces. :~ • 
This could not take place - apart from all the technical considerations - unless the wishes of the two ~;~ 
parties "converged11 • This is a problem which resurfaces from time to time. Mr. Debre, while rejecting t ~- ·:r. 
very principle of this "pooling11 , nonetheless accused the British of not desiring it and of preferring A i'li.: 
can aid to French collaboration. The reply of the British was that, in view of the situation, the French 
were the "objective" petitioners, who would profit from Britain's technical superiority. 

In addition to all this, it is quite obvious that nothing could happen without the American "bles
sing". The political wills of France, the United Kingdom and the United States would have, therefore, to 
converge. However, i·s it conceivable that the latter would agree to contribute to the creation of such 
anembryonic joint nuclear force in Europe, that is, in a Europe which is not only building itself up as 
a trading competitor - something which is accepted only with reluctance - but which could also emerge as 
a political adversary? No thinking politician could possibly assume such a heavy responsibility. 

It therefore becomes absolutely essential that any steps with a view to the creation of European 
defence be taken in agreement with the United States, that is, within the framework of a general political 
agreement between the latter and Europe. This is particular~y: true because the creation of such defence 
could not fail to be an extremely lengthy process, and full American "cover" would meantime be needed. with
in the framework of the Alliance. 

However, one is obliged to add that in the view of other commentators, the creation of a Franco
British dissuasion force, as the embryo of European defence, comes up against insuperable difficulties, 
partly because France would never accept to link it with this Euro-American political agreement, and partly 
because of the bans which still apply to Western Gennany in the nuclear sphere. In fact, when one tries 
to make the transition from the idea of a bilateral force to that of a European force, things become far 
more complicated. Any solution has to be based on the recognition of two contradictory realities. The 
first of these is the difference which exists between the nuclear status of France and Great Britain, on 
the ·one hand, and of their partners, on the other. The second is that a Community cannot exist unless 
there is total equality between its members. However, there is a meeting point for these diverging situ
tions, namely, a federal government responsible for European defence. Does this point belong in a remote, 
Utopian perspective? Let us first point out tlUit the Congress of Europe placed it in a topi~ political 
perspective. And then let us add that today's Utopia is destined to become tomorrow's reality. Yet this 
does not come about "automatically". There has to be a common will and the ability to organise "reasonable" 
transitions. 

1 

2 

Em. G. 

- EMTORIAL: "European defence: a Utopia?" 

- POLITICAL DAY: Europe/US relations according to a speech by Mr. Borschette to the Belgian 
section of the Liberal Internationale - Mr. Karl Carstens succeeds Dr. Rainer Barzel -
Atlantic Relations: Agreement between Bonn and London 
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3-4-5 -Mr. Ortoli presents the balance of the work accomplished b.y the Commission 
5 - _:_§ocial" Council: study of the Co111nission 1 s guidelines 
6 - "Reci_procit.y" in the trade negotiations wtih the United States: Mr. Eberle clarifies Mr. Shultz' 
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comments 
- .P.Etch natura~. the Commission opens proceedings according to Art. 169 
- 1ill&fLe~n~: signature of additional protocol 
- ~~~~~~~ "check" procedure to be opened? 
- "Comp~~z...!!!l~" in the agricultural sectors new system 
- Commission Is rezlies to parliamentary questions nos ·.237/72 by Mr. Leonardi i 539 '~-'~ ·221 t.2ll.' 

592,614 and 478_72 by Mr. Vredeling; 555/72 by Mr. Couste; ~by Messrs. Vredeling a:rd Oele 
- Steel: provisional progr.amme for 1973 
- EURATOM: recycling of raw materials in the context of the Pluriannual Research Programme 
- Public supply contracts: coordination of procedures 
- ECONOMIC AND ~~NANCIAL INFORMATION 
- ECONOMIC INTimPENEl'RATION No 2115 

EUROPEVDocuments No 738: Report on the Regional Problems in the Enlarged Community 
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2 -POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Giraudo withdraws his resignation and therefore stays chairman of the Political 
Committee of the E.P. -North Atlantic Assemblys meeting of the committees --Brezhnev-Brandt talks 
in Bonn 
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- Energy: points on the agenda of the next Council 
- EEC/Indias resumption of negotiations 
-Talks between Mr. Ortoli and the Deputy-Premier of. "Israel 
- Public Contractss first European contract signed by EUROFIMA 
- EEC/Norway: criticism of the agreement by the Norwegian Shipowners Association 
- Natural Gass end of the German-Dutch dispute 
- Preparation of the GATT trade negotiations 
-Court of Justices Commission/Italy; delays in the application of Community texts (Case•79/72) 
- EEC Gabon: the building of the first section Of the Trans-Gabon railway seems settled 
- EEC Ja ans imports of electrical goods 
- Commission's replies to parliamentary questions nos-543,569,546,584 and 523/72 b,y Mr. Vredeling; 

343 by Mr. Glinne; 598 by Mr. Premoli; 493 by :Miss Lulling; 567 b,y Mr. Notenboom 
-Monetary Problems of the day 
- "Green Card": recommendation to the Member States to abolish control at frontiers 
- The Week in Europe · 
- ~ON(I.YIC INTERPENEl'RATION No 2116 

EUROPE/Documents No 740 :"Basic content and· application of the Free Trade Agreement between the EEC and Norway 
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EmTORIAL 

Will there be a transition to the second stage of economic and monetary Union? 

At the same time as the Congress of Europe which was held in London recently, and in the sa.l11811~1!'1111811111~ 
work, the "Present European Realities" group, which is headed by Messrs. Jean Chevalier, Jean-Pierre 
and Andre Thiery, organised a two-day debate on the theme: "The second stage of economic and monetatvf")ifltlibl 
contents and problems". 

These debates, which are open to only a limited number of people and which are attended by lU 
eials and members of the Institutions, on the one hand, and by politicians, the leaders of federal move nts, 
specialised journalists, etc., on the other, always prove to be extremely worthwhile because the subjects 
debated ai'e generally analysed in depth and with great freedom, without this leading to the adoption of 
resolutions, motions or other positions. The general theme was broken up as follows: 11The political situ
ation in the States (Emanuele Gazzo and, with particular regard to France, Charles Hemu), 11The monetary 
aspects of the transition to the second stage of economic and monetary Union11 (Bemard Molitor), "The struc
tural aspects" (John Pinder) and nprogress still possible without institutional changes"· (Altiero Spinelli). 

Without wishing to summarise these debates or draw conclusions from them, we should nonetheless 
. like to emphasis~ certain of their aspects which particularly aroused our interest, in the light of present 

circumstances. Let us not forget, indeed, that it is ~t this very moment that Mr. Heath and Mr. Po idou are, 
di.scussin how necessa it is for the ound to enter t eo t ex ge s em as soon as oss1 e 1f 
t sta e of economic an moneta on s i'e to et tin r wa • 

e 1rst point we s o e to e s t at t 1s eco ng increasingly difficult (and, corre-
spondingly, increasingly necessary) to get the States to regard as a serious affair their promise to discuss 
and reach oint decisions on their economic and monetary policies (to say nothing of the delegation of powers 
to jo nt ns itut1ons! This is a fact which it is extremely difficult to change. 

the second point relates to the size of the community budget. Mr. Tavitian said that it ought to 
include a "political part" so as to inflect national policies. Mr. Pinder expressed the hope that it would 
reach the sum of 25 thousand million u.a., that is, some 3% of the GNP (in Switzeriand, the Federal Goverh-
ment has fil, of the GNP at its disposal). · 

• The third point, which was raised by several speakers, including Messrs. Kulakowski, Rifflet, Otto • 
kuby and Hemu, relates to the "political support" necessary to augment the effectiveness and credibility 
of community action. Can the political parties be counted on? Generally speaking, there is some doubt as 
to this. On the other hand, the unions are a force capable of providing solid support (although this would 
have to be matched by the more obvious social commitment of the Community), as are certain "lively forces" 
(militant federalists, local autborities). 

This necessarily leads on to a fourth point: can progress be made without stronger institutions? 
Spinelli does not believe it can. The Summit promised that new actions wo\itd: be taken liCompHsihg lhsiitu
tional aspects" 1 the idea of the latter has virtually been abandoned. 

The debate on the institutions has to be continued at all levels and in all contexts. This is our 
concluJf.l.on. 

1 - EmTORIAL: 11Will there be a transition to the second stage of economic and monetary Union?" 
-POLITICAL DAY: Statements by Mr. Edward Kenne'l- Oecwneni~ church service in Brussels -

Mr. Fran£ois Md.tterand in Rome - Mr. Brezhriev n Bonn - a;an:pomptaou t.4JC:S: 
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Europe in space and Europe as such. 

About a month ago, Germany and France announced their common decision to abandon the Europa-II space p~~~ 
a decision which provoked negative reactions on the part of other countries which were still hoping to~' 
able to ontinue with this ex:periment.A hypothesis was then put forward for a "European" agreement on tp1tf) 
carrying out of the project for the French L Ill S rocket (with France bearing 60% of th..: costs), this ~ 
being linked with adequate participation in the post-Apollo project. 

'Ibis whole question would have to be discussed and examined by the "European Space Confer~nce" 
which its President, Mr.Hanin (Belgium) would like to call as soon as possible in the hope of,so to speak, 

"relaunching" The European Space programme .But meanwhile the techni. ... ians who were involved with the rocket 
E'.1ropa-II are going to be layed off: it is not known how the a;1thorities will then go about recruiting 
the personnel who are required for European space activities and whose technical knowledge is so specialized. 
In this climate of psychological deterioration,the triple failure of the rocket Diamant B which was to have 
put the two scientific satellites Castor and Pollux into orbit from the French base at Kourou in Guyana, 
has come , it must be admitted, like an irrevocable condamna tion. 

A month ago there was talk, rather too much in our opinion, about the failure of the European 
space programme : it is easy to imagine was is being said today. Above all it must be stated that failures 
of a technical nature, even if they are disturbing in their frequency, do not in antt way put into question 
the c abilities of the teams who work on these ro ects.Obviously, wh~n there is c possibility of 
m g ozens of attempts, a ew fal. ures are quite normal.Unfortunately, the so-called European Space 
rolicy, which drives towards exhausting all resources within· a limited .. umber of e:xperiments,is condemning 
itself to one failure after another, without any possibility of recuperation.It is a short term and short 
sighted policy, that is to say, it is no policy at all. It is absurd an unjust blame the re~earchers and 
technicians when the res nsibillt reall rests with the olitical or anizations who have not succeeded 
in adoptin~a "European" view o t e pro em. 

e truth a...d one must have the courage to state it1 is that what has failed has not been the 
Eurofean Siace Prolffianme, which never existed, but a certain notion of ro ean c in e era at is 
that 'f be ieving at progress eau be made merely y re ying on "cooperat on11 between more or ess 
privileged partners on given projects with respect to which the national interests of two or three States 
seem to be able to balance one another out.This formula which is nothing else but Europe a la carte as 
opposed to an overall conception of Europe, has led,inevitably to one failure after another. 

It is only in the framework of a real integration of efforts,in all fields and in the context 
of an overall political outlook that the most daring projects will be conceived and brought to fruition. 
Aqypossible failures will then,as in any human enterprise,merely serve to spur us onwards. 
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- EDI.TORIAL: "Europe in space and Europe as such" 

- POLITICAL DAY: Conclusion of Mr Brezhnev's visit to Bonn - Basic Treaty between Bonn and East 
Berlin: com~laint from Bavaria - Abba Eban/sir Alec Dou~las Home meetings in London -
International Court of Justice in the Hague: French nuc ear tests - End of Pompidou/Heath meetings 

BULLETIN No 1289 (new series) 

- "Energy Council": Ministers discuss Comnunity energy supply problems 
- "Social Counci1 11

: state of the Ministerial deliberations 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- EEC/India: second phase of negotiations 
- Trade ~olica: new Community procedures 

Econom1c an Social Committee: next plenary session 
- Re-1ntroduction of customs duties in the context of "generalised preferences" 
- Young French Farmera ask for rev1sion of the agricultural policy 
- Commission: recent appointments 
- Tar1ff sus~ensions in goods for which Community output is insufficient 

Energy pol1cy: position taken by UNICE 
- EURATOM : Parliamentary criticiam of the second indicative programme for nuclear energy 
- The ORTF and European news 
- The Christian-Democrat Group of the E.P : study sessions in Florence 
-Freedom of movement: approval of a new Directive 
- Court of Just1ce: new decision on social security for migrant workers 
- EIB: financing of nuclear power atations in W. Germany 
- 1nternational MOnetary Conference starts in Paris im ~une 
- The Steelmakers Club received by the Commission 
- Group of Twen~: work in progress 

12-13 -ECONOMIC INTE ENETRATION No
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SUMMARY ;;ti ""-cwa- 111-9~ ~0. (;Lq D 
1 - EffiTORIAL: 11The Community and the Third World" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: BENELUX : preparation for the third intergovernmental Conference - National 
Parliaments and the European Parliament - Mr Brezhnev has 11recognised11 the Connnunity as a 
reallty 
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- "Energy" Council: conclusions of the Ministerial session 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 11Six": 162.97 - "Nine": 93.84 
- Trades Un1on representation at the Luxembourg Conference: France accepts compromise 
- Mediterran,an policy: preparation for the Ministerial discussions 
-:Labelling of packaged consumer goods: reply to Question No 494/72 of Mr Vandeiele 
- Potassium fertilisers: the Franco-German cooperation agreement banned by the Commission 
~ Mr S1monet in the Un1ted States 

- EDF: loan on special terms to U~per Volta 
- EDF: loan on special terms for building a road in Martinique 

tEe/Turkey: end of negotiations to adapt the agreement 
- EEC/South Korea: meetings of the Prime Minister with the Commission 
- Steel 1ndustry coke: broad outlines of a compromise on aid 
- WOrld steel industry outnut 
- Company mergers: towards a Community code 
- OAU: problems of relations with the EEC 
-COO ration a reements between firms in the EEC and those of Eastern Europe: reply to Question 

No 412 2 of Mr Gl1nne 
- Regeneration of waste oil: reply to ~estion No 605/72 of Mr Vredeling 
- Group of ''Twenty": delegates continue work 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2119 
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SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Europe after two bilateral encounters" 

2 -THE POLITICAL DAY: E.P.: draft by Mr Rossi for an amendment to the arrangements for the 
2 bis political groups - The French Communists demand representation at the E.P. - Discourse on 

foreign policy by Mr Van Elsande 
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- Company mergers: Commission proposals in July? 
.Budgetary powers of the E.P: towards increasing them 

- Mada§ascar stays attached to the Association with the EEC 
J- D.G Press and Information": new structure 

- Research, science, education: programme of work for the Community 
-Mediterranean policy: Commission proposals on wines from Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia and Spain 
- lnvestifation of the economic situation among company heads: first 1973 report 
- ECPE: s xth Congress 
- PUbric sector markets: position taken by the ECPE 

EEC/Mauritius: accession to the Yaounde Convention could enter intd.,..force on 1st July 
- EDF: favourable opinion on six projects 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
-Equality of postal rates: reply to guestion No 607/72 of Mr Vredeling 
- Vehicle insurance rates: reply to Question 679/72 of Mr Artzinger 
- Public stock offers: position taken by the Savings Banks 
- Statements by Mr Pierre Werner on inflation 
- ECONctUC INTERPENETRATION No 2120 

EUROPE/Documents No 741/74.2: EC~OMIC AND MONETARY UNION: the Commission 1 s ComnuD.ication on the results 
of the fi{st stage and the measures to be taken in the second. 
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DAILY BULLETIN 

r---- E U R () P E A N L I B R A R Y ___ ..,._.,,!'! 
Books which are sent to us and Whose 
is worth are reviewed nnder 

-ALEXANDER SCHAUB z Die Anhorung des Europ!iischen Parlaments im Rechtsetzungsverfahren der EWG, Duncker &: 
HUmblot (Berlin),l84 pages. ~ 

Alexander Schaub' s work on the problems concerned with consultation procedures in the European 
Parliament has already evoked three oral parliamentary questions addressed as much to the Commission as ~ 
to the Council of Hinisters.The replies which were given,were,moreover,of aq evasive nature,Apart from t 
the particularly detail .ed legal examination of consultation procedures, it must be recognized that the 
author does not refrain from criticism: insufficient supply of information from the Co11111ission to Parlia
ment, little attention given by the Council to the opinions of Parliament and also ••• little interest on 
the part of Parliament ~or the results following its advice. 

In short,at a time when discussions on the improvement of the European Parlimm~ntts functions are 
taken up again within the European Institutions, Hr. Schaub's book also contains a number of suggestions 
itself regarding the improvement of the European Parliament's consultative powers, such as: the establishment 
of an emergencr procedure to avoid the Council's creating statutes before hearing the opinions of Parliament; 
()bligation for new consultations in cases where the Councildeparts considerably from the proposals submitted 
by the Commission.Despite the fact that it deals basically with legal aspects, the book nev~rtheless provides 
a good insight into European Parliamentary practices as they have developed throughout the years. 

-AM'DICfiY PARRY and STEPHEN HARDY : EEC law, Sweet and Haxwell (London), Mat~ew Bender {New York), 1973, 
511 pages, Price : £3.50 (in hard-back edition). 'ftrls work deals with Colllllunity legislation at the moment 
of entry of the three new members and also analyses the membership agreement.First of all the authors 
discuss the European Institutions, especially the Court of justice, stret~sin[; the supremacy of ColiiJIIUility 
law over national law. Then they go on to explain the various ·subjects of Community legislation. This work 
can serve both as a text book and a reference book.Several inde~s ( categorized according to the articles 
of the treaties, subjects and decrees of the Court) allow the book to be used easily.An abundant bibliography 
gives useful information to those who wish to carry out the study of a particular problem. 

-I-IFl<iNING EICHBERG : Der We des S rts in die industrielle Zivilisation,No.6 of the s~ries called "Planen", 
Nomos Verlagsgesellsc aft B en-Baden 973, ·172 pages, a -back, Price 32.70 DH. Modern-day sport is 
dev~loping parallel industrialized ciV.ili~tion and the author analyses several aspects of it, whilst 
refering to play,biological function, aggression, nationalism, etc. 

-KUndigungsschutzgesetz, Kommentar von Dr. iur.Wilhelm Ha.us, Volume 6 of the series "Arbeits- und Sozialrecht'' 
Nomo""'S're'r!agsgesellschaft, 1973, 446 pages, hard-back,Price 29.80. This book contains the text of German 
legislation -regarding layings~ff in firms, as was amended in 1972, as well as commentaries from a specialist 
on this problem. · · 

I.'Europa, Quindicinale di Politica,Economia e Cultura, No.6-l963, dated 31 March 1973. Rome.In short: 
Preparations for the Nixon lound by Emanuele GazzoJ One aspect of the"Ruffolo Do~ent" and Europe (polemic 
between 1110netary and econollic experts by N1gelo Magliano; the historicl\-1 and cultural roots of European 
Federalism by Hario Albertini; Towards a European University of the Ait by Andrea Chiti-Batelli.'lhe documentary 
section is devoted to the Triffin report on the European Fund. . 
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2 - POLITICAL DAY: EUROPA-UNION: Congress - Statements by Mr. Thorn - WEUs next session of Assembly 
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- European Parliament: points on the agenda for next plenary session 
- Mr. Ortoli on a visit to Luxembourg 
- EEC/Yugoslavia: towards solving the final difficulties? 
- Tripartjte meeting of industrialists from EEC, Japan and USA 
- ~: opinion on GATT negotiations 
- Cyclical situation according to Graphs and Brief Notes No 4/73 
-Aero-space industry: Community policy in preparation 
- EFTA: Council meeting 
- EP : meetings of the committees in Home 
- "Firm news 
~ ~: Memorandum from the countries of the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement 
-Butter-oil: commitments relating to exports in the context of the GATT protocol 
- Environmental ·Protection: reply to question No.553 by Mr. Oele 
-Replies by the Commission to parliamentary questions nos.636,651,652 and 653/72 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Coal production in the Nine 
- ECSC loan for the building of subsidized housing in Italy 
- Group of "Twenty": conclusions of meeting 
- ASP z the American Government wants to abolish it 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTFRPENETRATION No 2121 
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DAILY BULLE 

Energy: national self-interest gains the upper hand 

The unsatisfactory conclusion of last week's ministerial meeting on energy policy, 
emphasised in a large number of articles and statements, can doubtless be accounted for, just as its 
ficance can be played down _(cf. today's Bulletin), but it is nonethe~ess extrentel disturbin as f~r 
the future develo ment of the Communit is concerned. 

It as been pointe out quite justi ia y that the disappointing results are particularly inexpli
cable in view of the fact that the Commission did not even try to propose, let alone impose, the adoption 
of a common policy on supplies (especially of crude petroleum) and markets. At one point, it even endea
voured to reassure the representatives of the governments, the latter being anxious to safeguard their right 
to take autonomous actions and decisions. 

It is, in fact, in this very attitude of the Commission that the danger lies. Events show that 
when the Commission refrains from assuming political leadership and from making full use of its right to 
take initiatives, possibly in the belief that it will be able to reconcile the irreconcilable, it ends u~ 
by being rushed complete!~ to one side' and virtually by being considered as a "research department* whi 
can be re ied on to provi e good analyses, but nothing more. Mr. Ortoli is perfectly aware of this danger 
and has said: 11If we give up our right to take initiatives, we shall no longer be the driving force behind 
integration". It is possible that the Commission member responsible for energy might have other :j.deas on 
this point and that he considers the competence, authority and autonomy of the States to be unshakeable. 
If this is the case thin s are even more serious. 

The truth is that we are ess a vance ~n this connection today than we were in 1968, to say nothing 
of the more distant past. For at that time, it was accepted that a community energy policy had a right to 
exist. Today, when such a policy is needed particularly urgently, and iri spite of the 'fact that the Paris 
Summit e licitl re ested the Institutions to rovide one (especially in the context of supplies), the 
Commission seems to want to a andon its it~ons. t ~s practicallt abdicating in :favour of the co-oper-
ation which might be established within the OECD, without worijliig a out whether the Community will take 
part in it with a position of its own from the very beginning. By acting in this way, the Commission is 
retreating from its responsibilities, since its express task is to bring out the "common" interest and to 
act as an arbiter between the various tendencies and interests. Some governments are lioping to flatter 
certain producing countries, by dealing with them direct; others would prefer to leave this up to the com
panies, whether national or international; some countries are flatly hostile to "contacts" between the Com
munity, on the one hand, and producers, on the other; some other companies have a less rigid attitude ••• 
What is lacking is an overall view and a strategy. . 

Unfortunately,· the fear of an energy shortage, particularly in the sectors of oil and uranium, 
arouses national self-interest, rather than encouraging solidarity and the sharing of risks. The "psychosis 
of shortage" leads to everyone playing his own cards as he thinks best, without considering his partners. 
"Every man for himself" becomes the order of the dayl It is in this way that a factor which ought to pro
Vide an impetus towards union encourages division instead. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY 2~ t:;laJ f,L{~.--. 1 Q '43 IVc · fl-1~ · --~ ~ rwt-'3 
1 - EMTORIAL: "Energy: national self-interest gains the upper hand" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: New Dutch Government: inauguration declaration - Mr Jobert and Mr Medici have met 

met in Sardinia - The Jugoslav Foreign Affairs Minister in Paris - OAU: Summit dominated by 
political rivalries - Political asylum for the captain and some of the crew of a Greek destroyer 
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3 - EEC/Jugoslavia: conclusion of the negotiations 
3-4-5 - EEC/GATT: the concept of the whole of the EEC on the trade negotiations will be defined next week 
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- Energy: positions of the Member States at the Council 
- Enriched uranium: preoccupation of European electricity producers with su!)pl'ies 
- Tecn1cal trade barriers: new sectors included in the elimination programme 
- Euro ean Meteorolo 1cal Centre: signature of the Convention postponed again. 
- Soc1al Conference 1n Luxem ourg: the Trades Unions accept the Council compromise 
- German coal m1ners: demand for a 12% wage increase 
- ECONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Cereals: estimates of total output of the Nine 
- Rice: Community exports banned 
- WEEKLY APPENDIX 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2122 
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~ .{ P.' ... : "'J'f> '-<... !'I ·J . 
Towards a European strategy for the united left? ""'~ ~ • r ;~ 

EDITORIAL 

As our readers will know, for some time action has been developing, above all at the initiative of the ltaliaoAf(, 
Communist Party or of certain of its leaders, which is aimed on the one hand at leading the French Communist Party to ~~ 
modify Its own position as regards the construction of Europe (rigid for several years, even if a tendency towards flexibi~ 
raised its head during the negotiations on the programme of the United left), and on the other hand at linking this "new 
course" to other forces of the left, and more particularly to the Socialist Party of Mr Mitterand and the Italian Socialist 
Patty led by Mr de Martino. 

The Italian Communist leaders, who have gone a good way in their activities of rapprochement with Europe 
(lt is, however, difficult to say in what measure this "tendency" has been entirely shared in their Party), have been struck 
by the success gciined by their French comrades, and more particularly by Mr Georges Marchais, who succeeded In obtaining 
the support of Mr Mltterand's Party for a position on the European problem which, regardless, remains ve restrictive. 

The Italian Communists are urt er see mg to exp o1t on a nahona sea e, m e po 1 ea c tmate w c now 
characterises the situation in Italy, the echo and the interest raised among the forces of the left by the unity reached in 
France, and above all by that Socialist "renaissance" of which many an Italian Socialist dreams, and which allowed the 
Union of the left to brush against success at the last elections. 

lt is thus that one has noted a whole series of meetings and encounters, fr6m that of a group of Italian Commun
ists (including Mr Amendola and Mr leonardi) with Individuals of the German SPD and COU (Mr Carstens, notably, was 
present), to the Berllnguer/Marchais meeting in Bologna, and that of Mitterand and de Martino in Rome, which will be 
followed by a meeting between Mr Mltterand's PS and German Socialists. 

lt may now be asked what effect the new position taken by the French C.P ., as contained in the Report 
submitted to the Central Committee by Jean Kanapa, will have on this patient laying of foundations. Before reading the 
full text of this Report, it would not at First sight appear that the theses propounded by Mr Kanapa, even if they represent 
an evolution as compared with earlier theses, coincide with those of the French Socialists, or eve~ the Italian Communists. 
Mr Kanapa stands up "against the creation of a European political power", a creation which is advocated by the Socialists, 
particularly in the Chapter on Europe which has now been submitted to the C .P. Federations with the Congress in view. 

The situation merits observation, as it may give rise to very Interesting developments for Europe. lt is ever the 
case that a principle must be upheld: that which imposes the condition that all "Ojar political farces be called on to 
participate, through their activities of criticism and control, in the construction Europe. 

Em. G 
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This is the 2nd volume of the study carried out by Fran~oice de la Serre, research assistant~ 
at the National Political Science Foundation in Paris; the first volume, which we reviewed, covered the ~ 
1967-1969 period (the second application). The interest of this study, executed with total independence 
and objectivity, rests as much in the documentation (24 texts, including certain chapters of the Act of 
Accession, take up half of the volume) as in the analysis of the events which led the Community, after 
the Summit Conference in The Hague, to open negotiations within six months and to conclude them within 
eighteen, throu&h all the ups and downs and sidetracking, which Miss de la Serre traces with clarity and 
penetration of the reasons and the results. 

- FRANCOIS VISINE: Vade-mecum de l'europeen, Vander Editeur (Muntstraat, B-3000 Louvain), 1973, 316 pages. 
This Memento, essentially up-to-date at 31 January 1973 • waa conceived as a pocket reference which tbe 
reader could alwaya have at hand to check on the basic data of the following areal: current abbreviation•, 
stages in European construction since 1944, membership of European countries in official or assimilated 
European Organisations and Institutions, Common Market Institutions, key Common Market statistics, addresses 
and functions of the main European associations. A practical and very useful work. 

- TOHMASO CRUDELE: L'.grigultura di Gruppo in Europa Occidentale, an extract from ~aderno Ho 18 of February 
1973 (pages l-42), publlslied by the Centre di· documentazione de la Federazione Nasionale della Cooperazione 
Agricola (Rome, Via Nazionale 196). 

- CONSEIL ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL (France): Les Prochaines Ne ociations Commerciales entre la CEE 
membres du GATT, Opinion and report on the prob ems of 1nternat ona tra e, May 9 3, Journaux 
26 rue besaix, Paris XV~, 270 pages. - The preparation for the opinion adopted by the French Economic 
Soc~al Council during the session of 9 May 1973 was confided in a committee which designated Mr Jacques 
Ferry as Rapporteur and Mr Gabriel Ventejol as Deputy Rapporteur. 

- Pour une sarl europeerlne. Presentation of the work of CREDA (The Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry) 
reported in our Bulletin 'of 30 March 1973. The Bulletin of CREDA of April 1973, pages 1-4, with interventi
ons by Professors Sander8 and Vasseur. 

~- Co11111eteial Polic of the Euro ean Comnunit , a 10-page brochure distributed by the Information Service of 
the European Commun ty 1n Wash1ngton 100 Street. N.W. Suite 707, Washington D.C. 20037). 

- Studienkommiasion fur die Reform des offentlichen Dienstrechts: Bericht der Xommissiod, Nomos Verlagsges
ellschaft (B8den-Baden), 1973, 420 pages. - This is the report of a commission se~ up in West Germany in 
1970 to examine all aspects of the reform of civil service legislation. 

- Europeisk Gemenskap. Organ for Informationsgruppen for Europeisk Gemenskap (EEC-gruppen), (Box 162 28, 
101 24 Atockbolm i6). - This monthly bulletin is. published in Sweden by the Group formed in May 1971 on 
information about the E~ropean Community to allow a more serious and objective debate of problems relative 
to the EEC. 
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EDITORIAL j 
After Reykjavik : fewer misunderstandings than ther~ is reason to b~lieve ~ 

We would be the last to be surprised at the fact that there are problems as to the way what was said at Reykjavik, bo 
by the protagonists themselves and by their spokesmen, should be interpreted. This is the case for all bilateral meetings at 
Summit level, particularly when they mainly take place on a h!te~-tete basis. As always too there is talk of doubts; misunder-
standings or at least ambilgu!ty. --

An objective ana ys1s of the reports and various statements permits us, however, to see that a number of things are now 
cle:arer than before, and that on others announcements could be made very soon. Let us not forget that the Foreign Affairs 
Ministers of tFe Nine are meeting in Luxembourg tomorrow for a "consultation" on foreign policy. There Is no better opportunity 
to do away with the ambiguities and put an end to the misunderstandings, and to clarify both sides' pocitions to the European
American dialogue, particularly as this point appears on the agenda for the meeting. 

The first thing that now seems obvious Is that the two Heads of State devoted the majority of their time and talks to the 
ma or problems currently preoccu lng the Western world. The fact that Dr. Kissinger, the wthor of the "message" aimed 

a urope, was present at a t ese 1scuss1ons, me u ng e so-called "tete-a-tete", is of great significance. Dr. Kisslnger is 
only concerned with political and military strategy. lt was therefore this that was ti-e cornerstone of Nixon's .. ond Pom idou's 
talks even though Mr. Poinpldou drew his poltne~s attentton to urgency an t e grav ty o t pr em t o or. 
"Sectorial", that is to say monetary and commercial problems, were discussed, though chiefly on the level of the Ministers 
concerned. Mr. Raymond Aron is perfectly right when he writes: "In order that the year of Europe should not turn out to be a 
fiasco, other things should be discussed apart from the dollar, cereals and citrus fruil 11

• 

Another thing seems clear: there was a wide area of agreement between the two men on the subject of policy and strategy 
We are perfectly aware that mental reservations still persist, and that the correct way of interpreting Pompidou's comment on 
"th • .extreme importance" of the presence of American troops in Europe is that this presence is vital for !loth the United States 
and Europe. However, this boils· down to a recognition of the fact that the fate of the two entitles, Euro and America is 
interrelateCI. Why did Pompidou make a point of the fact that: "We have tlie some s c concepts o e an peace. 

The third concrete result that appears evident to us:is that from now on, in one form or another, we are on the road to
wards 'an a reement that should strengthen the litical cohesion of the Alliance, and, beyond, of the Western world, this being 

e act t at ot 1xon an ompt ou are concerne over t e uture uropedn security. 
There remain, however, as we have said, "darl<" areas about which more must be learned. We shall be returning to them. 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

What do _, find in the "dark areas" that cover certain parts of the Franco-American taiks in Hey . 
javik? 

First of all it seems that the traditional mutual mistrust (no one can be certain to what extent 
this is a tactical pretext to make the few fundamental.concessi~ns weigh heavy) persists in its entirety. 
Even the similarity of the ideas and objectives cannot dispel it. Do the Americans want to "impose" a cer
tain type of relationship on Europe, which would relegate it to a subordinate role? Are the French afra.id 
that Europe would be the loser. in global, multilateral negotiations because the so-called 11pro;...American" 
forces within Europe would finally take the upper hapd? 

So it is that so much importance has been placed upon the controversy regarding.the .. procedures and 
the calendar to be obeyed in preparing the Euro-American dialogue. It goes without saying that France, and 
Europe with it, is worried about the procedures. and the cal~ndar. The major difficulties are all on Europe's. 
si~ea even if European political cooperation was to function perfectly, it would still be a matter.of getting 
nine countries to agree and of coordinating this agreement according to the ~rious authorities (Communities,. 
NATO, Eurogroupe, OECD, etc.), whose composition never coincides. 

· But that is not all. For France, as always, these questions are of crucial importance. On the one 
hand they have far-reaching implications on internal policy (Mr. Pompidou is being accused of neo-A~lantic
ism, he cannot afford to go too far too quickly), and on.the other, they involve sacrosanct.principles. 
Anything that may resemble an external institutional.commitment· going:beyond a straightfo~rd~ilateral 
commitment negotiated autono11ously and in respect .. of national interests;, gives rise to extremely negative 
negative reactions in France. Once again it is the question of institutions which is at stake.;. Unfortunately, 
this attitude~ which.is in n9 way pragmatic.in natilre but converae~y rigid and doctrinarjr, certainly does 
nothing to further the cause of Europe. 

How is it possible to want to keep one's hand free and at the same time make out that the others 
should not be able·to follow suit? As soon as everyone has a free hand and is able to aot, as logic demands, 
on· the basis of national interests, there will·no longer be a European position. This dramatic contradiction 
is blocking all progress towards the building of Europe. Today in fact, \he Foreisn Affairs Ministers of the 
Nine are meeting here. in Luxembourg •. They say that. they want to .move towards a "concerted" foreign policy 
which. could become a common one. Until they are able to define a common:baais.in foreign policy, they.oould 
at least decide to carry out a number of acts.of common.policy. This they did. when they decided.to .enl~ge 
the CoDIDunity; they. could well do so today, on the. eve of a Nixon-Brezhnev encouter whfob could seaJ. the 
fate of.a J.Urope which.is, as ever, abs,nt and totally-elusive. 

l!m.O. 

1 - EDITORIALs "After Reykjavik s the "dark areas" persist" 

2-3 - - POLITICAL DAY: ~trengthening owers of the Euro ean Parliament and the situation in the 
consultations of the lbis national Parliaments - Pol t 
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- The EEC accepts the inclusion of Rumania among the recipients of "generalised preferences" 
CORRIGENDUM 

- Significant coming together of points of view on the EEC position concerning the forthcoming 
GATT trade negotiations 

- The President of the Council considers the session which has just ended to have been extremely 
positive 

- "A~ricultural" Council: numerous difficulties in the definition of offers to be made to the· 
Me iterranean countries 

- Plenar session of the Euro ean Parliament: study of the problems raised by reform of the 
nternatlonal monetary system; 1sappo nt ng balance sheet from Mr Scarascia Mugnozza on the 

transport policy; transalpine traffic; bilateral quotas for road transport of goods 
- Co~ensatory amounts in agricultural trade: new system 
kn~ronment: concerted action by the Member States in view of participation in the UN programme 

- ECPE: opinion on Community development contracts 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2127 
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E D. I T 0 R I A L i( 
No-one could have had ::; ~~:::::::go:t:~:m:::s~b~~~t~ :~o~:::~n::i::i::e twinkling of a e~E 

nine European countries - some of which are traditionally very jealous of their foreign policie~, while 
others have scarcely made their first step towards political cooperation with their new partners - to an ~ 
agreement on the content and the form of the reply to be given to the United States, that is to say, on ~ 
the future of the entire relationship between the USA and Europe. 

It should not, however, be forgotten that this problem, while being of wide scope and great 
complexity, is certainly not new and has been analysed by the Governments in all its multiple aspects. 
Nor is it new that the taking up of a unified position of European solidarity would constitute a 
strengthening of the latter vis-avis the American party to the discussion, a strengthening which would 
be as useful in a dialogue between partners as in a confrontation between rivals. 

Another element should not be neglected. These same States solemnly declared, eight months ago, 
through the mouths of their supreme leaders, that "Europe must be able to make its voice heard in world 
affairs", and they set themselves the objective of achieving the complete Union of their countries, to 
include political union, by the end of the decade. Moreover, they were in yesterday's debate to strengthen 
their political cooperation by adopting a document stating that Europe 11llllSt provide an original contrib
ution to an international balance". 

Finally, the objective that was pro osed to them the choice 
of procedures, as prove by t e quest onna1re t at was prepare y the Belgian presidency (p.3 of yesterday's 
Bull.), and the proposal put forward by this same presidency to entrust the preparation of the dossiers to 
an ad hoc Committee (Political Committee+ Coreper). A preparation which would probably have been unable 
to avoid the jealous vigilance of the Governments. 

Yesterday' stalemate appears serious and partly inexplicable by the very fact that it falls into 
this context, which makes it necessary to ask what reasons are a arentl behind it and what will be its 
consequences, It became in fact evident that France wanted to oppose everyth1ng that cou g1ve pol t cal 
cooperation a more "Community" nature. In the past, General de Gaulle had attempted to "deck" CoDIIlUnity 
activities with a political body to ensure that Community institutions were subordinated to the national 
political authorities. Today, following the enlargement of the Community, France seems to be afraid that 
the intergovernmental process of political cooueration may become "contaminated" and perhaps supereeded by 
an exaggerated Community presence, already far more powerful. and more "politicised". As a resa.lt, it pre
fers to seek refuge in bilateral dialogue with the United States, which will erld up with weakening Europl 
add taking away an important weapon, its economic power, through an overall deal, 

The exclusion of the Commission in the debate on relations with the United States, where econdmic 
.matters are of such great significance, and which would otherwise have been inexplicable, can also be put 
down to these factors. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY T- d ~ bjg.-'3 /\.) CJ • 12 Cf. I 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The Luxembourg stalemate - {1) A shocking ouunission" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: After the political consultations of the Nine - OFR/GDR: Basic Treaty ratified 
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3 - Paraguay's moves towards the European Commission 
- ~~: officially to become 19th Associated Stdle on 1 July 
-A European Audit Office is to be proposed by the Commission 
- EUROSYNDICAT: Six : 162.09 points - Nine : 94.69 

4 "" EEC/Associated and "associableJ' countries: the EEC invited to the Conference of 25 and 26 July 
5-6-7-8 Plenary Session of the European Parliaments current topics; renewal of the Yaound.e oonvention• 

Reform of the international monetary system; vocational training. ' 
8 - ILO: Annual Conference 

- OJOCD: Council meeting 
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9 - Coking coal: new proposal for an aid system 
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EDITORIAL 

'lbe Iwcembourg stalemate - (2) Why did it happen ? ~ 
'lbat the European ColllliUI1ity and the United States should hold a continuous dialogue on the relations~ 
between them is so self-evident that it would seem impossible that anyone should harbour any doubts 
about it. These relations are in all fields so important and they have so many internal and external-
implications, that this dialogue must be particularly intense and efficient. · 

Merely to utter this simple truth causes some commentators to become hot under the collar 
and they accuse those who express this truth of wanting an "American EuropeV Who then wants an 
"American Europe V that is, be· reduced to following the law of the strongest'. -those who believe that 
Europe - even if it should mean a few sacrifices on the level of "national prestige"- should make 
an effort to develop its own political vision and thus have some weight in the· dialogue with the 
Americans (and also with the Soviets!), or those who advocate a 11case by case" approach and the policy 
of nevery man for hi~self"? The attitude of regarding others as flsubmissive" with respect to American 
demands is offensive (and consequently arouses pointless feelings of resentment} and lacks any subtlety: 
it clearly only serves as a cover or a pretext. 

A certain diplomat made the following remark : "Basically, the refusal of an, overall dialogue 
might be just another way of. avoiding pressure which is regarded as intolerable .( pressure which one 
would not be certain of resisiting) on the part of a partner who in the meanwhile has lost much of his 
credibility" (allusion to Watergate).For better or for worse, this could be, if not an answer, then 
leastways, an explanation. However it reveals an attitude which basically consists in avoiding diffic
ult problems. It is the policy of the ostrich and in no way does it help strengthen Europe vis-a-vis 
America. 
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2 

SUMMARY ~ d U~ l q -::r ~ 
- EDI'IDRIAL : ·"'lhe lmcembourg stalemate - (2) WhY did it hapPen ? 

- POLITICAL DAY·:~ :•with a view ~-"Euronan Unionn : How should the :report wbieh l'#e ~alled 
for by the Summit be prepared? - "Pol tica:I Cooperation" - The csca will open on 3 July -
Electoral opinion poll in Great Britain.- "Democrazia Cristiana'li"i"Congress 
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3-4 
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12-13 

-Mauritius: association effective from 1 June 
- ~C/1apan: first meeting of consultation 
- conomic and Fmancial Affairs: next Council 
- Tdbute to Mr. Ca:Liies and Mr. Rossi 
- Council's decision procedures: preparatory studies 
- bUdgetary powers: CoDDiiission Is proposals 
- Plenaz session of the European Parliament: 1974 draft budget; agricultural surpluses; US 

Presi ent f s Visit to Europe; Policy for modernising faming 
- Mr. Roy jenki.ns addresse,S the Socialist group of the E.P. 
-Mediterranean Policy: EEC position on the agricultural aspect 
- Commis!Jlon re~lies to parliamentary questions nos. 597,717,670,685 and 662/72 by Mr. Vredeling; 

697 by fi>l'd OHagan; 676 by Mr. Seefeld; 28/73 by Mfss Lulling; 220 and 535/72 by Mr. Jalm 
- ECSC levy: considerable increase in receipts 
- SteeJ:&gductS..:.f.rom:.:countries with State controlledeconomies: Benelux quota 
- Bui!__ industry: ana;J..ysis of this sector's needs 
- Mone~ problems and inflation 
- ECCfi C AND FiNANCIAL INFORMATION 
- ECONCMIC IN'l'ERPFllE'IRATION No. 2129 

Economic btellpeJle:ttatiorl.,/:m:DEX .n(J; 56 : List of Finns as per January/February 1973 
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Books which"are·sent. to us and<whOHe>pul~,WR~~~, 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

- HENIR RIEBEII - PIERRE VIANSSON-POHTF - ROGER W\SSIP - PIERRE GERBET - FRMJCOIS FOUTAINE: La sreffe 
eyrop~enne, European Research Centre (Lausanne), 1913, 138 pages~ 25 francs. - This study contains sever~ 
articles on Hr. Jean Uonnet and the birth of the Schuman plan, also the forming of the Actd:on Committee ®AJ_i_ 
for the United States of Europe. A documentation section gives a list of texts relating to the subject o • 
the book. k 
- MARCEL REGAHEY - VITTORIO PONS - OTTO DE HABSBOURG - JOSEPH VALYNSELE: La vocation eytopeenne d 1 Otto 
de Habsbourg-Lorraine, European Research Centre ( Lausanne) , 1973, 188 pages • 28 F. - This study traces 
the life, ideas and achievements of Otto de Habsbourg, the President of the pan-European Union since the 
sudden death of its founder, ?~r. Coudenhove-Kalergi, last year. 

- JACQUES TOIUT: ~seaux~. urbains et organisation territoriale en Europe, Breylant (Brussels) and Vanden 
t!di teur ( Louvain and Brussels) , 122 pages, - Published under the aegis of the European Studies Centre of 
the Catholic University of Louvain, this book, located at the confluence of the disciplines of seo~phy~ 
regional planning and development, and political science, sets out to contribute towards a better region&l 
organisation of Europe. The author examines the situation in the following countries: Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, 
Hungary, Federal Germany, France, Portugal, Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg. 

- The United States and the European Community: Their Col!!!!lOn Interests, l~ehhattan Publishing Co (New York}, 
January 1913, 48 pages, Price: 1.25 dollars. This brochure, published for the European COJIUilUnities' Int:or
mation Dept. in Washington, gives the European viewpoint on all the problems that divide Europe and the 
United States at the present time. 

- Europiiische Gemeinschaft, No 6/1913, Bonn and Brussels. - "A difficult friendship -the relationship 
between the United States and Europe" is the theme of this issue, with an interview with Mr. Ralf Dahrendorf. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift filr Internationale Politik, No 10/1973 dated 25 ~~ 1973, Verlag fUr Internation
ale Politik (Bonn). -This issue contains articles on the reduction of troops in Europe (MBFR negotiations}, 
China's nuclear power and inter-German trade and the EEC. In the "documentation" section is the text of Mr. 
Kissinger's speech of 23 April 1973 and articles on Chancellor Willy Brandt's visit to Washington. 

- #'Europa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, Rome, Uo 7/1973 of 30 April· 1973. -This issue 
contains the statement and the resolutions of the Honnet Committee, adopted in Brussels on 3-4 ~. also 
the speech given by Mr. Emilio Colombo on 5 Hay, .J~EUi!ope Day", and an article by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo entitlel 
"How to reply to fir. Kissinger?11 
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- POLITICAL DAY: lir. de Broglie'sa:miposals for the designation 
11r. Brinkhorst criticises the C ssion - Benelux: new boost 
visit USA; Mr. ~to go to China- Enoch Powell appeals to 

of French delegates to the EP -
for cooperation - Mr. Jobert to 
electora,te 
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-~:the aspects of the mandate for the studies of the Helsinki Conference coming under i~~-oomp-
etence, are approved by the EEC 

- European l.fonetary Cooperation Fund: opinion of the lbnetary Committee on its role and tasks 
- Mr. Simonet returns from Washington with a positive impression . 
- European Parliamen£: end of the plenary session; .approval of sevel'al ppinions 8lld relations with 

the EFI'A countries · 
- EIB: .The Boar~ of Governors will hold· its annual session at the end of June 
"'" EiCt.MSM£ ·"Trade -promi>tion" ,for· AASM cOlllllibdities 
• Supplementary budsrt for the ESF: will this be requested by the Commission? 
- The economic and t!ls>net~ sessions in Paris are over 
- ECSC Consultative Co~ttee: composition of Bureau 
- ECOUOMIC AnD IN.ANcfAL INFOID~TION 
- Scholarships and Training periods: reply to question no.~ by Mr. Dewulf 
-'Replies by the Commission to parliamentary questions nos~T2 from Mr. MUller, 24/73 by Lord O'Hagan 

683,682,723,721,654/72 amd 26/73 by lir. Vredeling, TOT /72 by Mr. Spenale, ·563/72 by Mr. Laudrin, 
705/12 by Mr. Bass and 676/12 by Mr. Jahn · . 

- EURATOM: final touches to the Pluriannual Researca..P.rcgramme 
- Scientific and technol.Ofticguooteration:: :pi1ogrft!t:of: -w.ork 
- Statistical d4ta: a comparison 
- Steel Industry1 _accidents at wor~ 
- APpeal by the CGT /CGIL to the ECTU and the OE/WCL 
- SocWism and Development Cooperation: symposium 

11 - The WEEK IN EUROP~ 
l2-13 ECONQl.fi:C INTERPEm.'TRATION No 2130 

EUROPE/DOCUMENTS No- 743: 'lQWfU'ds the establishment of a Europe8ll industrial base 
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EDITORIA,!-

ls Spain moving away from Europe? 

21st year - No 1302 {n.s 
Tuesday/Wednesday 12/13 
June 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The changes whioh have taken place in Spain are not changes of the r'gime but rather changes ~ 
~· Franco is preparing his succession in the form of prolongation and from his point of view, 
~waa nothing else to be expected. In order to ensure continuity and to provide a counter-balance 
a,ainst a possible thrust towards an opening considered as dangerous, it was necessary to push the 
tiller in the opposite direction. It is for this reason, according to the interpretation of most 
obllervers, that the new team led by Admiral Carrero Blanco is considerably further "to the right" 
than iti predecessor. The increased participation of the Falange is shown particularly b,r the resig
nation of its general secretary Mr. Torcuato Fernandez Miranda who is taking on the office of Vice
Prime •inhter. This hardening is underlined by the fact that the "movimiento" had been loudly 
oallinc tor it for a long time. There is therefore some significance in the fact that the new ohief 
of goveru.ent bowed immediately to its wishes. 

One element which is certainly worth noting !s that of the relegation of the Foreign Atfaira 
Minister, Mr. Gregorio Lopez Bravo who has been replaced by Mr.Laureano Lopez Rodo 1 the erstwhile 
JUnister tor Economic Development • For many Europeans, Mr. Lopez Bravo 1118.s, ript or wroy, tb! 
s bol of a clear olitical desire : that of"leadin S ain into P.Uro e'J Considering the general ·relat-
bna between h6'Community and Spain, it must recognised that·o- afe• the inevitable nature of 

these event& had becOme increasingly more apparent. As for Mr. Gregorio Lopes Bravo, a technocrat 
very near to Carrero Blanco, he contributed a lot in giving the Spanish econolll)' the rythm of develop
ment which was one of the conditions necessary for. possible entry into the Co111111unity, the other condit
ion being the political set-up. 

MOst observers consider that as a result of the cha within the re e S 
back from Euro~e .However judgement should be reserved unti the moment en can be m e o e 
of concrete ac ion by the new government with regard to 'both internal and external policy i s · · ing 
certain th&t the political formalities, laid down on several occasions relllli.in coaplete1y valid. This 
above all at a moment when another country, Greece seems to be. in the process of consolidating its 
aili tary regime. 

The ma.intainance or rather the stren henin of the militar dictatorshi a in two countr e 
on the Eylypean side of the Mediterranean obviously poses pro ems a Ca.uaes one not to talk too 
lightly about the ''Mediterranean policy". From the point of view of the Eure>pean Coaaunity, ·it oan be 
eeen that reservations of a political nature will increase and this at a point in time when there is · 
increaatng pressure from economic sources who talk in terms of the expansion of trade and the dt.ens
ions of the markets. This will ve rise to intetn&l tensions within the Community. 

It is with the grea es regret we are o 1 o lfl. nesa w countries without 
which the history of ~ope would not have been the same, are thus cut off from the uni1ied deJ!loJ:ent 
of t!;f . Q!?ntinent. But 1 t should never be forgotten that the Comuni ty was born of a wili \o 'Erau ora 
struC:ures and to renew. society in the form of.greater freedom and equality. It canggt alloy it!tlf 
to turn back. 

:Em.G. 

~ I L.t-P.:>~<-tYVL 1'1-=t~ IVo. t3e>2_ 
1 - EDITORIAL a Is Spain moving awa.y froe Europe? 

2 - POLITICAL DAY a The Community and China a question lfo.l52/73 fro11 Mr.CouaU. 
-;1.he Italian Government resigns - Mr. Kohl, Chairman of the c.n.u. - ~le new S:D:tah 
Qovetn~~~ent - The Greek "Referendum" will take place at the end of July ~e Fren . 
Rational Assembly appoints its representatives to the E.P. 

D.ULT :BULLETIN No 1302 (new series) a 

3 - "Trans ort" Council for 25 & 26 June. 
- • • • a an a open ng pf consultations 

J~ ~ ary powers of the E.P, a text on the strengthening of euch 
4 - Commission drafts 1 forthcoming withdrawal or modification 

- Fact-finding visit to the Comission by the Chairman of the British Confederation 
of industry 

5 - Guaranteed credit for exports over a period of aore than 5 years a theoretical oo..on 
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proposals 
AGRICUL'ruRAL NEWS 

-t.feekb annex 
- J;CONOMIC INTmPEXEI'RATION No. 2131 
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E D I T 0 R I A L ·- , . ;; · r~l 
A tunti~~p,!dnt in ItalJ_ ~ ~ 

The recent evolution of the Italian political situation not only. conforms with the logical developme~1 
which haw been apparent for some time, but also to the scenario developed lately by certain of the lea 
Democrazia Cristiana, and which is due neither to chance nor to improvisation. " 

Among commentators of the international pt"ess, there are some who are sulllrised or disturbed by thr 
lution. They do not seem to have gras&>ed the fact that the ttalian situation, while remaining complex and 
delicate, is now much clearer, and above all it has eased. We shall reiterate briefly the main elements of it. 

tn the lirst place, It liad for a long time been apparent that the cehtre-right gowmment, formed after 
the anticipated elections, had not been in a position to solve the key-Problems of Italian society. Above all, 
it did not bring about the strengthening of th~ executive, in respect of representative democracy, or the in
crease in efficiency, which wet"ethe aims of the operation. 

At the basis of the weak~ess of the executive, this incapacity to solve the basic problems, which had 
condenmed the centre-left, is :the divis on of the Democra;ia Cristiana (the party which receives 40 % of the 
-.otes) into factiohs and tend~nc es g 1.1'ig ainol'ig mse ves. T ust condition to be fUlfilled was, there-
fore; to restore the unity of the party. This is what apparently materialised. All the leaders took part, 
under the @dance of Mr. Fanfani, and they are now in the top ranks, assuming the responsibilities of power, 
whereas in t"ecent years they had delegated their 11lieutenantb", whom they manoeuvered as intermediaries in 
their battles, not ar-;ainst their adversaries, but their "friends" of the same party. The restoring of unity 
to the party is symbolised by the ostentatii)Us reconciliation in public between Messrs. r~fani and Moro. 

Thirdly, the restoration of unity to this patty should make it possible to hold ttfidly and efficifStly 
frank and honest ne otiatiohs with the Sociaiist ~art , with a view to forming a coal~on gowrnment ( ris-
t ail . 110crat s, t e Soci s a y, e SOc e1110trnt Party and the Republican Pa:rty). To brinf back the 
So alist Pa to the democratic exercisin of ower not occasionally or ambiguously,. but by alefslature" 
1Jrogl'UIDe1 t s is an o ec he w c correspon s o a basic demand of ltalian de110ci'acy1 which coul not 
sunhe without a broad popular base, in order to avoid a fall to the right, where considerable forces press, 
or to the left, in a combination of the popular front type, which is not lacking in power to seduce the most 
progressiw elements of opinion. 

As for economic problems; their solution h possible only in a political context which ensures, at the 
sa. tiale, stabilit)', efficiency and a certain degt"ee of cooperation by left wing forces, and which has as 
its aill1 as stressed at the congress of the Democrazia Cristiana, strengthening European integration. 

1. 
2. 

Em. G. 

- EDI1URIAL: 11A turning point in Italy" 

- POLitiCAL DAY: The OolliiiUnity and the Arab-Israeli eenflict: question No 153/73 from Sir 
Tufton Beamish - 'Hie development of the ti'innnunity has Genstitutional repercuasi:Ji in the 
Ff{G- NATO Council: meeting in Copenhagen - Meetings of the @ in \Diidon - Mr ]_ Jfilvprsen 
appointed Norwegian Ambassador to Paris 

DAILY BUu.E1'1N No. 1303 (new series) 

3 t.o visit Cameroun and Niger 
3-4 wers of the EP: expose by Mr Cheysson on their strengtheninc 
4 ROS~D C : 'S X 1 : 4-45 - 11NINE11 : 94.11 
5 SA ne otiations on the consequences of· enlargement of· the CoiiiiiUnity 
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8-9 
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12-13 

- E a an : en o the first consultative meeting 
- Swe en! orwaa and Finland and the checking of vehicle insurance at frot\tiers 
- Scientl.fic an technical Cooperation : suggestions for new possibilities 
- ''Mediterranean poficr'' : position taken by COt'A 
- uk Conference on Sugar : work recommences in September 
- Vi thdrawal of proposals of the European C0DIIl ssien 
- Court of ustice : the Commission wins its case against the Council on th~ reameration 

of offici s 
- Modernisation projects in agriculture 
- 'hie African countries concerned with renewal of the Yaeunde Convention meet in Lagos at 

the start of )uly 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMAtiON 
- Multinational firms : work by the Collllli.ssion experts 
- COMPOSI'i'k scRAP PRiCE :$54.17/ton 
- !.2§£ : transport rules in the new me•ber countries 
- ECSC Consultative Committee : next meeting 
- ECONOMiC iN'fER!WEffi;ftON No. 2132 
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Friday 15 June 1~73 

DAILY BULLETI 

E D I T 0 R I A L 

D. . .. d I. il 1sturb1nG co1nc1 ences 

The American proposals on relations between Europe and the United States, firstly outlined 1 
general manner and then made more specific in such bilateral meetings as that in Reykjavik, are at the b ' 
of the debates which are taking place this very moment in Copenhagen within the NATO ltinisterial Council. i 

Thus opens the series of multilateral but sectorial confrontations which certain Europeans had 
appeared to prefer to a multilateral and global confrontation and which will be conducted in parallel, or 
simultaneously, with the bilateral meetings and encounters which, in principle, may only have 11poli tical" 
problems as their subject. As for the Americans, they seem quite happy to accomodate themselves to such an 
arrangement: what should they be upset about? They evidence this by exercising, separately but simultaneous
ly, the same pressure on all fronts. And everywhere the Europeans, not having known how or wanted to grasp 
the nettle, are on the defensive ••••. 

Furthermore, the purely political problems (is security a political problem or is it not?) will 
not only be the subject of multilateral consultations by the Nine (it was so decided in Luxembourg on 5 June}. 
but also of a multilateral Euro-American meeting at a level which will not yet be Ministerial (and which the 
Americans would like to have seen held in July), following which, at a given moment one could arrive at a 
general meeting at the highest level. No-one has explicitly a.d1i1i tted that this meeting will take place, but 
nor has excluded this possibility. 

The simple statement of this result at which we have provisionally arrived allows one to realise 
how li.bsurd, and finally devoid of any serious content, are these quarrels on multilateralism or "multiple 
bilateralism", on globality and so on and so on. Unfortunately, some confuse these diplomatic virtuosi ties 
with "top-level politics": they draw some meagre satisfaction therefrom. It has alw&¥s been obvious - and 
we believe we have emphasised this sufficiently - that 11globality" does not consist of dealing with all of 
the problems at once, but surely by dealing with them in a. broad political context. To deny the existence 
of this context is to deny reality. At the Luxembourg meeting, Hr J obert stated, among ·other· 'l;niilgg, that 
he was ready to hold several meetings between the Nine to agree on a "common root" for the replies which 
each should give in bilateral meetings. Well, this common root can be nothing other than the overall (or 
global) view of Euro-American relations. If the lline have to declare that they have no common viewpoint, how 
can they continue to believe that they belong to a Community? 

The recent positions adopted by the French Communist Party on Europe (Kanapa Report to the Central 
Committee) are perplexing. Hr Ortoli is strongly· attacked in this Report for having said that Europe should 
move towards "expressing itself with a single voice". "In what language, " asks Mr Kanapa, 11 in Volapuk? 11 

And he adds that this concerns "anti-national" purposes. Certain coincidences are disturbing. 
Em. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL : "Disturbing coincidences" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY a Atlantic relations called to mind at the NATO Council - The leaders of Australian 
missions meeting in Brussels - The French Communists and the EC - Council of ~ope Afsemblya 
meetings of committees 
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- EEC AASM: Council of Association meets at ministerial level 
- EEC Canada: conaultative meeting with the Commission 
~ European Commission appeals against Italy 
- French aids to pap~r industries have been arranged 
- EIB: 30 million units of account for small and medium firms 
- ]@C?Japan: fairly differing position of.departure on theoNixon.round 
...: ~: distribution between the Six of the first phase of financial support in the "guideline" 

section 
- CSCE: texts of mandates on chapters concerning economic cooperation 
- ~ched Uranium: agreement between the Euratom Supply Agency and the US-AEC 
- ECSC levy and the strengthening of the budgetary powers of the EP 
- Concentration authorized between fuel traders 
- EURATOM: 2nd part of the pluriannual programme 
- _foDJDission's replies to parliamentary questions nos 712,695,692/72 by Mr. VredelingJ 1QLll by 

Lord 0 1Haga.n; !)31/13 by Mr. Seefeld 
- The Trade Bill could be revised 
-'SWeden an«! Switzerland hope to to participate in the Euratom research programme 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2133 
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- 30 Jours d'Eur~, No 179- June 1973, European Communities Information Service, (61 rue des Belles- . 
Feuilles, Paris 16e), Price : 2.50 FF. -The dossier of this issue is devoted to relations between Euro~~ 
and the United States with a Sir Christopher Soames interview and articles by Messrs. Pierre Uri, Leonard ,f!C 
B. Tennyson and Aldo Rizzo. 

- ~oblemes de l~~ope, No 59, Paris-Rome. The documentation section is given over to the work of t 
international symposium on African industrial development, which took place in Dakar from 20 to 25 Novem 
1972. 

- The EEC common ~!!E~rt polic~ from No~~~b~e~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
for the expansion of Antwerp (Drouwersvliet 33, 

Centre 

- Europa UnioE, June 1973, Bonn (Stockenstrasse 1-5) 1 -A 9 page appendix presents the work of the XXth 
ordinary congress of the Europa-Union in Berlin. 

- L'Europeen - Der Eur2P~~. No 132, April-May 1973, Brussels. -We should like to point out in particular 
an article entitled "Ensuring the energy requirements of tomorrow" by Sir Eric Drake,- chairman of BP. 

- Nieuw Europ(' Tijdschrift voor Europese Eenheid, June 1973, monthly, published b,y the Europese Bqweging 
in Nederland Alexanderstraat 2, The Hague). - This issQe contains an in~erview with Mr. Brinkhorst, the 
Secretary of State for European Affairs, who is in favour of wider publicity being given to Council of 
Ministers meetings. 

- Council of Europe ac~ivities, Report by the Secretary General for 1972, Strasbourg, 187 pages. The report 
in question shows the variety of fields in which the Council of Europe plays a role and the original nature 
of the close collaboration between the Committee of Ministers and the Consultative Assembly. 

- OECD 1 List of Social Concerns common to most OECD countries, Paris, 1973, 29 pages, Price 4 FF, 2.50DM, 
£0.36, $1.- This repo~~ks the completion of the first phase of the task of the·working'Party on SOcial 
Indicators in the OECD: it is a case of identifying, selecting and specifying a list of-24 fUndamental social 
concerns common to most Member countries of the OECD. 

- NATO Review, No 3-1973, NATO Information Service, 1110 Brussels. - Contents1 Denmark and. NATO b,y the Danish 
Foreign Minister, Mr. K.B. Andersen; Extracts from the speech by Dr. Luns at the Amsterdam conference on 
European-American relations; Co-operation on Arms Production; Plenary Session of the CCMS, the NATO Committee 
on the Challenges of Modern Society. 

- ALALG 1 Sintesis Mensual, published by the Asociacion Latinoamericana de Libra Comercio, Montevideo, 
Uruguay. - These monthly analyses in 80 page borchures report on the activity of the Latin American Free 
Trade Association (LAFTA). Number 91 of January 1973 contains a report on the development bank and the 
integration process. In number 92, February 1973, we should like to note the publication of a report on the 
petrochemicals industry in the member countries of LAFTA. 
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- !~icul~Council: next ministerial session 
- New_ "m~_!ary" proposals being prepared b,y the Commission 
-GATT trade negotiations: search for a common position by the EEC 
- Yaounde Convention: problem of its renewal 
- §ynthetic ~: towards a procedure for prior communication of investment plans? 
- Social conference: no decision on the date of the meeting 
- Regional policy: work in progress 
- Concentration of firmsz forthcoming proposals on their control 
-Court of Justice: salaries for European offjcials will have to be adapted· 
- VAT1 standardisation of the rate 
-SOMalia's moves for its banana production 
- ~~ after.the meeting of the petroleum committee 
- Harmonisation of firmsz good start for the "marriage bureau" 
- ECSC Consultative Committeez analysis of the meeting 
- New ECSC loan for 200 million FF' 
- !!1!! first loan to a member country 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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EDITORIAL 

The Parliament and the Community Budget 

21st year - No 1306 (n. 
Monday/Tuesday 18/19 Jun 
1973 

The European Commission has announced its proposals relating to the strengthening of the budgetary 
powers of the European Parliament. rt had undertaken to present such proposals as far back as 1970 at the 
time of the conclusion of the treaty by which the principle of own resources was introduced into the Comm 
nity. The delay in presenting these proposals was caused by legitimate protests from the European Parli 
This body had undertaken, vis-a-vis the national parliaments, to ensure that at least some of the powers 
taken from them at a stroke were given to it. 

The proposal contained in the 11 Cheysson memorandum11 took the form of a draft Treaty, insotar as 
it implies modifications of existing treaties. Simultaneously, as EUROPE has reported,- the Commission announ
ced. the npractical measures" which it intends to adopt in order to strengthen the powers of the Parliament 
in general and to improve relations between the two institutions. The Council should do the same before long. 

Let us say straight away that in principle all these proposals and measures do not bring about a real 
strengthening of the powers of Parliament either in the legiclative sphere or in the budgetary sphere. The 
Parliament has the powers which it has, and moreover we can speak of increased influence, or of a better 
use of these "latent powers" to which Mr. Kirk has several tinres referred. This is evident fi.S far as the 
"practical measures" are concerned. It is less so in the case of the proposals on budgetary powers. It is, 
however, significant that the text of these proposals indicates that the Parliament will be "associated with 
·deliberations and discussions11 ; nowhere does it state that it will be associated with the decision, which is 
the Council's domain. Another thing which is indicated explicitly in the statement, the proposal does not 
su est an ad'ustment of the existing institutional balance: more courageous proposals will be made, possibly, 
Ul t e context of t e Report on European Union. We may ask whether this llmiragt:.:..reportl' is not becoming the 
pretext for postponing indefinitely any proposal outside the strict routine. It is under the same pretext, 
in effect, that the institutional proposals for the second stage of economic and monetary union limit them
selves to a few .minor adjustments. 

Having said that, we could not deny that the difficulties to be overcome are considerahle and that on 
one point at least the willingness to go further has been shown. We refer to the method suggested with a view 
to the creation of own resources. We mention this not only because the creation of these resources would -
according to the Commission! s plan - be entirely in the hands of the Community (unanimous vote by the Council 
and a qualified majority in the Parliement), but especially because it illustrates the Community's need 
of having an autonomous budgetary policy, i.e. to decide on common policies and to arrange finance by means 
of an autonomous decision. 

We draw the conclusion from this that the integral approval of all these rather modest proposals· will 
be a test of the political willingness of the governments to advance towards the 1980 horizon. 
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-Risk capital~ problem of financing 
- ~: general asEembly 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
-Monetary reserves of multinational firms and oil producing countries: reply to question no 7/73 

by way of Mr. Vredeling 
- EEC stance within the 11North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission11 : reply to question no 634/12 

by way of Mr. Vredeling 
- Weekly Appendix 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2135 
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i::DITORIAL 

Once again, the Community's action in social matters has suffered a hitch. I~ is probably tru _: 

The Conrerence on Employment and Social Policy j).~ 

that the postponement of the social Conference on employment which was due to have been held next week . 
not prevent the Commission from continuing its activity, as has been officially stated (see yesterday' ·· • • 
This does. not prevent the Commission - and Mr. Hillery has personally confirmed this - from expecting a ~ 
from the inevitable confrontation of ideas and objectives and possibly the conflicts that could have resulted 
from this confrontation between those who are still called thP "social partners", in the presence of govern
ment representatives. 

We are told that the Conference could take place in September or October. It is an unlikely hypoth
esis. In fact, even if we admit that it is possible to solve the problem of the distribution of seats among 
the various trade unions (we know that the "European" organizations would like to exclude those having a 
purely national basis: it is a matter of principle which does not lack coherence and merits respect), a prob
lem still hangs in the balance and it is far more important: namely, the question of British trade union 
representati~n in the Community. There are a number of anomalies in the European trade union organization as 
a whole, and they alter the meaning of the game somewhat. As things stand at present, it would be possible 
for British trade union leaders or even Ones belonging to non-Community countries to have their say in the 
Community enclave, which is quite bizarre. It is enough to consider that Mr. Vie Feather.is both chairman of 
the T.U.C. and the E.9.T.U., when the T.U.C. refuses to partici~ate in the Con{erence and more generally in 
Community activities. It must be hoped that the T.U.C. will put an end to its boycott in October, but if it 
decides otherwise, what will happen then? 

Further, since we are talking about social policy, we should perhaps go a little farther and ask 
ourselves if. it would not be worth resuming a number of considerations on the very nature of the social pol~ 
icy. Whether it is a question of a judicious and useful action of harmonizing legislations, or else of under
taking a policy which changes the fate of the working classes, and which brings about true freedom of circul~ 
ation for manpower, which in actual fact means being free to stay.where one has one's roots? But then, reg
ional policy is an instrument in choosing a social policy, as is a certain transport policy or a certain ind
ustrial and technological policy. The economic policy may have social ends that are more or less self-evident. 

All this. is not new, it is true. However, on a European level it seems to have slipped into the 
batkground at times. The Commissioner for Social Affairs ought to have the right and the duty, for example, 
to demand that when regional policy is discussed, its basic objectives are respected, these, being, precisely, 
of a social nature. And this is, in fact, only one example ••• &.G. 

sUMMARY tJ..e> ~~ L qrr-3 t0c . Bor 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The Conference on Employment and Social Polict' 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: W.E.U. Assembly meets in plenary session 
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- Community.measures for monetary support for the Italian lira: efficient running 
-A iculture ministers: study of agricultur~l aspects of the Mediterranean policy 
- EEC AASM: Commission Is draft "mandate" for opening negotiations with the associated and potent-

ial associated countries 
- Holding companies in Luxembourg: the Commission suggests a number of temporary solutions 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Begional Poligy: Conference on regional development 
- ~~ COPA stance on the forthcoming negotiations 
- Economic and Monetary Committee of the E.P. and Economic and Monetary Union 
- The E.P. budget committee has met with the chairmen of the Audit Offices 
-Permanent Committee for uranium enrichi~: first meeting 
- ~~ production on rapid upturn 
- Scale price for steel considerably up in Italy 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENE'IRATION No 2136 
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Mr. Hichel jobert yesterday made a remarkable speech on foreign policy in front of the French 
National Assembly, the main part of which was devoted to European policy. It contains several 
important indications and statements. Furthermore we intend to publish it in full as it will ~ 
provide a reference in the development of ev~nts. 

For the moment we are simply spotlighting a section of it which we consider to be 
of particular significance. In fact, Mr. Jobert spoke of the problems of defence, saying amongst jc 
other things that 11 apart from France, Europe is not,at the present moment,autonomous as regards 
defenct' policy, which is a disadvantage for it, as Europe<1n ctefence as such will appear more and more 
each day as having an identity of its own." Whilst remarking that defence will be a detennining factor, 
qe· added 11 The European countries are well aware that the real debate, the real issue· at stake 
is that of their security". This last affirmation appears to us to conform, if not with the present 
situation, then with coming developments. We ourselves stated, in this publication (17 and 18 May) 
that many indications encourage the impression that from now on the number one problem in the building 
of Europe will be 11 that of defence, or if it should be preferred, the sec·1rity of Europe". 

Having said that, the idea of autonomy should first of all be made clear. Certainly,France 
has "autonomy" in defence in as much as her defence - and particularly her nuclear defence - relies 
on independent resources. However French defence is not based on these resources alone, that :is:f She 
is not entirely autonomous • This is demonstrated at least by the fact that France forms part of an 
alliance and considers this alliance to be indispensable for ensuring her def(mce. The same reasoning 
applies on the European level.Europe should posseffiautonomous defence resources, it being understood 
that this defence is only guaranteed in the context of an alliance which does noth:.lprinciple contra
dict the idea of autonomy. 

What ever may be the case, it is obvious that a defence which has, as Mr. Jobert puts it, 
"in identity of i·ts own" ( based on a balanced alliance) is inconceivable in the absence of a "co11111on 
vision~ for the main outline of a foreign policy. The definition of this common vision can not be 
drawn up as a ilegal document but be the result of a common effort. It is made easy by circumstances, 
that is by the need ( recognized by all inclusive of Mr. Jobert) to ~xamine the whole of Atlantic 
relations in a transformed international context. One might therefore wonder why Mr. Jobert has not 
encouraged this effort and moreover on 5 June in Luxembourg denied the possibility of a common 
position being expressed by one voice. In fact it is obvious that the lflul'tiplicity of voices weakens 
both the expression and the credibility of a common will • 
. _ . There is .another important aspect of the problem which should not be neglected ~ the 
reaction of the ordinary man. Mr. Dankert raises this point in the Report which he today presented to 
the Assembly of the WEU.. HOw is the ordinary man to be convinced of the. need to make an effort for 
defence, if he is not presented with credible objectives and a better expl~ation of the principle of 
dissuasionj Em.G. 
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- "Economic and Financial Affairs11 Counil: preparation of the ndnisterial meeting 
- EUROSYNffiCAT: 11 SIX11 : 164.93- 11 NINE 11 : 92.12 
- Agricultural Ministers: agreement on the mandate to be given to the Commission 

for the aspects of the Mediterranean policy 
- Differences between Italy and Spain on the regime for olive oil imports 
- Beef: France obtains satisfaction on two points 
- nw-tripartite social conference will not be able to take place this month 
- The 11 transport 11 Council is cancelled 
- Sahara: call for a new Community effort 
- shi~building: next consultations of those concerned 
- Ris capitals 
-Migrant workers: 4th report on the activity of the social services 
- ECSC: building accommodation for workers 
- EiiVI'ronment action progranune: the parliamentary committee in favour 
- EOONOMIC AND FINANCI:AL INFORMATION 
- Tax harmonisation in the EEC 
- salaries of eemmission and Court members: new system 
- l974 budget of the Commission 
- A scaniifnaTian Fund for technology and development 
- EURATOM: multiannual research programme 
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Le raproductlon ou dllluslon, ~e 
EMTORIAL 

~ .--. ,.:·: ·~· Europe and its objectives 

We drew a'ttention yesterday to the importance of certain sections of the speech made on Tuesday~ 
by Mr. jobert before the National Assembly, more particularly to those relating to European defence. We . 
lfere extremely pleased to see that it was these passages which aroused the greatest interest among all ob :~ 
:~ervers and even found an immediate echo in the Assembly of the W.E.U. as well as here in Brussels in NAT ~ 
d.rcles. 

The debate has thus o ened and it has o ened on a crucial oint. This should be noted, at the 
:iame time cons1 ering t at t is 1s an extreme y comp ex e ... t.:_. T ose w o are familiar with. the history of 
1:he building of Europe, in many cases because they have lived through it, lmow how much this building has 
been affected by the fact that the debate was broken off in 1954 at the time of the stalemate of the plan 
::or the European Defence Community. It is therefore extremely suryrising to hear Mr. Couve de Murville say 
"we French, unlike our p_artners, have always considered that the oUilrung of Europe would never have any 
J~al meaning until the day when it ~xtended.from economics to politics, permitting our ancient contin-
lmt to find again an eminent place in the world.;. We have never been followed". Since Mr. Couve de Murville 
is more familiar than anyone with this history, we may wonder what Ulterior motives lead him to distort the 
truth in such a way. Undoubtedly, leading Frenchmen who were at the origin of the ECSC and then of the EEC 
and Euratom had always wanted these organizations to bring about a political organization. Their partners 
shared this conviction with them. But the efforts of both were fruitless. Unless for Mr. Couve de Murville 
fixing objectives for Europe means nothing other than transposing to European level the 11word11 of which he 
uas the bearer. This is of course a different matter ••• 

But this leads us to. point out another passage of Mr. Jobert 1 s speech, where the Minister for 
J'oreign Affairs said: 11Giving the Community responsibilities in new fields, .creating financial mechanisms, 
f!nte~g into negotiations with thii·d countries can. only be positive .if they\B.re a sign, the condition or 
the effect of a clearly defined and accepted common plan". In other words: let us fix common objectives and 
then introduce the appropriate mechanisms. Even the most obstinate "functionalist11would be prepared to sub
flcri.be to this idea. But we are forced to see that all too often the words and the· actio!ls: do·not .correspond. 
1 t is thus that iil the discussions on political cooperation (1st Davignon Report) it was the French delegate 
lo•ho prevented the debate from leading to the definition of precise objectives, which would have made it poss
ible to establish more effective mechanisms than those we have. On the other hand, when objectives had been 
defined (the plan for economic and monetary union by stages), the establishment of effective measures was 
not prevented. The most striking example is the Paris SUmllrl.t: ."common plans" wel'P. de.fined at it, but iimll
uiiately afterwards, any pretext was used for delaying ~ and . .-t;hat is: .a: ei.tphemism' .;.. the.il! realisation. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Europe and its objectives" 
,., 
~. - POLITICAL DAY: French nuclear tests - Mr. Pompidou arrives in Bonn -

Brezhnev/Nison: signing of agreements in the nuClear. field -
W.E.U.: Plenary Session of the Assembly 
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3 -EEC Yu oslavia: the new agreement will be signed on 26 June 
3-4 -In ation: recommendation by the Commission with a view to stepping up the fight 
4 - V.A.T.: proposal aiming at the hannonization of the rating and structure 

- 'CiiStOms fcnnalities: simplification of procedures 
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- Technical obstacles to trade: new worl<: 
- EEC AASM: support of t e A rican countries for the present· fonn of Association 
- Petro eum policy: speech by Mr. Spaak on the Commission's intentions 
- Concentration in the iron and steel sector in the U.K. under investigation by 

the Commission 
- 11Andin Group": European industry invited to take part in fhe first investment 

projects 
'lt!£. Copper, aluminium, lead: limitation of exports 
N: Customs measures of the EEC 

Em. G. 
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- Regionalalolicy: extension to the new Member States of aids to regional development 
- Artifici fibres: favourable reception for a Community procedure of prior-notifica-tion 

on investment projects 
EOONOMIC AND FINANClAL INFORMATION 
- Aviation: negotiations within the OECD concerning a sectorial agreement relating to 

credit insurance and fjnancial credits 
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- C.D.afroup of the E.P. and economic and monetary union 
- Soci ist group of the E.P. and the strengthening of budgetary powers 
- EUROIXlNrROL: Ministerial meeting 
- Brewery contracts: reply to question no. 716/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
-In the departments of the Council 
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- EOONOMI C AND FINANCI:AL INFORMATION 
- EOONOMIC INl'ERPENETRATION No 2138 
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- J. BOUCOURECHLIEV: Pour une S.A.R.L. Europeenne, Preface by Professor Michel Vasseur, "Business Law11 

Collection, Presses Universitaires de France, 1973, 344 pages. - For a report on this origin.al study, j· ... 
published under the aegis of the Centre de Recherche sur les Droits des Affaires (CREDA) of the Paris 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, see our Economic Interpenetration feature of to-day. J'n 
- Eurolaw Commercial Intelligence, a twice monthly survey of European commercial law developments. Edi ' U 
Neville March Hunnings, Barrister-at-Law. Common Law Reports Ltd (49, Park Lane, London WlY 3LB), annua 
subscription: £10. This fortnightly bulletin, covering legal developments in all European countries and 
in the European Community, has been appearing since January 1973. 

- European Law Digest, Editor: Neville March Hunnings, Barrister-at-Law, published by Common Law Reports 
(London), annual subscription: E30. This new monthly plans to publish a synopsis of case law in the 
European countries as well as summaries of new legislation. At the beginning (the first edition only 
came out in January 1973), the editors will restrict themselves to the areas of economic interest. 

- Common Market Law Reports, Editor: Neville March Hunnings, Barrister-at-Law, published by Common Law 
Reports Ltd (London), annual subscription: E30. Number 68 of April 1973 notably reviews the Case of 
Europemballage. 

- Wherp to Find Your Community Law, 2nd edition, April 1973, prepared by the British Institute of Inter
national and Comparative Law (32, Furnival Street, London EC4A lJN), 13 pages, -This second edition of 
the bibliographical guide to Community legislation takes into account Britain's entry into the Common 
Market. 

-·Ezio Bacino: L'Iilghilterra Approda, Editrice Europea (Via A. Ristori 8, Rome),, 249 pages, 2,700 lire. 
A "non-conformist" analysis of this nation which has just become part of the Continent, bearing evidence 
of the reciprocal attraction which has dominated relations between Britain and Europe for centuries. 

- LUCIANO BOLIS: Il mio granello di sabbia, Giulio Einaudi editore SpA (Turin), 1973, 87 pages, 800 lire. 
This is a moving witness (and a lesson): Luciano Bolis is a federalist and a partisan whose faith ripened 
through suffering, almost going as far as self-destruction, to remain faithful to the ideal of human 
solidarity. 

- Europa Archiv ,Zeitschrift fiir Internationale Politik, No 11 of 10 June 1973, di.at:~:~buJ:ed_~ 'Y~la,g fiir 
Internationale Politik (Bonn). - In brief: The International Arbitration Courts arid Tribunals in the 
current world system; the dollar crisis and the alliance policy; German-Dutch relations in the framework 
of European politics,: trade between China and Japan. 

- IMI : Quarterly Economic Review, Vol III, No 4 of December 1972, Istituto Mobiliare Italiano (Rome). -
Let us notably mention a study of the Italian system of credits to industry and a graphic survey of the 
machine tool industry. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 -POLITICAL DAY: The E.P.'s role in the light of European Union- E.P.a formation of a new group 

11 The European Progressive Democrats" - The Court at The Hague as'iCE!France to suspend nuclear 
tests - Nixon/Brezhnev nuclear agreement - Franco-Ge~ talks - W.E.U.: end of session 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1310 (new series): 

3 - The Council should define the EEC "overall concept" on the GA'l'l' trade negotiations and on the 
. global approach to the Mediterranean policy 

4-5 - The industrial and technological policy is to give rise to an initial Council debate 
5 - GAT1: overall EEC concept on the trade negotiations 
6 - Cokin Coal: disagreement persists on the question of aids 

- EEC Israel S ain Al eria Morocco and Tunisia: towards the definition of mandates for the 
opening of negotiations 

7 - Economic and Social Committee: next plenary session 
- "Credit line" for the Ba.nca d' Italia in the context of Community support 
- EX;ONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

8-9 - EEX; AASM: support meachanism for basic commodities for associated and "associable" countries 
9 -EEC AASM: next meeting of the,parity committee of the Association's Parliamentary Conference 

- ~~ multilateral quota sy8tem· for road transport 
- Anti~umping procedure against imports of sliding doors from J~pan 
- European Space Conference in mid-July 

10 -Railway rolling stock: reply to question no,632/72 by Mr. Vred~ling 
- Commi~sion's replies to parliamentary questions nos 657,659,660,722/72 by Mr. Vredeling; 

No. 3112 by Jlr. Couste 
11 - THE IN EUROPE 
12-13 - ECONQUC INTmP.I!%a'IRA'l'ION No. 2139 and "For a European limited company" 
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en Italian 

The fmerican-soviet rapprochement and Europe 

1973 

DAILY 

Thirteen months after the signing of the "Moscow charter", the Unitad States and the Soviet 
have now signed an agreemeht in Washington on the prevention of nuclear warfare. 

Dr. Kissinger, who, unlike his President, makes but infrequent use of the adjective. "hi 
has given it an explicit meaning by announcing that the nuclear "code of conduct" on which the two super~~ 
.powers have come to an agreement ''completely chanps the structure of post-war foreign policjt'' • ~ 

We can only welcome an agreement whose confessed aim is to reduce and then entirely eliminat~ 
risk of nuclear war in the world· Besides, it would be out of place to put their intentions. up on. tria • · 
particular if we take it that this agreement may in fact constitute a warning to such ~~l' such a power, -
her nuclear or not. 

However, it is clear that the mutual pledge to make every effort to·avoid a nuclear conflict break
ing out between the two parties and also between one or other of them and other countries implies that "oont
roit' and "prevention" must be extended to the other countries, whether they are nuclear powers or not. What 
1\he agreement in fact boils down to is a sort of "guarantee" offered by the Soviet Union and the Unitad States 
to the rest of the world. 

Let us put the rest of the world on one side for the moment and consider Europe. It is true that, 
as Mr. Rogers has said, the:united·states immediately declared that these agreements in no way lessened the 
Hobligations" that it has to its allies in NATO. Yet it is possible to imagine that at a given moment this 
obligation may develop into a form of special "guarantee" in the framework of the general guarantee offered 
by the new agreement. In other words, the two super-powers could feasibly offer Europe a mrantee of inviol
ability, in exchang~ for a SOI't of "neutralisation" Which would also amount to a renunci& Ton of self-defence. 

This would certainly give it subordinate status and we can legitimately ask ourselves whether Europe 
cart agree to it, even though the desire for peace is greater in Europe than elsewhere in tne world. 

!n their new context, Mr. Jobert's statements on the fact that defence pfofl'ms will t£91 no, on be 
at tbe centre of the debate assume their full significance, as do Mr. Pompidou's s aemente6ilowihg the' Bo'lm 
encoutdier. The history of Europe has once 8.81-in arrived at a turning point, and the need for unity is becoming 
more acute than ever. The events which have taken place ~t the beginning of this summer of 1973 may set off 
a unity reflex enabling the divergences on methods to be surmounted, since objectives will have ·been brought. 
closer together. The "global nature" of the pr.oblems becomes imperative for the future, and to ignore it would 
be to bury our heads in the sand. 

Em. a. 

SUMMARY ~5 t-~ -:)~ z_q 1-'5 f0c, _. 1"'5! \ 
l - EDITORIAL: "'Jhe Mer}can-soviet rapprochement and Europe'' 

'2-3 - 1'Dt.If!CAt DAt a Ptapc1Yfotep!d9\l talks -End ·of Hr, Bre!!lnev 1!! dti t 1iQ tbe ilni ted States -
= Mr.ltui!IDr gains support of kepublican PartY- - Mr. Erskine- Chiiders- takes-the -oath: 
- Mr. Mitterrand reaffirms hh positions on Europe · 

the Editor of Alettce !IBOD is awarded gold medal for aerYices to turope 
DAILY BULLE11N No. 1311 (new series) : 

1-5-6 
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9 

10 

11 
12-13 

- Coun<;:j.lj!f t!!!Qstf;f! s European Union ; West African countries; EP.X:l/Nonray agreement; 
negotiauqns J 

- Meraers s exaaination of lan for control of such with the 8ocial partners 
- cltmtific e · c a work carried out by the COST group 

: s f o a c:omprolllise solution in the questimt of aids 
rt c s ex8JIIination by a delegation from the Regional and Transports Oollllllittee 

- J!e!'t!! can COU!!l!:ies : ilew eff"rt on the part of the "Mine" -~c m m~mut tNMMAnON 
iona.l olic : Delmotte report in preparation for the E.P. 's plenary session. 

g of no-loan of 800 million luxembourg francs 

&Mml 0 

OAft' trade 

:WROPE/dooU!lents: No 745 - .S~rengthening of 'die powers of 'the: European Parliament (particularly with regard 
to budgets) and improvement of E.P. - Commission relations 
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EDITORIAL 

Mr. Thorn : "we should have the courage to make a choice" 

Council's extremely heavy agenda, to.engage in a discussion with the author of these notes, and to re . 
Mr. Gaston Thorn, the Luxembourg Foreign Affairs Minister did not hesitate yesterday, despifje 

with clarity, precision and courage to Our questions, all of which reflected the concern that is being )~ 
over the way in which European integration is at present developing. Mr. Thorn thus showed his great ·" 
for public opinion and the press (which does not surprise us coming from him, but which could well ser 
an example to other leading politicians). 

We shall now summarize in concise form the views upheld by Mr. Thorn. 
- It has now been nine months since the Paris summit and still there is no a arent of the 
major objectives set out at the time will be realised in the near or immediate future the efinition of the 
Community stance regarding GATT can be considered a routine question: the Community had engaged upon this 
line as early as February 1972). Mr. Thorn acknowledged that "never has Europe made so little prosress" as.a.t 
present. This is definitely not because of its enlargement, he pointed out. The Commission has no doubt done 
its duty (but the contributions can hardly be measured in "cubic metres" of documents). To what ought we 
therefore attribute the present state of affairs? Tb the fact - according to Mr~ Thorn - that there is no 
common plan. At a time when the year of Europe is on everyone's lips, Europe itself ·is playing a waiting game. 
We are refusing to define ourselves. 
- It is in actual fact from outside that the "sollicitations" are coming and the desire is being expressed 
for Europe to. speak with a single voice. From outside, Europe is being regarded as a "global entity" and we 
are refusing this globality. According to Mr. Thorn it would be possibl~ to AD~T.THAT we were refusing to 
deal "globally" with the exterior. "But between ourselves, between the Nine, we should have the coura~ 
make a global choice, that is to say to define the role of Europe. For not ~ne of us would be able to say 
what this role in fact is". Mr. Thorn has paid great heed to Mr •. Jobert's speech on defence in Europe. He 
believes that toe much emphasis is perhaps being given to nuclear defence. It is still the case that Europe 
"has lo deal with its own defence problem and must have the courage to pay the appropriate price". 
- As for monetary, economic and social aspe~ts, progress is extremely slow and arduous. Each Government is 
tending more and more to try to solve these problems on a national baSis. Mr. Thorn recognizes that this is 
the reality of the situation. But "as we are lacking a concept for the external role of Europe, we are also 
lacki!f a concept of the society we want to form : European choices must be made." 
-pubic opinion :i.B tired of Europe and it is not·making any contribution to forming this European polit!2!!: 
.!!!!! we need so badly. For Mr. Thorn, there is a danger here of our "gradually being dragged down under".- · 
It is qy defining together a European concept for society, and a role for Europe in the world, and by making 
each and every person face up to his responsibilities, that we shall succeed in.winning over public opinion 
to Europe, as was the case twenty years ago. 

1 

2 

(Incidentally, this.meeting also marked twenty years of Agence EUROPE~ •• ). Em. G. 

sUMMARY ·?- '""f- 'J ~ "'-t t C{_ 1-'S tJ () ~ l"-5 I "2._ 

- EDITORIAL: Mr. Thorn - "we should have the courage to make a choice" 

- POLITICAL DAY: ~~ important meeting in Munich - The situation in Gr!ece - Mr. Ceaucescu in 
Bonn- The multilateral talks on arms reductions in Europe -Tribute ·to Mr. Qalmes from Latin 
American ambassadors 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1312 (new series): 

3 
3-4 
5-6-7 
6-7 

1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12-13· 

- European Parliament: agenda for the next plenary session 
- "European Monetary Cooperation Fund": agreement of principle on its siting in Luxembourg 
- GATT: EEC overall concept on trade negotiations adopted by Council 
- Associated and "associable" countries : towards a definition for the renewal of the association 
... CORRIGENDUM 
- EEC/Yugoslavia: the agreement has been signed 
- Mediterranean countries: the global approach has been defined b,y the Council 
-Agriculture: the Commission resumes the file on the common policy . 
-Coking coal: possibility of a compromise from tpe Council on the new aid system 
-Imports from countries with State controlled trade of a new series of steel goods: Governments 

of Member States in. favour 
- EIB: loan of 20 million DM 
-co-urt of Justice: Italy condemned for delays in applying a Community directive 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Energy Policy: stud~ by the competent E.P. committee 
- Petroleuw: the :refinery cap~city ought to reach 1,000 million tons a year 
- Industr~l ·policys Ministerial debate postponed 
- Finlana,comecon: Cooperation agreement 
- De Clero(j/ Jeremy Morae talks on the work of ·the"Group of TwentY'' 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENE:l'RATI ON No 2141 

EUROPE/Index No 57 : List of firms cited during March and April 1973 
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EDI'IDRIAL 

The Community and G.A. T. T. 

21st year - No 131~7tn~ Thursday 28 June 1 ~-

DAILY BULLE(ij) 

The Community has defined the general conception which it will adopt in the multilateral &rtJ;') 
trade negotiations which are to open in the framework of G. A. T. T. in the middle of September. \lb)l 

Stucss has been laid, not \vithout satisfaction on the fact that this is the first of the r~ 
subjects enumerated in the declaration of the Paris Summit for which the dead-line laid down has ;£~1\ 
been respec tcd. We should like to temper this self-satisfaction a little and at the same time 
draw a lesson from the events which have taken place. 

In February 1972, the Community had together with the United States mare a solemn undertaking (' 
with regard to the conducting of these negotiations. Then, under the framework of GATT it collabo l 
on preparatory work. and on the decision to open negotiations at a specific date. The Community was 
therefore pushtrlinto defining its own stance and after all,how would it have been able to negotiate 
without it? Obviously, this is even more important and more difficult than for its com.terparts, 
whoever they may be, the reason for this being its structure which dematids that careful arbitration 
take place not only between sectorial interests but also between nation81 outlooks. 

As .for the lesson to be drawn from the events, it is that as soon as the Community is faced 
with a deadline, solutions are found. And they are found all the more rapidly when appropriate 

me·chanisms exist and they are made to work. It is thus that the "one voice" of the Community is 
achieved in the field of trade policy whereas it is obtained either not at all or with far greater 
difficulty in other fields. One does not have to be an "institutionalist" or a doctrinarian in order 
to understand these very practical notions. 

The fact that agreement may have been difficult should not surprise or scare us. Suffice it 
to recall that President Nixon has still not obtained the mandate which he· asked of Congress through 
the Trade Reform Act. Nevertheless, it is still quite paradoxical that the greatest difficulties met 
should be in the agricultural field, that is to say in a field where in principle the existence of 
a common policy and a single market ought to make agreement more easy. 'lhe explanation probably lie.s 
in the fact that if the · agriculturaLpolicy'is the cemeht that hold$ th'e whole of. the Comnu.mity 
together, then.it does not function very satisfactorily, or not as far as everybody is concerned 
and consequently it is not accepted as such by all the citizens. It is self-evident that the widest 
possible debate should be held on this question (it opened today at the Commission) and that this 
debate should receive the greatest possible publicity so as to gather the largest number of reactions. 

As far as the very basis of the common position is concerned, this appears to us to be entirely 
in conformity with the interests and the vocation of the Community. 'lhe only regretable thing, in out" 
opinion is that it has now been decided not to point out the zero rate as an ob"ective in the lon 
term for industrial tariffs. Without involving any biases an subject to reciprocity such a state
ment would have been to the advantage of the Community in the eyes of the world. By refusing, the 
Community is delivering itself into the sorrowful state of protectionism (which is unjust)r.atld may 
thus lose many friends in the process. 

Fln.G. 

SUMMARY ~ '8 ~ t CC., 1--~ q-_)""" ._ l "5 r~ 
1 -EDITORIAL: Th~ Community and GATT 
2 -POLITICAL DAY: CSCE: to open on July 3 in ~lsinki -end of Brezhnev-Pompidou talks 

- A European con&re"ss of the Right banned in Belgium -Uruguay: IDifitary coup d'etat 
- !,!!!!: appeBl for a boycott of French goods 

DAILY BUU.ETIN No 1313 (new series): 

3 - The new "monetary" proposals of the Commission, the fight against infiati<»n and transition 
to the "second stagen to be at the centre of tomorrow's Council session 

- EUROSYNDICAT: SIX: 165.26- NINE1 91.74 
4-5 - Common agricultural poligy: reflections and suggestions from certain members of the 

European Commission on its future 
5 - EIB: approval of annual report 
6-7 - Prroi'i . Mediterra.hean. countries: Community negotiating position 
7 -EEC M ta: towa a rap negotiating position 
8 - GAT : possible improvements for Community offers 

- EECZiceland: decision on customs reductions for fish products postponed till 15 November 
-Mr. Ortoll is in Ireland 
- Bank rate raised in Netherlands 

9 - EP: preparation of plenary session; action programme on the environment (Jalm report) 
10 - EUrat.Om: pennanent conunittee!s work programme for enriched uranium 

- Steel manufactures. ·for which imports from Eastem EUrope have been liberalised 
- Coke: IntracoiliiiiWilt'y trade 
-Steel manufactures in the Six: high level of orders 

11 - EEC savings banks: stance on the prospectus for admission of shares onto stock exchanges 
- EIB: !oanon German capital market 
- E<i5ifoMtc A.ll) FINANa:AL INFORMATION 
-'OOMJ'OSlTE PRHE I 54.17 y T 

12-.13 - EWNOMlC Ufl'ERPENETRATIO No 214;2 
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EDITORIAL 

Belgium's European Policy 

i; 
'DAllY 

The statements made made yesterday before the Belgian Deputies by the Minister Mr. Van El 
whiah were entirely devoted to. European Policy are very lucid, courageous and reveal a pro 
understanding of all the aspects of the problemii involved. There was no concession to Europ~M;l"\ 
rhetoric which is often used to cover up the absence of ideas or willingness. Our readers 
appreciate thia, in reading the integral text which we are to publish in our series ..,.u,"'u•c-"'' ~"""'"-
uments. We can only rejoice at the is thus confirmed with 
European Policy, and at the fact new er Mr. 
C!early shows us that Belgium intends to carry out an active role in the building of Europe 
tha~, taking all the necessary care, it will act with its foot on the accelerator rather than 
on the brake. 

Furthernore, circumstances appear to us to confirm what we have been saying for a long 
time, that is that an end must be put to the "state of affairs" the causes of which Mr. Thorn 
was trying to analyse the other day. Let us take the example of European Union, a vague concept 
set out by the &unmit and one which must be analysed and defined In all its aspects. How is 
such a definition to be obtained, if not through ~ wide-ranging debate between the Institutions 
and opinion both on the European and National level? Now, nine months have gone by and no-one 
has made a move wheras a report should in principle be established between now and 1975 to be 
put before a SUnuri.t. The three Presidents have met and they have held t~s, but to our know
ledge no basic progress has been made, not. even conce"'ing the problem of deciding at what point 
they should start. We are therefore glad to see that Mr. Van Elslande has used this as the central 
theme of his speech and has asked the Belgian Parliament to reflect on the matter, by clearly 
quoting a number of ideas, which should make the debate easier and more fruitful, without necess
arily indulging in demagogy. We find proof of this in what he said with regard to the European 
Parliament : "The question therefore remains as to whether it is really worthwhile moving towards 
direct elections to an Assembly which would merely be consultative in nature or whether it is 
better to consider elections as constituting one more aspect of the new political structures 
which have to be established". 

Whilst reserving ourselves the right to come back to several points raised in this speech, 
we should like to draw attention to certain significant. coincidences with the comments made on 
Monday last by the Luxembourg Minister Mr. Thorn. It is thus that Mr. Van Elslande has also 
emphasized the necessity to define a clear objective , a plan. Moreover he u~ed almost identical 
tenns to express himself on the subject of the necessity to have an "overall" view of problems, 
particularly with regard to the United States : "On the level of negotiations, it is not suitable 
to take an overall stance, but is it conceivable that on the level of reflection, the Nine should 
net treat the various as ects of their relations with the United States all to ether?" 

It is , moreover, ecause the Community is an ove . o jective in itse f and not a sect-
orial one. The abanaoning of an_ overill conception means a recognition that integration is a 
reversible process ••• 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL : Belgium's European Policy 

- POLITICAL DAY : I~ortant speech by Mr. Van Elslande on Europe 
- After the !rezhne"(Pompidou talks - A~ the Americans .aware of the Common Marltet? 

DAILY BUlLETIN No 1314 (new series} : 

3-4-5 - The Council of Ministers has decided to intensify the struggle against inflation 
5&5 his - Regiona:I Polid : application of regulations concerning aids to the new Member States 
6 - Aiiletican rest ctions on the exporting of soya could have consequences for cattle-feeding 

in the EEC 
- E.s.c.: adoption of all the opinions on the agenda 
- Me'Ss'rs. Soames and Van Elslande to sign the EEC/Turltey supplementary protocol 

7 - G. A. T. T. : official text of the EEC' s " overall concept". 
- s lementa concessions to India for jute and cocoa products 
- 1Dupont e Ntmours" : gene s es conditions are compatible with the Treaty 

8 - EEC Yu oslav a : contents of new trade agreement 
- Mr. Emanue antarelli named joint spokesman for the Commission 
- EffiNOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

9 -Environment ; preparation for an ad hoc Council of Ministers 
-The E.I.B. to finance gas pipeline for the transportation of U.S.S.R. gas to Italy and France 
- E.I.B. : annual. report 

10 - Tlie'E~·s.c .. den(ltes its agreement with the analysis of the energy situation and proposals 
with regard to energy policy . 

ll -:- E.P. : preparation for the plenary session; ))udgetary Powers 
-TEe E.P. will request the IJ!ine" to act in order that the Commission be recognised as 

a Contracting Party at UNO 
12 - 13 - ECXlNOMIC INl'ERPENETRATION No 2143 
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Bool,s which are sent to us and whose publication If, 6 ru/ 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin ....tl\ ~ 

- BRUCE I.CAWTHRA : Industrial Property Rights in the EEC - patents, trade marks and copyright, Gowei 
Press (Epping/Sussex}, 196 pages, June l973, £5.75. 

This work by Mr. Bruce Cawthra who is legal advisor to the Confederation of British Incustry rr 
and the author of another book "Restrictive Agreements in the EEC - the need to notify ", deals with· · .. · 
Conununity law governing industrial property. It allows Directors of British undertakings to gain an 
tmderstanding of the present state of affairs in a field which is becoming more and more important 
for them. In fact, British firms had a time-linlit of six months from the entry of Great Britain into 
the Common Market to assess whether the terms of the agreements passed by them, conformed with the 
regulations of the Treaty of Rome on competition. The author presents the choices open to directors 

for bringing their agreement into line with Conuntmity law. Attached in the form of a summary, is 
an extremely useful document on the decisions of the Commission and the Court of Justice. 

- K. VAN MIERT : Les Etats-Unis :et les Communautes Euro eennes 19 - 1963 , 'Analysis Of Foreign 
Policy, March 1973, I.R.R.I (Institut Royal des Relations International , Brussels, pages 131-205. 

11 There can be no doubt that if the European Conununities could be created and develop, it is 
thanks to the United States" - the author makes this statement in the introduction to this study 
which reviews the relations between the United States and the European Conununities during the first 
period of their development, from 1955 to 1963. On numerous occasions, the United States have support
ed Jean Monnet 1s position in favour of European Integration, often in opp osition to Great Britain. 

- Euro spectra, scientific anf tehnical review of the Commission of the European Communities, Vol.XII, 
No 1, March 1973, Brussels. Three-monthly publication; five editions, in five languages). Summary: 
Biochemistry of ageing; teledocumentation network for Europe; energy and the :limits of growth. 

- European Community; June 1973, Brussels - London - Dublin. We should particularly like to propose 
an article on Community plans for a European Union. 

Euroletter and Newsletter; these bulletins are published regularly by the Confederation of Irish 
Industry {28 Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin 2) and intended for their most important members on the 
collllliUni ty level. 
- OECD : l:'industrie textile diuls les pays de 110CDE, 1971 1972, Paris, 161 pages, 21 FF, 13.20 DM, 
£1.86, $5.25. This annual report examines the general situa.t.;_on of the textile industry, production, 
international trade, basic materials and the structure of the. industry. 

- Revista Interamericana de Planificacion, March 1973, SlAP (Bogota). We emphasize articles on 
urban refor m in Latin America, the conception of Town-Planning in America and national and region
al development in Venezuela. 

- UNIAPAG International, No. 10, June 1973, Brussels. 'llris edition is devoted to disarmament prob
lems. "Si vis pace11, parapacem" to quote Mr. Vittorino Veronese, ·vhairman of the Banco dli Roma and 
Chairman of the 11Peace 11 committee of the Pontifical Commission "Justice and Peace!! 

1 
2 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- THE POLITICAL DAY : The Conncil of Europe: the rale of the artist - safeguarding 

architectural treasures - Debate on the European Institutions in the House of Lords - "Da 
DAILY BULLETIN No 1315 (new series) : nn'Europa all'Altra": written question No 167/73 

3. - Denmark assumes the Presidency for the second half of 1973 
3-4-5 - MOnetary problems: the new Commission proposals _ .-
5 - The new revaluation of the Deutschmark: consequences - statements by the Comnass1on and 

6 

7-8 
8 
9 

10 

11 
11 
12-13 

by Mr Helmut SC11iiiidt 
- Will Mr. Witteveen succeed Mr Schweitzer? 
- Liberation of the activities of banks: Conncil directive 
- ESC prononnces on three energy policy proposals 
-Regional aid: :xtension of the general_ system of ai~ to the new ~ID?er countries 
- -E.P.: preparatwn for the plenary sess1on (forthcommg GATT negotut1ons, proposals in the 

agricultural sector) 
- International monetary crisis: statements by Mr Birnbaum 
- Ports policy and sea transport: Mr Seefeld proposes the formation of a European Ports 

Institute 
- ECOKMIC AND IDNETARY INFORMATION 
- The week in Europe (from 2 to 9 July 1973) 
- ECOKMIC INI'ERPENETRATION no 2144 . 
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EDITORIAL 

The Danish Presidency 

1973 

Scarcely six months after the enlargement of the Commwrlty, the Danes are assuming the presid~ 
ency of the Commwrlty Council of Ministers and numerous bodies, committees and groups attached to it. They 
are also asswning, for the next six months, the presidency of the Nine 1 s 11political cooperation" which is ·. ~l 
carried out outside the Commwrlty struq:ures but following their pattern. · ~M 

The task awaiting the Danes is without doubt very difficult at the level of technical organis 
tion. The availability of personnel suitable for the work is naturally very limited. According to our inform
ation from Copenhagen, the budget committee of the Storting has refused to approve a government request for 
increased funds for the Minister of Foreign Affairs for this half year of the Danish presidencys this will 
not make Mr. Noergaard' s task any easier. 

But the difficulties are also and es eciall of a olitical nature. It is a well known fact that 
Denmark entered t e Comm'llll'l.ty because of t e impenous eman of 1ts economy, inked too closelj with that of 
Gennany and Great Britain to be able to remain outside the Common Market w}ti:ch included both of these eco
nomic partners. The reticence which characterises the accession of Denmark at political level merely ·reffi.ects 
the Danish political situation and the coalition on which the present government i'elies.. Let us add that, 
according to a survey just published in the 11 Berlingske Tidende", 46 % of the Danish population said they 
were in favour of the Commwrlty, and 43 % against it. As ~ be seen, the margin is very small and this is 
sure to induce the Government to be very cautious. 

Having said that, it is, in our opinion, a very good thing that the Danes have taken on great 
responsibilities at. this time. Firstly, because their undertaking, although not "enthusiastic" is, however, 
loyal and the task will be carried out consciendously and effficiently. Further, confronted with every
day realities, Denmark will have the chance to see that, through their membership of the Commwrlty, the 
small countries: see an increase in their ~le in the Community itself and in the world. P.rovided that the 
iiistitutim£function in::a cor;re£t and balanced way. it is thus that the Danes WIT! iiiake· every effort no 
aoUht to e more efficient this functioiililg especially as far as the Council is concerned, the awkwardness 
of which has become legendary. This efficiency is indispensable if the Danes want to see the dossiers they 
value progress, dossiers such as on .the protection of the environment, the control of multinational finns, 
social balance in firms, aid without discrimination to third countries. 

In the political field they are inclined to make a clear distinction between intergovernmental 
cooperation and Community activity. They did, however, sign at the Paris SWiunit, the obligation to transfonn 
all relations between the countries into a"European union". Consequently, we e:xpEibt that they will not let 
this crucial half year go by without taking initiatives to start the process which should, in lmde-r two years, 
lead to the establishment of the draft constitution of this union ••• 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY 
l - EDITORIAL : 11The Danish Presidency" 

2 - THE_POLITICAL DAY:!:!.:.: Tomorrow's opening- E.U.-C.D.: meeting in Munich of the political 
off1ce.- C.S.C.E. : opening tomorrow in Helsinki - Kosygin in Vienna - Cameroon withdraws from 
the jo1nt African and Malagasy Organisation (OCAH) 

DAlLY BULLETIN No 1316 (new series) 

3 ·- EEC Norwa a reement enters into force 
' 3 tsa:::::::=:::· C Tu e : a new p ase of association 
4 - Em ar~ on soya 
5 - ShipbUilding : new Commission proposals next autumn 

- Regional p_oiicy : progress of work 
- Freedom of e:shiblishment for banks : scope and limits of the Commwrlty directive 

1 

9 

10 

11 
l2-J.3 

- Regional aid : Statement by Mr. Mathijsen 
- Court of Justice : declares an Italian parafiscal tax illegal (Case 77 /72); 

decision in case 80/72 
: remarks by the E.s.c. 

~~~~;;;n;:.::;e,;o;;;u:;t;:1;;. o;:.::_n : first assessments of the OECD 
- ECX>NOMIC F1 Cl INFORMATION 
- E. S. C. : Position on the social situation, collective dismissals and moped imports 
- Common ma:rket of alcohol 1 Opinion of the E •. s .. c. 
- Economic situation Investigation 1 rapid inurease in investments 
- OECD : Annual.report on the united States 
- ECX>NOMIC AND fiNANCIAL INFORMATION 
-WEEKLY APPENDIX 
- ECX>NOMIC INl'ERPENETRATION No 2J.45 
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EDITORIAL L• reprodu,onluft,·., c'\l,,'. ~.l.he': 
~~~ . Council of Ministers and the taking of "practical measures" 

~ 

The first half of the year is over, we have psssed the mid-way mark of 30 June, 
of Ministers of the Communities has been unable to take a decision to "improve its decision procedures 
ihe coordination of Community action". 

We are sometimes accused of being too hard on the Council, but the facts speak for themselve 
no uncertain terms. It is not us but the Summit which has pointed to the inefficient running of the C~~~~~r~ 
by inviting it to take practical measures to remedy the situation. And it is the Council itself which 
confirmed this inability on its part to take decisions, or at least to take them in the time that is set. 

Why has the Council been unable to arrive at a decj .t=!~o_!!l "We have not had time" 1 Mr. N~rgaa~ 
maintained this morning before tne European Parliament. Lack of time is not a satisfactory excuse. Jt 1s 
the duty of the Institutions to complete their tasks in the required space of time. The delays that are 
building up are· precisely one of the causes of the inefficient running of the Council. The truth of the 
matter is that it is not just a question of timea it is also a matter of the "inability to decide", which 
is to say, so as there can be no doubts about it, the lack of a sufficient amount of political will for 
taking decisions. In each specific case, the Council_ had to do nothing more than adopt practical and pro
cedural measures, which did not involve any modification of Treaties or any questions of doctrine. Naturally 
questions of doctrine are at times concealed behind ~estions of procedure. Thus it is that.procedures-have 
brought about the breakdown of a fundamental clause in the'Treatiesj namely the'one:relating to qualified 
majority voting. vie are not mentioning this in order to raise the problem once again (even though we know 
that the functioning of the institutions will be falsified as long as this problem has not been solved), 
but rather to show that the Council has not even been able to muster the necessary judgement and resol11tion 
to find procedural expedients so as at least to limit the serious damage that is being caused by the blind 
insistence upon achieving unanimity. 

It is for this.reason onoe again (and it will not be the last time) that we are returning to the 
problem of opening up CouEcil debates to the public- a problem that was raised during the Council's prepar
atory debates. It then disappeared from the scene. Why? Because it would have "caused more disadvantages 
than advantages". That is a wholly futile.argument. We know that the Parliament is currently considering the 
question and we hope that it will give it careful thought. Let us make it clear that this public opening we. 
are seeking onlx_concerns the Council's legislative activities. The opponents of public debates believe that 
these could induce the Ministers to-make speeches "for the gallery", which would not serve to speed up matter& 
But at. the same time they acknowledge that, in the majority of cases, the Ministers come to Brussels with 
their speeches already prepared. They are planned almost exclusively with aims of internal policy in view, 
and the Ministers take great care that they are divulged, by means of their spokesmen, to ~heir respective 
national presses.There is therefore neither Europ~an efficiency nor secrecy in·the true sense. Consequently, 
it would be preferable for these speeches to be made in public, and that the whole debate should. be controlled 
by public opinion. 

Perhaps we should the£ be able to understand why it is that the Council is not functioning ••• 
ED!.G. 

sUMMARY L{ du~- LtrT-3 lJo, ('317 
1 -EDITORIAL: 'The Council of Ministers and the taking of "practical measures"' 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: ~ : Opening of the Conference and statement by Mr. _!ndersen on behalf of the 

of the Community ~Arrests in Athens - Kissinger to visit Peking -Norway on road to neutrality? 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1317 (new serfes): 

~5 
5 bis 

---8-9 

9-10 

~ 
12 

13 

- ]Uropean Parliament: Opening of the· session - Commission accused D~ inefficiency - Council replies 
- Debate on energy problems - Press Conference by Mr. Berkhouwer on institutional problems -
Towards the constitution of a Communist group -The Group of the Progressive European Democrats 
organises itself. 

-Multinational firms: a Community policy is drawn up 
- American scrap: exports restricted 
- Soyabeans: US embargo on exports 
- Decision procedures and coordination of Community action: the Council has not respected the dead~ 

line 
-GATT: Director-general's preliminary draft report- Community overall plan 
- i@C?spain: negotiation-on steel products 
- European symposium on contamination by mercury and cadmium 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFOOMATION 
- Coal product~: April 1973 
- Mannesman authorised to take a holding in Demag 
- ECONOMrC INTERPENEI'RATION No 2146 

EUROPE/Documents No 74S: Report by the European Commission on the tax arrangements for holding companies 
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',J,::;;.,' ¥ 
· , Helsinki : The Death-Knell of United Europe ? z 

Man;' cr. ~o-called llhistoricll hour has been proclaimed in the course of history. Whether or not the 
opening - which took place yesterday in Helsinki - of the European Conference on Security and ~ 
Cooperation will also merit this term, is yet to be seen. We will perhaps know the answer to this 
when, thanks to the 11 concehsus 11 , that is to say,unanimity procedure, decisions will have been taken l~ 
and their "implementation" announced. lil 

For the moment and faced with this chorus of voices evincing an often forced optimism, we 
consider it of the greatest importance to state one truth~~ich is perhaps unpleasant but one 
which nevertheless must not be overlooked~ it being that this conference risks going down in history 
as the moment whe .. the death-knell was sounded of the great hopes of creating a united and independellt 
Europe hArboured by all those free and democratic countries who were prepared to allocate a part of 
their powers to a common authority and were resolved to work together to bring about a peaceful trans
formation of the-structure of society in a way which reflected more strohgly the aspirations and requ~ 
rements of their peoples, (and not only of the European peoples). 

Such a Europe would inevitably exert an almost irresistible attraction for countries which w~re 
subject to regimes which did not respect the freedom of the individ~a\ and could also exert a great 
influence for peace in the world. · 

Such a Europe could be a new model for civilization : it would be held in respect. However the 
creation of such is put into doubt by the organisers of the COnference whose declared aim is the 
historic crystallisation of the present situation in Europe. By this cqstallisationt.,...the process 
of European unification could come to a halt, possibly irrevocably. this is in fact the real objective 
of the Soviet Union. We must be brave enough to recognise the fact that the Soviet Union has never 
been closer to obtaining this goal which it has been seeking ever since the first hopes of uniting 
Europe were born. Perhaps we should also thank- our American friends in this respect for whom·;'the 
realpolitik consists in brutally discarding anything which appears in any way Utopian in nature. 
However one thing is certain : those responsible for this situation ate the Europeans themselves., who 
have wasted precious years. 

If __ Europe today had this "identity" which is all too often talked about, if it were, as is now 
said an entity, it could contr:i,bute in a positive and efficient m:antter to the establishing of the. 
dialogue and cooperation which should aim to eliminate any risk of conflic~ in Europe (but not only 
in Europe). In the present situation, it is undergoing the dialogue and has accepted the consequences 
of it in advance. Certainly, formally speaking, any -trade problems which would be brought up, would 
come within the scope of the CoiiiiiiUility Institutions. But to be serious : does anyone really believe 
that what is really historically at stake at the Helsinki conference is trade? 

Em.G. 

1 
suMMARY oJ tt ~ ut r ~ ~c, • f~~ 

- EDITORIAL : Helsinki : The Death-Knell of United Europe? 

2 - POLinCAL DAY : Political Consultation between the Nine on 23 July 
In the E.P., the french @lllllunists reject any idea of supranationality 
E,c.s.c. : Soviet dOcument - diad leaves Joint African and Malagasy Organization (OCAM) 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 1318 

3 - American measures in the soya sector : Mr. Lardinois goes to Washington 
- FliRosiNDicAf : low 

/
5~6-7 - European Parliament : Debate o~ enew po~cr - debate on· action programme for envin;.;:nt 

pollcy- cooperation with the ~iifr:J.ot-·ParU~~+- reJection of a resolution C011certtiitc rench 
nuclear tests - supP.le~entary~f - Forthco g GAtf negotiations and statement by Sir 
.Bhristopher Soames - .dialogue wi Presideilt ~ 

7 - Mr Ortoli to visit Denmark- Euz:ean Social rtilid Committee : examination of budget 
8 - · s ricul al rodtict$ _- 1 ro-..ement in iliiPOrts r~gime 

B te raise to % 
OM C AND FINMfClAL INFOMMA'l'ION 

9 - EbF : New decisions on finance 
- DAC/OEXID : public aid fell in 1972 

10 - MOtor Vehicles 1 Commission 1 s provisions regarding seats 
- OECD group No 3 and the revaluation of the DM 

11 - Aids in favour of coal : increase in 1972 
- French Steel tndustp ·: concern about the GAT'l' negotiations 
- 9Aff : Nomination o two joint_ directors general 

12-13 - ECOMOMIC INTERmETRA1'ION No 2147 

EUROPE/BRIEF NOTES No 368 : Belgium-Luxembourg economic union 
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EillTOIUAL '_;,;f 

The 't.m:welcolllt\- mle·~M Cis&andra Jtl 
According to some, eur pessimism regarding the possible consequences of the European secu:rity =' 

ference for the future of Europe is exaggerated. 
Nevertheless, this pessimism is justified insofar .as the recent development of international eve 

has not led to any serious reaction and above all to any European reaction on ,the part of our countries. 
The facts are there. Europe is heading towards a statute for a 11 zone rotected!! b a 11 double nuclear r
antee"from outside. A kind of immeasurably extended Locamo agreemen • We 1 not o 1 _ s t re not een a 
joiiit reaction from Europe, but paying homage to the sacred principles of 11national.!Ln&lpeude!lce'' (whllt a 
wohderful thing!J the European states (although"united in deciding their destiny": Jobert dixit) have ig
nored e-yen the principle of such a joint reply. This is using. the !Jpetioits .. argument that 11a series of ..sim.o
iiar repliesn woUld be more effective. 

Throughout the preparations for the conference, there were any number of warning signs. They have rtot 
brought about the "jolt" to European will which might have been hoped for. The Omference is at present in 
its initial stage, that of laying down principles and objectives. It is possible to catch glintpses in: these 
ltatements of all.usicat frcm which it can be deduced that there is an awareness of the dangers. BUt we wait 
in vain for the Iog:t conclusions to be drawn. 

The speech made by Mr. Michei Jobert in Helsinki contained some such allusions. lt was thus that the 
Ftench Foreign Affairs Minsiter remarked lucidly that if security is 11the freedom of self-detennination 
without pressure. and threats", there is also ,_;~rent securi}f. He could have added that this apparent 
security is the lethal tRt: whiCh the Euz;oPeans sk l'81iliig to. lt is unfortunately not enough to be 
aware of the daliger., as T. Jobert was in saJlrig that hkUrope Is not a sEecial zone where international law 
would not have full effe et". This recognition is not accompanied b;t actiOn. 

Now, the whole of the Conference on security (and not only the preliminary discussions on reduction 
of ams) is tending to make ~f Europe a "speclai zone" consisting of (and Mr. OrolDJko did hot conceal this) 
special undertakings -govemed by special bodies. ~rtainly, Mr. Oromyko spoke of the "freedom of peoples to 
decide their own fate". Cohesion would force him to :recognize for the European peoples,or other continents, 
the right to create acco:rding to the fomul~ they conside:r appropriate, economic or even political union 
and possibly to pooi their defences; The ~ver.se · is happpttlng: the Soviet Union has always opposed European 
enterpri1e and it continues to do so, possibly through a go-between in the shape of "friendly" parties and 
11pa:rall.el" a·ssociations. 

we·-.houl.d be 1essJessimistic if we could discem the smallest sign of coherent will and action. For 
the moment, the coht:radi ions and the selfislmess, e-.en hational prideBn'! p:reyenti.ng this will f:rom showing 
itself. Those who are wortied. cannot but Elar the unwelcome role of Cassandra. ••• 

1 
2 

Em. o. 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: "~welcome role of Cassa.ndra" 
- POIJTICAL DAYt The new European Progressive Democrats Group in the E.P. - The Conmon Market of· 

the Caribbean- Greece and the• Council of Europe -Coup d'etat in Rwanda 

DAILY BULLETin No 1319 (new series) : 

3-4-5-6- - European Parliamenti Debate and resolution on the economic and monetary union - strenghtening 
1 of budgetary powers - debates on the regional policy - functioning of the EEC/Turkey Association 
7 - Leftist Farm-workers Organisations form on Community basis 
8 - European Economic Cooperation. Leagii.e.: stance on monetary problems 

9 

10 

11 

12-13 

- ECOSOC: session opens 
...! French bank rate: raised to 8.5% 
-Multinational companies: extent of the phenomenon in the EEC 
- Region!'!:!...!!~: modification of Community regime 
- EIB: contribution of new Member States to reserves 
- Spanish Chambers of Commerce in the EEC criticize the Community negotiating position with respect 

to Spain 
- Production capacity of malt-houses: 

sion's replies to written questions 
37/73 (Vrede_ling). 

ECONOMIC INTERP»lETRATION No 2148 

Commission's rep1;y to question no.72J/72 by Mr. Friih. Commis-
7!3/72 (Vredeling), 47/73 (Vredeling , 49/73 (Vredeling) and 
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- FR~NCOIS VISINE z ABC de !'Europe : Tome V L'Europe militaire, Librairie Generale de Droit et de 
prudenoe R. Pichon et R. Durand-Auzias'"12Q and 24 Rue Soufflot, Paris 5e), 1972, two volumes (total 831 
We shAll he returning to this work, which iR in the form of an Encyclopaedia, and the last volume in the 
ABC of Europe series (the four previous editions related to the politir-.al, legal, 
Europe). 

- FERNAND DEHOUSSE: Les Eta.ts Membres, le Conseil et la Couunission, Extract from"La Couununaute et ses 
Membrea", Symposium orga.nised in Liege on 101 11 and 12 Janw>:ry 1973, Institut d 'Etudes Juridiques Eu.rop 
de la Faculte dP. Droit de l'Universite de Liege. Published by Faculte de Droit (Liege) and Martinus Ni 
(The Hague), J973, 56 pages. -The object of this report by Mr. Dehousse is to analyse the mechanisms govern
ing the relationship that has sprung up with ttme between the Member States on the one hand a.ndthe Council and 
Commission on the other. 

- CHRISTOPHER BRLLAMY and GRAHAM D.CHILD : Common Market Law of Com,etition, Sweet &·Maxwell (London) and 
Matthew Bender ?r. Co Inc (New York), June 1973, 361 pages, Price : ,t • 75• - The Community regulation on· com:
petition, which is still unfamiliar to British industrialists and their advisers, if'! however of iiiiiiiC3diate 
interest to British firms. This book explains these regulations and shows the way in .which they are applied 
by me'A.ns of precisP. ~xamples. 

- GRAHAM CIDLD anrl JOHN K!ANS : Britain, Europe and the Law, Young Fabian pamphelt no. 34, Fabian Society 
(11 ~rtmouth Street, London SWlH 9BN), 1973, 55 pages, Price z 64p• -Britain's courtrooms will perhaps have 
to contend with a constitutional crisis as a result of membership to the European Community, according to the 
authors. No one in the legal profession is in any position to say that the courts should comply with a' future· 
British Parliament passing laws that contradict Community legislation. 

I ' 

- KAISER-MAYER-ULE : Recht und System des_offentlichen Dienstes in den Landern Schweden, Sohweiz, Spanien, 
Vereinigte Staaten von Amerika. Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Baden-Baden/GDR), 1973, 416 pages, 51.60 DM. -As 
a supplement to the report by the GFR ntudy Committee on reforming the law governing the civil service, 11 
volumes of supplementary information have been published. The volume in question (no.2) .contains an analysis 
of the civil service in Sweden, Switzerland, Spain and the United States. 

- Official External Financing in Latin American Development Strategy t Impliaations for the Seventies, Inter
American Economic and Social Council, General Secretariat of the Organisation of American States (Washington, 
D.c. 2006), 1973, 115 pages, $2. 
• Guidelines for Achieving Maximum Employment and Growth in Latin America, OAS (see previous book), 1973, 
240 pages, tU. 

-Bulletin de Droit Nucleaire, No 11, April 1973 1 Agence pour l'Energie Nucleaire de l'OCDE, Paris. This bul~ 
letin contains headings on legislative work, jurisprudence and administrative decisions, international organ
isations. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fur Internationale P9litik, Bonn. Suuunaryz Third World domination in ~he United 
Nations; Turkey and development in the Western Mediterranean; India as a predominant regional power? The 
documentation section contains texts on the visit to Federal Germany by Mr. Leonid Brezhnev. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 - POLTTTCAL DAY: E.P. Resolution on DiRarmament - Statement by Jean Durieux, Chairman of the Liberal 

Group in the E.P. -Opposition from British opinion to the EEC - ~ t end of first phase 

~AlLY BUL~N No 1320 (new serie8): 

1-5 
) 

)-1 

9 

10 

-Mr. Boerma, Director-General of FAO, has talks with·the Commission 
- European Social Fund: favourable opinion from the Committee of the Fund to 32 requests 
- VAT: f!ommi Rsi.on's proposals on uni.form rate 
- Transgabonese Railwey Project: study meeting on 11 and 12 Jnly 
- E.P. sessions statement by~~. Lardinois on ~er surpluses - utilisation of funds from the 
~ideline" section of th~F -harmonisation of 1egislations on cosmetics - "deta.xing'' of 
free aids - towards an adequate representation in the UN 

- EEC delegations in Japan and the United States: Commission's proposals 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INF<F.MATION 
- OECD: Economic situation in Iceland 
- ~ean S ce Conference: to be held in Brussels on 12 July 
- EEC Switzerlandt talks on Rhine traffic 
- OECDz Work of the steering committee 
- "§iiiar roblemsz CdiiiDission reply to written question no.48/73 by Mr. Vredeling and to question 

no. ~3_172 {Vredeling) 
11 - The Week in Europe 
12-13 - ECOOO.MIC INTERFENEI'RATION No 2149 

EUROPEVDocuments No 746/747 s French Foreign Policy - Speech by Mr. Jobert on 19 June and ensuing debate 
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~~ll -~ 

Return to the Centre-Left in Italy ...(1\ 

Italy has, since yesterday, had a new Government, which is presided over b,y a man of extensi45 
political experience and who is one of the "second generation" Christian Democrats - Mr. Jlariano Rumor. . 

The indications we: outlined in our editorial of 14 June have proved correct. Although with al 'vo.._ 
the reservations provoked by a long tradition of instability and marked individualism, we can now safely 
say that the far-reaching change that has been introduced into Italian politics has produced results. 

In what did this change lie ? Firstly, in the Democrazia Cristiana's awareness of the vital need 
to end the "sterile power game" Within the party. A party that collects 40'% of the electorate's votes, and 
which is therefore an important people's party, has responsibilities that prevent it from playing the fatal 
game of systematically destroying its own leaders. The second important change has been within the S~cialist 
Party, which is the third political party, after the Communists 1 it has realised that only by sincere-and 
unselfish cooperation will the Christian Democrats be able to be prevented from moving towards the right, 
or even forging a compromise with the so-called "national right", who want to set up an authoritarian policy. 
The "centrist" experiment that has been under wa:y since the elections of f.ky 1972 h~ confirmed that, de"pite 
the democratic commitment of a number of Christian Democrat and Liberal leaders (as, ~or instance, the PLI 
chief, Mr. Malagodi), true "centrality" in Italy can only be achieved with the support of the backbone of 
the leftist forces, who are rallied under the Socialist flag• It is also the only way of ensuring that a 
"popular front" type of situation does not arise in the country, which is ha.td- to ililagine happening· in view 
of the imbalance of strength existing between the Socialist and Communist parties (1 1 3). 

The unusual swiftness with which the crisis was solved (a new record of under three weeks) is the 
major sign of the~hange that has taken place. The-other is the return of leading Christian Democrats to 
the key posts and the presence of several new men in the Government (the "third generation"). We note in 
particular, ·as well as. the return of Mr.~ to the Foreign Ministry and Mr~ Malfatti to the difficult. 
problem of National Education, the concentrataon of the economic reins of power into the hands of three 
front-line politicians, Messrs. La Malfa, Emilio Colombo and Antonio Giolitti, who are also much respected 
economic experts ; they belong to three different political parties, but their views converge to a large 
degree and their temperaments are conducive to cooperation. !he new Government is likely to launch vigorops 
action on the Euro~ea~ front so as to confirm Italy's commitment, but also in order to strengthen the mach
inerY for European solidarity. Let us not forget that it was Mr. Colombo who brought about in his time the 
"recQnciliation" of interests between financial experts and economi~ts, and who demanded a precise co•it
ment from the Community with respect to regional policy. 

The new Government may count on at least 371 votes (out of 630) in Parliament. At the beginning, 
it can profit· from the "non hostile" attitude of the major trade unions. Its immediate action will be towal'ds 
combatting inflation ; a price freeza will be the first phase. 

En. a • 
. SUMMARY ~ t lO ~q~ L rrT3 

l - EDITORIAL : Return to the Centre-Left in Italy 

2 - POLITICAL DAY : The new Italian Centre-Left Government comes into office - "Political 
Consultations" on the part of the Nine will take place in Copenhagen - European Security 
Conference : the second phase will begin in Geneva on 29 August 
French nuclear tests 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1321 (New series) : 

3 - Economic and rooneta union : problems concerning introduction of the second stage 
- EEC S ain and EEC Israel : negotiations to open next week 

-4:- - Ag;rilculture : American restrictions and the shortage of cereals 
5 - 6- UNICE : memorandum on Community social policy 

--6-- -~aids for West Africa 
-Aids for coking coal =·new dr~ft regime 

7 ~Bahamas are invited to conference of EEC/Associated countries 
_.---- Commonwealth and its relations with the EEC 

- United Kingdom authorized to impose quotas for imports of cotton yarn 
- Uruguay amogst the beneficiaries of customs exemption 

8 - Monetary markets : meeting of the governors of the central banks 
declaration on the part of Mr. de Clerq 

- OECD : situation in Sweden 
9 -PriCe of Steel : alterations in prices - position of British prices 
10 - European Telecommunications Co : proposal by Mr. Layton 
~European Patent : conference in ·the Autumn 

- German prototype centrifuge for Uranium enrichment 
- Merger Thyssen~einstahl 
- ECONOMIC AND FIN~CIAL INFORMATION 

ll - WEEKLY APPFl'IDIX 
12-13 - ECONOMic I.NTERP~E1RATIO.N l'fo 2150 
EUROPE/Documents No 368 : B.L.E.U. a) Belgium and: .I..ttxemhoUrg:.-Ec6nolili.c .Union 
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EDITORIAL 

Monetary .Disorder and frade 

21st year - No 1322 (n.s. 
Wednesday 11 July 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The declarations contained in paragraph 5 of the expose of the motives behind the EEC' s general concep~ 
with regard to the GATT trade negotiations (see EUROPE/Documents No. 750) according to which it is 
rtecessary to make moves parallel to the negotiations in question towards the "setting up of a just an ~ 
lating monetary system 11 are often interpreted in a simplistic fashion, a fact which naturally has a 
far greater effect on the minds of a poorly informed public. In other words there is a tendency to sta 
or give the impression that further devaluations of the dollar would make the so-called Nixon Round ft~C 
trade negotiations useless because American exports would benefit from increased competitiveness which ~~ 
would cancel out the advantages which Europe (and the United States' other trading partners) would gain 
from a lowering of customs barriers. From this point it j s a short step to "threatening" not to hold 
the Nixon Round and certain parties believed they could make this step. 

One might wonder just how serious and well-founded such a threat actually is. First observation 
the trade negotiations do offer - as is their basic objective - reciprocal advantages. Not to negotiate 
in the case of a devaluation of th~ dollar consequently means accepting all the disadvantages of such 
a devaluation and giving up the advantages offered by a lowering of barriers ( and as American customs 
barriers are higher than European ones, we would be losing a relatively greater-advantage.) 

Second observation : The very fact that a currency undergoes a revaluation or a devaluation 
according to the judgement of the market apparently has the sole effect of curing an unhealthy situation. 
Consequently it would not be logical or possible to oppose such operations. It is obvious that the flow 
in trade and the change in the value of currencies are two phenomena which are closely linked together 
(although the European countries have always denied this link, see lengthy discuaaion by Rey Committee 
of the OECD). On the other hand, if the dismantling of tariff barriers were to be systematically 'tied 
tO undertakings .regarding monetary stability, there would be no mre negotiations on tariffs.Let us 
merely recall,moreover,the monetary devaluations and manipulations which took place after the Dillon 
round and the Kennedy round. And what is more nobody called into question the reciprocal tariff reduct
ions which were introduced. Furthermore, the I.M.F. offered a means of protection against "sudden 
devaluations. 

'file danger of this situation is that the "threat" which is talked about might be taken seriously. 
Thus nothing would stop the Americans from allowing the dollar to fall in order to assure considerable 
advantages for themselves on the. export markets:< and even more so inthat the majority of their imports 
are carried out in terms of dollars and hence they would not undergo an increase in costs). 

The problem is therefore not a question of knowing whethe•r the dollar may or may not be revalued 
but of knowing whether a system of floating exchange rates is· to be retained - which does not include 
the obligation to support one's own currency, the evaluation of which is left to the market, tha.t is. 
speculation - or should it be desirable to introduce a system which imposes disciplines - like that 
of Bretton Woods - one in which - in contrast to that of Bretton Woods - ",symmetry" of ..Qbligations is 
imposed. 

Paradoxically, the Europeansare acting as if they Wfre wishing for the dollar to take up once 
again its erstwhile role of exchange standard whilst th~ aim is precisely to abolish this privilege. 
We shall retum to this question. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY \ l ~ l t:tq3 ~ , ~ "?-L...... 

l - EDITORIAL : Monetary Disorder and Trade 

2 - POLITICAL DAY : Mr. Walter Scheel : Bonn to devote its efforts to the European problem 
-Mr. Brezhnev satisfied with the Helsinki meeting- Mexico : legislative elections 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1322 (New series) : 

3 - Supplementary budget of more than 800 million u.a. 
4 - Situation on: the monetary markets : position of the Commission 

- Denmark : bank rate up to 8% 
- Benelux : will not yet apply customs tariff to manufactured tobaccos 

5 - Mexico in favour of a trade agreement with the EEC 
- EDF : Loan to Reunion for road development 
- COMEPRA wants revision of agricultural policy 
- EEC AASM : Declaration on the part of the Secretary General of OAU 

,Af' - EEC AASM : Euro-Africru1 M.P.s remain attached to the association (meeting in Bruges) 
-7/ - European Space Conference : 12 July in Brussels 

8 

9 

- Major industrial finance institutes : in favour of flexible cooperation 
- Petroleum : working out of concrete proposals 
- EO/WCL : talks on guidelines of social action programme 
- Single trade . union position regarding the social action programme proposed by CGIL/CGT 
- The Commission re lies to written questions 46/72 (Vredeling),~_(jahn),663/72 (Vredeling), 

2 2 Vredeling , 7Q6/72 (Baas), ~ (Girardin), 00 72 (Bo~0/72 (Vredeling), 5.iJ.1 
Vredeling), .MJ. (Lord O'Hagan), ~ (Jahn), 470 72 Vredeling , 577/72 (Jahn), 7.S!IlJ.J:. 

(Cifarelli). 
10 - ECru advocates regional fund provided with a('.equate financial means. 
~ - Energy : Community energy balance and structures for 1973 

12 - 1.1 ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2151 
EI'R(lPE/nocumcnts No 7 50 - The EEC' s overall concept on the GATT trade negotiations. 
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E))I'IURIAL 1. IRQ A p ,#, 
A European Government for World Monetary Ord~ ~ '· ·""·· J ', ,.; ~ • ~ J ~ 

Kaldor recently wrote : even when one 1 s basic premises are correct, one can arrive at totally erroneo~ 
conclusions. But when these basic premises are false, there is no hope at all of arriving at correct 
conclusions. It is with this attitude that Mr. Mitterrand, is joining the ranks of several principal lf, 
heads of European industries, in requesting the French government to refuse to take part in the GATT l'ia t 
multilateral trade negotiations. 

Let us consider the case where France, Europe and the other trade partners would accept this 
"Council". They would then have to be capable of facing up to the consequences of such an attitude. 
It could then well happen,· par.ticularly in the climate ot' the sort of "trade war" which would thus 
develop, that the United States would actually allow the dollar to go into a "free fall". The competit
iveness of American goods would become such that present customs barriers would have no more meaning. 
It would become necessary to apply surcharges (varying according to the rate of devaluation) or even 
qaantative restrictions. Moreoyer, European exports to the United States would become far more expens
ive and the United States could limit them even further through the application of surcharges or quotas 
or they might introduce levies or quotas for SJme of their exports. Certain limited and privileged sect
ors might look upon all this with satisfaction but those, but hose who are we 1 acquainted with the 
present structure of trade, particularly between Europe and the United States realize that it would 
etttail a real catastrophe ( not to mention the usual speeches about the necessity of solidarity in the 
llestem World and so on ) • At the same time, the basic problem of the fluctuating mass of dollars, 
which is esca in the c ntrol of the American moneta authorities would have been by no means solved. 
In fact it can not be so ve t means o even arge-scale dev uation, given the existing relationship 
between this mass and the volume of goods which could theoretically be bought. 

Monetary order cannot be restored by means of more or less simple formulas, but rather, on the one 
hand through the cooperation of the monetary authorities and on the other through the patient formation 
of a system of mutually accepted disciplines set in a context of guarantees. The question concerns 
lmowing whether the United States accept both one and the other. Firstly, let us Diake it clear that the 
United States have already the fact, within the group of twenty that monetary reform is based on a ser
ies of principles amongst which those of the general convertibility of currencies, the reduction of 
the role of national currencies as reserve instruments and the equality of rights and obligations 
are included. Secondly, let us point out that Mr. Paul Volcker in a recent statement (26 June) he made 
before the joint economic committee of Congress, said that"the cur.i;ent arrangements are not a substitute 
for agreed long-range reform", stressing that "they are appropriate to the present period of transition". 
The action to be undertaken is, consquently that of controling this transition (thanks to concerted 
efforts on the part of the central banks) and preparing seriously for the reform of the system. 

If the 11Nine" wish to exert an effective influence both over transition and long-term solutions, 
they have no need to imagine absurd strategies based on the present increased disorder. The contribution 
which they can make is to present a single attitude which is not the result of an artificial compromise 
but rather that of a genuine homogeneousness. This can only happen as the result of the transformation 
of the customs union into an economic union containing structures and mechanisms which ensure homogeneous 
behaviour or in the case of divergent behaviour, the intervention of balancing mechshisms. To translate 
this into political terms means to be possessed of a European economic government wliic'h has .its own 
objectives and its own effective tools. 

Em..C. 

SUMMARY f-z. -:\t4L<o- l l-fT ~ l0o 
1 - EDI'IDRIAL : A European Government for World Monetary Order 

2 - POLITICAL DAY : Forthcoming political consultations between the Nine 
Statement by Mr. Brandt on European Cooperation 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1323 (New series) : 

3 - Mr. Lardinois to visit Washington on 19 July 
- EUROSYNDICAT : marked drop 

3-4 - Agricultural Council next week : examination of agricultural situation 
4 - MOnetary situation : Improvement in the state of the dollar 

- EEC/AAS~ : Lagos conference 
5-6 - Fruit and Vegetables : 1973 crops 
6-7 - EECI'4tin America : towards the Q..reation of a COIIIIlon centre for tile expansion of trade 
7 - Agreement : the Commission condemns agreement in the gas boiler sector in Belgium 
8 - New steel orders ; receipts for the first five months 

- Uranium enrlcliiiient ny ultracentrifugation 
- Dlstoms measures applied by the EEC 

9 - oosrAroup : third countries' interest in scientific cooperation 
- fiUilaiii& : efforts at :research and innoTation 

10 - IISI 1 lfe:tt~ . .meeting in Johannesburg in October 
- '60ai mines s Output per shift 
- ShfiF§i1din& : probable m1deractivity in shiP-yards 
- OOMPOSITE PRUE : 54.17 dollars per ton 

11 - The Euro an Commission re lies to written questions 4 9 72 and 585/72 (Vredeling), ( 622~7f (Jahn) 
~'T.7~2 L · g , 59 73 O'Hagan), 40~72 (Vredeling), 7 73 {Della Brletta),661/72 Vre e ing) 

2 72 (Vredeling), 52 73 (0 1Hagan), 5 73 and 149/72 0 1 Hagan). 
12-J.3 - EOONOMIC INI'mPENETRATION No 2152 
EUROPE/Brief Notes No 3~ : Denmark. 
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Friday 13 July 1973 

The infonnation we have published in our "Political Day" regarding the forthcoming "political con 
ations" of the nine Foreign Affairs Ministers is worrying and not so much because the meeting is to take "C 
place in Copenhagen, while on the same day the Community Council is to meet in Brussels or because the -il-l 
pean Commission has not been invited. 

For these two decisions, justifiable legal arguments can be found, even if the most obvious consequence 
is that public opinion will understand less and.less about Europe and will not be able·to see why those 
who have the task of building up Europe carefully avoid meeting and talking with each other. Public opinion 
cannot grasp at al~ the subtle distinctions between cooperation, concerting efforts, integration. It is, how
ever, aware of the fact that the obvious progress being made in the interpenetration of the markets will serve 
no useful purpose or might even be dangerous (for it gives too much power to organized economi~ forces) if 
they are not in a framework of a unified political vision and do not lead to a joint course of action affect
ing the very structure of society. These 11little manoeuvres" which aim at and are limited to procedures t:hil
only disconcert and perhaps disgust public opinion. 

~at is really worrying in all this issue is that it underlines the contradictory and sometimes baffling 
nature of European policy as it is conceived and established by Paris. At the v~ry time it could be hoped 
that 'France had at last decided to play the role which must be played by it (and which it has played) in 
European integration, the actions in no way correspond to the ~pes. Whereas it was recognized by all that 
to progress w~th tbis integration problems of doctrine should be cast aside in order to stick to reality and 
make this evolve towards mutually accepted objectives, French diplomacy seems to reject any pragmatism or 
flexibility, taking refuge behind texts which it interprets in the most restrictive sense (in the case in 
question concerning the political consultations, the 1970 text states that meetings will nonnally be held in 
the country which has the presidency, which implies the possibility of waiving this principle) and does so 
in the name of a doctrine which is that of the most distinct separation possible of political cooperation and 
Community course of action. And at the same time, Mr. Jobert states the the "European peoples" know that the 
real debate concerns their security, that is to say European defence. But is it possible to imagine that as 
things stand such a process may disregard that of economic integration and the existence of its instruments 
which have, whether we like it or not, a political tendency? Who could be interested, in the present circum
stances, which present great difficulties for Europe, in reviving an institutional controversy? Is it poss
ible that at a tiJte whEm the fate of Europe is being decided, squabbles over minor details could paralyse 
all development, giving rise to division where unity is needed? Em. G. 
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This work, published as volume L7 of thc trEuropean Law Publicitionsr edited by the Law'Institue of'?lfl
turopean Commturities of the tlniversity of Cologne, contains fourteen studies by Professor Dr. nodo nOrneq'$g4fl
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of Rome (in the light of the clecision in the Continenta-l- CAn case), the final statement of the Paris Sunnit.
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Justice deals with the cases International- Fruit Co. against Produkschap voor Grroenten en Fnrit and the Euro-
pemballage case.

'30 .Iour-s-d'Europe. No 180-181, July-August IQIJ, Paris (6I rue des Belles Feuilles). - This issue gives
ronsiderable coverage to the rrsahel operationtt. It also contains a portrait of Mr. Glaude Cheysson, new

mber of the European Commission.

y'Europaische GemeinscLalt, No /J, ;uly/August L973, Brussels - Bonn. The theme of this issue is the diffic*
@indudinganinterviewwithMr.Cheysson.rndMr.HansHertertG6tz'/r
- @RN :Coumier. Jtme L9'/J, C,eneva, This number ilcludes an account of the Frascati conference on instrum-
entation in physics and energy,
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EDitoRIAL , <" 

The real problem • o o and the others. $ 
The statements made by Mr. Jobert concerning European Defence have been pointed out by us and ~-· 
interpreted by the majority of commentators as being the indication of a profound change in policy, n 
or rather the realization of the fact that Europe which has made somuch progress along the road to f I!C 

1 economic and commercial integration (and it still has a long way to go), is from now on cOmpelled ~.~ 8 

by force of circumstances to reflect on its own political identity and consequently consider its ~ng 
position in the world and the best way of ensuring its security. ,~ 

It is impossible to judge the result of these reflections in advance. Even without having to • on 
repeat how difficult some O:f the problems which arise are, it is obvious that there is nothing to L 

indicate that they will necessarily and automatically result in the creation of a whole European 
panoply of nuclear and classical annaments. Neither can it be said what will be the nature of the 
telations which will have to exist between a ~ropean Defence and the whole of Western Defence which 
at the present time is assured by NATO and which it is certainly not in Europe's interest to destroy. 
What is certain is that the debate must be opened, and that Europe must acquire the Tilitical ca~acitt 
to provide itself with a defence of its own. The existence of such a political capac ty will Intsel 
be a new factor in world balance and permit problems to be approached in a different way from tha~ 
in which we are able to :consider them·at the present time. 

Steps have been taken in order to open this debate in real terms. On Thursday, Mr. Van Elslande 
revealed to European journalists that the Belgian Ambassador in Paris had been given the responsibilitr 
of finding out what interpretation should be given to Mr. jobert's statements. We are not too far from 
the truth in saying that Qther steps have been taken in the same direction. It only remins for us to 
await the results. However in the meanwhile what is happening? Mr. Van Elslande said that the shadow 
bf vhat lllight be called the princip~ matter absent from the agenda of the European Summit in Paris, 
that is to say, that of defence,is looming ever greater over discussions between the Nine. He went on 
to add : 11 We are now convince that on the occasion of their next meeting, the Heads of State or of 
Government will no longer be able to avoid this problem". 

Unfortunately, between now an the next Summit (in 1975) the Conununity must not only continue 
to exist but also progress, develop and take innumerable political decisions. Preparation for this 
mythical Summit has not even begun ( a third of the time available has already been lost), and this 
stagnation is certainly harmful. The Community doubtless requires political impulsion in order to 
progress but nonetheless it should not wait for the "manna11 of political formation to fall upon 
it in order to start moving. To say that the real problem is that of defence is all well and gopd, 
but it should not be taken as a pretext for ignoring probl~ms which arise ~' each and every day, 
and for not providing them with the European solution which they demand. 

&.G. 
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,E:EI!.QRIAL 

~EE1!!£!E~new responsibilities upon the Co~unitx 

21st year- No 1327 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 18 July 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

It is now up to the Governments of the Member States to commit themselves to promoting a debate 
on European defeE~~ It goes without saying that it will not be easy to find a common position and a common 
objective, but it is not·an impossibility. Pressure of external events, coupled with the increas~ng unity 
and solidarity between European peoples, will see to it that the obstacles that were once thought insuperable 
will in fact be overcome. Consequently, and as we gave to be understood yesterday, the continuation of carrying 
out the commitments set out in the Treaties, and those made in succession to the European Summit meetings in 
The Hague and Paris, must not be made subject to the outcome of the debate on defence. On the contrary, action 
must be taken to ensure that the progress achieved in all other fields of Community influence should have a 
positive effect on this debate. 

This positive influence is, moreover, already visible. Why is it that those who twenty years earlier 
had opposed the European Defence Community are now discovering that this is again becoming a current topic? 
Probably partly because the world political context has altered. But one of the factors of this change is in 
fact the existence of the Community, and of a Community which includes Great Britain. In 1953, the Europe of 
the Six was for the main part a glorious hope; in praciice, it was no more than an embryo in which no one but 
a few specialists with particular foresight was interested. Today the Community of the Nine is a reality which, 
though far from having followed up all its possibilities, has already transformed the setting in which it is 
evolving, both from within and from without. In 1953, the partisans of the Defence Community were accused ot 
wanting to start building Europe from the roof, without having first laid the eeonomic and psychological foun
dations. Today it is the former opponents of the Defence Community who.are realiziftg that the time has oome 
to start thinking about the roof. 

~~.1-lt would be d~ous to think that ~~!_:of conso!'idating the walls of this edific! 
can now be relaxe~. This task must basically be carried out by the Community institutions, and in particular 
by the Council, in its capacity as a legislative body. The Institutions were.p~esented by the Paris Summit 
o~.an overall basis with a set·of projects which, if brought.to fruition, would.enabla·the Cemmunity to make 
the "quality jump" that.is expected of it. The Summit gave objec.ll.!!.!; these have b~en clarified and set out 
in detail in a series of thorough-going studies by the CoiiiBission, which. has :been ·nrking·heaaer and tonge 
fo~ the first half of the year. During_ the second half, it must move·on:to the decision!nd implemen1ation 
f,h.as•• This will probably require the Community to be conferred with "responaibilities:in new.fields'!. Mr .• 

t, in his foreign policy speech, set a condition for the attribution of these-new•respenaibilities, 
namely, that their objectives· should be "clearly defined and .fully accepted".'This.will -only be possible 
if the Governments, represented in the Council, have the ~ill to succeed. by cooperating, as is their duty add 
as prescribed by the Treaty, with the Commission which, for its part, has fulfilled its mandate. Em. G. 

1.; 
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EDITORIAL 

When actions contradict principles 

DAILY BULLETIN 

It is, as we stated yesterday, indispensable that the Community as a whole should be attributed with 
new responsibilities, inseveral fields. This principle has been accepted and proclaimed by the Heads 
of State obviously because they wish to see the Community of which they themselves were the founders 
attain the objectives on which the States agree or on which they consider that an agreement is feasable. 

However, when it is a question of transforming fine words into actions, innumerable difficulties 
emerge and this generally happens at the level of the national administrations. This should bring no 
surprise for the building of Europe is a difficult task in itself. However efforts must be pmde to 
identify these difficulties in order to be able to overcome them and this ~st be done precisely in 
order to. prevent the will of the States which is considered at the moment at least to represent the 
will of the .populace, from being frustrated by the sluggishness of the national technostructures who 
are afraid of losing their position of omnipotence and are protecting their position under the excuse 
of defending "national independence". 

These contradictions and distortions occur to often not to deserve· being-pointed out and empha~ized. 
Let us take a concrete example; The French Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Jobert said in the speuch 
he made to the French Chamber of Deputies on 19 June that when objectives are clearly defined, "the 
CoDJDunity - let us be clear on this - will avail itself of the necessary menas for their attainment", 
which clearly means that the owers necessa in order to act will be assi ned to it. But almost at 
the same time, in an, interview with 11Der Spillfel" published ll June , when questioned with regard tg 
iiiwers concerning monet!ry matters which sho d be given to the institutions of the Community, (because 

e EUropeans have always made decisions toolateV said the journalist of Der Spiegel), Mr. Jobert 
replied : " These matters will certainly represent the last field in which the Member States will be 
Pilpared to restrict their powers of decision", thus taking a positive attitude to the principle 
(according to which the Member States must restrict, that is to say, hand over their decision-making 
powers) ·whilst taking a restrictive attitude to its concrete. application. He then added, for good 
measure : 11 the national states will continue to exist in the foreseeable future". Now, it is not the 
existence of these states .which is in question, but rather the possibility for them to exercise monetary 
sovereignty themselves - a possibility which they are in fact lo~ing and one which they could still 
exercise on the European level, by means of the Community institutions. Moreover, another statesJQan, 
the Belgian Minister for Finance, Mr. Willy De Clercq fully understood the situation \fho· wnen,·.g;~:ving an 
account of his term as President ·of the Community Council, ye~terday evening, told us that 11 one of the 
basic causes of our weaknesses is the absence of more forceful procedures in the CoDJDunity ••• We are 
not sufficiently aware of the fact that a certain number of powers can only be exerted efficently on 
the Community level". Coming from a responsible statesman, these statements show· that it is, in fact, 
posslbil.e to act lin.- coherence with the principles which one preaches. 

l 

2 

Em. G. 
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ElnTORIAL 

Africa in Europe 

21st year- No 1329 (n.s.) 
Friday 20 July 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Next week, an event of major importance and of a rather unusual nature is to take place in Brussels. 
This is, as our readers know, the Euro-African conference, at ministerial level, which constitutes 41.:-..first 
contact between the Community, the associated and the associable African colllltries. 

The nine Ministers of the enlarged CoJII!ItUnity will meet those of the 19 countries associated by the 
Yaounde Convention, the three by the Arusha COnvention, and the twenty Commonwealth colmtries mentioned :in 
protocol 22. Others ntay take :part, in particular Ethiopia, Sudan, Liberia. and Guinea. In other words, ali 
Africa south of the Sahara will be present. it is also possible that, perhaps in a different form, the "Med
iterranean"countries of Afric:a with which the Community is negotiating or is intending to negotiate individ
ual agreements of another llid will be there. 

This presence of Afrita in Brussels, that is to say in EUrope, marks the opening of negotiations which 
will undoubtedly encounter difficulties and ghe rise to controwrsies; but which •hou.ld lead to the defW
tion and the strengthening, in 1Jn overall rr;pyhrk of eccmolllic relations between ~rope -that part of EUrope 
which has chQsen to unite in a Comlnlinity - an t e whole of Africa. . 

Mr. Olaude Cbezss~m, who has relieved M:r. J.-F. Deniau in this highly po1itical task within the Oom
llli.ssion, seems to us to have defined with clarity, over and above the actual contents of these relations, the 
~~el"81, 1fJroach the Community intends to take in th~ negotiation_ s. Mr. (lheyss.on ~as s~ated t?at "these offers 
are maae the hope that aU the States concerned will wish to adopt the same font fgr :re:t:atl.ohti 'tlith 
Europe. If, consequently, iii these States cOll.sidered that one of the gUidelines proposed should be modified, 
the Community would reexamine its startd. In other words,· it_.is imperative for all that if you 'StLdesire, 
Atrieans, you may all be associated with us according to the same model". And he added: ttft is my hope that 
it will never be a matter of choo$ing between the three models". 

It is obvious that if this hove is to be realised, a· considerable degree of,fif!xibility will be needed 
in the negotiations, on the part of EUrope, the associated states and the associable states Relations between 
the industrialised countries and the developing cotmtries pose enormous problems, as everyone knows. one of 
these problems is preventing divisions ap:pearing in the Tbirld world. Europe which is itself an example of 
upion - despite the diversity of its peoples - IIIUst fulfil its responsibilities. Preserving, or better still 
strengthening the unity of Africa is -perhaps a first step. Mr. Cheysson considers that in order to progress 
on the world-wide level, the best way is to make a rt!gional show of force, so large that the whole world is 
obliged to take it into acoount. This is an argument wld c.h will have no value unless we are able t.o show that 
we could preserve African Unity. Eln. G. 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication~ .,. ,pr.) 
is worth noting are reviewed under this headin l:~ 

DREYER :}a Scandinavie face a l'~urope, les Cahiers Atlantiques 1/1973, published in collaborati~~ 
Inst· t Atlantique des Affaires Internationales (Paris) by SAXON HOUSE, D.O. Heath Ltd (Great~ Br) 
1972 was an important year for the Scandinavian countries, with the "no" of Norwa;y, the "yes" 

Denmark and the preparatory work of the CSGE. This is why our colleague, Peter Dreyer, who is the Europea ~ 
correspondent of the New York "Journal of Commerce" has profited from this period to give a rundown on de t 
opments in Scandinavia and thereby bridge in part the wide gap that Eeparates the Scandinavian countries fr 
the rest of Europe as regards communications. 

~Points de Repere, Centre de Recherches Europeennes, Lausanne, 1973, 16 pages, 6.50 F. 
This brochure contains French translations of two historic post-war speeches s b.y ~inston Churc£ill 1 

given on 18 September 1946 at the University of Zurich and by General George Catlett Mars~All, on 5 June 1947 
at Harvard University. 

- Pour un nouvel eguilibre mondial Nord-Bud, Centre de Recherches Europeennes, Lausanne, 1973 1 52 pages, 12.F. 
This report eives the conclusions reached at the end of a meeting in Brussels on 9-11 November 1972 

by independent experts from North America, the European Community and Japan on the subject of rearranging the 
international economic order. 

-CHARLES IFFLAND and ALFRED STETTLER : Lee investissements industrials suisses au Bresil, Centre de Recherches 
Europe~nnes, Lausanne, 1973, 185 pages, 34-SF. -See today's Economic Interpenetration. 

-JEAN-VICTOR LOUIS, in charge of studies at the University of Brussels : Le Fonds- Europeen de CooperatiQn 
Jbne~, published by the revue Cahiers de droit europeen, No 3/1973, pages 255 to 297· 

- Preuves, lee idees qui changent le monde, No 15 - 3rd quarter 1973 1 Paris (13 rue Saint-Georges). -We refer 
in particular to the article by Mr. Waiter Scheel, entitled "We want a European Government", to which we have 
already made reference in our Bulletin dated 11 July 1973. 

- ]llropa Archiv, Zeitschrift fur Internationals Politik, Number dated 10 July 1973, Verlag fUr Internationale 
Politik GmbH-cBonn). -This number contains the text of a speech given by Mr. Waiter Scheel on 19 June 1973 
before the German Foreign Policy Association, regarding current foreign policy problems in the GFR. Other 
articles concern the results of the Helsinki conference, the position of the neutral States to the CSCE, and 
French foreign policy following the March 1973 elections. The "documentation" section is given over to the 
wo~k of the CSCE. 

-Overseas Review, No 85 of July 1973, Conservative Political Centre (London), 19 pages, 6 p. -This 
brochure deals with European problems. 

- OECD: Monetary Policy in Italy, Paris, 1\By 1973, 100 pages, price 15 FF, 9.40 DM,.U.32, S3·75•- This 
report forms part of the series of special studies on the monetary policy, undertaken b.y the OECD Secretariat 
upon the re~uest of the Economic Policy Committee. 
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EillTORIAL 

From cooperation to political union: a vicious circle ~ 
It is easy to see that the adoption, by the Foreign Ministers of the Nine today in Copenhagen of the~ 

Report on European political cooperation with regard to foreign policy arouses no emotion or interest on tli~ 
part of public opinion. The report is a "diplomatic protocol 11 known only b; a few specialists, and not a pol' · 
ical document, for example a treaty,the adoption of which would be preceded by broad discussions and parlia
mentary debates. The fact that certain diplomatic protocols can have considerable scope and impact on inter M 
national developments only makes this absence of democratic control more serious. It is true that in the cas 
in question the indifference of the man in the street stems L·,·.;., his commonsense which leads hlm to consider 
erratic a diplomatic acti.Yity which should make Europe a 11 distinct entity11 in international affairs (these are 
the words used in the Summit communique), whereas on the basic problems such as that of relations between Eur
ope and the United States everything seems to be working towards its div~dion, on the basics and the method. 

Without wishing to dismiss this 2nd I!lPOrt as having no objective value, since it should be borne in mina 
that the differences of opinion and approach which have developed because of history (even if they are now bast' J 

Dl0re on tradition and habit than on real needs) cannot be eliminated with a wave of the magic wand, we are ob
liged to draw attention to its extremedt" limited sco;ee. It is very disappointing that ·four yeat-s after the decJrsi 
taken in 1969, to commit ourselves to t e aim of pohtical union, progress:·has been .. almost..,imperteptible. 

Let us take an example. In this 2nd Report, the most signii'.icant passage is perhaps that .contaiMd in para
graph 11, concerning the olS~ct of political consultation. The Davignon Report of 27 October 1970 said that 11 thE> 
Governments will consult ea other on all important question of foreign policy". In the second Report are the 
beginnings of an attempt to take the commitment further, in particular by giving the Political Committee the 
task of looking into the question of friorities. It state f. that on "important" questions, each State, undertakes 
"in general" not to fix its own osit1on finall before consultin its artners in the framework of political c,,_ 
operation. The intention is to give a "compulsory" character to con ation in the hope that the results of it 
will be nconstrain:ing". Unfortunately all this remains only intention, since the resevation contained in the text 
makes it possible to suppose that in certain important or urgent cases, the partners will. be consulted after the 
decision has been taken. The present process and that envisaged by the 2nd Report does not provide:J'or a de
cisiou. phase. It is foreseen that "joint actions" may be undertaken when they appear npossible and desirable". 
But in .. "'rder to do this, it is not necessary to belong to one same Community: joint actions can be taken with 
anyone, the only criterion being their advisability and circumstances. 

It sho.uld be noted that the appearance of political will for union which comes out of Summits every time, 
and which in fact corresponds to a real need, does not manage to apply itself •to the instruments which diplom
acy workli out. But it is not d~oma~ which is responsible for it, it is the Governments, that is to say 
political power which paradoxily oes not allow allow· it to realiSe what this sanie power has decided. 

How can Europe get out of this vicious circle? 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY f"'J-~ -t-?-'-l dU \~ L i'f-~ t-)Q ._ (3~) 
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ED1TORIAL 

In search of "European identity" , ' ~ 

The absurdity of the decision taken by the Foreign Affairs Ministers to meet in Copenhagen yest~JJ 
morning and then to dash to Brussels where the Community Council was to meet has been 110 ·wi5lely ret:OgniDir~ 
eTen by the Ministers whose idea it was (with the exception of Hr. Jobert) that it would be superfluous·~ 
overemphasize it. If we come back to it, it is for two reasons. The first is that it is now clear that t 
"'sponsibility for this decision lies solely with the French Government. The desire of the Danish Gove 
to hold the first political meeting under the Danish presidency would have been understandable. But, as 
stated in "Aktuelt", Mr. Andersen was prepared for the meeting to be held in any capital, including of c&leel 
Brussels: and when asked who had insisted that the meeting be held in Copenhagen, Mr. Andersen replied IW!I~•1:v 
he did not know" but that to waive the rule according to which meetings are held in the capital of the co 
which has the presidency, unanimity was necessary, and this unanimity was not forthcoming. At this moment 
Mr jobert who had not been asked raised his finger indicating that the vote against had been his. 

The second reasoo is that the work of the Council was held up, at a time when Mr. N~rgaard seems to 
want to impose discipline on this work,which would contribute also to its efficiency, and when in the frame
work of political cooperation calls are being made for improvements in relations between work on cooperation 
and that carried out in the Community framework. A Danish newspaper recently expressed its regret regarding· 
the lack of coordin~tion between the Minister for Foreign Affairs and the Minister responsible for European 
Affairs. This absence of cooperation could dam4ge European integration which in .the coming months is going 
to pass through an extremely critical phase for all its aspects. 

As regards the actual debates held in Copenhagen, judgement can be only Tery reserved, eTen i'f, acc
ording to some the Ministers, in giving the Political Committee the task of picking oUt the priority themes 
whi~ m:i,ght usefully be dea~t ~th_ with the United States, in t~e short and long term, have n;actically :agreed 
t fu: an a enda for a meetlll between the Collllilunit and the Un~ted States. Since this meeting shoUld mater-

se w en Presi ent Nixon comes to Europe, t at s to say on 5 Novem er, those who giTe this optimistic 
interpretation think that Europe will then be in a position to speak with one voice. This seems to us to 
be extremely uncertain still. The situation will become clearer after tlie tlora:rtiary" political consultation 
meetin on 10 and 11 September. 

As for the controversy on defining a European identity, it seems to us completely Bymantine. The fear 
t;hat the concept of this European identity will be defined betabse of the dialogue with the United States, 
that is to say that it is almost a "by product" of this dialogue, stems obviously from an :lnferioritT complex. 
'l'he CollllllUnity countries have demonstrated their European identity in uniting amongst themselves, that is to 
say by concrete action. 'this concept has been affirmed many times, more or less explicitly. But it goes with
out saying that circumstances and the political situation are external factors that. ciJmpel Europe to streng
then and clarify this concept. This is Europe's only chance at the present time. We cannot 'Bee why she should 
not take it. Em. G. 
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.... POLITICAL DAY : After the "extraordinary" session for Political Consultations - Mr. Altiero Spinellit. 
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3 - Council of Ministers : preparations for the Nixon round 
3-4 - §2n : Mr. LanUnols tells the Council of his relative optimism regarding supply 
4 - International Sugar Agreement : appeal· ba the ~Collllllision.·to tfie Council 
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- Coking coal : ~imous opinion regarding draft aids regime 
- Prot<.:ction of the consumer : Demark submits Memorandum to the Council 
._ ultinational c anies : Denmark submits Memorandum to the Council 

ste al meeti s : practical measures aimed at an improvement in their preparation and organization 
- Region policy : France does not approve the delimi tati~n ~e by the Commisaion of the periphera;t 

regions in the U.K. 
- !ndustrial policy : ministerial debate postponed until September 
- Tunisia, Moroqco apd Algeria : concertation with regard to negotiations 
- Euro/African Conference : opens tomorrow 
- F.X:ONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Sugar 7jlicy : examination of proposals by the SAC 
- G.D.R.):.E.C. replies to questions Nos 485 and 586/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Belgian Iron and Steel Industrt : statistical data 
- "Rh.einisch-ltestflilisches Institut fUr Wirtschaftsforschung11 : economic report 
-The largest steel production complex in the EEC under construction in the U.K. 
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EDITORlAL 

Europe~ Identity and the Institutions 

21st year- No 1333 (n.s.) 
Thursday 26 July 1973 

DAllY 

'lhe futility of arguments put forward in the quarrel about "European identity" which developed 
Copenhagen conference in particular with regard to the "Short" term and the "long" term j.s only 'tooa.e~~~~~ 
obvious. However it is. worth stressing the fact that ·to·a.great extent, this reasoning is based on 
a series of intentions which are injurious to thc;ise who are the subject of them as it consists in 
accusing the latter of not having any real interest in a proper "European 11 identity but rather in 
seeking solely a sort of 11 circumstantial" or 11 ad hoc" identity built on measures intended to favour 
the American partner. 

This is a bad policy and also bad diplomatic tactics for it is allto easy to accuse others of 
committing one 1 s own misdemeanours in the hope of shuffl~u.., the cards and causing confusion in the 
minds of the public.The latter wo Id thus be led to believe that the politic~! forces which have 
always demanded, without any success that the Community should act as such in the face of the whole 
world and that it should express itself with one sole voice - something which can only be done by 
having strong institutions which are held in. respect - now wish to express an identity which relates 
solely to the short term. This has,intellectually speaking, no meaning, b~cause as from the moment 
when an identity or a personality has been clearly defined, it is difficult to see how the process 
can be reversed or dest~yed by force of circumstances. 

'lhe result sought fbr through these manoevres, which are moreover fairly transparent, consists 
ence again in postponin& and slowing up decisions. For those who in all good faith believe that the 
problem of European identity is a recent discovery ( as it was not to be found at the very beginning 
of the building of Europet) we should like to relllind them t,1at the Honnet Committee in 1959 spoke of 
the Economic Conununity "acting as a whole". Further, in 1962, this same Monrtet Commi. ttee talked of 
relations between Europe and the United States, as 11 relations between two distinct identities which 
were equally powerful, ~ach assuming Ha part ~ joint responsibilities to)fards the world ••• " Now 
the declaration of the Paris Sununit used exactly the same expression, "distinct identity". 

Why then all these Byzantine di$cussions which make one doubt in the existence of a will to 
establish this distinct identity? An explanation is probably to be fotmd in the fact that such 
an entity or identity or individuality cannot be sotttething abstract : it consists !in a p:ven;:pennanent 
elic which is directl transformed into an inetitutional structure. And now we have a situation 

w ereby, as soon as it appears necessary e a step orward in the institutional field, the national 
administrations beco!lle reticent and suspicious. A European Identity cannot be created by means of 
diplomatic instruments or in a secret meeting of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs. It must correspond 
te an institutional an o ular reall and the first party to have an opinion to express on this 
matter woul be,in our opinion, ropean Parliament, in which all political ·forces are represented. 
It must pe given the l!tand. 
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European Cr11on : giving the Farllament its mandate " , ~~ 
Europe is flounderin{';, there ··an 1Je no doubt of 1t. '!'his 1s all the more serious in tha~~ 

floundering at the very moment that 'it oup:ht to he facine; up to the t•;stirl{' chnllPn[;eF ii is bei.IJ{~ ret 
present on t.he economic, pc•lltH:al and rnilitar,y fronts, and 1vhid1 affect its future. 

Altiero SpinelJi, who is in a good position to know tte origin of tti.r: staiP of D.ffr1irfl and 
disastrous the results of it are for thP CrJrnmurit,y, r:lll.,j''"'tf' t,,,th fa<:•:ts tc, :t thoroue:h analysir; in orde 
try to find concretn solutiol>n. 'l'hir- is tbe esr;ence ')f iHI :crti,~le wrd.tr"l l•y him a.nrl puJ,li.shed iYJ today 
:lnsue 0f "Le Monde'', entitlerl : "'1'o r•tor i•Jurope i'Joundenn,""· 

As Spinelli says- fwd it IS not th8 first time'" h;w t.aid thll:- thifl state of affairs, whieh 
is unfortunately in no way a novelty, .u:: rnor:t l ikcly not due to r:uch and nucb a pf>rson or r_~trcumstancen, but 
to the obFJtinate refusn.l to apply a ce:z:tain method, which rnily 1•e r·n.Hed ~n1rranat1onal hut which in actual 
fact pertains to tl.-, Cormnnnl!,y, without wbich- it Is pouJtLenr. to make ournelveo illusions- there will 
never be any lasting procresr. m::.dn on tl1e road towards Europf;. Sp1ncllt riehtly denouncns this illusion, 
which is based on the irrational and erroneous hope Umt we could move forward "basing oursel vos on con tin
~ miracle_::.LJ:.!:at..2!!._~n intereovernme11tal fl,greements, becomint::_!'.£!:_1E'Hcd on every detail aml on every subJe:__l: 
without transferr.tng pOWf)I'S in any way". Jt goes w1thout saying that Lh<; repeated disappointments that rer;v1 t 
from this mflnner of acting hnve led each national govermn<>nt to reinsert into its own decision-making 
process even tht fral.:ments of power winch had been given to the Gommunity authorit1es. 

It is an untenahJ e situation : we all know. How do we extric~ate ourselves, that is the question. 
Mr. Spinelli ra1scs the prospect of European Union in tr,is context and RPerns to think that an immediate 
initiative in tl.iR diredion would at least have the result of changine the climate. We know that the Summit 
gave mandate to the Institutio•1s to clarify the concept of European Union and to draw up a report which 
would in fact be a "draft constitution" for this Union. But almost a year has past and nothing has been done. 
For several months, and Jlil.rticularl,y when the new President was elected, we have heen hoping that the Parlia
ment will make the mov8 1 for time is short. Spinelli now proposes that the governm€n~s should themselves give 
the Parliament mandate to compile a rlraft European Union, whi~h the national parliaments would then be asked 
to ratify. 

This proposal must receive strone su~. It would be enough for one government to act as its 
promoter. Since the Summit gave a vague mandate to the Institutions, it is entirely natural that one of them, 
the Council for example, should take the initiative of conferring the motive role upon the Parliament. One 
could easily 1magine the enforcement of a procedure similar to the one that was used in 1952-53 in order to 
draw up the draft European political union, possibly ensuring the contribution of the other institutions, 
and in particular the Commission and the Court, to an ad hoc "constitutional committee" which would be createc 
for this purpos~the Parliament. 

·----------------------------------------~Etn-.G· 
SUMMARY ·:n- 'Jul0 ittT~ Nd · (3~~ 

1 
2 

EDI'IORIAL: "Euro ean Union 1V1n the Parliament its mandate" 
- POLITICAL DAY: Towards the establishment ofttCOMECON EEC relations? - International rules for 

coexistence 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1334 (new series): 

3-4 0- The African countries ask that the "Addis Ababa principles" should forlll the basis for their neg
~otiations with the EEC 

5 ..,..1, • .!_t~onal Policy: a Regional Development Fund and a Committee for the coordination of regiona'l 
~-~;--policies are put before the Council 

6 ~ ~ Energy Policy: six concrete proposals adopted 
7 JP Scientific an~~~~l Policy: action programme approved 
8 -Court of Justice: three JUdges' mandate renewed and new Advocate-General appointed 

- Com,petition: notification of 1,300 agreements by firms in new Member States 
- Soft wheat available to Italy 
- Oil-seeds and oil-cake: control of development of market 

9-10 • Egual pay for men and women: "framework agreement" planned on European level 
10 - European civil servants: salaries reviewed 
11-12 - EDF: eight finance decisions 
12 ~ - EIB~ loan for a power station on the Rhine 
~~ ~~ - Social Fund: statements by Mr. Glinne on the ministerial deliberations 

~1 , '"'!,-t-~~ -Scrap: Commission/US negotiations on exports 
~-14 -ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No-2163 

EUROPE/DOCUMENTS No 754 : Action programme for the environmental policy in the Community 
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is worth notin are reviewed under this headin '~ 

A Nation Writ large? - Foreign policy problems before the European Community,EDITED BY MAX KOHNST~ 
and WOLFGANG HAGER, Macmillan, London 1973, 776 pages,£5.9S. k ~', 

This work which is the result of a team effort led by Mr. Max Kohnstamm, President of the .-· .. , 
European Community's lnsti tutc for Uni vcrsi ty Stud, cs contains an analysis of the problems of Forcig!V,' 
Policy which the enlarged Community has to face. After the introductory chapter which covers the r::: _ 
overall prob.em (Fr;ms;ois Duchcnc), there arc five chapters which deal with the various technic,11~t<· 
functional sectors: economy (Theo Peeters and Wolf an Ha er), cu.rency (Alb<'rt Kervyn),ag;ricuJt . *· 
(Adrien Zeller), energy (Jack Hartshorn), security Sir g,'rnard Burrows). Four other chapters prov· ··'. 
a view of each large geographical sector : rel.ations-;lth the United States (Emanuelc Gazzo),with Ji'· 

Eastern European countries (Michcl Tatu), the the Mediterranean (Wolfg;mg Hagcr), and with the develop
ing countries (Le Pere Henri Pcrroy). 

We shall come back to this work in dPtai L It is to he pubJishPd in French, German and 1 ta lian 
in the Autumn 
- FOLKE SCHUPPERT : Die verfassungsgeril htliche Kontrolle der Ausw"rtigen Gewal t, Nomos Verlagsgesell
schaft (Baden-Haden), ~J6 pages, hardback, 48.00 DH. The relations between constitutional legal powers 
and power in the field of foreign affairs in the Federal Republic of Germany form the theme of this 
work. The author states that these reilations only represent one aspect of the question of relations 
between constitutionally legal powers and politics in general. He comes to the conclusion that in their 
decisions, judges must take account of political consequences. The most difficult problem in this 
matter is that of the limits of judiciary power, the only solution being self-limitation on the part 
of the judiciary (richterliche Selbstbcschrankung). 
- JBanking, Money and Credit in Eastern Europe, Conclusions drawn at the symposium organized in Brussels 
between 74 and 2h January 1973, published by NATO publications service {1110. Brussels), 166 pages 
(text in English ;md French). 
- The Problems of Europe, No. ()0 Association pour l'Etude des Problemes de l 1Europe (Paris and Rome). 
In short : The Future of the Free World by John Tuthill; Reflections on the problem of European Defence 
by Daniel Colard; International Integration and slowing up of growth by Gunnar Eliasson; Towards a 
European Identity by Frans;ois-Xavier Ortoli. The documentation section is devoted to the XXVIth Round 
Table, the theme of which was 11 Education in Europe in the era of the mass media". 
- L 1Europa, quindicinale do politica, economia e cultura. No. 10 - 11, dated 15-30 June 1973, Rome. 
This edition contains notably a federalist debate on the boo .• "Storia del federalismo europeo 11 .We 
would like to stress the interest of articles by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo on 11 the signs of hope and danger" 
in international relations, articles by Mr. Achille Albonetti on the problems of the ene gy crisis 
as well as a report by Mr. Elio Rogati on foreign policy in the Italian Parliament. 
- International Affairs, July 1973, Chatham House, London. We should like to point to articles on 
changes and continuity in East-West diplomacy, the prospects for trade and finance between East and West 
and foreign policy and stability in West Germany. 

1 

2 

SUMMARY 

- EUROPEAN U BRAR Y 

- POUTICAL DAY: Ambassador Greenwald takes a look at American policy vis-A-vis Europe -
U.K.: Liberal Party boom confinned 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1335 (new series): 

3 - The Finance Ministers to meet in Washington on Monday 

4-5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

-EEC Morocco: end of the first phase of negotiations 
- EEC Norwa : first meeting of the joint conuni ttee r;: ~ ., 
- eg1ona policy: decisions with a view to its implementationJ~ ' 
- Economic situation according to "Graphs and rapid notes on th cyclical situation 

in the EEC No 6/73 11 

- ~: differences of op1n1on on the EEC position 
- .§!.!!: financing of a gas pipeline for transporting Soviet natural gas into the EEC 

and question No 262/73 from Mr. Couste on conditions of supply and financing \)f the 
pipeline 

- Bank rates increased in Great Britain and Spain 
- EOONOMIC AND FlNANGlAL INFORMATION 
- Petroleum sector ahd application of EEC article ll5 
-Possible a reements on self-limitation between Community and Japanese producers: 

rep Y to question No 0 72 rom Mr. Vredeling - Replies to questions No 4/73, 
312/72 and 70/73 from Mr. Vredeling 

- British colany refonns: White Paper 
- London Sto~ Exchange sets up an EEC committee 

ll - The week in Europe 
12-.13 - EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 21.64 and 3rd International Conference on Corporation 

Planning will take place between 17 and 19 September in Brussels. 
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Tuesday/Wednesday 31 July/ 
1st August 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

\ \0.\l ·t f "\ Tcllubled Albion 

For some tim~ n~si tuation has been developing in the Community which is causing a great deal 
unease amongst.our British partners, some of whom are even wondering whether the entry of their 
country into the Community was a wise decision. 

This situation is a result of various basic and important factors. A number of these arc connecte .. 
with the institutional, political and economic development of the Community itself. Others l"('SUlt z"-' 
from developments in the world situation. Then others again arc the result of British internal policy. rr
'l"ne unease which arises from atl this affects political personalities, governors, and high-ranking ]8 
officials. A number of these have str.ived personally towards entry and may well ask themselves if they ';' · 
were not mistaken. Others who we-re indifferent or who were not the foremost exponents of entry, are -,> 

naturally inclined to stress the negative aspects. Judgements on the part of certain parties arc above ~' 
all inspired by t~e peripetic~ which characterize the electoral system in the United Kingdom, whilst ,, r • 

a number of deadl1nes are movmg closer. r .. r 
This state of mind manifests itself, obviously, at various levels and on various occasions, both l··' 

in Brussels and .in London, in closed circles and sometimes almost in public. It is also self-evident 
that it is of great interest to journalists who attempt to inform the public correctly of what is 
happening. Journalists are also taken up with the increasingly wide-spread conviction in a number 
of circles - but particularly in British circles - that the Community is in a 11precrlsis 11 situation, 
and that a show--down will have to come about before the end of this year. Will Germany be the party 
to provoke it, as was suugested ~ a penetrating article published by the Economist on 21 July? This 
week's Sunday Times went much further in formally stating the existence of a written report, due to 
high-ranking officials in the British Permanent Representative delegation at the European Commission, 
the conclusion of which is that the first seven months since entry have been "a disaster for Great 
Britain". The Ambassador Mr. Michael Palliser immediately denied the existence of such a report. 
A similar denial was issued by London, both from the Foreign Office and by Mr. Heath personally. 

Nevertheless, it is not the actual existence'of· this report which. is important but rather the 
exi!teftce of a state of mind which has serious justifications. The British are not generally doctrinaire 
but they like to sec institutions work. Their experience as far as concerns the working of the Council 
has been depressing. With institutions 'trhlch are not capable of taking decisions, how can the great 
decisions of the Summit be expected to become realities? Paradoxically, the burdens for the agricult
ural policy are increasing whereas we are in a period when world prices are soaring. Efforts ma4e with 
regard to a policy for regional rebalance are hindered, minimized and even ridiculed. External relations 
are far from developing towards the formation of a European external policy which is hoped for both 
by Mr. Heath and Mr. Soames. Europe is not represented at historic meetings. And the British are not 
satisfied. TII.ey are not alone. 

This is the reason why, before the end of the year, we must all put our cards on the table. 

Fln.G. 

*"'* The Editor hereby takes leave of his :readers for the Vacation. The next ecJ:ito-rial will be in 
our edition of 3/4 September. 

1 - EDITORIAL: Troubled Albion 

2 - POUTICAL DAY: OOMEOON and the E.E.C. -Greece: 78.4 % in favour of the Republic 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1336 (new series): 
3-4 - EEC/AASM: the COmmission considers it essential that the whole of Africa be 

associated to the COmmunity by a single agreement 
4 - EEC Tunisia: end of the first phase of negotiations 
5 - EEC Yu o avia: exchange of ratification documents for the trade agreement 

- Group of "Twentr: work in progress 
6 - Nixon Round: en of preparatory work 
7 - E.I.B.: intervention in the field of road and rail transport 
8 - Soft wheat for Southern Italy 

- Beef: stable rates 
- Tlie"United States lift restrictions on exports of certain agricultural products 
-COcoa and Chocolate: compUlsory standards in 1975 

9 - "Essor": Italian Government takes the test reactor into its charge 
- European !ace COnference: progress of the debates 

10 - Scrap met : problem of American exports 
- COking coal: implementation of the new aids system 
- E.c.s.c.: workers' housing 
- EOONOMIC AND FINANClAL INFQitMATION 

ll - weekly .eppendix 
12...13- EOONOMI C INTERPENEI'RATION .No 21.65 

EUROPE/DOWMENTS No 753: COmmission memorandum pn sugar policy 
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21st year- No 1337 (n.s.) 
Thursday 2 August 

2 - POLITICAL DAY : ~~2e of Communist leaders : JOint statement - !Ee presence of , 
troops in Europe - ~~ : appeal against the referendum - HisohitoZNi~ visi 
Death of ~lter Ulbricht ;tt 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1337 (new series): ~:, 
3 - ~!2P~~!!_!'!!:.!i~~ : another plenary session in September f(! 

- EUROSYNDICAT : Index of "Six" t .!2J..:.TI Index of "Nine" : 83 .1_? ~ 

4 - !~~~ar.L~~.!'~ of the E.P. : a meeting of the JOint group 
c.::-·:·;-- ,.....-.~~~J~~~::--~~_:"~.§! __ : new proposals announced for end of October 
~------~~r2pean Space Conference_:_ :POsitive~ 
6 - ~nergy PJ]lS.:t: t six draft legal texts 

1 - _flrou..e_ of "Twentl" : end of meeting 
- ~-!~ raised to 6.5% in Belgium 
- l!EONoMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

8 

9 

lb 

ll-12 

-~if 1 concessions proposed to countries 
- GA 1 ·the "DISC" taxation system 

- Pol ution of beaches and inland waterways 
- . by Mr. J~ and~ by way of Mr. 
Cou 4 and 1S1fJl. by W83 of Mr. Vredeling. 

- FSRQ t meeting of Board 

affected qy enlargement 

: replies to questions nos. 2]j_73 from Lo%'11 O'Hai! 
Jahn - replies to questions nos:-~ from Mr. 

- The motor~ycle industr: asks to be protected 
-In ~he Commission's departments 1 new Directors-General 
- fi!s.c. 1 basing points for ihe sale of iron and steel goods 
- COMPOSITE PRICE 1 54·11 $/ton 

- ~ONOMIC INTF:RP1!2Jlfi'RATION No 2166 
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La ragroduclton ou dlllu!lon, m6o. prilralla. lru pralcnl Bullatln art ttrlctofranl lntardlla, raul conYanllon ou accoral p.6alabla

STIMMARY

- TtlE FoLITICAL DAY : Nixon/Tturaka tall<s - t'he Conurtonrvealtlr Conftrrt'nct'

- Congress o1' Derni sh Soci iLL-Dcmot:r'ati c P:rrty

opt'n s in Ottarva

DAILY IIULLITTIN No l33b (ncw st-r'ics) :

3 - Soy.r : Unitcd Sttrtt's rcstrnr(-ri dcLivcrit:s

3-4 - Grorrp of lVcntv : thc progt't'ss lttade is rt-al btrt vcry incornplt'tt'

- lhc lira and thr' (lomntmity rrsnal<crl

5-6-7 - G. A. T.T. : prcparati.on for nrultilateral tradc negotiations

7 - Aid f'rom thc Bclgian Covcrnnrcnt for two oil rcfincries : Thc Conrmission has not yct actc'd

- Thc U.K. i-s authorizcd to suspcnd CCT for ccrtain fruits and mt'als from olcaginous fruits
- Beef : U.K. to introduct'Commturity system of intervention priccs from.'i Augrrst

- Pctrolcum markct : Information and conccrtation8

9

10

- Brccdcr Rcactors : qucstion No ',66/73 fr.om Mr. Coust6 and thc point reached in programmcs n
the Cornmunity and in the world

- Mult-ilational enterDrises : British attitude in favour of a control

- Pctroleum : lhe U.S. want to strrcngthen thc investrnents of producer countrics

- French Bank Rate incrcased to 9.5%

- ECONOMIC AND FII.IAI{CIAL INFONMATIOI\

1I-I2 - ECOI\OMIC IITTERPEITEIRAIJOIT NO 2167

E1IR0PE/PARLIAI-,IEI{TARY ACTTVTTT rr\ THE CoUr\ttrBS OF IIIE nrRoPEAn CoMMUNITY

q,RoPE/ BRrEF NoIES : FIDERAL REPUBLIC 0F GERI.{ALY

a

,N{
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UROPEAN LIBRARY 

. ·;~\whi:-ch are sent to us and whose publication 
s~cworth noting are reviewed under this heading ~i \~ .. .::. . . 1-------------------------' ..... :. 

C.E.l~.P. (Brussels), 1973, 31 
is e on the occasion of t e VI t Congress of the European Centre for Public lt.'nterprise 
time a survey of public enterprise in the three new Mc.mber States. 

- KAISFB-MAYER-ULE : Rech_!: _ _!l,!ld System d<:_:>_~ffcntlichcn Dienstes, Nomos Yerlagsgesellschaft, Baden-Baden 1)1<).1. 
-In view of the preparation of its proposals for a reform of German legislation on public office, the a~~ 
hoc analyses this field in all its details. In eleven volumes,\NoJOOs publ .. ishes the reports relating to 1~.-
which make up a real encyclopaedia of public office legislation. On 7 July we mentioned the publication · \ 
volume 2. The following volumes h~ve.now appeared: volume 1, 352 pages, 45.00 DM (public office in the~· lf~ 
owing countriess France; Great Bnta1n, Italy, Japan, Netherlands); volume 3, 408 pages, 50.70 DM (Austr · ~ 1 
socialist states, Yugoslavia, Poland, Hungary), volume 4, 456 pages, 57.00 DM. This volume is of parti . 
interest because it deals with public office in the international organisations (ILO, EFTA, OECD, Council 
of Europe, NATO and the European Communities). The other volumes in the series aniUyse particular problems 
of public office: constitutional limits of a reform, personnel, legal position, selection, etc. 

nternational and Co arative Law arterJ.;r, Jul~ 1973, The British Institute of International and 
Comparat1ve Law on on • -In a stu y o t e plan for the dev.elppment ·of the European company, Mr. Jack B. 
•ua··eoncludes: "Because the Conununity Institutions do not yet possess all the powers of a nation State, and 
because there are gaps lll the legal system created by the Community, it would be foolhardy to adopt a Euro
pean company statute under the auspices of the present Communi t institutions." The author recognizes, however, 
the merits of the present work which has enabled the Member States to harmonise their legislations. 

- Euroft Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr Internationale Politik, number dated 25 July 1973, Verlag fi1r Ihternationale 
Politi (Bonn}. -This number contains articles on questions of European security, the political problems 
posed by American firms abroad, and the European Community regional policy. 

- Droits de 1 1 Houune en Uf&· s. S., Edited by the Ccmite International pour la DCfense des Droits de 1 1 Homme en 
U.R.s.s. {Brussels). - T s 189 page report includes documents from a symposium organised on 18-20 December 
197W in Brussels. 

ert annuel de la COmmission centrale 
2 pages, 5 FF. e econoiDl.c sect1on w 
important part of this report. 

- JAC(JJES HAUMONI' s Guid~ des Antiquaires et Brocanteurs en Belgi!JI;le - Gids der Antiquaars en Brocanteurs vp.n 
Belgie, SOMPRESS SA, l913, l74 pages, prlce s 200 BF . 

.2.J!MMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: !.!::...Rosenberg deplores the Community's lack of power - ~QEE wants to forge 

diplomatic relations with all the countries of the Eastern bloc - Sir Christoph~~thinks 
the E.P. would be weakened if national Parliaments were vested with increased powers- Boost in 
2,0pularity far UK Liberal leader 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1339 (new series) : 

3-4 
4 
5 

6-7-8 
8 

9 

lo-ll 

- Excise on mineral oils: draft directive on harmonisation approved by Commission 
- Group of Twenty: Mr. Haferkamp satisfied 
- Transport: obligations inherent to the concept of public service 
- Beefz slight increase in prices 
-Mediterranean policyz the initial "launching" phase has revealed numerous difficulties 
- Immigration poli~ practised by UK1 reply to question no.~ by Lord O'Hagan and Trade Union 

Rights of migrant workers within the Community 
- The Italian RAI-'IV Monopoly is made the subject of a hearing before the Court of the Communities 
- Agreements in the building sectorz question na.258/73 by Mr. Lautenschlager 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

ECONOMIC IN'l'llRPENETRATION No 2168 

'mERE ARE NO Ca.ooJNI'l'Y MEETINGS SCHEDULED FOR 'mE WHOLE OF 'mE C(J.UNG WEEK 
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SUMMARY 

DAILY BUlLETIN No 1340 (new series) 
/ 

2 -· Durwn wheat: suspension of the issuing of export certificates 

- ~: interested in buying Community butter? 

3 

- Electronic calculating machines from Japan: e~~tcnsion of 
Community supervision of imports 

- British imports of steel products: suspension of customs duties 
until the end of the year 

- Ener~: vast cooperation with importer-countries advocated 
m t e field of research 

4 - f;.£.S.C.: application in the new Member States of certain 
measures concerning transport of coal and steel 

- Re search: coal 

5 - O.~.C.D.: examination of the economic ~ituation of Japan 

- Gro'W of Twenty: Mr. w. De Clercq expresses satisfaction 

- EOONOMIC AND FINANClAL INFORMATION 

6 - Weekly appendix 

7 - EPJNOMIC INTmPENETRATION No 2161) 

EUROPE/BRIEF NOTES No 371: FRANCE 
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SUMMARY 

DAILY BUlLETIN No 1341 (new series): 

2 - Soft wheat: suspension of export certificates 

3 - EuroJ?Can Parliament elections by universal suffrage: proposal by 
Hr. Rossi cm behalf of the Re fo:nne rs I Group 

4 

5 

- Medicine: tight of establishment and freedom to offer services for 
unpaid activities 

- ))i!W!'sal o{ toxic waste: an emergency bill is submitted to the 
e6mm1sslon*6y Belgium 

- Bnvironmen}n reply to Parliamentary question No 80/73 from 
Mr. vre;\ei g 

- E.E.C./Turlfeza implementation of the interim agreement 

- Commission reelies to parliamentary questions Nos 91,110,4,44/ 
73, 7l4/72, 82,12 and 3/73, 527/72 and 118/72 from Mr. Vredeling; 
84 and 156/73 from Mr. Oouste, 151/73 from Mr. Eisma and 138/73 
J,ord 0 1 Hagan and Mr. Dich. 

- EWNOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

6-7 - EWNOMIC IN'l'ERPENE'l'RATION No 2170 and Adrienne Szokoloczy-syllaba: 
EFTA: Restrictive! Business Practices Berlag Stapfli & Cie AG (Bern) 

EUROPE/BRIEF NOTES ;No 372: IRELAND 
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S U M M A R Y 

2 -Newsprint: proposed suspension of CCT 

- Textiles from certain third countries; authorisation to liberalise 
imports into GFR 

2-3 - Fisheries: new proposals concerning the recognition of producer 
organ1.sations 

21st year - No 1342 (n.s.} 
Thursday 9 August 1973 

- EUROSYNDIOAT: Index for the 11 Six11 : 154.19- Index for the "Nine": 84.16 

3 - BSC and GKN: Agreement fonned between these groups 

- OOMEOON/E§C: forthcoming talks 

- Structure of agricultural operations: interim inquiry in 1975 

- l~ratiqn of workers from third countries: the GFR envisages 
t · g measures aimed at liDiitation 

4 - Aircraft engines: progranune for research and development 

- Research !!ld development: Lord Kennet to advise the Conunission 

- Atomic fission of uranium: new method 

- EOONOMIC AND FlNANCI:AL INFORMATION 

5 - ~:investment projects 

- !Q§£: budgetary and financial operations: modification of the a.a. 

- OOMPOSITE PRHE: 54.17 $/r 

6 - Common Agricultural Policy: reply to question No 23/73 from Mr. Couste 

- Purchases of rice from third countries: reply to question No. 14/73 from Mr. Hoe 

- fublicatims 

7 - EOONOMIC INI'mPENETRATION No 2171 

EUROPE/DOWMENTS No 755: Monetary organization of the EEC 
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SUMMARY 

21st year· No 1343 (n.s.) 
Friday 10 August 1973 

2 - -Ji!:Panese exports to Hember Countries : report by a group of Council experts 

- Customs Regimes : plan for simplification and harmonization 

- Almonds : reduction of customs duties in view of the threat of shortage 

3-4 - Harvests : general situation and prospects for 1973 

4 - President Ortoli in Mexico 

- Ministers of Finance : four meetings for the second six months 

- Deliberalization of imports of certain textiles into Great Britain 

Fourth economic enguiry.carricd out amongst consumers 

5 Town and Country Plannmg and Development : forthcoming European Conference 

Transport : Commission's ~pinion with rehard to an Irish bill of law concerning 

Community quotas 

- COMf;CON and the EEC 

6 'lhe Comnn.mity' s anti-inflationary policy : oral question No 77 from Christian Democrat Group 

The Commission replies to parliamentary questions Nos 668/72 and 589/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
and No 484/72 from Mr. Rossi 

7 'l'he week in Eu~pe 

8 - ECONOMIC IN'IERPENETRATION No 2172 aJld German Investments abroad - Movement towards mergers 

in the Federal Republic of Germany 

Owing to the fa~t that this is now the hoLday period for l'lJROPE, publication of our 

bulletins will be discontinued for the next two weeks. Our next Bulletin to appear 

will bear the date 28/29 August 1973. 
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SUMHARY 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1344 (new series) 

2 - Franco-German tension caused by Hr. Chirac' s speech lifting 

- (l)NE(l)N requests the opening of negotiations with the I<;.E.C. 

3 

V4 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 11 Six11 : 154.04 on 14.0 
"Nine": 04.21 on 14. o -

153.06 on 21.0. 
04.45 on 2.l. o. 

- The financial markets show a more balanced structur~ at the 
end of the holiday period 

- 1974 Budget of the E.E.C. 

- ~reals: export taxes maintained 

- E.I.B.: loan for the development of telecommunications in 
the Midi~yrennees region 

-~ : support for the LIP workers 

- EEC/Fixflartd: towards the signing of the free trade agreement 

6 - Commission replies to parliamentary •questions: Nos. 119,78, 
l07/73 from Mr. Vredeling: No. 16/73 from Mr. Jahn; 173/73 
from Mr. Martens; 122 and 158 from Mr. Vredeling and Mr. Brewis; 
No. 35/73 from Mr. De Konig: Nos. 146 and 145/73 from Lord 
O'Hagan; No 33/73 from Mr. Premoli 

7 - Weekly appendix 

8 - E(l)NOMIC INTERPENEI'RATION No 2173 
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21st year- No 1345 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 29 Aug_ust 1973 

DAILY IULLETIN 

2 - EJt;C/COMECON: Dcrunar·J, has imntl~dlately informed the Co11111unity authorl tics 
Mr. ft'adel'V 

of the initiati~ 
2-1 -Sir Christoph('r Soanws is to visit New Delhi, Bangkok and Hong Kong 

- IMJt': American Tr<.'asur·y White Paper 
- Hr:" Kissin er w.i 11 not be coming to Brussels on 10 September 
- EEC S ain: .Jobert/Rodo talks 
- Bank ra tl~ r·ai sed in japan 

- b Federal Germany detaching itself from its allies ? 4 

5 The Chirac affair: Questions put to the Council (Nos. 304/73 from Mr. Jahn and 298/73 froa Mr. 
Taveme) and reaction of Colllllissioners concerned 

- I.I.S.I.: steel production for the first seven months of 1973 
- Iron and Steel industry in the "Mezzogiomo": developments in view 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 154.50 per ton on ~August }55.17 per ton on 21 August 

6 

7 - OECD: survey of the econonti c si tuat1.on 1.n the Netherlands 
- OECD: survey of the economic situation in D('nmark 

8 - EC(fiOMIC DTERPF.t~E'IRATIOi~ no 2174 
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DAILY IJULLETIN No U4b (new ser·it~s) : 

2 - Politic;tl consultation:-; of the 11 Nint~ 11 Preparatory work 

./'.. Mr. Ortoli vi sit:-; Mexico 

- FllROSYNDI CAT : Index for 11.§!!11 : l52.b5 - Index for the 11 Nine" : ~3.49 

3 - Court of Justice : 11 Mi lcs Druce & Co ltd11 attacks the Commission 

DAILY IUL 

- EEC/Spaln : the debate reopens on the membership of the Iberian peninsula 

-;Agriculture : Infonnal meeting of Ministers of Agriculture planned 

4 - CoiMIOn Agricultural Policy reassuring statements by Hr. Ertl concerning its future 

- Mr. ateysson in Washington inverted preferences to end as from 1 January 1975 

~-6 - Graphs and Notes on the Economic Situation in the Community (7/1973) 

6 - 0. A. T. T. 1 The Latin-Amc ri.can Countries to demand greater participation for 
dneloping comtri.es in world trade 

- EEC/Greenland 1 N,rgaard talks 

- CX>MPOSlTE PRim : $55.83 per ton 

7 - Re ies from the Commission to parliamentary questions Nos 172, 174,175,176,184,185 
rom Mr. Martens an Nos 74,120 and 42/73 from Hr. Vredeling 

8 - EOONOMIC INI'DlPENF:l'RAnON No 2175 
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SUMMARY 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1347 (new series) : 

2 - ~ : customs duties are to be restored as from 3 September 

- Franco-German relations : silence from the Elysee 

21st year- No 1347 (n.s.) 
Friday 31 August l97j 

DAILY BULLETIN 

@ . 
. 

3 - lhltter : Comnnmity stockpile stood at 345,000 tonnes at the end of August 

Processed products from durum wheat base : exports banned from Italy 

"Miles Druce i Co Ltd" : position clarified by the Commission 

4 CommuniSf activities: as the new session.ia~about to start 

Regional Planning and Development second European Conference 

5 - EEC Savings Banks 
Jllmetary union 

opinion on measures to be adopted during the second stage of ec~n~ftc and 

6 -Public workiJ:contracts : publication o;t) opinions 

7 - ECONOMIC INTERP~E1RATION .No 2176 
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SUMMARY 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1348 (New series) : 

2 /competition : 'Ihe European Commission attacks European glass manufacturers for serious 
c;,_;:. ~f the regulations under Article 85 of the Treaty of Rome 

4 

- Processed products from barley and soft wheat are subject to export taxes 

Processed fruit and vegetables : Protest by the American Government over the imposing of price 
minima for imports 

- British Trades Unions : Congress 

- 11Code of Conduct" for currencies : The United States are in favour 

- Court of .Justice Ireland: requests annulmeftt of a Council of Ministers' text 

- Spain : opposition to its entry into the Common Market by the WCL and the Fren-qtt CFDT 

5 - Transport : Speech by Mr. Le Goy on the various problems being posed 

-Permitted noise limita.for lorries in Great Britain raised 

- Cable Television -~ ~omparatite situation in the member countries 

6 - Public Works Contracts : publication of opinions 

7 - 'Ihe Week in Europe 

8 - PXI1!m1IC INTERPEl'IE'IRATION No 2177 

IDROPE/Brief Notes Nos. 374,375 : 'Ihe Netherlands, United Kingdom. 
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EDITORIAL 

FlJROPE AND ITS QUEST FOR iDFliiTTY - (1) A EUROP~ FOREIGl'l POLICY ? 

21st year - Nr. 1349 (n.s.) 
Monday/Tuesday 3/4 Sept. 73 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The political tension between France and its partners with regard to the future of Europe (a tension 
which has been intentionally dramatised if not artificially created in view of the important diplomatic 
manoeuvres of the Autumn), the discusssion concerning the use of French nuclear force or. the European 
one, and lastly the nomination of Dr. Kissinger as head of the State Department are without a doubt 
the most noteworthy political events of the last few weeks. They emphasize in quite a spectacular way, 
on the one hand the divided and confused state which characterizes relations within t e Communit and 
on the other hand the return of Forei Polic as the lea in riorit in the po itics of the United 
States. As from now any possibility of e concep on ~and execution of this foreign policy is to, .be 
excluded : the United States have a foreign policy based on an overall "doctrine 11 , which should, as 
Mr. Kissinger said himself, permit coherent actions to be undertaken in relation to any set of circum
stances. 

For the European, this is of the greatest ;importance since it is precisely through the impetus 
given by br. Kissinger 1s famous message ( which couls have been regarded as a personnal and doctrinaire 
point of view) that· they have findly ~cided to attempt to define a European identitl• This is more
over the basic aim of the meeting which.the nine ministers for foreign affairs are to hold next week 
in Copenhagen. . 

The definition of a European identity is basically merely the definition of a series of common 
forei~ policy o~ectives, objectives which must at a given moment be pointed out and defended with 
one so e voice, at of the Community ( even if it is conceivable that for ~~transitory period tactic~ 
11houid make 'it necessary to .hAVe recourse to an "articulated" but "non-differentiated" elq)ression,. 
This search for a European foreign policy will from now on be at the centre of the thoughts and deeds 
of those whl)~~onceive of the Community as being something greater and other than an agricultural market 
and even a s an organization whose uty it is to assure peace and the well-being of Europeans. As Mr. 
Dal!rendorf has written, who was one of the first to approach this problem intellectually, the Co~ity 
Is through its identity becoming " a model example of responsibility imposed by dimensions". '!he well
being and security of ·the citizen can only be assured by means of "joint action with respect to the 
exterior". But apart from internal effects, an important11external~~':effect should be obfained. 'that is 
to say that in defining its iden.tity and thus its foreign policy, the Community could present itself 
as a new factor in relation.., between peoples and thus extend through time a..d spac<~ the process which 
represents the basis on which it was created and the real aim of which is the transfonnation of human 
relations on all levels. 

'l'his theme,- which we have no doubt simplified is the central theme of a work which has just been 
published by Macmillan in London under the title "A Nation Writ Large?" ( we gave it mention in the· 
"EUropean Library" of 28 July), a work which deserves ratl1er dee,er analysis because it gives a 
particularly good reflection of European reality. 

(to be continued) 
Em. G. 
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'lhe work "A .Nation Writ Large? 11 with which our analys.i.s deals is important firstly because it confirm 
the fact ~t Europe can not have an 11identity11 without having its own foreign policy and that it is • 
thus necessary to initiate a far-reaching public debate on the nature of this foreign policy (as st~ 
in the pref!ce to the book by Mr. Max Kohnstanun who together with Mr. Wolfgang Hager has ed1.t~d- t:h;"...-~ 
work). But ft is important above all because it proposes a certain conception and a certain~~ 
of this f9re~gn policy as well as its concrete application in key fields. ~ 

It is interesting to note that the work was conceived and written before Dr. Kissinger address ' 
his "message" \to Europe and that it is the fruit of the work of various authors who have discussed ~~c 
themes and conc~pts within "working parties" and expressed their own points of view and their own hi · 
~de as in the teX\ts • 
· -.... However there is, as the reader may note 11 a central thread", starting from the opening chapter 

,("'lhe:.European Community and the uncertainties of in{~rdependence") written by Mr. Francsois Duchene 
(former work-colleague of jean Monnet and current Director of the International Institute for Strat

jegic Studies in London). We shall attempt to depict the basic content. 
4 , For some time; contemporary international society seems to have been developing away from ideolog-

'1 ical, revolutionary or reformist 11Eldorados 11 , towards forms of hard confrontation and struggles for 
' poweiT between states. A new balance between the superpowers which occupy virtually the whole of the 

Northern Hemisphere, would appear to have to be established in the world - a concept which is in 
striking contradiction with the "basic concepts" of the founders of the European Community. 

However these same changes which have taken place within the last tw~nty years, by revealing the 
'~xistence of an actual "civilization crisis11 have at the same time created a spectacular increase in 

mterdependence, both between and within the different national societies. In correlation, many of the 
problems and conflicts which arise at all levels appear to be a consequence of precisely this increased 
interdependence • 
..4 Starting from this point, Fran~Sois Duchene writes : "the superficial antithesis between the 
desire for unity and reconciliation of the founding fathers ot the European Community and.~the prese_nt 
realities of the balance of power tends to disappear. On the contrary, qt the founding fathers may 
have helped to create was an instrument and a method useful precisely in dealing with the conflicts 
of interdependencen. 

'lhl.s is an interesting theory because it allows the analysis to be taken even further and the 
ambiguities in the European situation to be eliminated, ambiguities to be found in th~ "dualismn which 
has frem the start been a characteristic of the support given by men of very different origins to the 
ereation of the Community, 111en who have seen therein either a basic contribution to European reconcil
iati0n and the creation of a vast peaceful zone of the beginning of the reconstruction of a "European 
Pever" which is capable of facing up to the great powers of the world. 

( to be continued) 
Em. G. 
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- or. Bank notes a considerable increase in production in the developing countries 
- EUropean Parliament: new organigram . 

6-7 - ~: the negotiations on the renewal of the international agreement 
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EDITORIAL 

WROPE AND ITS !JJEST FOR IDmnn - (J) .NEITHER .NU'IOltALISH NOR NEU'l'RALITI 

DAILY BULLET! 

'lb.e theory put forward by Fran'Sois Duchene : a Coiiiii!Unity which represents and instrument and means 
c~pable of setting up a unita-ry process in the world which is characterized by interdependence,~ 
must therefore allow a "political line" to be issued with a view to concrete action, 

It is thus that Fran'Sois Duchene analyses and one by one elilllinates, the two classical hypo · 
theses conce~ing the nature and aim of the Community with respect to the rest of the world. 

First hypothesis : should the·eommunity be a''surar=power!'" that is to say, as the quotes author. 
states, must one seek to affirm 11 a nationalism writ ~rge on the European scale"?"~chnically" the ~ 
possibility exists, as well as certain psychological and emotional premisefi,which are rooted in the 
tradition of national or European 11greatness 11 .Mr Duchene shows by means of impeccable analysis that 'fl 
Europe could not become a "super-power" without possessing a "proper" European nuclear force. He ala 'I~U 
demonstrates that tt.e latter cannot be achieved in practical terms within a "political" perspective, 
that is to say within the present decade. From it he draws the conclusion that, even if a certain 
"European nationalism" should become evident,& palicy with the aim of making Europe into a super-power 
is extremely unlikely. It would not be availed of the necessary concensus,and efforts pointing in this 
direction could produce the opposite effect, block the way to political union and sterilize the present 
developlllent, leaving it thus at the stage of a customs union. 

Second hypothesis, that of a "neutral11 Europe; Everyone is aware that the tendency towards a 
"third force" which aims to avoid any commitment With regard to external powers, has always been 
strongly defended within the Community. However, the question arises as to whether it shoul4 amount 
to an armed neutrality, that is one which is possessed of a credible 11deterrent11 , which raises the 
same problems including that relating to the previous hypothesis as to whether it should be a matter 
of an nna.rmed neutrality, which would in more or less the lon& term involve the establisbment of 
priviledged bilateral relations between on the one side,one or another European state and on the 
other, the Soviet Union or the United States. 'lb.e- result would be the dependence and the disintegration 
of the Community. 

There exists according to flucUne a way out of this false dileliUDa 1 the Couamity tan and must 
follow its own original vocation, that is to develop collective action with the aim of civilising 
relations between the States and not only between the Reaber States ( which is illlplicitly understood) 
but laso those with and between the other States, that is with the whole of the rest of the world, 
in the context of interdependence which is increasingly becoming the normal charcteristic of relations 
between the peoples. 

The innovative and permanent meaning of this conception desenes to be stressed and given further 
coverage. 

1 

( to be continued) 
Em.G. 
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- gouncil work programme: "Memo" presented by the Presidency of the Council (Denmark) 
- EUHOSYNDICAT: index of the Six: 155.93.- Index of Nine 1 83.82 
- EEC/Malta: towards a new agreement 
- Meeting between Joergensen·, Ortoli and Gundelach 
-President Ortoli to visit Ireland 
- Social Pro~amme : urgent dossier for the new European session 
- The European Regional Policy is investigated by the Italian Government 

Sir Christopher Soames in India and Thailand them 
- Distri?u7ion_agreements for Dior, Rochas, Lancome a the Commission denies having authori~ed/ 
- ~l1m1tat1on agreement for Japanese exports of TV aets to UK examined by the Commission 
- '!he United kingdom and imports of cotton and jute yarn 
- ~oms duties reintroduced by the EEC 
-Patents 1 the Intergovernmental Conference that should approve the-Convention on the System 

for the Grant of Patents is to be held in Munich 
- .QQE! 1 meeting with Mr. Lard.inois 
- Socialist Group of the E.P. 1 conclusion of the study sessions 
- ..:.£2!:!!!!!ittee of Twenty" a the Deputies have begun their work in Paris 
- COMPOSITE PRICE 1 !55!83 per tonne 
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DAILY 

I!UROPE AND ITS QUEST FOR ID,TITI - (4) 1!fE &JROPEM •MESSAGE" ~Y/i 
Are we able to bonceive of Europe -not an abstract Europe which stands outside realities but that~ 
whic:hevery one of us contributes to building - as the 11vehicle" which advocates changin& the natu~l\ 
of social relations in the world? The idea is no doubt attractive. It may involve a motive idea :nt'/ 
which is capable of mobilizing energies. It is not devoid of a certain European pride but it also ~~ 
expresses a certain humility. In fact it does not concern:; as certain noisy and embaJirassing rhet@}c 
orical commentators tend to do, reexhuming a claimed 11 supremancy" of Europe oreven of the West b 
rather means having the courage to recognize the unity of the world and of mankind and realising 
that humanity must develop towards new forms of social organization, for it is in no way maintained 
that the 11historic society" in which we live is the final goal. With Edgar Morin ( 11 'lbe lost paradigms 
human naturen) we m:1y wonder whether or not "history can be conceived of as a period of trial and 
error which is socially analogous to the prebiotic period 11 • 

In the limited measure of means which are available to us as men and as a society, we should 
never forget that change and innovation in the existing order of things are the product of a disord.et
which enriches because it is a fountain of complexity and hence of progress. It is in this way that 
we should look at what surrounds us. Today man is profoundly discontent and perhaps frightened of the 
society in which he lives and he feels the 11need 11 for change but without knowing what sort of change. 

In the field of international relations, contrary to statements maintained by certain parties, 
the attempt to puild Europe by a new method, which is the Community method,has never had the aim of 
"reorpnizing the pre--existing order" but rather of layllig the bases for a new order. That is to ~y 
that it has at lea~t.\irtually been deeply revolutionary. Here there is a: pemanent,umov.a:tive fac-tor 
which cannot be annihilated by the peripeties, plottings and tactical brain-work of politicians and 
nostalgic diplomats. 

This is the reason why, in this context and keeping ~amind the limits to concrete and present 
action, we consider that the conclusion reached by Fran~ois Duchene which has inspired(:~~been 
inspired by) all the contribut.,rs to 11 A Nation writ large?", may be shared by the Europeans and · 
above all provide them with inspiration to act. This is it : 

11 The European Community must be a force for the international diffusion of civilian and 
demecratic standards or it will itself be more or less the victim of power politics run by powers 
stronger and more cohesive than itself. In the long run, as Jean Mormet has said, th .ere is no 
statesmanship without generosity. This applies particul~rly to a grouping whose influence will 
depend as much on its functional effectiveness as on material forcen. 

Em. G. 
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according to the Memo from the Presidency 
- 11 o tica Consu tations" : Mr. Ortoli is to represent the European Commission 
- Fishing : on. Denmark 1 s request, the Council should take a stance at an early date on the Commis-

sion 1 s report 
- E.I.B. : global loan for small and medium sized firms 
- E.f.B. contracts for loans and holdings in the Cameroon sugar industry 
- E.TJi'. large loan for a road in the Ivory Coast 
- E.!.B. loan in Lebanese pounds 
- 11Group of 1Wenty11 : the wovk of the Committee of Deputies 
- Mr. Simonet will discuss in Copenhagen the possibility of an "Jinergy" Council in October 
- Development Aid : criticisms of British MPs 
- Nationa of South East Asia : statements of Sir Christopher Soames 
- International Sugar Agreement : on the eve of the negotiations, edginess with respect to the EEC 
- OECD : study of the economic situation in the BLEU 
- ~Cheysson in the Caribbean 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION .No 2180 
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Books which are sent to Us and whose publication @ 
is worth noting are rniewed under thi1 headin& f ;;,,1. 

mt.i 
- Jllll\TfllLJJ OOLDMAH 1 European Co._,rci.al lt;"• Translated by Philip Hawkea and dtristopher Hitchell-Hegs, 
)'oreworit- by K.R. SimmondsJ Stevens &: Sons td. (London), Matthew Bender (New York), Aupst 1973, 452 pages, 
" 7.8o. 

This work is the translation of "Droit eo.nerciel Europeen" pub1bhed in Paris in the "Pricis Dallot" 
collection. it is based on the second edition 'of 1971, but published on 1 January 1973. After an introduction 
dealing with the sources of European commercial law, the work describes, in a firat part, the characteristic 
traits of this legislation •. The second part is de\'oted to the special lllllrkets of coal and steel, transport, 
agriculture and Euratom. A last part goes into relations with national legal systems. 
- (ElUJJJ 'l'D'l'ENJllEFER-jUSl' 1 ¥{ffentliche Stiftunpn, Ein Beitrag sur Theorle der inte:rwdiiiren Finansgewal
ten, Motllos Verlagsgesellacha- {tlid:en::::tkideniOFft), 1973, 16o paps, bound, DM 39.00. -The author critichea 
the fact that the Oel11Wl authorities .ha-.e played an increasingly large part in tbe foundations sector in 
the post-war period. According to the author, this has among other things Mde it possible to e-.ade the 
divisielt1 of tasks between the federation and the Under pro-.ided for in the OerMn constitution. -J.i sJiEbltlme s de l 1 E}tel'\f!, No 6o, Association pour 1 1Etude des ProbUmes de 1 1 Ill rope (Paris and Roae ) . -
1' 1 · er contiliis t conclusions drawn by Mr. Pierre Uri at the end of the JXV.tth Round Table which was 
held in l'alJDa Majorca on 15 and 16 June 1973 on the topicl Educational Europe in the uas aedia era. 
'!~' Be~ de la Soci~e d' etudes e~ d' expansion, No. 255 - Ma;r-June 1973, Liege. Mention should be 111ade dong 
the iUaies of EUropean bsues o tf&Eiirope of the Repons by D. de Rouge1110nt; the training of heads of 
eitte!prises in Europe by MrF.fl. Ferrer..Pacoes; Benelux- past, present and future by Mr. C.J. van Schelle; 
Ad-.antages and disadvantages of the IIIUltinational enterprise by Mr L. ())ppen and the uni-.erse of intem&tional 
associations and 11Francit~11by Mr. R. Fenaux. 

etib de la Federati des Entre rises de Bel No 2·1- 1·. 9,:J.973. Special 11ention should be 1111.de ofl 
as . sess on· in Oeneva: : t.he, ~omment~t.df1:bo }nPf'esenta·ti:ve o_f-FmJ 

SUMMARt 
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2 - Ch~cellor Willr Brandt will be the guest of the E.P. in November . 
- lieats of tfie Euto~ea.n fnsti tutions : offensive by Oerman Socialists over their dispernon 
- ftd/USA : possiM ity of a decision by the Nine on Monda;y to open a poll tical dialogue 

- Sir Christopher Soames in japan 
- Strengthenin&;the powers of the E.P. : opposition from Denmark to an amendment of the EEC Treaty 
- fr~Union naress : opposition to EEC confirmed with small majority 
-.Bureau'for the Rapprochement of Enterprises : positive balance for its first months of activity 
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- 11Group of Twenty" : meeting of Deputies in closed session 

-~·~·~· :·financing of the protot:fpe Qf a new type of nuclear reactor 
- _:......:,_• : EDF financial contribution (;ship repair dock in Dakar) 
- .Q.!m_ : survey of the economic situation in Yugoslavia 

- The Week in Europe 
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EDITORIAL 

I speak, therefore I am 

21st year - Nr. 1354 
Monday/Tuesday 10/11 
1973 

DAILY BULLET 

Infonnation coming from Copenhagen, confirms to a large degree the optimism shown by European circles t.' f 

~n the last few days. '11te meeting of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Nine could mark an ~•-'
important turning point in political tooperation between the countries of the Community. It is possib~e 
that this cooperation, the "charter'' of which has now been published, ( this concerns the 1!lnd report", the 
contents of which has been largely covered by EUROPE) has already been overtaken, as lottf and necessity 
demand by a form of close coordination, the prelude to a "real common foreign policy". s is moreover 
~ir Alec Douglas-Home himself recognised when he stated this mornLng that the Nine are going to 
begin 11 a new type of common diplomacy". 

We would be the last to be surprised by this positive development : certain contradictions 
cannot continue to exist for long, not without destroying what has been accofuplished.And nopoHy is seek
ing this. 

In the events which mark the pages of history, it is necessary to consider strategy in the 
light of the objective to ~e attained and that of circumstances. At the moment, circumstances are 
favourable. Europe ( and we have been amongst the first to stress the importance which Dr. Kissinger's 
famous message held as a "provocation) being called upon to assume its own resposibilities and to "speak" 
with its own voice, it is proving its existence. Finally, it speaks, therefore it is. · 

It is worthwhile noting that the European Commission, in the personage of its President, is 
represented at the Copenhagen meeting. There is no point in remarking now that it intervenes on one 
or another point on the agenda of the meeting. What is interesting and what will be remembered, is the 
fact that th...: Commission cannot be absent when the Comm.1nity is seeking to define its own identity 
and when it lays down the tenns of the "constructive" dialogue which must be begun with the United States. 

It is worthwhile recalling, with respect to this, that Mr. Ortoli got his knuckles rapped, a 
short while ago,because he took the liberty of saying that he was witnessing the birth and development 
of a "European nation". It is true that the call to order had not co11e from a governmental authority 
but rather from an individual whose "official" position cannot be denied because it concerns Mr.· Knapa, 
the French Communist Party's spokesman on Foreign Policy matters. Obviously, Mr. Knapa was speaking 
in the name of French Nationali~m, of which the FCP has become the greatest defender. '11tis position 
of the FCP is not surprising since communism is today pursuing the objective of the most rigorous ~ 
"cristalisation" and conservatioir of order, frontiers and regimes. We will not go as far as to say 
that the "revolutionary" nature of communism - which is its sole reason for existence - is from now 
on completely dead but we must state that for the moment it is almost non-existent. MoreoTer, the 
hostility of French Communism and likewise th~t of Soviet Communism with respect to all that may lead 
to a "coagulation" of European identity, particularly from the politital point of view, is perfectly 
comprehensible and even justified : it is that through its political unification, Europe can define 
itself as the motor of a real revolution and consequently unmask the false revolutionaries. With much 
more subtlety, the Italian Communists ( see interview with Mr. Amendola in an Italian newspaper) for~ 
ally recognise that ·the CoJIIIII.Uiity "needs to -a.ssert its aon identity". And they draw the consequences from 
this : Mr. Amendola said 11 We wish to see the Community as a strUcture of-political unification". 
Even if this requires interpretation, we must nevertheless acl<iiowledge it as an extremely interesting 
proof of realism. · 

Em, G. 
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EDITORIAL 

DAILY BULLETI 

Two conditions for defining an identity ~·-' 
- r 

'rhe document on "European identity" that the Nine· are to finalize in the course of the coming · 
and on the content of which they reached an agreement of principle in Copenhagen is likely to constitue '· 
important "point of departure" inthe history of the evolution of Europe towards its political unificatio 

However, we must resist the temptation of believing that this problem of European identity may~ 
solved so simply. Two conditions at least must be fulfilled if a promising start is required. The first ~~l· 
these has found the agreement of all the Ministers and is a question of the evolutive and dynamic nature of 
the texts defining this European identity, that is to say a question of the certainty that these texts are 
consistently contingent with political reality. 'l'his is the best guarantee of the fact that these texts will 
represent for the Governments who sign them a commitment on the political plane that is to be acted upon ·in 
a certain direction, in terms of certain interests and in order to attain certain objectives. 

This is translated, on the concrete plane, in the realisation of a certain European foreign policy, 
EUt not only in this. In fact, European identity is to be defined concurrently vis-a-vis both Europe's neigh
bours -and itself. 'l"here must therefore be a deep-rooted commitment to pursue a certain policy, even from with
in each of our countries. Vis-a-vis ourselves, feelings of identity unite for it is a question of common and 
shared characters, interests and objectives. With respect to the exterior they are distinct, even though they 
do not go so far as to be separate. It is on the practical level that we shall see what is the degree of sep
aration of the other individuals or national or multinational entities about which the world revolves. 

The Eecond condition is that this definition of principles of identity should be sufficiently clear 
and definite for there to be no room for misunderstandings and ambiguities • We shall mistrust affirmations 
that are too vague : to say that one wants to bring about social progress, or to say that one is committed to 
defending the fundamental freedom of the individual is not enough. One might just as well reiterate the Dec
laration of the Rights of Man or reel off the United Nations Charter. 

If Europe wants to be a model for civilisation and chan~, it must say so ~n a clear manner. It 
must not allow ambiguity to set in (we are thinking more particularly of the so-called "human" aspects of 
the CSCE, for which the search is under way for formulae covering totally different concepts and contents). 

There is no use in trying to give the illusion of unanimity if it does not exist. ~Rtope must be 
born under the sign of clarity. That is to say, under the sign of Courage• 

mn. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

After Copenhagen : a good beginning 

21st year- Nr.l356 (n.s · 
Thursday 13.September 

The Copenhagen Conference has been followed by declarations and attempts at assessments, some of 
aim to attribute one or another Minister or rather one or another country the merit of having made 
its own viewpoint prevail ( or of having given in at the opportune moment ••• ). It is thus that on the 
one hand Hr. Van Elslande stated, to explain the success of the Conference : 11it is because there has 
been a change in atti tudc on the part of the French : Paris has understood that it concerned the good 
of Europe, being very affected by the climate of suspicion which was by no means foreign to it 11 whereas 
on the other hand, according to Le Hondc : "Mr. Jobert cleverly exploited the economic situation and 
in particular Hr. Nixon 1 s impatience to come to l~urope". 

Other clement~ arc to be seen in connection with these radically opposed interpretations. 
Several question~ may be asked. One mind for example ask what has been the role played by the political 
intuition of Hr. Heath who at a given moment suggested 11 splitting11 the declaration and thus blocking 
the hand of the F1·•mch. Or moreover. what has been the real effect on all the negotiations held in 
August in the shadow of the Franco~r~rman controversy of the feeling (dramatized in the statements made 
by Mr. Chirac) ofGermany 1 s possibly moving away from Europe. Or lastly, what has been the role. scarcely 
visible but doubtless effective, played in this context by the most active amongst the Directors of 
Political Affairs ( let us here mention Messrs. Davignon and Ducci whose names are linked with all the 
efforts made in recent years in the political field). 

Whatever may be the case, the attempt at assessing to whom must go the credit for having 
won or lost is for the moment quite academic, especially because we are only at the beginning of a 
process which must continue and lead us mush further. 

As for saying, as does Le Monde, that thL' expression "speak with one sole voice" means to 
"become aligned with the smallest Atlantic common denominator, that is, with French positions", this 
would appear to us not to reflect the real situation. What is in fact important is that we should not 
become alignL:d with thc"smallcst European denominator" as has been the case up to the present. And we 
are certain that France will not want to play the role of a brake but rather that there will be a 
certain competition to 11head 11 the movement, that is exert a ~n "leadership". Without trying to 
ascertain who has made a change in position and why, it can now be stated that all the Nine recognise 
the fact that Europe mustspeak with one sole voice whoever be the partner. Up to now this has not been 
clear at all. 

If we had to pass judgement according to the facts, we would have to state that this decision 
makes the relations between Europe and the rest of the world easier, not more difficult. We have noted 
Mr. Fadeev's pilgrimage to Copenhagen (private visit) to request a dialogue. And today we hear from 
Tokyo that an agreement between the Community, the Americans and the Japanese on the crucial formula 
of the preliminary declaration was reached in a few minutes.Once again : this is only the beginning. 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe and Democracy ~ 

The coup d'etat in ChiJa adds another country to the already long 1 of countries governed by miltfary 
juntas whose democratic character is to say the least doubtful. [i(tt 

The fall and the tragic end of Mr. Allende poses once 1110re the crucial problem of democracy. Befo~:· '" 
relyinn: on concensus, it should be strong enough to be able to defend itself from everything that aims ilt~ 
destroy it, that is to say from intolerant minorities and armies. But it does not have to become too stM~ 
and thus shatter democracy, by the destruction of weak minorities when they express disagreement and seek, 
by democratic means to become a majority. -

A society in which the c<"nfrontation of ideas was not entirely free and where therfore innovation would 
become almost impossible and in which the conquest of power would be an end in itself, is a society condemned 
to immobility and to violent jolts. It is normally due for a revolution. 

The regime of Mr. Allende has died 11of de1110cracy11 ~ like the human socialism which was established five 
years ago in Prague. Both succumbed to violence. Violence sometimes from the Left, sometimes from the Rightt 
but do these labels have any point? Or are they used only in order to be able to co11demn one and to keep sil
ence on the other? 

These. considerations oblige us to return to the topic of 11 european identity". Can one imagine that the 
Community, in defining its own identity, that is to say the principles on which it intends to base its polit
ical action within itself and with the outside world, has no position as regards its basic ideas? We d~not 
believe this. At the end of the conference which was held in Copenhagen on Monday and Tuesday, a journalist 
asked the Ministers whether they had discussed the situation of the dissident intellectuals iri the Sociat 
Union. He received a negative reply. This subject has been discussed within several governments (that of the 
Hague made an approach to Moscow), but not by the Ministers who act within the f.ra.mework of political co
operation. Unfortunately, the real reply came from Chancellor Brandt, who this morning stated that he was 
.of Mr. Kissinger' s opinion that the guidelines of the foreign policy cannot depend on the conditions reigning 
in the Soviet Union. Indeed, this is "Realpolitik11 • But it is one thing to reject detente and return to the 
situation of cold war -no one wants that - and another to use, in the present economic situation the means 
at one 1 s disposal to defend the rights of democracy. The Europe which is llokirig for its identity could have 
a woro to say on this point. As long as it remains silent, we must not be surprised that Solzhenitsyn accuses 
the West of hypocricy and as long as youth is disappointed with a Europe it regai'ds as being animated only 
by "mercantile" interests. Em. G. 
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-PAUL D a.AEYS • Groupe• de pre,ion en Bel'!{' Le• groupe• intemoldiarles soclo...!cono.iques (eon.61... 
tion a !'analyse comparative), Editions de 1 1u versite de Bruxelles, Editions du OOSP, 1973, 4].6 pa~ 
580 BF. ~(/ 

this book is netither in defence nor in attack of the pressure groups in Belgium, but an account of 
this phenomenon. It is however limited to the intennediary soci-economic groups: trade unions, groups of 
independent workers, employers' associations, fanners' tmions, consumer associations. After an introductory 
section on the theory of pressure groups and the components of the Belgian political system, the author 
gives ample information on the history and situation of pressure groups in Belgium, their members, financial 
resources, concerns, relations with other groups, their links with the political parties and their relations 
with the Government. Tlri s is the first exhaustive study of this subject in Belgium. 
- Dr. KLAUS ZIMME!UiANN: Die Sparkassen in der EWG, Probleme der europaischen Niederlassungs- und DienstJ,;. 
leistungsfreihiet aus sparkassenrechtlicher Sicht, Duncker & Humbolt Verlagsbuchhandlung (9 Dietrich..Schafe~ 
Weg, l Berlin 41), 1973, 153 pages, 29.60 DM. - This book examines the problems posed by Community harmonisa
tion of credit institutes, and in particular savings banks. A first part gives an account of the legal basis 
of the EEC Treaty. The second part, the longest section, reviews the situation in the six original Member 
States of the EEC. The final section analyses the problems posed by the harmonisation of the law. 
- ROBJmT s. M~AMARA: Une vie meilleure pour deux milliard d'hommes. Editions Denoel (Paris 7e), 1973, 144 
pages, 18.00 FF. - This work is the translation of the book 110ne hundred Countries, Two Billion People" 
(Pragers Publishers Inc) which consists of six speeches by Mr. Robert t1cNamara, President of the World Bank, 
made during his first five year term of office. Mr. McNamara remains optimistic about the future of the world 
and the improvement of living conditions :(or the majority of the inhabitants of the developing countries. 
- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 9/1973, Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 22). -Under the title "Against the giants", 
this number explains the competition policy of 'the Community. . 
- Comunita Europee, No 8-9/1973, August-September 1973 (Via Poll 29, Roma). -Particular mention should be 
made of an edit.orial by Mr. Altiero Spinelli, an. interview with t1r. Finn Olav Gundelach, Danish mamber of the 
European Commission, and an article by Mr. Ferdinando Riccardi on economic and monetary union. 
- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr Internationale Politik, number dated 25 August 1973, Bonn (Stockerstrasse 
1 - 5). In summary: relations between the USSR and the United States after the Brezhnev-Nixon meeting; Romania 
and the CSCE; the financial crisis of the United Nations; Ge~y and the United Nations. The documentary 
section is given over to the first phase of the Helsinki conference on 3 to 7 July 1973. 
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EDITORIAL 

The C.S.C.E. ~ detente and "human problems" 

The real negotiating phase of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe opens tomorrow 
in Geneva. The Soviets want to see work progress at full speed. Moreover, the Americans announce 
- thanks to a "leak" from Washington which is deplored in Brussels - that they have come to an 
agreement with their NATO partners concerning a formula for the mutual and balanced 
of forces which would assure a good beginning for the MBFR talks which are to pegin 
the end of October. 

However, all arties acknowled c that the Geneva talks are not oin to be eas ; Since 
decision was taken to open the Conference on 7 July in Helsinki several events have taken place and 
a number of positions have been adopted which have given rise to legitimate doubts evrywhere in the 
West as to Moscow's real \dll to go through with this minimum amount of liberalization in "human 
relations" which is one of the basic objectives of the Conference and, more generally a concrete 
indication that the cold war has given way to a thaw. From the Soviet side preparations are being 
made for a powerful offensive to mobilize Western public opinion: and evidence of this will soon 
become apparent. The West will be accused of wanting to bring about another cold war and of wanting 
to cause i ternal changes in the Socialist world. Article published in the Soviet Union on the eve 
of the opening of the CSCE proClaim that "no su render" should be made to Western demands as regards 
the circulation of people and ideas. 

The Sakharov case - and more generally that of di~sident soviet intellectuals {although 
Communists) - is well known. Basically Sakharov considers that the West has an unique opportunity 
to request the Soviet Union to be more liberal and that it would be betraying its vocation if it 
were not to grasp this opportunity. Samuel Pisar has just written (Le Monde of 16/17 September) an 
examplary analysis of the problem. The detente should not be sacrificed, he writes, "through dis
couragement" but we must know on what conditions he (Sakharov) considers that we can-~~.ccept to 
continue along the road to detente, in particular between America and Russia. As is generally known, 
Dr. Kissinger does not appear very disposed to laying down conditions, that is to say making a 
detente subordinate to changes in the Soviet attitude. However, the Washington Post mak s the reply 
that it is not a matter of demanding "the transformation of internal Soviet structure" as Dr.Kissinger 
has said ( thus giving an, argument to the Soviets themselves and a excuse to Chancellor Brandt),but 
of obtaining 11 reasona}:lle proof of positive changes" • 

. And Europe? At the time when it is seeking to define its identity and when:it is preparing 
to make a joint declaration with the United States avowing its allegiance to the fundamental principles 
of representative democracy and its intention to respect the riets of man, it cannot remain silen,t 
and cannot allow the question - d~tente or not - to be decided tween the United States and the 
Soviet Union. As has been observed, it is not a matter of waging a religious war but it is obvious 
that the Soviet Union being one of the greatest world powers, its attitude concerning human problems 
can be decisive for the whole world.Consequently all parties have the right or rather the duty to 
~concerned about it and to try and influence' it. 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Something new for Europe? 
I 

21st year- Nr.1360 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 19 September 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

As we reported yesterday, rumours have been going roundfor some time suggesting that President Pomp 
dou may give concrete form - at his next press conference - to certain hypotheses he mentioned recently on ......... 
the futn-e of European integration (in the 11 confederal 11 sense). It is thought that he will put proposals 
his partners, or suggestions, relating mainly to the institutional aspects of this integration, in the 
·context of European union the principle of which was agreed upon in Paris and which should be achieved · 
the latest in 1980. 

These rumours have to a certain extent been related to positions adopted by certain French leading ~ 
figures. We are in particular referring to Mr. Lecanuet whose recent article published by 11Democratie ,fJ\ 
modernen was certainly not wti tten by coincidence and hich on the contrary may be related to a very de inf 
ite political situation. In the article in question (see yesterday's edition of EUROPE) Mr. Lecanuet e li 
itly his political support to the President of the Republic (the President, not the Government) in the evefi_~'.( 1 
here the latter decided to propose a daring initiative favouring an acceleration of the progress towards~ 

poll tical union in Europe. · 
In this context, the following elements should be borne in mind (amongst others}:(a) the attitude of 

France in Copenhagen, an attitude which has allowed concrete progress to be made in the perspective of this 
two-way dialogue, the United States on the one hand and the European Community on the other,(even if in the 
text of the declaration of principles it is the United States and 11 the European Community and its Member 
States 11 which are mentioned; on the other hand, it is worthwhile mentioning that here it is the 11European 
Community11 which is talked about, the adjective 11economic 11 always being omitted), a dialogue which had 
always been made out to be impossible. (b) the first step towards the definition of a European identity 
the characteristic of ~hich will perhaps be initially somewhat vague but which should be outlined with in
creasing precision. Mr. Pompidou has said in reference to this identity: 11A term which, it would appear, 
we have invented and ~.hich in anY. case \.e intend to assist and support11 • (c) the often evoked theme of 
"European defence 11 • Mr. Jobert made references to this during his visit to China: 11We do not separate detente 
,iUld up.derstanding policy from national defence, until the day when this defence will be able to be European" 
(this is not in the near future, he added ••• ) 

This beinf,l; said, great caution should be advised with regard to these possible proposals. )'ill Mr. 
Pompidou again expound his ideas on .the "European Government!'? Will he lift the French veto on the direct 
election of the European Parliament? Will he accompany this gesture with proposals for creating a new instit
utional balan~e in which the strengthening of the authority {and the powers?) of the Parliament woUld be 
balanced by limiting the scope of the Commission and .converting it into a technical body? Will he, in a new 
form, present his suggestions on the setting up of a political secretari~t? 

These, along with others, are the questions we may ask. There may be something new. It is not certain 
that everything that is new is good. Whatever it may be, the European picture may find itself surddenly 
coming to-life. Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Renewed political thrust and institutional balance 

21st year- Nr.l361 (n.s.) 
Thursday 20 September 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

L----------------------------

Yesterday we talked of the possibility of France taking the initiative in a new political 
thrust in Europe and mentioned an article by Hr. Lccanuet which urges President Pompidou to under~ake 
action in this direction. Other politicians are calling for a European initiative. Amongst these ~e 
may today QUOte Mr. Lucien Radoux , a Belgian depGte and Chairman of the Community Socialist parties' 
liaison committee. In an article appearing in "LC Peuple", Mr. Radoux stressed the two points on \>hich 
action must be taken : (a) repsect for the time-limits set by the Paris Summit; (b) the start of work 
towards European Union. According to th~ Belgian depute, the initiative could come from the Council 
or from a member government or in default of that, from the European Commission ( which would thus 
make use of its po1.crs of initiative) or the European Parliament. 

One may well harbour serious doubts about the possibility of an initiative being taken by the 
Obuncil or the Commission. The most the latter can do is stress the responsibility of the governments 
in the event 1.here they were not in a position to respect the time-limist hich they have fixed them--
selves; it will do nothing alse. · 

Each time that the building of Europe has seen some progress, often due to the pressure of 
external events, this progress is achieved, let us not forget it, following the initiatiye taken bY 
the most darin oi: the ovcrnmcnts. The latter, under pressure from political forces in favour of 

ropean 1ntegration, have actc and been able to persuade their partners to act through a joint 
agreement. This initiative has always been strongly supported by the Europen Parliament. It is not 
quite clear ~•hat the alternative .. ould be, in the present political situation. It is obvious that 
the basic condition i:. that political and social forces should exert appropriate pressure on their 
gove mmen ts. 

· What is rcgretablc is that the decisions o. the various Summits sometimes remain 11dead letter" 
Such is the case of "European Union". A year has passed and nothing has been achieved inview of the 
oncoming dead-lines. The only initiative has been taken by an authority which, strictly speaking, it 
not really a Community one, that is the Political Committee which has put the document on European 
identity into motion. 

As far as the institutional asJ?!?cts are concerned which might be brought up in the context of 
Union (horizon 1980) or of a new thrust forward, it is obvious that.every.thing which might alter the( 
existing balance·,. must be considered with very graet caution. Let us point out that the direct .election 
by universal suffrage of the European Parl}ament would not alter this balance, because it is laid 
down in the Treaties. On the contrary, it'1s necessary for the maintainance of this balance, as well 
as the increase in powers of control which must correspond to the increase in powers of the other 
European Institutions. We shall come back to this issue, which has been brought up in a doctoral 
thesis presented this very day by Mr.Schelto Patijn (Dutch Socialist member of the E.P.) at the State 
University of Utrecht. 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

DeTeloping ibstitutions 

It would doubUeas be wrong to think that tbe institutional structure of the present Oollmmity is a static 
mode. An JDOntov.er it 11as conceived for a phase in whi eh the relationship of powrs within thb structunt are 
in the process of chai\ging progressively. Those who hope that this process of modification will lead towards a 
structure of the federal type - and we are 811long these - regret that this adjustltent is being made too slowly. 
BUt tkey aust. abovP. all be careful that, under the cover of :renewed political thrust, prog:reu is stopped or f!vel 
that the reverse gear is eng-aged, This would not bt! the lirst tl.Jne that such attempts bad been lll&de ••• 

At the centre of the institutional contronny has often been the 031aission which, with its power of in
itiathe, is in fact the element which COD8titutes the originality of the ())JinnJnity system, Using the pre
text of the fact that the .decision rests with the COuncil, that is tb "say the Go<remaents (which is fAlse at 
least a• regards do~ttine because the Council is a Ool!IDUlli.ty institution and not a diploaatic conference) 80118 

people th:inlt that the Ollnission could well beco~ae a technical secretariat responsible for preparing doaaie:rs 
for the Council at. ita request. parallel to this, a technical secretariat.- but this ti.lle of a diplomatic nature • 
would prepare the dossiers dealing with "pure" foreign policy. 

Such a way of seeing things should be rejected, and this should not be for reasons of doctrine, but be
cause it would be the negation of the very notion of the Oolllllunity. Unless the '\mkcil is radically and f:ro-
founfl .d (~ . .difficUlt process), and not pennanently made up of i!Eiropean sters*, responsiGie oilcal-
ly to tie urut1 •• a whol.e, and consequently to a directly elected European Parliaaent. 

ln ·other words t t~s meta110rphosis would aake of the Council saetbitlg •trangely resembling... the O>RIIl
ission, but ude up of tigures who nol'!ft811y ban a political callin&, which the present Ooamissioners do not 
haye, aut then, it would be as good to give the Oolaission this political responsibility, whether national or 
European, uking of its Members EUro\"Gan Ministers with all that this entails, notably political responsibility 
and riak. leading what Mr. Ot"toli said yesterday before the European Parliament about the independence and 
collegiality of the OoMission, we found in it a tone which is perfectly liDrthy of a president of a EUropean 
govemaent. 

Mr. Schelto Patijn, in his study which we mentioned yesterday well understood the complexity of the in
stitutional. balance at present and in· particular the difficult situation .in whiCh the:.:Pa:rliaaeri.t~filldsulfs~lf+(iU 
if it were elected this would not change things) with regard to controlling a Collllission which can take co:Ye~:: .· 
behind a Council which has all the powers, or a Council which is not politically responsible to the Parliament •. 
This is the crux of the lltatter. Em.G. 
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Books which are sent to us d whose publication . r }J.• ~ . 
is worth noting are reviewe under this heading 1 ~ 

ublics dans la CEE, 20 pages, ~ 
extract from the "Revue du Mar e Commun 11 No. 5. s s a very eta1 e ana ys s o t e (lolllllunity Reg- 1'~-.·~ 
Ulation already adopted or about to be adopted on this m tter, an account of the prospects of a COllllllunity r'Y 
Regulation on t~e markets of publ~c enterprises and t~os o~ th~ supplementary actions which appear necesi¥U.. 
ary for support1ng and complementmg the process of hbe al1sat1.on undertaken by the community. Mr. Matte . ('I 
who is Principal Administrator at the European Commissio also draws conclusions of a political nature af 
ing, rightly, that "the most effective,political weapon t the Commission's disposal lies in the strength 
law". 
- FAUS'tc CAPEILI: Una Vocazione EuroKea all 'Italiana (le Discriminazioni poste in esse re dall 'Italia si damd 
dei propri Operatorl), Extract from o. 1 of january-Ma h 1973 of the Italian review 11!1 diritto negli scam
bi internaziona1i 11 (Milan), pages 154 to 165. 
- FAUSTO CAPJtt.Ll t Le sentense "De Hae t" e 11 ntinenta 11 e 1' inte tetadone evolu i va 1 diri to com-
tiJi.tado, Extract tom e re.- ew 111 oro Pa o11 , No r -Apri 973 • 
..: jO~our!! d'Europe No 182, September 1973, Service d'i fonnation des Oomnrunautes Europeennes, Paris (61 rue 
des lles-Yeuilles). -With the general heading 11Le gr d jeu11 , this number includes a series of articles 
and opinions on international negotiations and in parti ar the coming face to face of Europe and the United 
States. 
- EUropelln ()?mmunity (edition in Greek), September 1973 Brussels. This number includes articles on compet
ition, the protection of the environment, agricultural roblems, the negotiations with the Mediterranean 
countries, relations between Greece and the EEC and the tenth anniversa;ry of association. 
- L1EUropa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e eultur , Nos 12-13 dated 15-31 July 1973. Rome. Special 
mention Should be made of the articles by Mr. Emanuele zzo on the Helsinki conference and Mr Michel Albert, 
former Director at the European Commission, on the fun ntal values of European unity. 
- Air & Cbsmos, Hebdomadaire Aerospatiale et des Techni es Avancees, No 495 of 15 September 1973, Paris -
"The setting up of a European market for our aerospace dustry seems to be the number one priority", Mr. 
Jt$h Valleix states in an. interview given on the eve of the symposium organi&ed by the W.E.U. on aerospace 
policy. 
- Euroii Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr Intemationale Politik No 17/1973 dated 10 September 1973, Verlag fUr Inter-. 
nation e Politik GmbH (Bonn). - In an article on inte ational monetary refo:nn, Mr. Helmut Schmidt, Ge:nnan 
Finance Minister, puts forward suggestions in view of t e Nairobi conference. Other articles deal with Euro- . 
pean political cooperation and nuclear tactical weapons in Europe. 
- The w0Tld Todif!' September 1973, Chatham House, Londo • This number contains the English translation of the 
Article by Mr. lmut Schmidt on international moneta reform, written for Europa-Archiv. 
- Gesamteuropaische Kooperation 191P- 1973, Versuch e' r ZwisChenbilanz, Appendix to No 8 of 8 September 
1973 of the German weekly Das Parlament (Bonn). This st dy publishes an account of some of the work of the 
conference on questions of security and cooperation w ·eh took place in Bonn from 26 to 28 April 1973. 
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- The Council has defined its programme of sessions between now and the end of the year 
-The Agriculture Ministers will take up the sugar dossier on Mond~ 
- "Budgetary" session 1 ministerial deliberations 
- EEC/Algeria 1 first phase of negotiations 
- "EtECO" loan is issued 
- ECSC loan for a Danish iron and steel works 
- The customs conoessions pursuant to Art .XXIV-6 of GATT have not yet been fixed by the EEC 
- EEC Fin and 1 green ight for signing of agreement 
- Resiona policl 1 talks between Thomson/Donat/Cattin 
- A world agricu tural policy recommended by Mr. Lardinois 
- ~ 1 lack of agreement between certain wheat producing countries and FAO 
- Multinational companies 1 the dossier will be passed to the Commission on 3 Ootober 
- The budgetary powers of the E.P. 
- "Compensatory a.Jlounts" averted for agricultural trade within the Benelux 

____ /- Post-Apollo 1 signing of agreement 
- Fishing 1 Special measures for the Faroe islands and Greenland 
- Road transport 1 criticism from the UIEC 
- Coal production in the enlarged Community 
- ~ 1 economic survey for Austria 

.,...,--.!!!' 1 Annual assembly 
- The Week in Europe 
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D' K 
Will President Nixon's visit be postponed? ~-.. 

The infonnation according to which President Nixon has already decided to postpone his visit to Europ 
Wltil the spring has ·yet to be confinned. Most probably we shall receive precise ne161towards the middle o PJ! :1 
thh W~.!k, after the ex:Cha.tlges of views which are to take place between Mr Kissinger and sewral'Conununit l»i 
Fo~ign Ministers (as well as between the Ministers). It appears that (hancellor Brandt, worrie• about the 
consequences of this possible po~tponement, would like to talk about it with Mr Nixon himself this week. 

Sewral reasons may be behind a postponement. In the first place, Mr Nixon has to take into account 
developments in the internal situation and the institutional vicissitudes that it may entail, as for example 
resignation by Mr Agnew. Without doubt the internal situation is encouraging Mr Nixon to seek more oP less 
spectacular successes outside. For the moment the deterioration of the climate is visible, not only in the 
the results of opinion polls, but in the extremely restrictive attitude of Congress. The case of the bill 
for the "Trade Refonn Act", that is to say the mandate requested by the President from Congress in order that 
he may negotiate in the GATT talks, is typical. It is only now that the bill has passed the committee stage 
and is under examination by Congress. But in the meanwhile it has Wldergone such curtai.l.m.ents that one may ask 
what freedom of negotiation the President (and his special representative) will have in Geneva. 

It is also possible that the American administration in showing that it is not in a hurry as regards the 
summit dialogue, is planning to exert a certain pressure on its European partners. The latter have in fact not 
shown much eagerness, since the draft statement of principles was sent to the State Department on 19 September, 
that is to say five months after Mr Kissinger 1 s message. Moreover the slowness of Europe'&. reactions in the 
political field is certainly regrettable, but it was to be expected and the reasons are well known. 

It is possible moreover that a posponement for a certain time of the visit to Europe is not to be re
gretted, especially if it may make it possible to arrive at a more satisfactory formulation of the basis of 
the dialogue. The opening of this dialogue was urgent (it will soon be a year since we started hoping for it) 
because of certain circWistances and certain event.s with world significance: the opening of the CSCE, the 
preparations for MBFR, the second phase of the SALT talks," :the GATT ne·gotiati9118 and the refonn of the inter
national monetary system. In all these fields progress has been made. The need for a solid foundation for the 

~ dialogue between Europe and the United States is permanent, but at the moment it has lost the urgency it had 
' six months ago. The time available could be usefully employed for giving the texts which are being prepared 

a more precise fonn and more obvious content. Em. G. 

SUMMARY '")£1 rL:s- ~~,ct_~l\}).fJ~) 
1 - EDITOR! AL: "Will President Nixon 1 s visit be postponed?" 

2 - POLffiCAL DAY: Finland: procedural difficulties for the sighing of the agreement with the EEC-
Mr Brandt to meet Mr f\ixon - Mr Kissinger at the U.N. - Peter Shores strategy for the revision of 
the Treaty of Rome 

DAILY BUl.LETIN No 1364 (new series): 
3-4 -The draft Community bu~et for 1974 reduced to about 5,000 million u.a. 
4-5 - llicria in favour of w1 e-ranglng cooperation with the EEC 
5 C S ain: res~tion of negotiations 

1Ag tural11 C»Wlcil: opening of the ntinisterial session 
6 - EAGGF: extension of deadlines for backing from the "guidance" section 

- sugar policyt OOPA position 
7 - F!iB: l'&tes of interest on loans raised 

- iffi: financing of the extension of synthetic fibre production in Turkey 
- ffi: special loans to the Ivory Coast 

8 - Scrap: 32,000 t of low quality could be exported to third coWltries 
- ECSC: social problems on the agenda of the C»nsultative Committee 
- Steel: vigorous expansion of world production 

9 -ECOnOmic and Social Committee: forthcoming plenary session 
- ;J:MF: opening of the session 

10 - :Laiid dewlo~ment: 2nd conference of the ministers responsible 
- IAEA: end o the C»nference 
- iffiN'oMI: C AND FINANCI:AL INFORMATION 

11 - Weekly appendix 
12-.13- EroNOMI:CINTmPENETRATION No 2193 
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EDITORIAL w 
A text which can be otrengthened (l) 

Yesterda,y we statP.d that the draft ,joint declaration which Mr. Andersen is at this moment discussing 
with Mr. Kissinger, is likely to be improved and given more substance, thanks to a joint profound 
analysis. We published the <:ontents of th'! draft in our Bulletin of 17/18 September but it is all t9 
the same worthwhile ret.urninP, t.o it in order to :tnal.vne it b<Jtter, especially as far as concerns the · 
first part (the second rha1inr with ntridly C0mmunit.:r th<Jmen, contains nothinP, new compared with c 
existing engagements). 

First and foremost l'lt us acknowl<~dge the implicit or expl.ici t presP-nce throughout the draft 
of the obvious will of the Nine to placl'! themselves on an equal footing with the United States. 
Moreover, the "a!>ymmet r:v" betwe<m t.he tHo niden nt.i ll cdnts for if the United States are to be found, 
on the one side, on the oth'lrwr: havc, the !';uropeil.n Community and itn Member States. 
Let us begin with the Preamble. 

The first parap;raj:>h is nothing more than the word-by-word reiteration 
the introduction to the Paris Summit Declaration, that in, paragraph 3 :"At a 
are profoundly chanP,ing thr;o international nituat.i on•; and the last parap,-raph " 

of hro passages from 
time when world events 
and when the Nine have 

&ffinned their intention to trannfonn, b<•fore> tho end of ti'J() decade, the whole complex of their 
relations into a European Union". 

The four following paragraphs the common heritn&e, similar problems to be faced, the advantages 
of and need for close links between the United States and ~uropean countries, but also the commitment 
follow oe;::rain fundamental principles { named in para.3) h<,r() is the text:. 
"2 -Aware that they have common values and anpirations, baBed on a sharEJd heritage and face similar 
problems and challenges; 
3 - Determined to observe the 

social justice and renpect for 
4 -Conscious of the benefits 

between their countries; 

fundamental principles of representative democracy, thl'! rule of law, 
human rights; 
that their citizeno en,joy from the wide range of the mutual relations 

5 - Recalling the lessons of history which demonstarte the need for the United States and the European 
oountries to remain closely hnked; " 

Let us at this stage point out that according to certain suggestions formulated 
tory debates, it would have been necessary to draw the appropriate conclusion from this 
of common factors and call it by its name, that is interdependence. However, the French 
is opposed to this term appearing in the draft, even if it does sum up the real meaning 

during prepara
enumeration 
delegation 
of these four 

paragraphs. 
Below, the last paraP,"raph of the preamble which also contains the conclusion· : 

"6 - Undertake to intensify their existinF, cooperation on an equal basis in accordanoe with the follow
ing principles and to maintain a constructive dialogue". 

Note the will to intensify existing cooperation, on an erual basis. As for the "construutive 
dialogu~', this expression is taken from the Summit Declarationl2, sub.2).However, as at the Summit, 
no information is supplies with rerrard to "the most appropriate forms" to be used to carry on this 
dialogue. It is an important gap which has to be filled. 

We shall analyse the content of the "general principles" tomorrow. 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: A text which can be strengthened (l) 

2 - POLITICAL DAY : Soviet rressure on Finland - Greece : towards the formation of a civil 
government? - Land development : 2nd conferen~Ministers 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1365 (new series) : 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

12-13 

- "Agricultural" Counci 1 : no results obtained on the internal aspects of future sugar policy 
- Reexamination of agricultural ~olicy : The Nine appear little enclined to open a debate 
- Revaluation of the l"lorin : 15% financial participation in compensation for Dutch farmers 
- Wine : the Commission will examine possible preventive distillation measures 
- I.M.F.: Mr. N~rgaard spoke in the name of the Community 
-Community expenditure : two aspects of control will be examined tomorrow by the Commission 
- Sales of ball-bearings on the American market: move made by the EEC 
- Ener : 'l'he Commiasioon' s supply policy examined by experts 
- ECSC S ain : negotiations resumed 
-Increase in shipping freight rates and the effect on Community coal 
- Inland waten~ays cooperati vcs in West Germany : aid authorized 
- Court of Justice : "CKN"allowed to intervene in the case beh-1een Miles Druce and the E.C. 
- American restrictions on certain chocolate products : EEC opens"consultation" 

Industrial policy : development contract and application of "Common enterprise" 
- COST : signing of the Convention concerning European medium-range weather forecasting centre 

and question No.336[(3 from Mrs. \valz 
- Prevention of Maritime polllution : reply to question No 160/B from Carettoni/Romagli 

International Labour Orh~ization : stance taken on the social action programme 
-Speed limits on roads : reply to question No 1§2/73 from Mr. Seefeld 
- Struggle !fiainst fraud to the detriment of the ~AGGF : reply to question No 142/73 from 

Mr. Houcarcty 
- EC0NmUC IN'I'l''RfENETRATION No ?194 
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EDITORIAL 

A text which can be strengthened (II) 

Let us continue our analysis of the draft "declaration of principles" on the subject of which 
Mr. Andersen yesterday had an exchange of views with Mr. Kissinger. It is now quite evident that the dat 
ot Mr. Nixon's visit to Europe will be fixed according to~ vrogress achieved towards drawing up a joint.~ 
text. .;ll\ 

We shall take a look at the "general principles" (2nd chapter of the draft) which follow the 
preamble and should provide the inspiration for cooperation between Europe and the United States. 

The first of these constitutes nothing more than a reco ition on the art of the United Stat 
of the role of the Communitys -

"1· - The United States, recognising that the creation of the Community is an event of great i 
ernational importance and has enhanced the stability of Europe, welcomes the intention of the Nine to ensure 
that the Community established its position in world affairs as a distinct entity". It should be noted that 
original draft of this paragraph declared: ... "welcomes the intention of the Co1111unity to ensure ... ". It was 
altered upon France's re~uest, which wanted in this way to underline the distinction to be made between the 

·nine States on the one hand and the Community on the other, and the fact ~~tter is only the issue 
of the will of the former. At all events, the idea of a distinct entit1 is reiterated. 

The following paragraph appears at first sight fairly harmless, but it nevertheless poses a prob
lem of interpretation. It reads as follows: 

"8. - The Nine and the United States will continue to make a contribution to peace and prosperity 
commensurate with their human, intellectual and material resources". First o~ all it appears that this con
cerns rtot the Community, but the !!!!!!• Through this paragraph, the Nine are implicitly recognising their 
duty to contribute to peace and thence to their security. In what proportions? The answer iea "according 
to their resources". These are concepts which must be olarified. In this document there is no mention of 
defence, but at times it becomes an implicit factor, as in the following paragraph for instance where,there 
is reference to a more stable international equilibrium' 

"9• - They will work in harmony to promote a more stable international equilibrium, respecting 
the principles of the Charter of the United Nations and in accordance with their world wide responsibilities. 
They will each be open to the world and their policies are not directed against anyone. Their cooperation 
will stimulate wider international Oollaboration". What is of interest in this text is the emphasis laid on 
a "harmonjouQ" coopera.:ll2!'!, which would be the nerve-centre of a vast collaboration,and the confirmation of 
a world }d:de responsibility (but a doubt remains: world wide· responsibility of the COIUI\f!!1tf or of the lfine 
as a whole, or of certain of the Member States?) on the part of Europe, whicb:amounts to the rejection of 
its being parti·tioned off into "regional" responsi bili 'ties, and whioh is moreover perfectly legitimate. 

The last paragraph of this section has an economic content: it confirms the will of the Community 
to achieve economic and monetary union; 

"10. - It is an objective of their policies that the economic s1rength of the United States and 
that of the Community - as it will be enhanced by the economic and monetary union and other related policies
should serve the continued JrOWth of trade to their mutual advantage, that of developing countries and that 
of the other countries of the world". Em.a. 

1 
2 

- EDITORIAL: "A tEtxt ~i~ can be stren£ihened {II )" 
POLITICAL DAYaj§iOyi re!atlons :dersen-trrssinger mee:Ung - ReciQ!lal Pltnnin« and Devel
Opment : 2nd Conference of Ministers repcnsible - US trooP! abroad to be reduced ? 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1366 (new series} 1 

3 - Mr. Ortoli i t e US a programme of his visit 

4 
5-6 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

12-13 

- Tr e between t e GFR and the GPR considered as "inte:rnal German trade" 
OSYNDICAT 1 ndex of Six i 151·25 ; Index of Nine~ 

-Multinational cpmpanies a series of actions the Commission could propose 
- Problem of industrial concentration put before the ESC 
- Sales contracts of Rochas, Dior and LancOme 1 question no.342 by Kater and MUller 
- Comecon meets in Moscow 
- Mr. Abdellatif Imani to visit Brussels 
- ECONOMIC AND FiiiANcfAL INFORMATION 
- In the MileQ Dr~ce case the Commission asks the Court of Justice to reject the new procedure 
- Are nahonal television monopolies subject to the provisions of the EIOO Treaty? 
- European Science Fbundation 1 agreement given in principle 
-Euratom 1 the negotiations with the USSR for third party uranium enriching 
-Agricultural policy and social programme at the centre of the Commission's discussions 
- Harmonisation of QOstal rates 1 reply to question no.loB/73 b,y Mr. Jahn 
- Emissions ot supersonic aircraft engines in the stratosphere a reply to question no.~ b,y 

Mr. Vredeling 
- Social polic~ a Hillery's talks with the Italian authorities 
- The "European" !findscreen a views divergent - m I The Collllluni ty' s role, according to Mr. De Cleroq ; Mr. Carli calls for the abandoning of 

the official prioe of gold 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2195 

IUROPE/Doowaente a The GATT Multilateral Trade Negotiations (So811ea in Tok;yo) - No. ill 
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~ E D I T 0 R I A L 

A draft which will doubtless be improved ~~ ~ 

principles (lst part) which is at the moment the subject of extensive examination in the United States 
We should like to complete the publi,ation and analysis of the draft "declaration of ~ 

It is, in fact, important to reali zc that this text has already served its purpose because it 
was only intended as a 11 basls for talks". Information coming from New York ;md ~tatcmcnts made by Mr. 
Kissingcr confirm that there is still a long way to go - obviously on both sides - before coming to 
a common text. On Saturday the Political Di.rcctors 11ll. work on this rapprochmcnt and the possibility 
cannot be ignored that the Ministers of the Nine will have to redi.sduss it. Apparently, the United 
States have not presented their own version of a text but it is certain that they have suggested 
alternatives, details and additional items. It will then be interesting to compare the two texts. 

In contli.nuing our analysis therefore, we sec that the two Jast paragraphs of the first part 
concern East-West r~lations. It is, curious to note that the Ministers have found it necessary to devete 
a separate chapter to these relations. It is true that two paragraphs of the secong part ( that which 
has been submitted for examination and approval by the Community authorities) concern relations with 
developing countries and relations with 11other11 industrialized countries. However, as far as East-West 
relations arc concerned the content is essentially political. It might be said that amongst th~ intent
ions of those who rew up this text, there was the clear will to confirm the fact that Europe has a 
policy of its own and a role which it intends to fulfil to its utmost. FurthermofC it is the only 
place where the word security is to be found, alongside,admittedly, the woJ.ddetente. Does this fact 
indicate that from the European side one is conscious of the importance of a defence policY?This is 
not to be ruled out : we leave interpretation of the following passages up to the reader: 
1111 - Whilst maintaining their own security they are detcnnincd to pursue a policy of detente and 
cooperation with the Soviet Union and the East European countries. They consider that both the United 
States and the Nine have essential roles to play in this respect. 

12 - They affirm their conviction that progress towards European Union will be a positive factor 
working in favour of detente, noting in particular the constructive contribution which the work of 
the Nine is making to the realization of the objectives of the CSCE. 11 

It may be that this interpretation becomes clearer in view of what President Pompidou said 
today in his press conference with regard to the United States' foreign policy and more particularly 
with regard to the relation10 between the United States and the Soviet Union. 11 We must remain vigilant 
- said Mr.Pompidou in essence - in case these relations should involve a sort of condominium over 
the world" • 

.&n.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL : A draft which will doubtless be improved 

2-2b - POLITICAL DAY : Mr. Otto Krag will represent the Community in the United States 
- Mr. Kissingcr is optimistic about the possibility of a visit by Mr. Nix.on 11 in the 
near futurcu - President Pompidou gives press conference 

DAIL~; BULLETIN No 1367 (new series): 

3-4 
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10 

11 

12-13 

-Common Agricultural Policy examined by Commission 
- Budgetary powers : the E.P. asked to request the last word in the adoption of budgets 
- Scientific and Technological Policy examined by the ECRD 
- Social Programme : dossier resumed by the Corn mission 
- Agreement on cotton textiles : extension 
- EI;;G/Isrucl : resumption of negotiations 
- Olive oil : proposal for a massive inc ease in the market target price 
- River control and development in the Central African Republic 
- Economic and Social Committee : plenary session 
- "Pooling11 of monetary re se rvcs : par liamcntary criticism 
-Competition Policy : preparation of new repo:t by E.P. . 
- nRlght to Vcton concerning merger of enterpnses, proposed by the Legal Colllllll.ttee of E.P. 
- Conference on pollution of the Rhine : the Commission is invited 
- Scientific and tcclmical research examined by the energy committee of the E. P. 
- Recourse to nuclear energy : large scale infonning of the public is advocated 
- ECSC : technical struggle against pollution in iron and steel industries 
- New organigrammc for the 11 Gcneral Directorate of Information 11 

- ,The spokesmen group of the European Commission 
-'-'he staff in the Nine's parliamentary .nstitutions 
- Methods for calculating commercial trade : reply to question No 127/73 from Mr.Dewulf 
- Inte ration of immi rants into the life and activities of th,, host country : reply to 

questions Nos 144 3 from Lord 0 1 Hagan and 98/73 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Land development : end of Ministerial Conference 
- COMPOSITE PRICE : (10,83 
,.. ~ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2196 
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EUROPEAN LIBRA Y. . 

Books. which are sent to us and who~~ ~bql\kd~ 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

DAILY BUL 

'I'' 

- Zivilmacht Europa - Supermach oder Partner? Edited by MAX KOHNSTAHM and WOLFGANG HAGE}{, Gennan Versi~nt ofJ\ 
Ruprecht Paque, Suhrkamp Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt, 1973, 384 pages. -This work is the German vers~onf. 
the analysis of the problems of foreign policy facing the enlarged Community, the English version of whi 
published in the summer under the title 11 A Nation Writ Large? Foreign Policy Problems before the Europe ... 
munity" (cf 28 July 1973). The book has been discussed by EUROPE's editor in the editorials of 3 to 7 Se t ;;. 
1973. 
- SCHELTO PATIJN: De Uitreidin van de Bevoe dheden van het Euro es Parlement Universaire Pers Rotterdam, 1973, 
349 pages. ~ This boo ea s wit t e comp ex pro ems pose y t extens1on of the powers of the European 
Parliament and in particular its relations with the Commission and the Council. It was Mr Patijn' s doctoral 
the~~s at the University of Utrecht. A Socialist member of the Dutch Parliament, Mr Patijn arrives at the con
clusion that the strengthening of the powers of the European Parliament must be based on the present stJVCture 
of the Communities and on the tradition of the national parliaments. This extension of powers which can ~nly 
be brought about gradually will depend to a large extent on the political pressure the E.P. itself bring~ to 
bear. (Oti the same problem of the equilibrium of the European institutions, see also the IDROPE editorials Of 
20 and 21 September, which make reference to Mr Patijrt 1 s work). 
- W.A.P. MANSER: Britain in Balance, The Myth of Failure, published in the Pelican paperback series by Penguin 
Books, 1973, 254 pages, price: 50 p. The author takes as his target the British myth summed up by the expression 
11expart or die", a myth accepted by the country's leaders on the basis of a wrong interpretation of statistics 
on foreign trade. According to Mr Manser, currently economic adviser of the business bank Baring Bros fLondon), 
the British economy is at the same level as that of other industrialised countries; the problems posed by struc
tures, inflation and industrial relations are not worse in Britain than elsewhere. If the Government did no~ 
obstruct expansion by measures designed to ensure a completely useless trade surplus, the British econo~y would 
also develop at the same rate as that of other European countries, 
- EFI'A : Convention establishin the Euro ean Free Trade Association, Geneva, July 1973. The present edition 
(text in En is an Fren in u e·s t e amendments to the Convention made up to 1 July 1973. 
- IAEA : Services and Assistance, A guide to the services and technical assistance obtainable through the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, September 1973, 76 pages. 
- Euro isk Gemenska , Informationsgruppen for Europeisk Gemenskap (EEG-gruppen), Box 162 28, 103 24 StockholD'l 
1 • - 973 For en sjalvstandig politik; Folkromrostning om. EEG-avtalet). 

1 
2 

- EUROPEAN LIFRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY : ''European Union" 1 questions are asked in the national Parliaments - According to 

Mr. Berkhouwer, a crisis could break out in the Community this autumn- European Socialists'in 
Blackpool- Denmark:-ministerial reshuffle- Mr. Havorsen quits Brussels- Mr. Ganshof van der 
Meersch, new judge at Court of Human Rights 

DAILY BULLETIN No 13c8 (new series) : 

3 - Bulgaria and the "Generalised Preferences" 

3-4 
4 
5 

6 

7;_8 
8 
9-10 
10 

11 

- Re ional aids, agricultural policy and status of floating currencies 
- EEC Ja an-India and South East Asian countries 1 Sir Christopher Soames reports on his talks 
- EEC "External Competences": concept clarified by Commission - .ESC : report on "concentration" 

Budgetary powers : The Commission will not follow the E.P. in th-;-uncertain event that it comes 
out in favour of having the "last word" 

- Social Programme : priority actions which could be suggested by the Commission 
- Italian agricul~ : malaise underlined by Mr. Ferrari-Aggradi 
- EEC/AASM and associable countries : first agreements on a negotiating stance 
- The African States will concert for the purpose of the negotiations with the EEC 
- Cereal harvests of the Nine 
- World Agriculture : toward integration ? 
- I.M.F. : conclusion of Conference 
- Environment : Community policy enters concrete phase of realisation 
- European Centre for Meteorological forecasting : Convention signed 
- COST : discord on the role of JRC 
- iiiffiNOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12 - The Week in Europe 
13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No~ 

EUROPE/documents No. 760 1 The Euro-American dialogue, explanatory statements by Dr.Kissinger 
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EDITORIAL 

Mr. Pompidou's statements on Europe : 
on balance a negative showing 

All the commentators agree on one point at least, namely that in his press conference last Thursday, 
Mr. Pompidou did not contribute anything new or give any indication of having a far-reaching political plan, 
particularly with respect to Europe. 

This is on the whole the main cuase for disappointment on the part of those in European circles. 
In fact, a EUrope without foresight, a Europe without objectives, a Europe without a policy and without the 
instruments with which to apply it, becomeR a mere abstract concept, and public opinion will soon tire of its 
mention. We could ask ourselves the nuestion why it has to be up to Mr. Pompidou to take the initiative or 
put forward i~eas. The answer is that France is behind the ve ori in of the idea of the Euro ean Communit 
and its realisation : so that it is wholly natural {and a tribute to France's political role in that 
public opinion in Europe should call for and expect it to take the in1tiative. 

The following is a short run-down of the observations taken from the press conference 
1 - Nature of "European Union" - President Pompidou confirmed what had been said in no uncertain 

terms at the Summit, that is to say that European Union goes beyond the economic field : it encompasses 
political union. But he had nothing to say on what could be done to arrive at building ~ concrete base for 
"EUropean pcblitics" before 1980. (It is true that the Summit ha<l given the European institutions a mandate 
and they have done nothing). There was only an allusion in Mr. Pompidou 1 s declarations to the fact that "in 
order to develop political cooperation more cruickly" the Nine could hold summits at regular intervals, bring
ing together "those responsible at the top and only those at t!J.e top". We have underlined these words as they 
are key wozds in that they show the lack of propensity toward "democratisation" in Europe. 

2 - European Parliament - Reiterating once again what is no longer a truth but a common ground, 
namely that there will not be any true European Parliament as long as there is no true European executive, 
Mr.Pompidou refuted all the political currents, including those in France, which are calling for the veto to 
election to the E.P. by universal suffrage to be lifted. This would be the first blow to this vicious circle. 
Another would be to develop the notion of the ''European government" which Mr. Panpidou himself launched two 
yeare ago. 

3 - Defence in Europe - By rejecting the idea that this was a problem of current import ("it is not 
for today"), the President was to a certain extent contradicting his Foreign Affairs Minister. 

4 - Regional Policy - Not wanting to lay his cards on the table, Mr. Pompidou declared that the 
outcome of this policy "will depend on the two partners (France and Great Britain) and on their meetings". 
He thereby showed that he misunderstood and perhaps even scorned the machinery of the Community and its very 
concept, which calls for every solution involving all the partners to be sought with the support of all the 
members of the Community, forgetting no one in the Community institutional framework. This does not'ot course 
prevent each individual member discussing and explaining his problems and difficulties with his neighbour. 

1 
2 

And this observation is perhaps the most distressing of all. :mn. G. 

- ED~TORIAL :"Mr. Pompidou's statements : on balance a negative showing" 
- POLITICAL DAY : The Euro-American dialogue - Finlandl the signing of the agreement with 

the EEC pos~poned indefinitely? Greece 1 resignation of the Government -The President of 
the Italian Republic on a visit to France - Mrs Golda Meir addresses the Assembly ot the 
Council of Europe 

DAmLY BULLETIN No 1369 (new series): 
3 - Coupt:Hes with State-run trade 1 serious differences of the Nine on the subject of the 

4 

5 
5~ 
1 

8 

9 

10 

11 
12-13 

progressive harmonisation of trade policies 
-Multinational companies: the Commission asked to state its position in the framework 

of the UN 
- EEC/Spainl finalisation of dossiers 
- EEC trade and the "Consumers 1 committee" 
- E.P.I work of the committees 
-~c.: results of the plenary session 
- Energy policyl outlines approved by UNICE 
- Electrical energr1 consumption during 1st half of 1973 
- ECSC: }:'ehabilitation aid to German miners 
- ~eta of wheat and barley& generalisation of export taxes 
- S.-A;C; a preparation for the agricultural Council 
- li1'ii industrr: should, according to Mr Lardinois, face up to its responsibilities 
- Replies concerning problems of detail of the agricultural polia.yz Nos 716/72 1 73/73, 

113/73 from Mr Vredeling; 699/72 prom Mr Jahn; 154/73 from Mr :Ballardini; 212/73 from 
Sir Tufton :Beamish; 135773 from JP' Mareoh; 147 from Lord O'Hagan; 155/73 from Mr Coust~ 

- ECSC Consultative Committeez statements by Mr Ortoli 
- The Conference of African States opened to~ 
- Week!y appendix 
- ECOlf<JIIC IBTERPENETRATIOlf No 2198 
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EDITORIAL 

Towards an institutionalised "political summit"? 

21st year- Nr.l370 {n.s.) 
Wednesday 3 October 1973 

DAILY BULLETIN 

In yesterday's editorial on Mr. Pompidou's press conference,we drew the attention of our readers to 
statements made with regard to the possibility of "regular summit meetings" where the highest 
dignitaries would meet "amongst themselves and themselves alone". It is obvious that these statemertts 
were not uttered merely by chance and in them we have seen a key reference. Some circles would appear 
to consider that they represent a real opening. If such were true, and we must have reservations here, 
for misunderstandings are al~ays possible, the final analysis of the press conference {taken from 
the point of view of European policy) would not be as negative as it appears. 

If one were to look at it in this light, the statements in question would appear as a summons 
to one or another partner (Germany,Italy,Great Britain ?) to take the initiative and make proposals. 
In fact, Mr. Pompidou pointed out that he was prepared to "not take the initiative, but to discuss it 
with our partners". Thus others must make the proposal and France will reserve the right to support it, 
on certain conditions of course. This is fairly understandable as France considers that an initiative 
coming from one of its partners would have more chances of being accepted. The precedent of the 
"political secretariat" has doubtless not been forgotten. 

On the basis of this hypothesis, it is easy to imagine that things are in fact far more advanced 
than it would on the surface appear. That is that someone, somewhere in Europe has started weaving • 
No doubt the coming weeks will provide us with an answer. 

However, for the moment this is all a matter of tactics. As for basic matters, it is necessary to 
oonsider the significance of this "solitary summit" which Mr-. Pompidou has talked about. Up to now 
Community Summits have met at times when the accumulation of difficult problems in the development of 
the Opmmunity process has called for political arbitration at the highest level. It was not a matter 
of • "higher authoritr' having a specific competence but rather of an exceptional means of finding a 
way out of a "critical" situation. This was especially true for the Hague Summit (Dec.l969) which: 
put an end to the quarrel over enlargement and which ignited the.touoh-paper of economic and monetary 
union. 

Jr.P~idoB did s2eak of other matters, that is the field of foreign policy in which there is for 
the mome~no other structure than the meetings of the Foreign Affairs Ministers.It cannot be contested 
tQtt th!re is_no European authority in this field. And it may be that this fact has a negative effect 
on the Community process which has attained a high degree of politicization. If the summit which Mr. 
Pompidou is speaking about was really the embryo ofthe European government the existence of which he 
was denying when speaking of the Parliament, an not a replica of a futureless "diplomatic concert" 
one might well think that a new path is beginning to open up. 

But there are a good many matters that need to be clarified first. 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY 

l - EDITORIAL : "Towards an institutionalised Political Summit?" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Christian Democrat Group of the E.P. drafts a "political manifesto" 

- President Nixon in EUrope in three months? - CSCE - another deadlock over procedure 
-]! pulls out its warships from the Icelandic ~t - US/Europe relationsareport of Com.of 9 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1370 {new series) : 

3 
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4-5 
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6 
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10 
11 

12-13 

-President Ortoli's talks with President Nixon 
- Presidents of institutions meet in Luxembourg 
- E.E~/China : increased contacts give rise to fresh rumours that Peking will "recognize" the Ere 
- jli]l_the African countries succeed in hanging on to unity in the negotiations with the EEC 

Free movement of persons, ideas and currency in the EEC 1 Question no.361/73 by Mr. Lagorce; 
question no.366/73 by Mr. Seefeld 
Social policy: meeting of both sides of industry with Dr. Hillery 
European Parliament : next special session 

-~ calls for de facto linguistic equality 
- £9JZCGIL 1 appeal for unitary trade union action 
- .§2Eial secur..llz for migrant workers : Seminar ; El!ONOMI:C AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- EEC/Tunisia(Morocco : prelude to resumption of negotiations 
- Morocco implements a new "liberal and planned" policy 
- ":EUropean patent" 1 towards the signing of the first convention 
- Economic and Social Committee : problem of air transport 
-COMPOSITE PiU'CEi $66.17 / tonne 
- ~~ 1 supply difficulties for independent importers and distributors 
- Classification for Council legislation proposed by the Commission 
- ]ranium enriching 1 permanent Committee prepares its report 

IDONCMIC INTERPENNI'RATION No 2199 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

How is the Euro-American dialosue beginning? 

Somewhat clearer information is now beginning to come infrom Washington concerning the 
numerous talks which have been held in the last week or so at various lev!'!ls and in various r:ontexts. 
Let us poit out amongst other things that Mr. Nixon has helf meetings with Messrs. Brandt, Scheel, 
Van der Stoel, that Mr. Kissinger has met almost all the ~oreign Affairs Ministers of the Nine 
and/or the Political Directors (some of whom are old acquaintances) and the latter have been received 
in the State Department with Mr. Stoessel. lastly, President Nixon and Mr. Kissinger have held talks 
with Mr. Ortoli and some of his colleagues. 

An initial analysis of this information, with a reservation for confirmation, would appear 
to yield the following results : 

a) The first reaction from the American side - we are speaking of the President and Mr. Kiseinger -
seems to have been characterized by a certain amount of surprise and irritation, faced with the fact 
that as regards basic political issues, the Nine presented a joint document and a joint spokesman, _ 
and that the various Ministers for Foreign Affairs or their Political Directors acted in a completely 
"harmonized" if not jdentical fashion. To all appearances, this was something never seen before.One 
might wonder whether this initial reaction was only a superficial one, being the result of an 
(unforeseen?) change in deep-rooted habits or whether it reflected a fundamental attitude. We would 
incline to opt for the first interpretation because despite everything and in the long-term outlook, 
it is politically more of interest to the United States that Europe should have an identity of ita 
own and speak with one sole voice. This is,.moreover,what the Americans have always wanted from Europe, 
and this, in our opinion, is the correct interpretation which is to be given to Dr.Kissinger's message. 

b) This interpretation would, moreover, appear to be confirmed by the fact that at a subsequent 
point - and even if one disregards the soothing official declarations - there was a certain "adjustment 
of sights".Whatever be the case and whatever sort of welcome the Nine's draft declaration initially 
received, it is certain that the latter is now the basis for debates and that a joint text will come 
to be established. 

c) This development is rerorted to have been especially evident at the Nixon-Ortoli and the 
Kissinger-Ortoli talks. These talks did not represent a confrontation over contentious matters but 
rather covered common political objectives and the methods to be followed. In his statements to the 
American press, Mr. Ortoli is reported to have said that he had noticed no regret or concern on the 
part of President Nixon over the fact that Europe was speaking with one sole voice. Also Mr.Kissinger 
is reported to have recognized that the idea of a joint management of agricultural resources and the 
creation of world reserve stocks is an interesting one. There is some significance in the fact that 
these ideas have been mooted simultaneously in the last few days by Mr. Lardinois and b,y the "tripartite 
report" of (Community,U.S.A. and Japanese) experts who met recently in Washington and to whom we gave 
coverage. 

Some progress is therefore being made. Em. G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL : How is the Euro-American dialogue beginning? 

2 -POLITICAL DAY : E.P. Christian-Democrat group : days of study come to an end- Mr.Pompidou 
speaks to President Leone on "regular summits" for political cooperation 

DliLY BULLETIN No 1371 (new series) : 

3 - EEC/Mediterranean countri~s : the situation so far 
- EUROSYNDICAT : Index for the "Six" : 154.11 - Index for the "Nine" ! ~ 

4 - EEC Israel : end of second phase of negotiations 
- EEC Finland : agreement to be signedon Friday 

5 - After Nixon/Ortoli meeting : general support for cooperation between the EEC and the USA 
- Social Policy : Mr. Hillery in Denmark and the Netherlands 

6 -Competition : hollow glassware manufacturers to be gven hearing b,y the Commission 
- Control over mergers : support of the Bundeskartellamt for Commission's proposals 
- The African countries have safeguarded their unity vis-A-vis the EEC on the procedural 1e.e1 

7 -Council/$.?. relations : measures considered 
- Co-existence of the Council of Europe and the "Nine" 

8 Regional Policy : the E!P. and the Regional Development Fund 
- Protection of the Consumer : exchange of views with the Commission 
- Iron ore : extraction in the first seven months 

9 -Wholesale fruit and vegetable trade : statement of position 
-The European Limited Compagy examined b,y the Christian-Democrat group of the E.P. 
- Cod war : towards a peaceful solution 

10 -EEC liaison office in Bonn oriticizea the : question No.365/73 from Mr.FrUh 
- Environment : reply to question No. 60 
- Denmark : opposition to the Common Market 

11 - Scrap : British organization complains about restrictions imposed b,y London 
- Small and medium scale enterprises : first European symposium 
- Belld.an bank rate :7% 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2200 

EUROPE/Documents No 761 : A new partial guide-line for EEC policy in the fishing sector. 
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EDI 'l'OR I AL ~ 
The Franco-Italian meeting over the poBt few d:.yr; took pln.ce at a particularly interesting time, 

namely immediately following the precs conference in which Mr. i'ompidou wc:~f' r;een to begin to open the door 
(but who will open it completely?, cf our ed i tori.al of 3 Octobnr), and imrr.ed iate ly 1•rior to the major Com

munity end of year de bates which should result in the ren lie" t ion of the deGi r; ions of principle taken by 
the Paris Summit. 

With regard to both these aRpects, the information Lo hnnd f,'ives " number of indications whi_2_!1 
are not uninteresting. 

In the first place, it is of particular signifir-ance th:d. l'resident Pompidou himself thought it 
worth reminding Mr. Leone (as indeed had Mr. Jobert Mr. Moro) Lhat he had declared himself on ?7 September 
to be the partisan of regular Summite of the Nine in order to speed up political cooperation. Ilut France 
does.not want to take the initiative, Mr. Pompidou h; •. d pcinted out. It ir; now clear that, although not taking 
the initiative, France is solliciting others, including the Italian::; to make the first move. The hypothesis 
of a "summons" which we ourr;elves put forward (FdHoria.l of 3 October) thus finds itself wholly substantiated. 
No less significant is the fact that the Italians have mnrle a point of the interest with which they have 
taken note of this suggestion. "Interest" but reservation. Clearly until they can find out a little more. 
This is somethin~hich we shall be followiEg with the ~lose~j attention. 

The second aspect relates to the realisation by the end of the year of the commitments made at the 
Summit. It goes without saying that Italy stressed the priority it att3.ches to a Buropenn social policy and 
more particularly to the policy of aid to handicapped regionr,. On the l<'rench side, Mr. Pomrid-'U explicitly 
confired France's wish to see the SUmmit decisions realised, but left doubts spared as to the priority France 
gives to transition to phase two of Economic and Monetary Union and by extension to seeing the lira back in 
the Community monetary system. 

In other ~·ords, Italy considers that one of the fundamental factors in the harmonisation of the 
economic (and hence monetary) policies is still the existence of an improved regional and social balance. 
Above all, therefore, the machinery necessary to this re-balancing should be implemented, in particular a 
Regional Fund without a catch in it and an efficient social action programme. For its part, France replied 
that it would be inconceivable to implement a regional aid mechanism before Italy had accepted Community 
discipline on currency, for otherwise it could "make up for" the imbalances in quest ion by means of monetary 
manoeuvring. Italy in ttirn replied that experience had shown that if it renounced the means it had available, 
then there would be little chance of the promises it had been made being kept. 

It is very ner.essary that these two stances find a common meeting ground. In the Community system, 
which encompasses the "globalisation" of problems and their solutions, this should not prove an impossibility. 

1 

2 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY 

EDI'roRIAL : "The I<"'ranco-Italian encounter : political summit and European social policy" 

- POLITICAL DAY 1 Work on the "declaration of principles" between Europe and the US oontinues 
Japanese Prime Minister in Bonn - British public opinion is split into three groups - Mr. Ronald 
Grierson will be present at the Conservative Party Congress 

DAILY BUL~N No 1372 (new series) : 

3 "Cooperation agrecments"wit~ countries drawn up by the Member States : approval of a 

4-5-6 
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12-13 

Communication to the Council 
Mr. Krag formally appointed head of the EEC delegation to the United States 
European Parliament : Exceptional session given over to budgetary powers 
EEC Aid to developing countries : extremely positive judgement from the OECD 

-dB£ : working party charged with its reorganisation 
- Enriched uranium : go-ahead for 'the third party uranium enriching contract between the USSR and 

the German nuclear power stations 
- ECSC : loan in Swiss francs 
~of languages in work-environment in Flanders : doubts on compatibility with the EEC Treaty 
Economic and Social Committee : rapid adoption of new internal agreement hoped for 
African countries : details on procedural decisions adopted 
Ship-building 1 preparation of third directive on aids 
Multinational companies : Commission debate postponed to 10 October 
"Cotton textiles" 1 the EEC has opened its quotas and "ceilings" for the last quarter of 1973 
British imports of jute and cotton fibres 1 UK authorized to retain restrictions for time being 
Cosmetics 1 is the German bill commensurate with the Community agreements? 1 question no.372/73 
from Mr. Couste 
EEC Savings Banks 1 fiscal measures to promote savings 
Energy policy a statements by Mr. Simonet 

- Bulgaria and the "generalised preferences" system 
- :&;ONOMIC INTERP»JErRATION No 2201 

EUBOPF/Brief Notes No 380 1 IRELAND 



SUMMARY 

1 - FlJROPEAif LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY 1 "Manifeeio on Europe811 identitz". r work res\Died' -in·. Copenli·agen - Labov Partz 
Congress and Europe - Communities' office in Copenhagen· ~. official opafting. -·College: of .. Europe: 
opening of academic year 
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12-13 

- European co;yission : meeting in "conclave" next week 
- lful'..21>2~~EHia_!I~!!-Y 1 extraordinary session given over to budgetary powers; 
- !:.E,: r 'Ibree Council replies .to oral parliamentary questions 
- ~. r '!he CoDDission proviqes answers to the parliamentary questions in its turn 
- Renewal of' Yaounde Convention : EED negotia.ting standpoint . 
- ~inland : signing of' agreements 
- ft@CCEiYrt 1 the agreement and the complementary protocol will come into force on 1 Nevember 
- ~~~~.2 : second phase of negotiations 
- Swiss "work book" f'or lorry dri vera 1 Commission refuses to approve it 
- £2.21' : European information centre on computer programmes 
- Price of steel on world market following strong upswing 
- British steel 1 price rises on 1st November 
- Mr. Eberle !n Brussels 1 the Trade Reform Act will be approved towards~ the end of the -rear 
- Small and medium-sized firms 1 conclusions of first symposium 
- EX:ONO.MIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- ~a week in Europe 
- EX:OIOMIC INTI!RPJ!liE'lRATION No 2202 
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2 EDITORIAL 

SUMMARY 

By inducing the Council to hold its deliberations in public 
the European Parliament has achieved a major step forward 

3 POLITICAL DAY European journalists exhort the Commission and the Governments 
move forward - In Greece, the Markenizis Government takes the oath - Brandt-H 
total agreement, even on the need to implement the Regional Fund -Middle East 
ing resumes (the Nine will consult within the framework of the Political Commi 

4-5 EEC/AfSOCIATED AND ASSOCIABLE COUNTRIES NEGOTIATIONS : The Community endeavours ~~~~ 
its position on the problem of "reciprocity" in the trade field 

The European Parliament is considering holding a session every three weeks in 197 
Diagreement on the place of work 

5-6 EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT - Agenda for the 15 to 19 October session : economic, regional, 
political debates (with Mr. Andersen) 

6 ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : differences between the Member States regarding transition 
to the second phase and the pooling of reserves 

VAT : harmonisation in the Benelux in order to do away with tax frontiers 

7 COURT OF JUSTICE : Third mandate of President Robert Lecourt 

CONCENTRATIONS : On Thursday the Court will pronounce on the request for an injunction 
by Miles Druce 

OLIVE OIL : The Community will sign the extension of the International Agreement 

8 EUROPEAN PATENT : the first Convention, which has just been signed, should come into 
force in 1976 

EEC MOROCCO : The EEC delegation thinks that the Community negotiating standpoint is of 
an "exploratory nature" and must be entirely reviewed 

9 PETROLEUM SUPPLIES AND THE MIDDLE EAST CRISIS : The petroleum stockpiles are largely 
in keeping with the regulation on maintaining stocks. The flow is not affected. 

ENRICHED URANIUM SUPPLIES : The Permanent Committee formed by the Council of 22 May 
hopes to complete its report by this Wednesday 

10 SOCIAL FUND : The restriction on credit will affect the handicapped 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE A report stresses "the instability of trade relations in 
Europe'' 

PROGRAMME FOR SOCIAL ACTION : Commission research into priorities 
EEC Symposium on Competition : 11 to 13 October in Brussels 

11 IRON AND STEEL : At the IISI Congress, the steel makers study the financing conditions 
for future investments 

ORGALIME : Engineering industry consults in presence of Mr. Grierson 

FIGHT ON POLLUTION : Two world conferences are in progress, one in London (sea), 
the other in DUsseldorf (air) 

12 ~spectrum of events from last week's news 

13-14 ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2203 : Japanese brokers form German banking subsidiaries 
Growth of German investments abroad - Creation of KOLLMDRGEN DEUTSCHLAND GMBH -
Towards BANCO HISPANO AMERICANO tieing up with CREDIT LYONNAIS/COMMERZBANK/BANCO 
DI ROMA 
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SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: Public opinion in Great Britain ,%" 
- POliTICAL DAY : The Political Committee of the E.P. would like the Community t 

an initiative with regard to the Middle East - NORWAY: King Olav opens 
Storting tomorrow- Work of the CSCE in Geneva- M.B.F.R.: The NATO g 
sets up in Vienna - ]ack Li.nch receives the Robert Schuman gold medal U[l 
The conflict in the Middle East -I~Jt~ 

4-5-6- E(X)NOMI:C AND MONETARY UNION: should the transition to the second stage at the beginning 
of next year be reg~rded as already decided upon by the Heads of State and 
Government? Opinions differ 

6-7 - REGIONAL POLICY: the Council will hold a preliminary exchange of views next week on the 
Commission's proposals concerning the Regional Development Fund and Committet 

7 - THE llJRGOMASTER. OF HAMBURG visits the Commission 

8 - INTERNATIONAL SUGAR AGREEMENT: to be signed in Geneva on Friday without the particip-
ation of the Nine, but the Commission hopes that the door will be left open 
for subsequent negotiations on the export quota 

- GENERALIZED PREFERENCES: Denmark proposes improvements (for 1974) to the EEC system 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

9 - DAIRY PRODUCE: The Commission authorizes Gennany to put intervention butter on the 
market in order to face up to the shortage. Public butter stocks of the 
Nine do ·not exceed 137,000 tons 

- E.D.F. ACI'ION IN 1972: the broad outlines followed by the European Commission 

10 -URANIUM ENRICHMENT: Gennany and Britain seem in less of a hurry than France to obtain 
a decision on the European capacity for enrichment 

- NATURAL URANIUM: The OECD and the JAEA publish a report on resources, production and 
demand for uranium 

11 -IMPROVEMENT OF THE AGRIOJLTURAL POUCY: E?rop~an commerce hopes for considerable chan-
ges in the direction of liperalization. Meeting with Mr Lardinois 

- HEALTH PROTECTION: in order to prevent an epidemic of foot and mouth disease in the 
E.E.C., the Commission buys 2 million vaccines 

12 - WMECON TRADE: a study by the American economist Michael Kaser 

- PETROLEUM: In 1972 production rose more than~ .. consumption 

13-14- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2204: The American State Department is no longer opposed 
to General Electric/Snecma cooperation for the construction of a turbo
reactor - Will Mitsui Bank be the Japanese partner in the Euro Partenaires 
group? 
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SUMMARY .· ;', ~,,,.., 1.;{~ ;~ . ~ ., · ,~, '· ~r~ t1 !i Si -
2 - EDITORIAL: The Commission and its responsibilities ·. ~ . ' 1 

• ·_ •• ·; •• ', · . 

3 - POLITICAL DAY: Political cooperation: work of the correspondents in Copenhagf)ee 
sp~ech of the King of Norway - Mr Pierre Harmel elected to the pre 
of the Belgian Senate - The Middle East conflict MC 

4 - PRESIDENT ORTOU to meet Chancellor Brandt on 17 October 
:EUROPEAN COillUSSION: A Dutch· castle is·· the· scene~ of talks cop.ceming the way to be 

taken towards European union 

4-5 11 AGRIClJLTURAL11 COUNCIL on 22 and 23 OCTOBER: The Nine to re~urn to the dossiers on 
hill farming and alcohol. L1ttle progress at expert level. 

4 - EUROSYNDICAT: the stock exchange index for the Six: 154.00- index for the Nine: 84.28 

5 TRANSPORT COUNCIL on 22:. and 23 NOVEMBER: Before then the Commission should have ad-
opted a new communication submitted on Wednesday by Mr Scarascia-Mugnozza 

- MUTTON AND LAMB: towards a fairly flexible joint organization of the market 

6-7 - ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION: apart from the political problem of !Yhether or not to 
go on to the second stage, the delegations of the Nine have defined the 

8 - E.P. 

guidelines of progress to be made as from next year 

PREPARATION FOR THE SESSION (15/19 October): CHILE, Communist question; 
SPAIN, question to the Commission; oral questions 

9 - IRON AND STEEL: Steel prices continue to rise in all countries of the Community 

10 - AERO-SPACE INDUSTRY: The Commission proposes to retain the present import system for 
products for use in aircraft construction for 1974 and to revise that for 
products for maintenance and repairs 

11 - EURATOM: an association contract for thermonuclear fusion concluded between Euratom 
and the UKAEA · 

- IRON AND STEEL: Mr Ferry ale cted president of the I ISI 
- COMPOSITE PRICE of American scrap: up by tiD thirds of a dollar up to 66.83 $/T 

12 - REGIONAL POLICY AND MONETARY UNION: The British economist E Victor Morgan points out 
the links 

·-· E.E.C./TUNISIA: after the Eecond phase of the negotiations 
- ECONOMIC AND FlNANCIAL INFORMATION (gold, petroleum and en~-rgy prices) 

13-14- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2205: Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas sets up in Moscow -
The Dutch group Pakhoed expands its interests in the United States and in 
Belgium 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 379: FRANCE 

lmprlm6 l Bruxellea, 10, Bd. Saint I,Uara, par t',lmprimerie de !'Europe S. A.". Copyright EUROPE 19730 
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SUMMARY 

2 - EDITORIAL: Trade Policy and East-West Cooperation 

3 POLITICAL DAY: Mr Berkhouwer' s visit to Rome - The Norwegian Cabinet resigns -
Annual British Conservative Party Conference - On the initiative of the 
Liberal Group, the European Parliament may ask the Nine to hold an emergen
cy Il!eeting to examine the situation in the Mliidle East- Mr Agnew' s resig
natlon 

4 - CONCLAVE OF THE OOMMISSION: The prospects of EurOpean union are discussed 
- THE EUROPEAN OOMMISSION AND OOLE: possible influence of events on the activity of 

the Community (functioning of the EEC office, supply of food aid) 
- IDLTINATIONAL OOMPANIES: The European Commision rejects debates on doctrine and plans 

concrete measures 

5-6 - CHINA/EEC: the Chinese press office in Brussels is opened 

7 - BUDGETARY POWERS OF THE PARLIAMENT: the new proposals by the Eurqpea11 Cqmmission 
retain the idea of a concertation procedure With the Council without amend
ment of the Treaties for acts with financial impl1cat1ons 

8 - SOC[AL ACI'ION PROGRAMME: the Commission proposes a series of eight priorities. It 
will consult the two sides of industry next week 

8-9 - TRANSPORT POLICY: The Commission to propose to the Council reflections on the long 
term and action in the framework of a three-year programme (1974-76) 

9 - REGIONAL POLICY: The European Commission has adopted the list of regions eligible 
for financing from the European Regional Cooperation Fund 

- M£LES DRUCE CASE: The Court of Justice of the Communities orders no provisional 
measures pending the decision on the case with the Commission 

10 - E.P. -PREPARATIONS FOR THE·SESSION (15/19 OCTOBER): in his report on regional policy, 
Mr Delmotte stresses the need for concentration of Community aid. 

- EOONOMI:C SITUATION: the annual report by the Commission is published 

ll - EEC/TUNISIA: the negotiations are interrupted pending Community discussions on the 
possible modification of initial offers 

12 - IONIZING RAYS: colloquoy on their use for the conservation of foodstuffs 
- EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND (EDF) finances eight projects totalling 14.9 million u.a. 
- LEAD IN PETROL: why has the Commission proposal not been forwarded to the Council? 

13-14 ·- ECONOMI:C INTERPENETRATION No 2206: The packaging sector of the Dutch company Vaessen
Schoenmaker passes under Japanese control 

EUROPE/Documents No 758: Second report on European political cooperation in the field of 
foreign policy 

* * * * * * * * * * 
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- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

- POLif!CAL DAY: The Political Committee of the Nine: Middle East and Euro-Ameri 
"declaration of principles". New meeting Thursday- c.s.C.E.: work cont 
and Tunisia hopes for Mediterranean cooperation - Mr Bratteli to form the 
Norwegian Government - At the Coservative Conference:defence and Europe 

4 -· 11 00NCLAVE11 OF THE COMMI:SSION: the structure of European union and the ways to ach-
ive it 

-- MR. ORTOLI IN THE NETHERLANDS ON 22 OCTOBER: the President of.the Commission to meet 
most of the members of the Dutch Government and Queen Juliana 

4-5 ·-· COHMUNITY COUNCIL': the Honday and Tuesday session will be concerned mainly with pre---
parations for the EEC/African countries negotiations, but other important 
matters also figure on the agenda 

5 ·-·INTERNATIONAL SUGAR AGREEMENT: last minute difficulties in Geneva. In any case, the 
Community will state that it reserves its position entirely 

6 - COMPETITION: The Commission imposes a fine of 6o,OOO u.a. on Deutsche Philips for 
not altering certain export contracts in time 

7 ··· REGIONAL POLICY: The Commission decides which regions are elegible for aid from 
the Regional Development Fund 

7 bis - MAP of the regions 

8 ·- IDLTI.NATIONAL COMPANIES: The Commission to present a series of concrete measures 

9--10 

10 

lObis 

ll 

12 

to the Council 
-- WEATHER FORECASTING: The centre is established 

·- E.P. -· PREPARATION FOR THE SESSION (15/19 October): Amdt report on poolpe, of monet
ary reserves ... draft resolution in favour of a generalized Europe United 
Sta.tes dialogue. Adam opinion and Heger report on the protection orf workers 
in the event of mergers of limited companies 

- THE LEGAL CO.MM[TTEE OF THE E.P. considers that a political splinter group should be 
made up of at least ten members and two nationalities 

- SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME: consultation of the two sides of industry on 16 October 

·- YOUTH AND EUROPE: hearing of the youth organizations befor the cultural committee of 
the E.P. 

COLLECTIVE illSMISSALS: opirui.on of the Institute of Personnel Management 

STATE AID IN FRANCE: parliamentary question (No 398/73) to the Commission on subsid
ies to the footwear industry 

- FRUIT AND VEGETABLE IMPORTS FROM OVERSEAS require more trade freedom 
-THE COMMI:SSION AUTHORIZES ITALY not to apply the premium for the conversion of herds 

to beef production. The same for Corsica 
EOONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION (petroleum) - inflation in the GFR - unemployment 

in the United States 

TIMETABLE; main events next week in Europe 

13-14 - ECONOMJ:C INTERPENETRATION No 2207: Foreign investments in South Korea - setting up 
of Slater Wilker. in the United States and France 

EUROPE/Documents No 762/763: Towards the integration of world agriculture 

lmprimt a Bruxel,.., 10, Bd. Selnt lazare, per l'.,lmprlmerie de I'Europe S. A.". Copyright EUROPE19730 
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SUMMARY 

2 - EDITORIAL: Politics first? 

3-4 - POLITICAL DAY: Appeal by the Nine for a ceasefire in the Middle East and brief ex-
change of views between the Ministers in Luxembourg - Mr Heath expresses 
his support for the idea of "regular summits" of the Nine - Pompidou-Brandt 
meeting anticipated - Greece wants closer relations with Euro e, Mr Marke
zinis states- Finland Community a reement: ratification soon despite Soviet 
o~osition - the new Norwegian Government - Euro-American "declaration of 
p nc1ples11 : work to resume next Thursday 

5-6 - COMMUNITY COUNC[L SESSION: 
- Information (without debate) on the plans to strengthen the budgetary 
powers of the European Parliament 
- The Council agrees on the broad outlines of the Community position with 
regard to the African countries 

7 - RELATIONS WITH THE COUNTRIES OF EASTERN EUROPE~ the Council postpones discussion of 
several points in abeyance 

- DISOOUNT RATE IN HOLLAND (7 %) and other economic infonnation 

8 - EEC/ASSOCIATED AND ASSOC[ABLE COUNTRIES: The ministerial conference opening the neg-
otiations is to take place at the Egmont Palace on Wednesday 17 at 16.00 

- ENERGY POLICY: the work of the 11 energy11 group is marking time because of the lack of 
precise policies on the part of the governments 

- PETROLEUM AND THE MIDDLE EAST: towards the reopening of the Canal? 

9 ·- RECYCLING OF RAW MATERIALS: the Joint Research Centre is given the task of carrying 
out preparatory action to increase its use 

- SOC[AL PROGRAMME: the setting up of a European trade union institute produces neg
ative reactions from the employers 

10 - AGRHlJLTURAL POLICY: Chancellor Brandt specifies what he understands by "improvement" 
-INTERNATIONAL SUGAR AGREEMENT: deadlock at the Geneva negotiations: the whole quest

ion is postponed "sine dien 
- PASTA: export ban for Italian pasta 
- INTERNATIONAL CONFEDERATION OF EXEUJTIVE STAFFS; congress on 19 and 20 October in 

Brussels 

11 - EXPORTS OF SmAP: disagreement within the ECSC Group which is adjourning until 22 
October 

- BRITISH STEEL INDUSTRY: the Commission authorizes the establishment of a joint com
pany by BSC and Arthur Lee 

- ECSC INVESTMENT CREDITS for Fried. Krupp Hiittenwerke and Theodor Wuppermann GnbH 

12 - SPECFRUM OF LAST WEEK'S EVENTS 

13-14 - ECONOMI: C INTERPENETRATION No 2208: The 500 leading European companies, according 
to the review VISION; Establishment of Europartners Bank (Nederland) NV; 
Holiday tnn sets up in Strasbourg and Crest Esso in Bordeaux 
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SUMMARY 

2 - EDITORIAL : Regional Policy and Economic and Monetary Union 

3 - POLITICAL DAY : The text of the NINE concerning the Middle East has been submitted 

4-5-6 

7-8-9 

11 

12 

12 
13 -·14 

to UNO - At the College of Europe, the year is named after Giuseppe 
Mazzini - Messrs. SegQy and Feather depict the possibility of a 
vast regrouping of European Trade Unions - Kissinger and Le Due 
Tho receive Nobel Peace Prizes. 

COMMUNITY COUNCIL SESSION : 
- REGIONAL POLICY : Ireland and Italy s~ EEC policy should take 

account of different degree of underdevelopment of the various 
re ·ons included in the "map" dr~wn up by the Commission 

- EEC ASSOCIATED AND ASSOCIABLE COUNTRIES : Community position is 
still unsettled over basic problems - disagreement over stabiliz
ation of receipts 

- EEC AND SUGAR : possible participation in "Administrative Agreement" 
- FISHING POLICY : EEC to make a statement soon on partial revision 

requested by Denmark. 
- EEC FOOD AID : For and against prolongation of the Convention on 

cereals. 
- PLENARY SESSION. OF THE E.P. 

- INFLATION IN THE COMMUNITY : extensive debate with speeches by 
Messrs Haferkamp and Haekkerup 

- ARNDT REPORT to be discussed on Thurs~ 
- THE COMJWJNIST GROUP has now been set up 

- AEROSPACE RESEARCH : Industries show great interest in concerted action at 
Community level 

- THERMONUCLEAR FUSION : The Council m~ make decision on 2 November concerning 
the joint European Tokamak project JET 

- EFTA : CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ; EFTAfEEC agreements and their running to be 
discussed at 18 October meeting 

- INVERTED PREFERENCES : UNCTAD General Secretar,y advocates abolition 
- EEC/SPAIN : Spain would appear to be adopting a "hard line" with regard to second 

phase of negotiations 
- ENRICHED URANIUM : Signing of third party enrichment agreements with the USSR 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAr~ : Consultation today with both sides of industr,y 
- PETROLEUM SUPPLY : The authorities refrain from taking up any position until they 

are informed of the decisions of the Arab countries 
- CONVERSION OF ARAB DOLLARS? 
-ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2209: CHARTERHOUSE g~up's experiences in Great 

:Britain and on the European Continent - Control of foreign invest
ment in Spain - In the United States, the rate of mergers is 
slowing down - Creation in :Belgium of NORSK HYDRO ALUMINIUM SA 

lmprlm6 t Bruxalles, 10. B<l. Saint Lazare, par l'.,lmprlmerle de !'Europe S. A.". Copyrlgllt'EUROPE 1913~ 
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3-4 

4-5 

4 
5 

6-7-8 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13-14 

SUMMARY 

EDITORIAL : "The Communists and Europe" 

- POLITICAL DAY : Jhe Nine's Appeal to the Middle Eas~ brings favourable reactions 
reactions in several capitals -The Liberals make concrete proposals for 
relaunching European political union. -Political cooperation of the Nine 
Mr. Andersen traces a positive balance of the progress achieved at E.P. 

- EEC/ASSOCIATED AND "ASSOCIABLE" STATg:) : Negotiations opened with the _presentation 
£f the EEC standpoi!!! 

- EUROSYNDICAT : Stock-Exchange index of the Six : 153.00 - Index of Nine : 83.21 

- COMPETITION : Contract giving exclusive rights authorised since it benefits the 
the consumer 

-MR. SfiNELLI to visit Denmark on 22 October 

- PLENARY SESSION OF E.P. 
RELATIONS WITH THE COUNCIL : :Mr. Nprgaard presented measures aimed at 
J:mproving them 
QUESTION TIME : Council and Commission replies to a number of points 
WAR IN MIDDLE EAST The EEC was to offer its "good services" for a 
cease-fire 
SITUATION IN CHILE 
restoring democracy 

the EEC should examine the practical measures for 

EUROPEAN BANK : loan of $60 million on the international market 

COUNCIL/PARLIAMENT RELATIONS : Adoption of practical measures of limited scope 
for improving these relations 

- EEC/EASTERN EUROPE : Dutch move for speeding up the implementation of the common 
trade policy 

- COMMON ENERGY POLICY : The European Commission insists on a Council session as 
soon as possible 

- EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY : President and Secretary General to be appointed ~5 NovembeJ 

- OIL PROBLEM : The senior officials responsible in the Member States want to come 
together on the measures that should be taken in the event of a supply 
crisis 

- ARAB OIL : the Fbreign Ministers of the four Arab countries warn President Nixon 
of the consequences of American support being sent to Israel 

INSTITUI'IONAL WORKING OF THE COMMUNITY : The European Economic Cooperation League 
appeals for its improvement 

- STEEL PRODUCTION : The iron and steel works are operating at the limit of their 
production capacities 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENE'IRATION No 2205 : The 1973/74 programme of the "Entreprise de 
Demain" association - Dana Corp steps up its interests in Great Britain 
Tie-up between Morgan Grenfell/Moscow Narodny Bank for leasing operations 

EUROPE Documents No 764 : 
"The Reform of the International M:>netary Syst.em - The Nairobi 

Conference' 
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SUMMARY 

EDITORIAL : "Europe and the Mi5!s!le Ea~!" 

- POLITICAL DAY : The Europa Union stresses the objectives of the Paris Summit 
are far from being achieved - Presentation in Paris of the }rench 
version of "A Nation Writ Large" published by Laffont -Political 
situation in Turkey following the elections 

BRANDT/ORTOLI : The President of the European Commission does not conceal his 
concern about the number of tasks to be accomplished in order to 
respect the dead-lines of the Summit. 

~ EEC/ASSOCIATED AND ASSOCIABLE STATES : Common Declaration of the African, 
Caribbean and Pacific Groups 

-EEC/SPAIN : A phase of negotiations aimed at clarifying respective positions 

- EEC/SWITZERLAND : examination of functioning of free trade agreement 

-EEC/CYPRUS : Commission's proposals for inclusion in Mediterranean Policy 

6-7-8-9 - PLENARY SESSION OF THE E.P. : 
BUDgETARY POlfERS -Messrs. Ortoli and Cheysson provide Parliament with 
full explanations<onthe Commission's latest proposals 
REGIONAL POLICY - A major debate has begun : continued in the evening 
(no vote however on the Delmotte resolution) 
EEC/UNITED STATES : Fellermaier resolution is adopted 
EEC/NORlvAY : Parliament welcomes agreement 
PROTECTION OF HORKERS (in cases of mergers) adoption of position 
put off. 

9 -AGRICULTURAL POLICY : COPA adopts a position on the "small revision" 

10 - EUROPEAN BAlTI<: : Finance for the ENI group for ~troleum prospecting tn the sea 

-~ SOCIAL POLICY : Support from both sides of indutry for the Commission's drafts 
does not'· go without certain criticisms and reservations 

11 COWvrurnJTY BUTTER SOLD TO USSR : The operation is over and now the Commission 
gives details ab.9.ut the condistions 

- EEC/EASTERN EUROPE : The Commission considers that " a barter system" of trade 
could become a quasi-permanent cause of market disturbance. 

- COMMON ALCOHOL POLICY : The European Commission still has confidence in its draft 

12 - STEEL INDUSTRY : Meetings of EEC/Japan and EEC/Sweden contact groups 

- AID FOR COALMINING : The Council gives its advice on supplementary aid for 1973 
- APPLIED DATA-PROCESSING : Extension of EURATOM-OECD agreement on calculation 

programmes library 

- FRANCO-BELGIAN NUCLEAR UNDERTAKING IN ARDENNES : The Oouncil approves amendments 
to the statutes for the joint undertaking. 

- EURATOM TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE : New members nominated 

- ARAB PETROLEUM : Immediate 5% reduction of exports 

13 - 14 -ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2211 : An article by Prof,Heilbroner on the multi
national concern and the Nation State - Univac Sperry envisages 
rapprochement with Unidata- Ampex Corp negotiates on "joint venture" 
in Romania. 

-- INDEX No 59 -- List of firms cited durinr,- the months of July and August 1973 
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SUMMARY 

2 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

3 POLITICAL DAY: MR LEONE on an official visit to Benelux - THE TRILATERAL (X)MMISSION 
meets in Tokyo - EURO-AMERICAN DECLARATION: The Political Committee meets 
in Copenhagen to examine the draft with the Americans 

4 E(X)NOMI:C AND MONETARY UNION~ there will not be a Council session before 19 November. 
The Commission expresses its grave concern about delay'S 

4-5 - 1i\GRIOJLTUR.AD1 (l)UNCIL: no decisions yet on hill fanning and the common policy on 
alcohol 

5 - PETROLEUM: 11anti-crisis11 measures imminent? 

6-7-

E.E. c. /Associated and "associable" states: the Commission begins the negotiations 
with confidence 

~o~s PLENARY SESSION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: 

- SPAIN: no talk at the moment of its entry, Sir Christopher Soames states 
-EEC/COUNTRIES Wr;I'H STATE-RUN TRADE: The E.P. wishes to "communitise 11 

cooperation agreements 
OLIVE OIL: the debate on prices is postponed, but in Mr Lardinois 1 view 
it is a matter of a "manoeuvre" 
REVALUATION OF THE GUILDER and agricultural prices: report adopted 
REGIONAL POLICY: a great debate (a vote in November) 
EUROPEAN MONETARY FUND: The Parliament accepts the restrictive suggest
ions contained in the Fellermaier report 

9 bis - ARAB OIL: Libya douples the price of crude and Qatar cuts production by 10 %. Lux
embourg bans speculative exports of refined products 

BANK RATE down in the United Kingdom by l/4% 
- SCRAP: The ''composite price" rises again (67.17 $/T) 

10 -LAND PRICES IN IRELAND AND DENMARK: EEC entry related to marked increases 
- THE EEC AND SPANISH ORANGES: an importers' cartel for sales in the Netherlands would 

not be authorized by the Commission 
MILK CONSUMPTION IN THE EEC: The Commission would like to encourage it 

ll - roURT OF JUSTICE: "unloading levy" and 11plant-health levies" are illicit 
COURT OF JUSTICE: exported products should be evaluated on the basis of the criteria 

in force in the E.E.C. 

12 TIMETABLE: main events next week 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2212: Review of two books: one on patents, the other 
on enterprises with a legally international character - Important European 
projects by British Petroleum for the production of proteins - Semperit 
(Austria) association with Kleber-Colombes (France) within Semkler AG 
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SUMMARY 

2 - EDITORIAL :"Hope for Peace in the Middle East 11 

DAILY BULLETIN 

3 - POLITICAL DAY : The cease-fire has begun in the Middle East - European-US 
declaration of principle, substantial progress- George West State 
Department spokesman 

4-5 - OIL : The Commission is to examine on Wednesday coordinated anti-crisis measures 
for the whole of the Community 

5-6-7 - NIXON ROUND : Analysis of initial positions of the major partners in the trade 
negotiations on the eve of their opening 

7 - AGRICULTURAL COUNCIL : Cost of hill-farming 
- MR. ORTOLI IN THE HAGUE : Talks with Dutch leaders 
- MEDICAL DIPLOMAS : Public hearing opened by Mr. Dahrendorf 

8 - DENATURED WHEAT : The Commission decides to lower the premium as was to be 
expected. This could bring appreciable saving for the EAGGF 

- RICE EXPORTS : Lifting of embargo. The Commission introduces a levies system in 
its place. 

9 EEC/BANGLADESH : The Commission is preparing measures infavour of the Asian 
Commonwe~lth countries in general. The jute problem 

- URUGUAY : Will be able to export hand-made woollen goods free from duty 
- EEC/ASSOCIATED AND ASSOCIABLE STATES : Opening of negotiations with scrutiny of 

procedure 
- EEC/CYPRUS : Details on proposals for widening the association 

10 - INTERNATIONAL MERGERS OF CO~PANIES : The preliminary draft for a Community Agree-
ment must be adapted to the enlarged Community 

- STRUCTURE OF LIMITED COMPANIES : Community industrial circles criticize the 
European Commission dra t 

- EXECUTIVES IN THE EEC : The CIC calls for its admission to the Community consul
tative organs 

11 - COMMUNITY PUBLIC RELATIONS/INFORMATION : The House of Lords wants to appoint an 
Observer in Brussels - Messrs. Maller and Kater put a question on 
the information/public relations policy (412/73) 

12 - SPECTRUM OF MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS of the past week 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2213 : the rate at whi eh new banks ar·e becoming 
established in Switzerland is not speeding up - The Italian SINDONA 
group takes a foothold in Germany - Tee-Pak SPA is formed in Milan 
and BMW SA in Brussels 

EUROPE/Documents Regions and Areas eligible for assistance from the Regional Development 
Fund No. 765 
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13-14 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: Incapable or just not willing? 

- POLITICAL DAY: MIDDLE EAST: peace conference may be in Geneva - EUROPE/UNITED STATES 
significant words from Dr Kissinger - BELGIUM AND FRANCE: ministerial 
reshuffles 

- MR ORTDLri to meet the Danish Prime Minister and several other ministers on l Novembe: 

- AGRiaJLTURAL CDUNCIL: ITALY to increase progressively prices expressed in lire 
- OLIVE OIL~ extension of the season until l December 
·- VINE-GROWING: France raises certain problems 
- HOPS: safeguard measures in connexion with third countries? 
-- ALCOHOL: no agreement on the common policy 

BEEF: difficulties in France and Ireland 
- HILL FARMING: still deadlQck 

CDMMON AGRiaJLTURAL POLICY: the arrangements to be proposed to the Council are still 
being discussed in the Commission 

SHIPYARDS: the Commission to discuss proposals concerning aid and industrial incent
~ves policy tomorrow 

- AEROSPACE:.INDUSTRY~: statement by Mr Spinelli to the annual assembly of the AICMA 
- ARAB OIL: although the hostilities have ended, the 5% cut will still be applied as 

planned - Kuwait stops exports to the Netherlands 

ECONOMI:C SITUATION OF THE EEC: the Commission notes that growth is continuing, but 
inflation is not weakening 

- MONETARY POLICY: In the GFR, further revaluation may be necessary. - An American 
banker predicts a serious monetary crisis next )tear 

- ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE: the economic situation and the regional policy on 
the agenda 

- COMPANY LAW~ towards an EEC Regulation for take-over bids? 

- PARLIAMENTARY ~ESTIONS: The European Commission provides explanations and infonna-
tion on matters raised 

- SOCIAL ACI'ION PROGRAMME: The COCCEE calls for the ESF to be extended to independents 

- EEC/ ASSOCI:ATED AND ASSOCI:ABLE CDUNTRIES: negotiation procedure 

COAL PRODUCITON ~ structural decline· continues, but blast furnace coke production 
rises owing. to the f<tvourable economic situation in the iron and steel 
sector 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2214: Substantial increase in Gennan investments in 
developing countries - Japanese activity in Europe: Asahi and Torray inves, 
in Ireland, and Nippon SEdko Kaisha plans to build a factory 

EUROPE/BRIEF NOTES No 381: ITALY 
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SUMMARY 

2 - EDITORIAL: Petrolewn and Europe 

3 - POLITICAL DAY: Heath-Pompidou and Pompidou-Brandt meetings between now an the begin-
ning of December - MIDDLE EAST: the situation becomes more stabilized, 
consultations among the Nine - KISSINGER to go to China mi:d-November -
OIL: statements by Mr Walker - DISARMAMENT: the USSR renews its support 

4-5 -IMPROVEMENTS IN THE AGRIOJLTURAL POLICY~ the suggestions which are to be examined by 
the European Commission may brin the EAGGF savings of over a thousand 
million units of account 

4 - EUROSYNDICAT: Stock exchange index for the Six: 157.04 - Index for the Nine: 85.02 

5 NIXON ROUND~ the "trade negotiations committee" began its work today 

ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION: the Council session given over to the transition to the 
second stage will take place on 9 November 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION: adopts the social programme, the draft transport policy and 
the new system for "generalized preferences" 

6 AGRIOJLTURAL OOUNCJ:L: Disappointment at the new deadlock among the Nine on most of 
the dossiers except that concerning Italian prices 

- PETROLEUM: the Commission seeks a solution to the problem of subjecting export to 
licencing 

7 EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: a large delegation to go to Washington and Ottawa at the end 
of the month 

- EDUCATION POLICY: a Council on a Community educa,tion policy will probably be held 
at the beginning of 197 4 · 

THE EEC AND THE TWO SIDES OF INDUSTRY: employers and unions in favour of proceeding 
;to the second stage of economic and monetary union_ 

8 - PETROLEUM POLICY: the examin~ ... ion of the petrolewn ·policy by the experts brings 
certain dlfferen.ces of opinion to light · · · 

9 ~ EEC/AASM: the parliamentary committee of the association to look into the problems 
of renewing the Yaounde Convention 

- EEC/JAPAN: towards the opining of a pennanent Commission delegation in Tolcyo 
- EEC/ASSOCIATED AND ASSOCJ:ABLE OJUNTRIES: negotiations to begin on 21 November 

10 - E.P.: LOCATION AND WORKING METHODS: the "working party" notes the intolerable con-
ditions in which the Parliament works and asks the Governments to take a 
decision (at the next summit) 

- EEC/SWEDEN: operation of the agreement and prospects of development in the agricul
tural sector 

ll - CUSTOMS SERVICES: development of staff in customs services in the Member States since 
the Common Market came into existence 

12 - DAC/OECD: at its annual meeting looks into ways to improve development aid 
E(X)NOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

- SCRAP: substantial rise in the composite price: 69.82 dollars/ton 

13-14 - EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 221&: twenty foreign companies in Belgiwn discontinued 
their activities between 1959 and 1972 - Elf Erap makes a take-over bid for 
the British finn Sternol Ltd ~ setting up of Ok Electric Europe in Dussel
dorf 
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SUMMARY 

- EillTORIAL: Preparation for "institutionalized summits" 

-POLITICAL DAY: Difficulties in the MiDDLE EAST AND MOUNTING TENSION: alert of Amer-
ican strategic bases - THE PRESIDENT OF THE E.P. to visit Denmark and .the 
Vatican - Mr Jobert talks about EURO-AMERICAN REALTIONS :No institu-tion
al referendum in France, POMPIDOU announces 

- PETROLEUM: The Commission cC~lls for the introduction of a more effective infonnation 
and consultation system on all petroleum mQ~ements 

- EX~GE RATES IN THE EEC: The Commission proposes that consultation procedures 
should be applied also to adjustments to central rates~ 

- EUROPEAN SOCI:AL PROGRAMME: the ten adopted by the Commission is presented by 
Mr Hillery who stresses the need for a rapid first step 

- INDUSTRIAL POLICY: The Commission submits a new timetable of priorities to the 
Council 

- SHIPBUILDING: The Commission proposes industrial policy measures and a directive on 
aids 

- FARM PRICES IN ITALY: the new "green lira11 to come into effect on 1 November 

- PETROLEUM POLICY: The parliamentary energy committee criticizes the Commission 1 s 
proposals 

- PETROLEUM: The OECD petroleum committee should decide on the application of the 
lan to share et roleum re sources 

- NIXON ROUND: the 11analyti 11 phase is underway in Geneva 

- EEC/BRUSSELS: the conclusion of the agreement is subordinated to'.concessions the 
Community might make for cocoa butter and soluble coffee 

- EEC/CHILE: Community food aid to be delivered through the International Red Cross 
- EEC/MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES: The European Commission reports to the Council on the 

progress made in the negotiations 

- EDUCATION POLICY: according to Professor Janne the Community policy should begin 
with the field not already covered 

- EroNOMI: C AND FlNANCI:AL INFORMATION 

11 - (l)URT OF JUSTICE: two decisions on social security of migrant workers 
-LAWYERS IN THE roMMUNITY: an agreement is signed between the Paris llar and the Order 

of Milan 

12 - SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY: the Commission 1 d guidelines concerning the estab-
lishment of an ad hoc Foundation 

- EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: the Commission provides details and infonnation in reply to 
written questions 

13-14 - EroNOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2216 : The Finnish company Kone Oy sets up a subsidiary 
in Frankfurt - etumon Street expands its interests in Switzerland, PUK in 
the United States, Bowater Ralli and Unilever in France 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 383: UNITED KINGDOM 
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SUMMARY 

/ -~ . I 

2 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

3 POLITICAL DAY : The Neutral forces arrive in the Middle East 
- Study session of the E.P. Progressive Democrats 

- JEAN REY calls upon Europe to..:..:..;..::..:..:..:__;,..;.,.:....:..;._:..:__ _______ __..! ______ _ 

4 - GENERALISED PREFERENCES : the 1974 system proposed by the European Commission ental Is 
an improvement of some 40% 

4-5 EEC/ASIAN COUNTRIES : the European Commission proposes a series of commercial measures 

5 - NIXON ROUND : it is difficult to get the organisation off the ground 

-EEC, UNITED STATES AND CANADA : visit by Sir Christopher Soames 

6 -OIL ~ the Permanent Representatives approve the principle behind the Commission~s pro-
posals for stepping up information on petroleum movements 

- DOCTORS IN THE COMMUNITY : the "teach-in" held by the Commission shows the concern for 
a European solution being found as soon as possible to the mutual recognition 
of diplomas 

7 -TRANSPORT: the new guidelines proposed by the Commission are aimed more at the author-
ities than at private companies 

- STEEL : prices up in the United Kingdom 

8 -EEC/NORWAY: Community provisions for the application of tariff reductions as of 1st 
January 1974 on Norwegian fish 

EEC/EGYPT : measures towards the agreement coming into force on November 

9 -BUDGETARY POWERS OF THE E.P. : wi I I the political groups submit a censure motion at 
the E.P. session in November ? 

-SUGAR: The Parliamentary Committee for Development and Cooperation favours a sugar 
policy which wi I I take account of the interests of the developing countries 

- PARLIAMENT'S BUDGETARY POviERS : Mr. Cheysson makes an attempt to override the i 11-humour 
of the political committee where certain Members are speaking of "censure" 

- SOCIAL FUND : the competent Pari iamentary Committee asks for an increase 

10 - REGIONAL POLICY : the Economic and Social Committee insists on the need for a concen
trated use of aids 

11 ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE opinion on the economic situation and on other issues 

12 - AGENDA of major events occurring next week 

13-14 ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2217 : The European "capital venture" company,EED is to 
cooperate with its Japanese counterpart NED- New subsidiaries formed in 
Europe by foreign companies 
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SUMMARY 

2 - EDITORIAL : EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, OIL, UNITED STATES, NATO (1) 

3 POLITICAL DAY : MIDDLE EAST : THE COMMUNITY will not be sending a "European contin-

4 - COUNCIL 

gent11 as part of the emergency peace-keeping force - PRESIDENT LEONE 
on official visit to Brussels following The Hague and Luxembourg 

ad hoc session on Monday next to define a Community development cooperation 
policy 

4-5 - COUNCIL : the 6 November session will be concentrated on Community external relations 

- EEC/INDIA : resumption o f negotiations and discussions at political level 

EEC/UNITED STATES : coming six-monthly consultations 

6 

- SOCIAL COMMITTEE ON 11 AND 12 DECEMBER?* : this date is earmarked for a meeting of 
the Nine on the social programme. The E.P. should pronounce in'November 

~ references to this session on page 5 should be altered to DECEMBER ~~~t Novemberi 
- DATA-PROCESSING : the e~perts are putting the final touches to a Coun draft 

resolution 

- OIL : the proposals relating to improved information on petroleum flows should be 
approved very soon by the Council 

- ECSC CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 
6 November 

energy problems to be at the centre of the meeting on 

7 - MOTOR INDUSTRY : Italian, French and part of British manufacturers are against any 
customs reductions in the Nixon Round 

8 - COSMETICS : upon the request of the Parliament, the Commission is strengthening its 

- MOPEDS 

proposals and proposing to control the use of hexachlorophene 

the Commission is proposing to extend the harmonisation directive to 
machines with electric motors 

- AGRICULTURAL COUNCIL OF 19 AND 20 NOVEMBER : the experts resume the tiles on hill-
farming, sugar and alcohol 

9 - OIL AND GAS PIPELINES CROSSING FRONTIERS : extremely critical opinion by the Economic 
and Social Committee 

- ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE the Commission's proposals on the establishment of 
dispensing chemists should be better suited to the situation in the MS 

10 - E.I.B. : new bond loan issued in Belgium 

- BUDGETARY POWERS OF THE E.P. : Mr. Bertrand has suggested a meeting between the 
Council and the E.P. to the Political Committee 

- OIL : the External Economic Relations Committee of the E.P. is calling for organisatic 
of the petroleum market at Community level 

- REGIONAL.PROBLEMS : Seminar on the Development Axes in North-West Europe 

11 - GATT : World trade - the annual report for 1972 indicates that international trade 
was up by 8% in 1972 and reached the record annual rate of 15% for the 
first half of 1973 

- NIXON ROUND : deadlock in Geneva on the organisation of the proceedings 

12 - SU}~Y OF MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS which occurred during the past week 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2218 EUROPE/Documents No 766 
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2 

3 

4 ':" 5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL : EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, PETROLEUM, UNITED STATES, NATO (2) 

- POLITICAL DAY : MBFR : Talks have begun in Vienna - MIDDLE EAST and Atlantic 
mini-crisis : explanatory statements by Mr. Nixon who has 
received a letter from Mr. Brandt - QUEEN OF ENGLAND confirms 
her attachment to the Community - U.K. - SPEECH FROM THE THRONE: 
Queen Elizabeth reaffirms U.K. commitment to fulfil the programme 
of Paris Summit - FRENCH DEMOCRATIC CENTRE PARTY : proposals for 
European renewal 

- GENERALIZED PREFERENCES : basic elements for the 1974 scheme at present being 
studieQ.; by Community authorities with regard to which the Council 
will make a statement on 6 November 

- EEC/ASIAN COUNTRIES : Contents of European Commission! s "trade proposals" 

-EXCHANGE MARKETS : Group No.3 of the OECD notes a certain normalization 

- ITALY ANl THE EEC : President Leone reaffirms the broad outlines of his country's 
European policy. 

- PETROLEUM The Committee of Permanent representatives resumes the examination 
of ~he Commission's latest proposals concerning prior information 
with regard to petroleum movements 

- MESSRS.SPINELLI AND HILLERY to visit Sweden from 7 to 10 November 

- CONTACTS BETWEEN THE COMMISSION AND THE GERMAN CHANCELLERY : Mr. Graber has made 
a visit to the European Commission 

-MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES : The Commission consults workers' representatives 

ECONOMIC· AND HONE.TARY UNION : important initiative.on the part of. Belgium. to seek 
.a compromise between the position of the Member 'States, in anticipation 
of the Council on 9 November 

- ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : a greater convergence of economic policies should 
be sought 

10 - SHIP BUILDING : industrial policy measures advocated by the Commission to improve 
the competitiveness of Community ship-yards 

ll - CEREALS - RECORD HARVEST : according to the latest assessments from the Statistical 
Office, the production of the Nine should reach 106.4 million tons. 
Unprecedented results in the Soviet Union also 

12 REGIONAL POLICY : The Fund will be entirely devoted to the financing of projects, 
administrative costs will be covered by the Budget 

EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND : The ESF Committee asks Member States to present specific 
requests for aid 

- MIGRANT WORKERS : a 11 Trade Union Charter" of their rights is worked out 

- AGRICULTURE ! five Italian agricultural organizations open an independent office 
at European Communities 

13 - l4 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2219 : Belgian Shell abandons project to build refinery 
near Antwerp - Creation of Matra (UK) Ltd - Perrier and Heinz to set 
up a joint holding company 
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12-13 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: Europe, Middle East, Petroleum, United States, NATO (3) 

- POLITICAL DAY: INSTITUTIONALISED SUMMITS: Mr Pompidou formally reiterates his pro-
posal - HEATH-POMPIDOU: the date for the meeting is fixed - ALTIERO SPI
NEILI HONORARY CITIZEN OF WNTOTENE where he was a prisoner for several 
years and where he wrote the federalist Manifesto - SIR CHRISTOPHER SOAMES 
talks in New York about Euro-American relations. 

- PETROLEUM: the Commission deliberates on emergancy measures 
- EUROSlNDICAT: stock exchange index for the Six: 160.45- index for the Nine: 87.19 

- NIXON ROUND AND EURO-AMERICAN RELATIONS: Sir Christopher Soames has 11 ha:r:d" discuss-
ions with his interlocutors · 

- AGRI a.JLTURE: the revision of the agricultural policy is on the agenda 
- ITALIAN AGRIOJLTURAL PRICES: application of the rise on l November, in spite of 

some last minute difficulties 

- EEC/INDIA: the conclusion of the trade cooperation agreement is delayed again 
- AGRIOJLTURAL POLICY: new budgetary difficulties for the end of the year? 

- SHIPBUilDING: proposal for a Directive by the Commission with regard to aid to 
shipbuilding 

- REGIONAL POLICY: the Council to have a new discussion on work concerning the Fund 

- CIROJLATION OF GOODS: the European Commission proposes a simplification of the· 
standards for tra.de"between the EEC and EFTA countries 

- INSURANCE: the insurance companies of the EEC advocate the speeding up of work on 
the creation of a common market in their sector 

- EOONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION: European industry ·has not yet adopted a position on 
transition to the second stage 

- FOOD TRADE: the European wholesale group calls for the abolition of agricultural 
compensatory amounts 

- AGRIOJLTURE: the American Secretary of State for Agriculture to visit Brussels, 
London, Rome and Paris in November 

- TRADE POLICY: EEc· decisions alld drafts· 

TELEVISION MONOPOLY: cautious attitude of the Commission on the possibility of 
invoking Community law in the R.A.I. case pending before the European 
Court of Justice 

- SOCIAL ACfiON PROGRAMME: the two sides of industry agree in priciple on equal pay 
for men and women 

- L.A.F.T.A. - creation of a statistics office - Restrictions in Chile 
- TAXATION: OECD ublication on standardised revenue statistics which 11Ulge from 

43.9 of the GNP for Denmark to 20.02 for Spain 
- IRON AND STEEL: meeting of the ECSC/Japan contact group 
- SCR!f: composite price for American scrap reaches 75.17 dollars 

- Timetable of the main events in Europe next week 

EOONOMr C INTERPENETRATION No 2220: Amey Roadstone SA is set up in Paris - the State 
of Georgia to open a European office in Brussels - Sears Holding meets 
with a counter-takeover bid in the Netherlands 
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SUMMARY 

2 - EDITORIAL: Insitutionalized political swmnits - (l) preliminary observations 

3 -POLITICAL DAY: SUMMIT, MIDDLE EAST, PETROLEUM: the Ministers of the Nine proceed to 
political consultations, in the ·light of the Swmnit to be held in December 
in Copenhagen - SPAAK FOUNDATION: Mr Jean Rey presents the programme 

4-4bis - PETROLFlJM: the nine Ministers of Foreign. Affairs discuss the question of Community 
solidarity which should help the Netherlands hit by the petroleum boycot 
by the Arab countries 

4 b:iis - DEVELOPMENT AID: the Community Council defines the broad outlines of an overall EEC 
policy 

5-6 AMENDMENTS OF THE AGRIWLTURAL POLICY: the Commission proposals presented by Mr 
Lardinois should make possible substantial savings in production and ad
ministrative simplification 

7 - EEC/MEDITERRANEAN OOUNTRIES: the Council will not give its decision tomorrow on the 
difficulties in the negotiations with the Maghreb countries, Sp!J.in and 
Israel 

7-8 - OOUNCI:L: important guidelines concerning external relations should be defined tomorrol'l 

9 - EEC/AASM: the parliamentarians of the two parties have adopted a position on the 
negotiations under way for the renewal of the association 

- GEORGIA opens a representation office in Brussels 

10 EUROPEAN BANK: £14. 7 million loan to British Steel Corpo:cation to facilitate the 
financing of the large Teesside iron and steel complex 

- ENRICHED URANIUM: on the basis of a purely factual report by the pennanent committee 
for uranium enrichment, the Commission will now have to make a political 
choice 

- ECSC LEVY~ in 1974 the levy rate may be raised to 0. 31% 

ll EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: in reply to written questions the Commission gives infonnation 

12 

13-14 

and details 

- OOURT OF JUSTICE: decisions in several cases concerning trade affected by monetary 
jolts 

- SUMMARY OF VARIOUS NEWS ITEMS from last week 

ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 222L Japanese investments in Spain - Towards the 
establishment of a Gennan-Yugoslav bank in Frankfurt - UDT wants to 
strengthen its position in the Federal Republic and AKSO in the United 
States 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 382 THE NETHERLANDS 
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3-4

5-O

6-7-8

7-8

g-r0

13-14

11

- EDITOMAL : fnstitutional-ized Po1itical Summits The nature oi !1r. Pornpiflsut5
initiative

- POLITICAL DAY : THE MIDDLE EAST (including the petroleum problem) min mm
PREPARATION 0F TI{E SUMMIT which ir to b" h"Id i, Cop"rh,
l-4 and 15 Decenber have be
and the deliberations of the Nine

- PEIROLEUM AND MfDDLE EAST - fh" 9g""giJ adopts a dcclaration strcssing the
interdependence offfiiiG-egonomies and asiis the Commission and
Coreper to foIlow the situation

- COMMUMTY COUNCIL SESSION :-
REGI0NAL POLfCY : 0ral- speeclt to the ivrinisters
EXTERNAL RELATIONS : fnitial exchanges of views

- OVffi,ALL AID POLICY : The Ministers have defined certain guidelines but the crea-
tion of a F\rnd in favour of non-associated countries remalp5 ffi--
G-ffiment of the ConunuiEt-

- ELIROPEAN PARLIAMENT :Hear_v agenda for plenary sesslon between 13 and 16 ldovember:
1!/zf budget, energy, industrial and regional policy, spegch to Ee- made
by German Clranceflor Bragd! etc - Numerous oral .uestions from the
Commission and the Council concerning social poIic3-, agricr,ltura-l-
policy, multinational companies and the petroleum crisis

MULTINATI0NAL C0MPANfES : The draft communication to the Council may be approygd
to*or@

.Lr"F. T.A. t

ECSC /, f.f. ncerning extension of ECSg
price regulations_to transgctions between Mcmber-States and EFTA stateg

IEEC L974 CUST0MS TARIFFTT : Draft has been transmitted by Oommission to Council
MULTINATI0NAI COMPANIES : Statements by President of ICC
P0LLUTION OF SEAS BY SHIPPING : New internatior.f "o.r"rtio, 

p""parcd
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL TNFORI'{ATI_

l2

ECOI{OMIC INTERPENEIRATION No 2222 : Euncpean implantation in
@, Thvsgen-Bornenisza and Poclql4 - Creation in
Cincinnati Millacron SA and Wacker-Chemie SA
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Thursday 8 November 1973 - 2 - No 1394 (new series) 

1 - EDITORIAL: Institutionalized political swnmits (3) 
Possible developments, advantages and dangers of this initiative 

2 -SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY: 

4-5-6-

MI:DDLE EAST: positive and negative reactions to the Nine's taking a stand: 
A message from Mrs Golda Meir to the Heads of Government - KISSINGER. in 
Cairo (after meeting Hassan and Bour~ba): he is optimi~i;ic. - BRANDT -
RUMOR: meeting in Bonn 

7 - SESSI: ON OF THE (X)MMUNITY <XlUN CI:L: 
- RELATIONS WITH EASTERN (X)UNTRIES: first debates on basic questions 

GENERALIZED PREFERENCES: broad agreement in pri.J].ciple on the "1974 
scheme" 
GATT RENEGOTIATIONS: towards the definition of the final Community 
concessions 

- EEC-BRAZIL: still uncertainty with regard to instant coffee 
- EEC-MALTA: the Pennanent Representatives' Committee should-settle·· the 

two points in abeyance 
- <XEDIT INSURANCE: improvements in Community consultation procedures 

4 - EUROSYNDICAT: Stock exchange index for the Six: 155.03 - index for the Nine 85.55 

8-9 ·- E.P. ~PREPARATION FOR THE SESSION (12- 16 November): 
- TIMETABLE FOR THE SESSI:ON: to be rearranged, the energy debate to 

take place on the night of 13 . 
- BUDGETARY POWERS - The idea of a censure motion is not abandoned 
- ENERGY, The Nonnanton report calls for solidarity 
- LABOUR MEMBERS to boy cot the ooint meeting. 

10 - INDIA - EEC - Agreement on jute initialed: statements by the Indian Trade Minister 
~ OLIVE OIL - Disagreement on price between Italy and its partners 
·- KT.LTINATIONAL roMPANIES - the Commission forwards a communication\to the Council on 

the policy to be followed in this connexion 

11 - E(X)NOMI:C AND MONETARY UNION - t-tatements by Mr Helmut Scmidt 
- INTI.ATION: Mr Pompidou expresses hopes concerning the forthcoming Finance Ministers' 

session 
- ECSC - Loan of DM lOO million in Germany 
.... EroNOMI: C AND FINANClAL INFORMATION 

12 - SOCIAL STATISTICS: labour costs in industry rose in 1972 in the Six 
- PETROLEUM: the Colllllll.ssion is to devote a special meeting tomorrow to the problem 

of oil supplies 

13-14 - E(X)NOMI:C INTERPENETRATION No 2223: foreign investments in France in property and 
building finns - Berkey Keystone sets up_ on the European market - Estab
lishment ill Dusseldorf of Teijin Europe GmbH 
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Friday 9 November 1973 - 2 - No. 1935 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL "Institutionalized Political Summits (4) 
Inflexibility over certain precise conditions" 

2 -SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY : MIDDLE EAST : The Commission welcomes the Declaration of the Nine: 
reactions in the capitals - DENMARK : political crisis and elections on 
5 December - SOCIALIST INTERNATIONALE meeting~London -European Chris
tian Democrat~c Union : appeal by Mr. Rumor - End of the COD WAR 

4-5 - NIXON ROUND ; the European Commission deplores the United States' latest delays 

5 - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL COUNCIL : stepping up the fight on inflation, debates on 
the pooling of reserves and transition to the "second stage" 

6-7 - MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES : the Commission presents the Council with a communication 
recommending non-discriminator.y measures toward these firms 

7 - MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES : public hearings in Geneva under the aegis of the UNO 

8 - E.P. - PREPARATION OF SESSION (12 - 16 November) : 
-RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT : the competent parliamentar.y committee gives 

its support to the Community action programme 
- NATURAL GAS : Mr. Bousch comes out in favour of optimal use of natural 

ems resources 

9 -AGRICULTURAL POLICY : the COPA is to adopt a stance on the Commission's proposals 

- HILL FARMING : still no agreement between the experts on the inclusion of dairy cattle 

- OIL : restriction measures in preparation in the various capitals while the Commission 
carries on deliberating 

10 - TEXTILES - WORLD TRADE : the EEC is rea~ to participate in the Geneva negotiations, 
but certain aspects of its position remain to be clarified 

-WATCH MAKING : satsifactor,y functioning of the EEC-Switzerland agreement 

~ ~RGY POLICY : the ECSC Consultative Committee wants there to be safeguards for 
Community coal mining capacities 

11 - HARMONISATION TECHNIQUES : a draft for j>re-packed goods 

- CONSUbiER PROTECTION : the new Consumers' Advisory Committee will hold its first 
meeting on 19 November - Protest from European Commercial Organisations 

12- - PUBLIC CONTRACTS : the European Commission will carr.y on with "concerted tenders" 
(reply to question no. 258/73) 

- S~TE MONOPOLIES : the Commission is scrutinizing French measures on imports of 
potassium fertilizers (reply to question no. 13/73) 

- ENVIRONMENT : can the States aid firms to purify the water which they pollute (reply 
to question no. 221/73) 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2224 : Toward American com anies takin a foothold in 
Copenhagen?.- De Occidentale Bank Amsterdam falls under the control 
of Mr. J.H. y~vasseur - Creation of Calcomp SpA in Italy and Qu!lity 
~ (Antwerp) SA in Belgium 
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SUMMARY 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 -SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY : SUI-OO:T will take place despite OUSIS IN DENMARK 

4 

4-5-Sb 

Q-7 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 
13-14 

- W.E.U. : A resolution on the Middle E~st - ATLANTIC INSTITUTE : 
Cooum.mity themes discussed in Paris 

- EUROPEAN UNI:VERSITY : Mr. Max Kohnstamm designated as Rector and Mr.;Buzzonetti as 
Secretary 

- OOMMUNITY OOUNCJ:L SESSION : 
STRUGGLE AGAINST INFLATION : towards definition of concrete short tenn 
Community action 
EOONOMl C AND MONETARY UNION : transition to the second stage is not an 
illusion : the Conunission is presenting a series of concrete proposals 
which will transfonn it into reality 

- THE PETROLEUM OUSIS makes the development of other energy resourcesievxn more~ 
urgent, especially nuclear energy 

- MR..GUNDELACH ~.make an official visit to Paris 
- E.A.G.G.F. SUPPORT : The Commission grants 77 million u.a. in favour of 236 

modernization projects (second instalment for 1972) 
·- CXXJRT OF JUSTICE FOR ANDEAN GROUP : will be created before end of the year 

- FUNCI'IONING OF THE OOUNCIL : Basic problems (including possibility of public 
sessions) will be discussed in January 

- EEC/RUMANIA : European Commission explains its attitude to the j)estion of 
"generalized preferences" (reply to question No. 126/73 

-EUROPE- U.S.A. : Results of visit to Washington by delegation from European 
Parliament 

- LAWYERS IN THE OOMMUNITY : model convention covering the activities of the latter 
in the Member States is signed in Bruges 

- EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT - PREPARATION FOR SESSION (12-16 November) : 
TRANSPORT - TARIFICATION FOR THE USE OF INFRASTRUCI'URES :.is considered 
as indispensable (Rapp.Kollwelter) 
- DRIVING TIME : support for extra measures (Seefeld report) 

-OFFICES FOR THE E.E.C. : The European Conmission working party presents ~conclusion~ 

- TIMETABLE ~or·· the major acti vi ties next week 

- EOONOMl C INTmPENETRATION No 2225 : Implantation of foreign banks in the U. S. A. 
- Carrier Corp sets up an Italian subsidiary - Champion International 
considers acquiring A.W. Securities Ltd 
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Monday_1ues~y l~~j ovem er l~tj - 2 - No. 13 new series 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL "Europe and Fear" 

2 - SUMMARY 

3-4 - POLITICAL DAY : The POLITICAL COMMITTEE of Nine prepare the Euro-.American declaration -
Signing of the agreement for'the MID-EAST cease-fire and reactions to the 
Nine's communiqUe - WEU Assembly to meet next week - European renewal pro
posed by M.AURICE'SCHUMANN- The CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATS and Europe 

5-6 - ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : in leaving the question of formal transition to "phase 
two" unsettled, the EEC is endeavouring to define the content of the action 
pro~amme 

7 - FIGHT AGAINST INFLATION : the guidelines selected by the Council 

- OIL : work on containing the crisis continues at all levels, both Community and national 

8 - ADJUSTMENTS TO THE AGRICULTURAL POLICY : the EEC agricultural organisations want the 
Commission to offer some explanations and are worried over the effect on 
incomes of the proposed measures 

-FISHERIES PRODUCTS : the European Commission is proposing guide and intervention,prices 
for 1974 

- NIXON ROUND : the delay in the Trade Bill does not mean it has been abandoned : state
ments by Mr. ~ in London 

9-10 - SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL POLICY : the Council planned for 27 November will probably 
be held on 6 November· 

10 - IRON AND STEEL : the uPswing in steel prices continues in nearly all the Member States 

- DATA PROCESSING : a communicati:on from the Commission to the Council and a draft Resol
ution will probably go through the Commission next week 

- SCRAP : another rise in the Composite Price, which has now gone up to $79.83/tonne 

11 - COMMUNITY BUDGET FOR 1974 : possible adjustments by the European Parliament to the 
draft adopted £y the Council 

- DROUGHT IN THE SAHEh : the European Parliament calls for renewed EEC action to contend 
with the difficulties expected for 1974 

- FOOD AID : agreements on supplies drawn up by the EEC 

12 - ROAD SAFETY : the European Commission is to make proposals on speed limits (parliamenta~ 
question no.205/73) 

- EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT : in reply to written questions, the Commissions provides further 
information and details 

13 - SillW.RY OF A SPECTRIJH OF EVENTS in last week's news 

14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION NO 2226 : foreign firms setting up in Belgium between 1968 
and 1972 - The British ~ group could soon take a foothold in the Con
tinent 
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Wednesday l4 November 1973 ~ No. 1398 (new series) 

SUMHARY 

l EDITORIAL Is Europe capable of having a foreign policy? 

2 ,_SUMMARY 

3 ·- POLITICAL DAY : MR. EDWARD HEA'm considers that the 11Summits 11 can lead towards 
a "European Union" which would represent a political force 
- MR. WILLY BRANDT praises Franco-German entente in Strasbourg 
- MR. JOBERT wants to relentlessly pursue the construction of Europe 
- ATLANTIC INSTITUTE : economic and political debate 

4-S-6-6b - PLENARY SESSION OF EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll-12 

12 

13-14 

- CHANCELLOR BRANDT presents the Parliament with a six-point programme 
for European renewal 

- BUDGET FOR THE COMMUNITIES FOR 1974 : several amendments are presented 
and Mr. Cheysson states that they have the support of the Commission 

- QUESTION TIME : several replies from the Council and the Commission 

ENRICHED. URANIUM : The European Commission might ask URANCO and ElJRODIF to 
enter into concertation over realization of their investment plans 

- ENERGY : Preparation for Energy Council planned for 26 & 27 November continues 

- E.E.C./EFTA: Community provisions concerning relations with Finland, Switzerland 
and Iceland 

- E.E.C./ JAPAN: talk between Sir Christopher Soames and Mr Tsurumi 

-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN THE E.E.C.: the geographical distribution has 
changed radically in twenty years 

- STORAGE OF AGRICUL'IUR.AL PROJ}UCTS: at the FAO conference, Mr Boerma and Mr Lard
inois request that all the countries partic~pate in compiling stocks 

- PETROLEUM: are the prOvisions of the EEC Treaty applicable to the North Sea? 
(parliamentary ~uestion No 489/73) 

- DISTRIBUTION AND CONSUMERS: do.es· the 11Royer law" call for remarks from the 
European Commission? (parlliamentary question No 499/73) 

-EUROPEAN PARIJAMENT: replying to written questions the Commission provides 
information and details 

- MULTINATIOr~ COMPANIES: the UN exterts suggest an international action programme 

- MARITIME TRANSPORT: an UNCTAD conference for a code of conduct for liner 
conferences 

- RULES OF COMPETITION: pragnlatic attitude of the EEC on 11 selecti ve distribution" 
of brand products 

- FORMER EEC STAGIAIRES: traditional symposium 

-ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2227: setting up in Milan of A.D.T. Italiana SpA, 
in London of TDK Ta e Distributor UK Ltd,in Brussels of Bangue Andes 
SA and To o Boeki Euro e SA and in Luxembourg of Banco di Santo 
Spirito Holding SA and Deutsche Girozentrale Holding SA 

EUROPE/Brief No;tes No 385: DENMARK 
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SUMMARY

- EDIToRIAL : Uil_1v_B:+l$!_!qhss !s lllllgeqq
- SUI,['"IARY

- POLITICAL DAY : TLrS_ELope,an Commission ado on ura4+llm_elritbaen!
- Pol-itical Committee of the Nine encounter difficulties in their

work in COPENHACIEN-- I'lR SISCO in l-1 not stand -
DR KISSINGER: communitqu6 from Peking

- PLENARY SESSION OF TI{E EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT :

- SUI"BIIT AND ECONOMIC AND M0NETARY UNI0N - Two resol-utions are adopted
by the Parliament

* ENERGY P0LICY: Mr. Simonet d.efends the Commissionrs action; IQlrng4lgn
and Bousch re solutioFil6-adopted

* ArD ffi-3lHrr, - Urgent appeal- to MPs

- AG,RICULruRE : Mr. Lardinois presents the Comn-issionrs memorandum
on a$j_U s tm_e_4!s__!9 lhg__Qgglgl_  glflgrtr ral_ Po_1]_9X

- PRICE 0F OLIVE OIL : rejection of Commissi-onrs proposals and Koning
rsgg_ry

- EUR0SYNDICAT: Stock exchange index for the Six: IJJ.72 - index for the Nine:
8.6_._lg

-E.E.C.F00DAID:DenmarkandtheUnitedKingdomadvocateach@
e_q.goq

- PEIR0LELIM: a s.Epg9i3ll_olEu_rypsg4 trqdlgn:Lop_q on the supply situation
- PEIROLEUU: T

E.E.C-CANADA: communiqu6 on the meeting of the two p_qrliilngqlary d.elegations
SCRAP: the composite price for Anerican scrap remaiiT-Ifffiffi
DOUBLE COLD MARKET: abol-ished
RUI,ESoFCoMPETITIoNffimissionopenSproceedingsonan@

If"""t a{rd .l?Ie4gs_" p-du"".s
ENVIRONMEMT gry&T=sS__o_I__yqE with a riew to earrying out the actlon programme
ELIRoPEAN SCH0OL: telk Ey I{r q9!I_9UA1$.

ECON0MIC INTERPENETRATI0N No 2228: BOC projects with a view to a possible take-
over bid for AIRCO and British establishment on the American market
Nixdorf reduces its sharehol-ding in Amdahl - setting up in Brussels
ffi+"r{:Bpnql@

8

10
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l 

2 

3 

4 

5-6-7 

8 

9-10 

10 

ll 

12 

13-14 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL Europe - United States : Should the principle of "reciprocal 
consultations11 be rejected? 

- SUMMARY 

-POLITICAL DAY : MR.REY proposes, in order to galvanize the Europeans ••• 
the introduction of a European tax - MR.JOBERT to speak to the WEU 
Assembly on 22 November - THE DANES are afraid of the resurgence-
proposed by Brandt - MIDDLE EAST Peace Conference in Geneva on 
8 December next? 

- ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : The European Commission has adopted the proposals 
relating to the content of the "second stage" 

- PE'IROLEUM : no progress on expert level 

- PLE~Y SESSION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: 
- ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : concrete proposals decided on by the 

~1ropean Commission in a speech by Mr. Haferkamp 
- 1974 BUDGET : The E.P. calls for the reentering of the majority of 

credits proposed by the Commission 
-REGIONAL POLICY: a rearranged-draft resolution is submitted for 

Parliamentary approval 

- SYMPOSIUM BETWEEN EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY : emphasis is 
placed on GATT negotiations but also on petroleum and political 
union 

- E.A.G.G.F. : The European Parliament once again expresses regret at the Commiss
ion's delay in granting aids from the guidance section 

- E.E.C./JAPAN : The Commission's decision concerning ball-bearings raises once 
again the general problem of imports from Japan 

- E.E.C. IMPORTS : new inclusions in the liberalization list 
- Ei.·E.C./A.A.S.M. : joint claims by European and African workers 
- E.E.C./A.A.S.M. : six new EDF finance grants 

- PETROLEUM : concerted pra:tices between petroleum companies will be follo-w.ed· •.U£ 
by the European Commission under the rules of competion of the Treaty 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS : the Commission will propose a Community policy 
TRANSPORTATION OF ANIMALS : the European Commission recommends EEC membership 

of Convention of Council of Europe 

- SALARIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN : the Commission notes that the Netherlands are 
committing an infringement of principle of egual pay for both sexes 

- EUROPEAN TRADES UNION RELATIONS : the WCL favours trades union meeting between 
eastern and Western European countries in Genev:a in January 1974 

-MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES : Mr. Spinelli states the Commission's position before 
the group of twenty figures set up by UNO 

- PROFESSOR TRIFFIN is paid tribute in Belgium 

- ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2229 : Cavenham has made a take-over bid for 51% 
of the shares of the American chain The Grand Union Company 

- In Brussels, the TSA Group is set up with the participation of 
Paribas. 
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- 2 - No 1401 (new series)

SUMMARY

DAY:@:
of a EUIICPEAN PARIJMENT - in
ue - HEATH-P0MPID0U talks at

Britpin and France hope for the settilg up
DENMARK preparations for the Summit contil-

Chequers Europe:

4-5

5

Gt-8

9

10

11

L2

Mitterrand forced to resign?

ECONOMTC A].ID MONETARY UNION:
progranme

TTAGRIUJLTUR.AL'I C0UNCIL: no important decisions e4pected

PLENARY SESSION OF TI{E EI.IROPEAN PARIJAMENT:

- SCf,EIITIFTC AND TECIINOL0GICAI RESEARCH: approval of the Bessborough arid
FIdmi.L reports
REGIO"IruL PCLICY: the final vote on the amendments
TMNSPORT: the lommissionts prroposals affiilIfliltablishing a common
tarj-ff system for infrastructures are approved (Kolwelter report)

- EEGTURIGY: the E.P. expresses its satisfaction with regar*J to the signing
of the supplementary Protocol

- LEAD OONTENT IN PETROL: Commission e4planation

- 0.E,C.D - anal.ysJ.s of the economic situation
- NIXON ROUND: visit by Mr Bffi
- TI{E OtI CRJSIS: the situation

- EUROPEAN DEVEL0PIIENT FIIND (n.n.n. ): the content of the frve new i:rr"rt*"rrt ,.oj""t"
- ELIR0PEAN SOCIAL FIIND: The Commission proposes action in favour of handicapped

persons and migrant workers

Commission t s confidence in the adoption -of its new

LASER BEAMS: standards for the protection of workers and the
be proposed (questj,onffi

LEAD AND CAIMIUM: progness towards controlling their use i:r.

general public are to

common articles (qres-
tion No zOO/73)

13 - TIMETABLE of the main activities next week

14 - EC0N0MIC INTERPENEf,MTI0N Uo 2230: A slarposium
of competition is' to be held.from 1I
America takes a 25% sha,reholding in

on the Community policy in the field
to 1{ December in Berlin - Bank of

Sofracop

EUROPE/Documents No 77Oz InLtiaI guidelin€s of the EEC global policy for aid to the Third

lmp?lm5 a Brunlh., 10, Bd. g.lnt L.zar!, p!7 t',,lfllprln rl. (h I'Euro9. g. A.".CopyilghtEUROPE 1973@
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No. L4@ (new Eeries)

SI]II{MAXY

EDIT0RIAL : f?A L\ropea.n Festival?tr

SI]MI{ARY

POLITICAL nAY : POLITICAL CONSULTATIOM OF I'I{E II-INE, for two ttagrs in Copenha*en -
HEATH-PffiPIDOU fruitful discussions - l{artiaL lew in GREECEEiffiFin
SrusseIs

TRANSPORT COUNCIL : the Nine to meet on fhursday 22 Novenber in Brtssels. Hope of
renewal despite the rrweights aJrd sizetr controversy over lomies.-

4-5 - BIRICHED URANII]M : the Commission proposes conce
two enrichment method.s, also with

- EEC/FINLAND : fotlowlng , itthe agreenent wlII come into force in-eaity-f9]4
PRICE OF' GOLD AND THE MC 3

- FfGHT AGAIIfST INFLATION : the European Commission has to choose between a larse
nurnber of possible measures

- CONSt IIERS : first meeting of new Comrnunity Committee

- COURT 0F JUSTfCE : the Conmission attacks tr''rance for its inad.equate provisions for
entry into enployment in sea transport. nQpn'b:Lnentale Fra.ncerr clains da.nages
and. conpensation from the Council

- COMPE'iSATIONS FOR DUICH FARII{EBS : Commission to contrlbute B.s million u.a.
- SESSION 0F COMMUI{TTY COUSCIL (AGRICUITIIRE) : operring of ninisterial session

- OIL AND TIIE MIDDIE EAST : slacken'i,ng of the enbargo? Itre Setherlands appeal for
solidarity - OECD 0i1 Coamittee

- ECONOI{IC ANN FINANC]AL IMORMATION

- IEC/EAST EIJRoPEAN COJNTRmS : preparation of the Council's deliberations on the crueE-tion of the ltcooperation agreementsrt

- COMPETfTIOII HEGULAT]CI{S I BMI{ car distribulion systen to be authorised.

10 - EEC/BRAZIL t toward.s a conpromise on soluble coffee ?

- GENERII'LISED PRffi'EREX'ICES : stlll a few problerus for linalisine the EEC schene for 1974

1r - rROrT Al[D srEEL PROUJCTT0N in the comrnunity is stilr progressins at a verrr sood rate

L2 - SFECffiIIM 0F MISCELII\NE0US EUHI1IS of the past week

1l-14- EC0N0MIC ItrIIIIERPEIIETRATION No 223I : creation of Iata Eecording Instp:ment GmbH in GFR
and nansburg Electro-Painters SA in relffiffi,ments by J.E. Lesser on
the Continent - 3id. by @ for Oriel Foods Ltd.

UfnOPU/Docunents I[o 77t : Cha.ncellor Willy Brandtanc!-Urrry

8

9

oters of the
oontrol systen

is definite that
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SUMMARY
- mITORIAtr,: Organizing European political power

2 - SUMMARY

3-3bis - POLITICAL DAY: ASSEMBLY 0F W.I,I.U.: oil, European security
U.S, - I'lR IfIISON call-s for renegotiation of thejrto the mC - C0L0Nil, GADAFI to go to Paris. ..
IN COPENHAGEN, TI{E F0REIGN MINISTffiS define the
summit

and relations with the
U.K. conditions of entry
and MR I{EATH to Chila -
nature- of the European

4-5.6 - snssoN oF THE coMl{uNrry couNcf,L (ncmGILTrJRE):
- Support in principle but several reser:'\rations on the ttl,ardinois Memorandumtt
-TheworkwasmarkirrgtjmeonTuesdayeveningontheoIffi

farrning d.ossiers
- The alcoho] dossier is postponed rtsine diett

- SITIIATION IN AGRICIILTURE: the new Commission report notes
in farm incomes in the EEC

6 a substantial increase

8-g

-E.E.c.-Bations(ex-ceptforso]-ub1ecoffeeand'cocoa
butter)

- E.E. C. - ASSOCIATD AND ASS0GABLE C0UNTRIES: opening tomorrow of the technical-
phase of the negotiations

- OIL; [I.E.U. reviews mezuls of action
- EIIRICHED URANIUU: th6-TEc roducers examine the problem of balance between

supply a+d demand for enriched uranir.rm
- OIL: the OECD commi sj-tuation
- REGIONAI POLIGY; numerous differences of views remain on the Commission proposals;

the Co on 3 and { December

- @MPETITI0N: authorization in favour of Transocean Marine Paint Association to be
extended.

-coMPETImoffintofthedistributioncontractsforB.M,w.cars
- ECTSC INDUSTRIAL REHABILfTATI Ioans for a

IO

11 - PIPFTTNES: the Commission is preparing a new draft for secur{ty standards (.eply
to question No 282/73)

11-12

I3J4
its Frrench subsidiary andffiu purchases @fi of fndustria

Brussels of Ser.ete Benelux SACompositioni 51ap6te SpA - Setting up fn

EUROPE/Documents No 772: TOUARDS A COMI,IJNITY ENm.Gy p0l.Igy

L2

tot@million u.a.
- DEVELOPINC Is to aid e4ports

PRICE 0F COLD: the Commission will not be making proposals relating to the EEC price
(rep1y to Erestion No 3loffi

MIGRANT tI0RKETRS: the len$h of stay and transfer of wages (reply to questions
No 2J6, 278 and 280/73)

PROTEINS AND THE EEC: a report by the European Commission leaves little room for
optimism

EONOMIC INTERPEI,IETMTION No 2232: Haden Ca.rrier takes over conplete contrpl of

lmprlmit e Brux.ll.s, 10, Bd. Salnt Lezere, par l',,lmprlmr7lo de I'Europo S. A.".CopyrlghtEUROPE 1973@
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Thurs4ay 22 November 1973 - 2 - No. 1404 (new series) 

S U. M M A R Y 

1 - EDITORIAL: A hybrid summit 

2 - SUMMARY 

3-4-
4 bis - POLITICAL DAY: After the ministerial deliberations in Copenhagen the prospects 

become clearer- W.E.U.: PLEA BY MR JOBERT for the pennanence of the 
Alliance's objectives. 

5-6 -SESSION OF THE COMMUNITY COUNCI:L (AGRlOJLTURE): 
- The Nine finalize their directive on hill fanning late last night, but 

the decision remains to be taken on the list of regions 
- Compromise on olive oil: aid to producers will hardly be changed. An 

olive oil register and a stock regulating mechanism will be set up 
- The Nine will resume discussions on the Commission Memoran~um on 10 and 

11 December. 

7 - DATA PROCESSING: The European Commission puts forward proposals to the Council 
for a Community policy 

8 - 11 TRANSPORT11 COUNCIL: first ministerial session of the Nine tomorrow 
- E.E.C.-FINLAND: procedures finished by the Community 
- E.E.C.-ICELAND: the fisheries protocol could come into .effect at the beginning of 

next year 
- E. E. C.-MEDITERRANEAN: the European Commission approves the new draft mandates 

9 - PETROLEUM: the energy Council is postponed -until after the summit 
- E.E. C.-GREECE: despite a request by Mr Spinelli, the European Commission takes no 

new initiatives 

10 - OON5UMFBS: the draft action programme is prepared by the European Commission 
- MOTOR VElffCLES:~ new standards on noise approved by the accclcratc·.:i procedure 
- MEDITERRANEAN POLICY: Mr Cheysson in Rome 

11 - AGRIOJLTURE: the situation of EEC fanners has improved, but not to. the same extent 
in all the Member States 

- BUTTER: the United Kingdom to put some 5,000 tonnes of intervention butter on sale 

12 - BANKS: 79 banks from EEC countries {including 52 British) have branches in the 
United States (question No 556/72) 

- EUROPEAN BANK: law applicable and jurisdiction for contracts (question No 288/73) 
- FRONTIER WORKERS: the Commission cannot remedy the disadvantages of monetary fluctu-

ations {question No 320 73 
13 - OOAL PRODUCI'ION in the Cow..munity cor..tinues to show structural decline 

14 - E(l)NOMI C INTERPENETRATION No 2233: Setting up in Tokyo of Nippon Europartners Con-
sulting Co - Association between Olin Corp (United States) and Im;perial 
Metal Industries (Great Britain) 

. EUROPE/Documents No 768: MULTINAiriONAL UNDERTAKINGS AND OOMMUNITY REGULATIONS 

lmprlm6 l Bn.elles, 10, Bel. Saint Lazare, par I' ,lmprlmerle de I'Europe S. A.". Copyright EUROPE 1973 © 
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Friday 23 November 1973 - 2 - No 1405 (new series) 

1 - EDITORIAL: The debate on European defence 

2 - SUMMARY 

3 -POLITICAL DAY: ASSEMBLY OF W.E.U.: speech by Mr Leber on European defence- Labour 
boycott of the E.P. - Mr SCHEEL visit to London - EFTA Council meeting 
in Geneva - Belgian-Polish communique - Kiss~nge·r rejects Arab pressure -
Labour Party and Conservative~ neck and neCk 

4 - SUMMIT AND EUROPEAN WMMISSION: to achieve as far as possible before Copenhagen 
the objectives -fixed by the Paris Summit 

- ENEBGY SHORTAGE and its consequences for transport: recommendation to the Commission 
- SESSI:ON OF THE roMMUNITY (l)UNC[L (TRANSPORT): 

- still some reservations on the path of the common policy 
- weights and dimensions of heavy goods vehicles: transport authorization, 

total deadlock in discussions 

6 - TAX HARMONIZATION: new Commission guidelines for PAYE on interest on bonds and tax-
ation of dividends 

- ISRAEL, MAGHREB, SPAIN: The Commission recommends a substantial improvement iri the 
Community negotiating position 

7 - SUGAR: as a result of the rise in world rates, the Commission decides to curb ex-
ports to third countries, by impos·ing a tax 

- FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HARVEST: average figures for fruit and a drop in production for 
vegetabl~in l973. Unprecedented wine harvest 

- EEC SOCIAL POLICY: Mr lllllery gives details of the respective responsibilities of 
the Commiss~on and the two sides of industry 

9 - DATA PROCESSI:NG: the Commission proposals feature an overall strategy which will 
· be completed in 1974 with concrete proposals 

- TECHNICAL HARMONIZATION: growth rates for the computer industry for the next decade 

10 - LONG-TERM FINANC[NG: cooperation between the institutions of the Member States for 
large scale investments 

- MARITIME TRANSPORT: the UNCI' AD conference continues its work 
- DEVELOPMENT AID: seven groups for Africa in concert to assist the negotiations in 

Brussels with their experience 

11 - roURT OF JUSTICE: rejection of appeals by Gennan semolina producers 
- EUROPEAN TRADE UNIONS: the executive committee of ICFTU meeting in Brussels until 

23 NoYember 
- TRANSPORT: the WCL trade unions criticize the waste of energy as a result of the 

Nine's liberal policy 

12 - EEC/ASSOCIATED AND ASSOCIABLE OOUNTRIES: the first stands taken concern only a~cess 
to the Common Market for products from these countries 

- GATT: the new officers are headed by the Japanese Ambassador, Mr Kitahara 

13-14 - ECNOMI C INTERPENETRATION No 2234: Foreign investments in Brazil in 1972 - Establish
ment of Curtis Instruments (UK) Ltd and Rheinstahl - Cerny Aufziige GmbH 

EUROPE/Documents No 769: Position of the European Commission on the transition to the second 
stage of economic and monetary union 

lmprlm6 l Bruxellee, 10, Bel. 8alnt L.azare, par I' .,lmprlmerle de I'Europe S. A.". COpyright EUROPE 1973'@ 
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"- E\IRJCHD URANIIn{ :, The French Grvernmen", has decided ro burld--r-hggr.Xgt!
.{i.L{qi ji.-,}-[t-._l-::'-=*

-. E,E.C", BRAZIL : StilI a numL'er S.|pslnj,s.-r_r..!'S-..:.qt-t"L"j* E"E,c., FI\ILA\0 '='P?,iieoJre'. 
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- E"P"WORI(ING I'TETHODS , .rgu,Li-r*rs_,1_r.Lsqqggl&1-i.s-prs.r*gr:q propcsed by the
w,,.rk grr-up

- PEIR0LE[IM Andrrsen-yama,nr meet-itg and
- W I NE PR0DUC TJ0-ri S-EdToT'a 

-hii-e-ffim-nr1i 
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i L,n

gIt-!s:
E,E"C^/ CYPRTIS - Ass:i r a.ti,-.n Cr.unci I r! meet on l'IcndaX
ENERGY . Ertnemi; and Social commrt,Fl m.7-aii;pii:p6siricn next week
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, , F " coi@.--r r-rEn*or 'TirE 
^J 
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_F!L4d wirh regard ro rhe gold ma-rkei.--
PETRoLELIU r, .l$Hkrg:J"ryil!"9-1,$g_sL.qJ1lrser ."pision q{Jq--!9ln!:iqsl:g'"

gffiJ:gmg\s of 25 l\ly 197 3

LEAD cONrEr{T 0F PETR0L : The cory:spio-g-grgq_{rpqE$is-q but does not
"qay qhlr its proffsar-fr*aT-n6-[ffi (qr"stio" io zt,/TSt

=' EUROPEAtrf' pnnf,fAlqnNT l,' fn' reply to'sevtjral wntten questions, the Cc,mmission
.Wlg! lr&ryslie.q*epg_gs. le

- AGENDA for main events in Europe in tire 
'- coming week

- ECONOMfC INIERPENEIRATI0N No 2235 : The Central African Republic artracts
diamc'nd firms -- creatien in GFR of Nikko secr-rrities co (Deutschland'r
,s!I_ and o f P_+iyl!SgS_scble$_cm![
and Laser Guide l,ine SA
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Monday/Tuesday 26/27 November 1973 . - 2 - No 1407 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: Differences over European defence 

2 -SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY: POMPIDOU-BRANDT meetin in Paris in two weeks, HEATH-RUMOR in London -
Military coup d 1 et at in GREECE - THE OOMMUNIST PARTIES of the West meeting 
in Rome - PETER SHORE on television: if we do not get out straight away, 
we shall never do so - Arab summit-in ALGIERS 

4 - EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: SESSION FROM 10 to 14 DECEMBER: preparation for Copenhagen 
Summit, social programme, transition to the second stage of economic and 
monetary union 

5 - REGI:ONAL POLICY: the Standing· Conference of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
takes a stand on the European Development Fund 

- TRANSPORT: the Chambers of commerce and industry of the Nine hope for a resurgence 
of the common pol1cy 

6 - EEC- ASSOCIATED AND ASSOCI:ABLE OOUNTRIES: the requests concerning financial assist-
~ open the negotiations proper 

7 - EEC-CYPRUS~ first session of the association Council and preparation for the 
extension of the present agreement 

- EEC-TURKEY: proposals for granting Turkey -advantages equival~nt;; to "generalized 
preferne ce s" 

8 - INTERNATIONAL MONETARY REFORM: five Ministers of Finance meeting near Blois hold 
consultations and discuss prospects 

-ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION: a·series of measures, constituting the second stage, 
will be defined next week and adopted on 17 December 

9 - ADAPTATION OF THE FARM POLICY: the consumer cooperatives hope that more attention 
will be paid to their interest~ 

ENVIRONMENT: in six months time, all detergents in the EEC will have to be at least 
90% biodegradable 

- EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND: assistance for Italy, Gennany, France and ~elgium 

10 - BENELUX: the parliamentary committees have looked at the problem of fuel in the 
framework of the harmonization of excise and other questions 

,..,. ECSC LOAN of 1,000 million francs on the Belgian capital market 

11 - ENRICHED URANIUM: the French decision on-the EUR.QDIF plan should not necessarily 
compromise concertation with URNACO 

- PETROLEUM: the supply crisis threatens to extend to other sectors 

12 - SUMMARY OF VARIOUS NEWS ITEMS from last week 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2236: setting up of CMC Italia SpA in Milan, Dobson 
Park Industries GmbH in Diisseldorf, apan Investment Consulting SA in 
Parrs and Yamaichi International Neder and in Amsterdam 

lmprlm6 l Bruxelles, 10, Bd. Saint Lazare, par l',lmprlmerle de !'Europe S. A.". Copyright EUROPE 19i':f:© 
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Wednesday 28 November 1973 - 2 - No. 1408 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL : "Indivisibility, Specificity and Integration of Defence" 

2 - SUDARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY : THE BRANDT-POMIPDOU ~LKS have been dominated b,y problems· connected 
with the energY crisis - The Community is concerned over the situation 
in GREECE - Can GREAT BRITAIN renegotiate the Treaty? Statements b,y Mr. 
Nprgaard and explanation from the Commission - Meeting in Milan of the 
SOCIALIST P,.ARTIES' Bureau 

4-5 - EEC/MEDITERRANEAN : the resumption of negotiations with the Maghreb countries and 
Israel is tied up with the reply the EEC will g:i ve to a number of funda
mental: issues 

6-7 - SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL POLICY : Council to discuss action progra,mme of Commission 
on 1 December 

7 - ENERGY : in the wake of the Franco-German talks, energy will probably be down on the 
CdUncil's agenda for 3 and 4 December 

- FINANCE MINISTERS : Italy comes out against the meeting of only "five major p.owers" 

8 - EEC/LATIN AMERICA the Ambassadors of both sides are to seek the means for improving 
and developing reciprocal trade 

9 - BUIDETARY POilERS OF THE E.P. : Mr. Berkhouwer hopes to have an exchange of views with 
the President of the Council before the start of the discussions between the 
"Nine" 

- SOCIAL PROGRAMME : the Commission forwards to the Council the texts of five of the 
eight priority actions to be approved by 1 April 

- EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK : 15;3 million units of aco~hnt for the Irish phone service 

10 - ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : · Europa Union Deutschland pr~poses the introduction of 
a "Europa" currency alongside the national currencies - The ElEC Banking 
Federation ,urges the strengthening of the Monetary Cooperation Fund 

11 - AID TO THE SAHEL COUNTRIES : the European Commission views· the problem as a whole 
~written question no.296/73) 

11-12- "TEXTILE" AGREEMENTS : the European Commission is not against the self-limitation 
~reements with Hong Kong and other Asian countries (written question no. 
1 2/73) 

12 - COURT OF JUSTICE : the Commission criticises Italy for its failings (time at the wheel 
for lorr,y dri vera and illegal taxes) and ~ • • Italy asks the Court to repeal 
the Commission's decision on aids to the textiles sector 

- EEC/ASSOCIATI!:D AND ASSOCIABLE NATIONS : negotiations to resume tomorrow 

13 - STEEL : progress in the cold profile working sector 

- ENERGY : the parliamentar,y committee for energy adapts its work programme to the 
present situation 

·· - ECSC WORKERS : the Commission grants reconversion aids to certain Belgian miners· 

14 - ECONOMtC INTERPENETRATION No 2237 : Degussa Alamba Inc builds a chemicals complex in 
the USA - Ardal og Sunndal takes over the Imrl.sh OOfllPany Aluminord - the 
German textiles group Delden sets up in Brazil 
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Thursday 29 November 1973 - 2- No 1409 (new series) 

1 - EDITORIAL: European independence and the FI):nch Communists 

2 -SUMMARY 

2 - POUT! CAL DAY: EURO-JAPANESE relations: the Nine propose a joint declaratior~ instead 
of the "tripartite" declaration proposed by Dr Kissinger - KISSINGER in 
Brussels o'n 10 and 11 December, London 12 - THE ARAB SUMMIT opens the 
way to peace negotiations but brandishes the oil weapon - HEINEMANN on 
visit to Luxembourg 

4 - FIGHI' AGAINST INF1.ATION: the European Commission finalizes the plan for stability 
and full empl9yment 

4-5 - ENERGY: broad exchange of views within the European Commission on Community energy 
supplies 

4 - EUROSYNDICAT: stock exchange index for the Six: 139.49 - index for the Nine: 76.56 

5 - EEC - LATIN AMERICA: decisions of pro~edure . 
- MINISTERS OF FINANCE: Italian move against the discussions by the 11Five 11 of Commun

ity problems 
- WINE SECI'OR: difficulties are expected following the abundant harvest. Measures 

are envisaged for amending the Community Regulation 
- CHARITY BUTTER: the Nine may continue cut price sales in 1974 

~7 - SOCIAL PROGRAMME OF THE NINE: scope and content of five priority actions already 
proposed by the Commission and which should be the subject of a decision 
by 1 April· 1974 

8 - REGIONAL AID~ the Commission looks into the possibilities of answering the wish of 
some countries to establish a link of coordination of these aids with 
the regional policy 

- REGIONAL POLICY: the Council of 3 and 4 December to reply to five questions con
cerning the ~gional Development Fund 

9 - EroNomc AND SOCIAL OOMMITTEE: oil and the regional, industrial and social policies 
~ the agenda for the plenary session 

- BELGIAN BANK RATE: up by 0. 75% to 't. 75% 
- EUROmF: France to propose a French site for the separation plant 

10 - EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: in reply to written questions the Commission provides infonna-
tion and details 

11 - IRON AND STEEL: the propensity to invest of the iron and steel industry of the Six 
remains average 

- SCRAP: the composite price rises by 2 dollars to 81.83 D/T 

12 -LATIN AMERICAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION: third conference in Montivideo 
- MULTINATIONAL UNDERTAKINGS: the majority of those giving evidence to the group of 

20 UN figures are in:~favour of greater infonnation on multinational comp
anies, but hostile to their control 

13-14 - EroNomc INTERPENETRATION :No 2238: American investments abroad will increase in 1974 
- Conserves Hak SA set up in Brussels - Kaiser Aluminium to take over 
the Gennan Recklinghausen factory - the French company Protex sets up in 
the United States 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 384: BELGIUM-LUXEMBOURG EroNOJ.nC UNION 
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Friday 30 November 1973 - 2 - No. 1410 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL : "The European citizen and European law" 

2 - StnmARY 

3 - POLITICAL ~y : FEDERALISTS AND THE SUMMIT : a delegation will meet Mr. Jprgensen 
- Probable meeting between KISSINGER and the NINE in December in Brussels 
- Will Mr. Hartman be deputy Secreta;y of State for European Affairs ? 
- Mr. DEN UYL more optimistic ; Mr. Van der Stoel S8\Y"S "no" to a "Europea.r 

cabinet" 

4 - MR. ORTOLI ON OFFICIAL VISIT TO PARIS : he will be having talks with Mr. Pompidou 
and Mr. Messmer (6 December) 

4-5 - COUNCIL "ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL" SESSION : an anti-inflation plan to be adopted 
next week and a set of new measures decided in the framework of 
economic and monetar,y union 

6 - JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE : an ad hoc group to prepare for revision of pluriannual 
programme 

- EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS : forty hour week in five d.rqs proposed by the 
Commission is held by the COCCEE to be inapplicable 

- FARM WOHKERS : trade unions hope for a skeleton agreement by the "Nine" on the 
forty hour week 

- SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME : competent parliamentar,y committee approves Commission's 
draft programme 

7 - EEC/LATIN AMERICA : content of "conclusions" of fourth meeting at ambassadorial 
level · 

- INTERNATIONAL SUGAR AGREEMENT : the Commission hopes the "Nine" will adhere to 
the administrative bodies 

~ OIL CRISIS : the Commission will draw up new proposals tomorrow for the Council 

8 - AIDS FOR REGIONAL PURPOSES : in a draft Council Resolution, the Commission explains 
the outlines of the global solution heralded for the end of 1974 

- SHIPYARDS : the European Commission is proposing the 1972 directive on aids to 
shipbuildin&" be extended to 31 March 1974 

9 - EEC/MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES : the Euroepan Commission acknowledges the new agree-
ments will not be able to come into force at the beginning of 1974 

- EEC/ASSOCIATED AND ASSOCIABLE COUNTRIES : the stage reached by the negotiations on 
trade and financial assistance and associated problems 

10 - BRITISH FOOD INIDSTRY and Community intervention 

11 

12 
13-14 

- OIL CRISIS : the oil companies want to knock out the independents according to a 
Belgian industrialist 

- ECONOMIC SITUATION IN THE EEC : rapid growth of trade between 3 new members and 
their partners 

- PORTS POLICY : concertation between the Benelux ministers 

- "~ AND THIRD COUNTRIES : Commission intends to improve information media for 
diplomatic representations at the EEC (questian 81/73) 

- EEC AND GREAT BRITAIN : important debate in the Commons 
- ENERGY SUPPLY : EEC's coal potential not a anacea in the current oil crisis 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2239 : foreign groups m8\}" keep their 5 stake in 

S.African banks - IBM Euro-Coordination SA cre§ted in Pari§ 
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1 

2 

3 

4-5 

5 

5 bis 

6 

7 

8 

8-9 
lO 

10-11 

11 

12 

13-14 

SUMMARY 

-EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

-SUMMARY 

- POLITICAL DAY : EUROPE AND THE ATLANTIC ALLI.AK:E in a new speech by Mr. Jobert 
- Mr. Orlandi on a visit to Brussels - Presentation of European Prize for 

Journalism - The French are in favour off a 11European policy11- Partial 
election in Ireland 

11ECO:ooMIC AND FINANCIAL11 COUNCIL : need for caution on the temporary anti-inflation 
level with regard to Economic and Monetary Union 

- GENERAL SESSION OF THE COUNCIL : debates on external EEC relations will concern 
Japan, Brazil, India, the Mediterranean countries plus generalized 
preferences. 

- PETROLEUM CRISIS : Discussion with the Ministers on TUesday : position adopted 
by CEPCEO - Arab ministers in Brussels today 

- REGIONAL POLICY : the political options to be dealt with by Ministers next Tuesday 
- EEC/NORWAY : functioning of the agreement 

- ElJROPEAN BUDGET : The Conunission has issued a series of provisions for imsroving 
management a~..d control . 

- EEC/INDIA : Trade cooperation agreement is almost complete 

- LABOUR COSTS IN 'lHE EEC : a new enquiry into conunerce, banking and insurance 
sectors. 

- ECO:ooMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE : opinions approved concerning energy policy, 
regional policy and (with certain differences) the social policy of EEC 

- ECSC CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE : -the next meeting will be devoted to the steel problem. 

- EEC/UNITED STATES : relations in 1973 according to Conunission note and last analysi~ 

- The EEC AND AID TO DEVELOPMENT : priority for Africa and the Caribbean, reaffirmed 
by the Commission, this not being incompatible with an overall policy 
{question No 294/73) ,, 

- MIGRANT WORKERS : situation in the EEC from the point of view of §Ocial security 
(question No. 273/73) 

- TRANSPORT : meeting in Paris on 4 December of the ministers of the ECMT - EEC 
railwaymen! s unions call for a change in European policy. 

- TIMETABlE of major events in Europe !in the coming week 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2240 : Several take-overs in th~ timber sector -
· Kanematsu - Gosho Ltd (Japan)and McGraw Hill Edison Co set up Belgian 

subsidiaries - The European 11Club 11 of medium-scale banks meets in Milan 
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Mond.ay/Tuesda.y 3/4 December 1973 - 2 - No. 1412 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL*: ".Oil, Europe and the Arab World " 

2 - SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY : Elections in Denmark in state of uncertainty - French Left-Wing 
Radicals want EEC institutions to be strengthened - Brandt in Prague on 
12 December - HEATH, REY, VAN ELSLANDE recall the European example of 
Paul-Hen:..'i Spaak 

4 - SESSION OF C<EruNITY COUNCIL : GENERAL PROGRAMME of two-da;y session : 
- EEC/IRAN : Commission charged with opening talks 
- EEC/SPAIN AND ISRAEL : discussion on immediate problems 
- ECONOM[C AND MONETARY UNION : ministers prepare texts for 17 Dec. debate 

5-6 - OIL CRISIS : for tomorrow's ministerial debate on oil crisis, the Commission exam-
ines a whole series of measures liable to meet the acute crisis which is 
likely to persist 

6 - EEC/JAPAN : Cou.,.,:cil has defined the guidelines for the progressive implementation 
of a lJommuni ty trade policy 

7 -SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME : Opinion of Economic and Social Committee (E.S.C.) 

8-9 -ENERGY : In its report, the E.s.c. lays the emphasis on relations between the Com-
munity and tile energy producing and exporting countries - News on the 
oil situation 

10 - EEC/NORWAY : first conclusions on functioning of agreement 

- SYMPOSIUM : mass dismissals in the EEC 

11 

- PLYW001J : Commission proposal on duty-free imports 

-MOTOR VEHICLES: European Commission~repares strengthened standards on exhaust 
emissions (question no.30lj73) 

- BEEF from People's China : Commission confirms a number of Member States are conduc
ting import operations in accordance with health dispositions (no.305/73) 

- CENTRAL BANKS AND EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT : Commission cannot foresee any initiatives 
being taken for direct contacts 

12 SPECTRUM OF MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS taken from last week's news 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2241 : European footholds on US market - transactions 
by J .J~ )+yons to bey up Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream 
£.2.· and by Ba.,ter for· Cutter· Laboratories Inc-
Creation in Hamburg of Electrolux Kuchentechnic 

* We apologise to our readers for the error in the heading on page one, which should of course 
have read "EDITORIAL'· and not SUMMARY. 
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SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL : "A combat which is· still unfinished ••• " 

2 - SUMMARY 

3-4 POLITICAL DAY : JEAN REY to be new Chairman of European Movement - Federalists pre-
. pare for Copenhagen Summit - Commemoration of SPAAK : important speech 

b,y ORTCLI - Mr. BERKHOUWER has met President POMPIDOU - Statement b[ The 
HAGUE on the Middle East 

5-6 - ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : the content of the "second stage" is becoming increasj 
nglY slight, but there could just be an "about-turn" after the Summit 

7 - FIGHT AGAINST INFLATION : Council approves programme which leaves certain amount of 
freedom of movement for the Member States, and could be added to 

8 - REGIONAL POLICY : ministerial discussion of Foreign Aff. Ministers dealt exclusive!~ 
with the list of eligible regions 

9 - OIL CRISIS : Mr. Simonet has proposed fresh concrete proposals to the Council of 
Ministers 

10 -EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT (Session of 10 to 14.12) : oral questions to Council and Com-
mission 

- EEC/BRA~IL : Council has drawn up Community position on cocoa butter and soluble 
coffee 

11 REGIONAL POLICY : in its opinion on the list of regions eligible to receive aid frm 
the Fund, the Economic and Social Committee urges for concentration of 
assistance 

- ECSC CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE : the role of coal in the framework of priority actions 
for the energy policy 

12 - EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND : ESF Committee met on 30 November 

- ECSC : loan of 500 million Lux.Frs in Grand Duchy of' Luxembourg 

- EEC/IRAN : new agreement sought 

- EEC/INDIA : Council has approved results of' negotiations 

13 -EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT : in reply to written questions, the Commission has furnished 
clarification and information 

14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2242 : Bu . ab. Oil is negotiating to acquire Geon Indus~ 
trie (New York) - Millers Cockermouth Holdin Ltd creates a Belgian sub
sidiary 

EUROPE/Brief Notes ..,... No. 386 : FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

* * * 
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Thursday 6 December 1973 - 2 - No. 1414 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL :"The latest discovery : 'Overall Solidarity"' 

2 - SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY : Provisional programme for the COPENHAGEN Summit - J~GENSEN resigns 
having lost the elections - African Ambassadors in Brussels point out 
the Community's change of attitude - SPAIN and the Community -Mr. POM
PIDOU will draw the conclusions of the Summit before the end of 1973 -
MR. BRUGGER elected President of .Switzerland 

4-5 - AFTER THEl MINISTERIAL MEETINGS : the Summit will have to a.rri ve at deCisions· -
Appeals by the ESC and the Cooperation League 

4 - EUROSYNDICAT : Index of Six : 140.38- Index of Nine : 77.27 

5 - GENERALISED PREFERENCES : the "1974 scheme" is pratically ready, with one exception 

- EEC/AASM : towards an improvement in the consultation procedures ? 

6 - EEC AND THIRD COUNTRIES : towards the conclusion of the renegotiations pursuant 
to Art. XXIV - 6 of GATT 

- "ALL FIBRES" TEXTILE AGREEMENT EEC has completed its negotiating position 

- EEC /EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES : global debate at ministerial level early in 1974 

7 - EEC/MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES : towards defining a temporary trade system pending 
the conclusion of new global agreements 

7-8 - REGIONAL POLICY : yesterday's ministerial discussion has lighted the way for the 
final adoption of the proposals relating to the Regional Development Fund 

8-9 - OIL CRISIS : following yesterday's energy debate, it is now up to the Summit to 
attack the political causes for the crisis 

9 - MR. ORTOLI IN PARIS : programme for his visit 

- INDUSTRIAL POLICY : Council earmarked for tomorrow is postponed 

- FINET FOUNATION : appropriation of allowances 

10 -AGRICULTURAL PRICES 1974/75 : the Commission's proposals will probably be delayed 
a few weeks owing to the qyclical situation and will only provide for 
moderate increases 

- Aim TO GERMAN FARMERS : the Commission could authorise Bonn to keep up its subsid
ies in 1974 stemming from the revaluation in 1969 

11 - IRON AND STEEL : provisional programme for 1974 has been broadly compromised by 
the energy crisis 

- SCRAP : Composite Price down to 80.83 $/t 

12 - IRON AND STEEL : steelmakers point out the limits for a possible reduction in the 

13-14 

use of heayY fuel in blast furnaces 

- "EURODIF'' OR"EURENCO" : the choice is far from being made 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2243 : Credit Franoais to be taken over b.y Commercial 
Credit Co - Agreement between Deminex (GFR) and Sonatrach (Algeria) -
R;yman SA is formed in Brussels by The Burton Group Ltd. 

tmprlm6 l Bruxelles, 10, Bd. Saint Lazara, par I' .. lmprlmerie de I'Europe S. A.". Copyright EUROPE 1973:® 
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Frid!Y 7 December 1973 - 2 - No. 1415 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL "Bud.getary powers for the E. P. a highly political debate" 

2. - SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY : France, German.v and Europe : a symposium - Europe as seen by 
Eur£Pea.ns : interesting results of a Community opinion poll - In Italy, 
the Socialists are calling for a parlia.menta;y debate before the Stimmit 

4 SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL POLICY : Council meeting on action programme can~ 
celled, as the programme can probably be approved without debate at one 
of the forthcoming Councils 

4-5 - CONSUMERS : Commission has drawn up its preliminarY programme for consumer prot-
ection and information. Diligence called for from the Council in adopting 
the texts 

5 - LEAD CONTENT IN PETROL : Commission proposes directive limiting amount of lead 
in petrol for motor vehicles 

6 - EEC/ASSOCIATED AND ASSOCIABLE COUNTRIES : technical negotiations begin on con-
crete problems 

7 - SOCIAL PROGRAMME : Commission has forwarded detailed proposals to the Nine on 
the"European Foundation for improving living and working conditions" 

8 - EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT - PREPARATION OF SESSION (10-14 DECEMBER) : 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13-14 

-CONTROL OF MERGERS : E.P. invited to support Commission's 
proposals, which it itself had called for two years ago 

- URANIUM ENRICHMENT : GFR confirms choice of ultra-centrifuge method:; Creation 
of "Luxembourg Nuclear Energy Company" 

- PUBLIC SUPPLY CONTRACTS : European commerce ( COCCEE) suggests improvements to 
the Community draft 

- ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE : standpoints on technical problems 

- OIL CRISIS : parliamentary committee for energy proposes list of measures which 
should be put into immediate effect 

-INDUSTRIAL POLICY : metal-workers' unions criticise the Commission's drafts 

- PETROL AND LORRIES : does the oil crisis deem it advisable to raise the maximum 
axle weight? (written question no.534/73) 

- COMPETITION AND UTILITY VEHICLES : European Commission is invti. ted to examine the 
situation (written question no.52P/73 

- EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT : work in committees 

- EUROPEAN TRADE UNIONS : stance on EEC anti-inflation plan 

- ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : to the Savings Banks, the Commission 1 s proposals 
on Phase Two form an "indissociable" whole 

- IXJTCH BANK RATE : raised 1% up to 8% 
- POLLUTION OF RHI-NN : bordering countries decide to step up fight on chemical 

pollution. 

:._ ECCNOMIC INTERPENETRATION l'Jo 2244 : Romania opens up more and more to foreign 
capital - Dennison Mfg to take over French Doret SA - Jam.es La.tha.m of 
London forms a Belgian subsidiar.y 

lmprlmt l Bruxellea, 10, Bd. Saint Lazare, par J',.lmprimerie de I'Europe S. A.". Copyright EUROPE 1973.© 
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l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY: MR. MORO in the Italian Senate: Italy calls for speeding up Europea 
union - RUMOR-HEATH meeting at Chequers - The election of the chairman 
of the European Movement - Setting up of the 11 Council of I reland11 - App
ointments ~n the State Department - J~RGENSEN fact-finding mission 

4 - MR. ORTOLI IN PARIS: implementation of the programme of the Paris Summit, preparation 
for the Copenhagen Summit. The role of the Commission according to the 
French view 

4-5 "BUDGETARY" OOUNCI:L~ the ministers will probably adopt the Communities budget for 
1974 on Monday without great amendments 

5 - TRADE UNIONS: The European Commission has a long exchange of views with the repre-
sentatives of the organizations of the Nine on current problems - State
ments by the E. s. C. 

- MR. CHEYSSON IN BONN: criticism of the Council of the Nine becoming more and more 
inefficient 

"SOCIAL" OOUNcrL~ Italy, Ireland and- on some aspects -other Member States criti
cize the social action programme proposed by the Commission 

6 11 AGRIWLTURAL11 CXXJNC[L: the Nine to return on Monday to the dossier on the revision 
of the agricultural policy 

7 JOINT RESEAR<ll CENTRE: for an extension of the European character of the Jffi. to 
the field linked with the training of researchers 

- REGIONAL POLICY: in a report on the list of regions eligible, Mr Delmottee reaffirms 
the need for concentration of aids 

8 - INTERNATIONAL MERGERS IN THE EEC: publication of the preliminary draft Convention 
(currently under revision) 

- THE MONETARY WEAPON could be used by the Arabs against the West 

9 - EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND~ four new loans in Africa 

- EUROPEAN BANK: second loan for the British Steel development programme (Llanwern, 
South Wale-s project) · 

- EOONOMIC AND SOCIAL OJMMITTEE: debate on 12 and 13 December on the transition to 
Phase 2 of economic and monetary union 

10 - ENERGY POLICY: the Commission consults coal producers concerning the measures to 
be taken to deal with the energy supply crisis 

- THE OJNSULTATIVE OJMMITTEE OF THE ECSC discusses ~fety and health standards for 
the·; protection of workers· in- the coal 3.nd steel industries 

- OIL: European shipowners are concerned about the fuel shortage 

11 - EURQPEAN PARLIAMENT: in reply to written questions, the Commission provides informa-
tion and explanations 

12 - TIMETABLE of the main events ne::;,._t we~k 

13-14. - EOONOMI C INTERPENETRATION No 2245: foreign firms setting-·up in Ireland - Creation 
of the English-French-Japanese Fund Euro-Growth Fund - Setting up in 
France of Matthew Hall OTP - the &wedish company ABV sets up the Belgian 
subsidiary Olek Construction SA 

EUROPE/Documents No 778: The EEC' s plan to counter rising price .. and maintain a high level 
of employment 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

4-5 

5 

6-7 

7 

8 

9 

iO 

11 

12 

13-14 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: What the Commis.sion wants from the Summit (1) 

.-SUMMARY 

- POLITICAL DAY: The scheoo of debates is fixed with a view to the Summit; Mr Brandt 
states that the Commimity will suffer a· sever blow without solidar1.ty -
Identity of views after the HEATH-RUMOR talks - The Atlantic Meetings in 
Brussels - Agreement of the "Council of Ireland" 

- THE SUMMIT AND THE OOMMISSION: a letter to the Heads of State and Government and 
an intimate working lunc 

- 11 SOCIAL11 COUNCIL: a difficult discussion on the social action programme 1974/1976. 
The discussion may ber.:concluded after the Summit 

- COMMUNITY BUDGE!' FOR 1974: the Council accepts some of the amendments proposed by 
the European Parliament 

- GATT ~TICLE XXIV-6: the EEC adopts its final offer 
) 

- EEC INDUSTRIAL POLICY: towards the adoption of a "programmen which could open the 
way to real common action 

- SESSION OF THE COMMUNITY OOUN'CIL (AGR!UJLTURE): Dispute between Gennany and the 
European Commission on retaining the ai.ds following the 1969 revaluation 

- PLENARY SESSION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME criticized 

· - TRANSPORr MINISTERS OF THE ECMT decide to make 1974 the }J:uropean year of the safety 
belt 

- WINE MARKET~ the Commission relaxes certain provisions on stocks. 

- CEREALS: establishment of a new Commission procedure for tenders for exports to 
third countries 

- NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS: Gennany-Switzerland agreement for the construction of a pro
totype power station 

- REGIONAL POLICY: resumption of the Pennanent Representatives' Committee! s work 

- ECSC CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE examines the social action programme and the draft ECSC. 
operational budget 

- EUROPEAN BANK: 83.3 million French franc loan for the construction of the Bugey power . 
station and 12 million FF for the financing of a sanitary ware factory in 
Alsace 

- IRON AND STEEL: economic situation - very favourable development in 1973 

- SUMMARY OF VARIOUS NEWS ITEMS from last week 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2246: Mostek Corp sets up a French subsidiary. Brillo 
Mfg takes over the French company Spado, S.K.F. the Italian finn Elli Zer
boni and Watts Blake Bearne the Gennan undertaking Euchs 1 sche Tongruben 

EUROPE11 /Documents No 775: "A programme for Europe" by Altiero Spinelli 
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1 

2 

3 

6 

7 

8-9-10 

11 

12 

13-14 

-2-

- EDITORIAL:What the Commission wants from the Summit (2) 

-SUMMARY 

- POLITICAL DAY ~ fhe first historic meeting be~veen the NINE and DR. KISSINGER 
took place t:)day in Brussels - MR. BRANDT signs the treaty between 
Czechoslovakia and the G.F .R. in Prague 

;: COMMUNITY COUNCIL (Agriculture)~ 
DAIRY SURPIDSES : the idea or a reso:rption tax is rejected 
MEAT AND CEREALS : ministers are cautious towards measures proposed 

- COMMUNITY COONCIL (Social Affairs} : 
The ministers endeavour to give as concrete a content as possible to 
the EEC three-year Social Action Progrannne 

- PETROLEUM : the situation only gets worse and the Commission reminds the 
Permanent Representatives of this 

- MONETARY REPERCUSSIONS of the p troleum crisis ~xamined by the Governors of the 
Central Banks 

- EEC/BRAZIL : _!h~ agree~e.I1~. will be signed next ~~ek_(question No. 269/7J) 
- EUROPEAN CONFEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS~ conference in order to study the 

economic situation of the EEC 

- PLENARY SESSION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT : 
- THE SOCIAL PRO~~E despite its lack of scope is approved with some 

modifications 
- EEC SEASONAL WORKERS employed in Switzerland: the Commission replies 

to a question from Mr Della Briotta 
- AGRICULTURAL PRICES approved for Italy 
- MOTION OF CENSURE: a resolution altering rules for tabling is adopted 
- COMPETITION POLICY: Artzinger report is postponed until January session 
- REPORT OF COMMISSIONER CHARGED WITH ECSC ACCOUNTS is approved 

SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME: position adopted by Committee of Commercial Organiza
tions in the EEC ( COCCEE) 

- MIGRANT WORKERS: theCammission has held a meeting for EEC social workers 
-MIGRANT WORKERS IN ElJROPE: the ICEM discusses the situation and adopts a budget 

to £inance(emigration by 76,000 people 

_ EEC/CARIBBEAN: even those countries which are not yet independent intend to . 
become associated with the Community (question No 269/73) 

- EEC/MARTINIQUE AND GUADEI.OUPE: no damage j_ncurred due to concessions granted to 
AASM on fruit and vegetables (question No 143/73) 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2247: strengthening of American-Romanian cooperation -
creation in Paris of AMI Microsystems Sarl and in Koblenz of th 
Anglo-Germnn company Feuerfest GmbH - the Belgian group Solvay 
announces two projects 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 388: IRELAND 
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Thursday 13 December 1973 - 2 - No 1419 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

l - EDITORIAL: The Atl-antic meetings and Europe 

2 -SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY: the OOMMISSION will be present at the Copenhagen Summit, but so 
too will... an Arab delegation - Dr Kissinger in London - Mr JEAN LECANUET 
presents prec1se proposals for the Summit 

4 - ENERGY: the European Commission forwards a conununication to the Summit 

4-5 - OOMMUNITY OOUNCIL (Social Affairs): 
-- Agreement in principle on a "stronger" 1974/75 social action programme 

4 - EUROSYNDICAT: Index for the Six: 136.03 -Index for the Nine: 73.58 

5 - EEC/CANADA: talks between Sir Christopher Soames and Mr M. Sharp 

~7 - OOMMUNITY OOUNCIL (Agriculture): 

8-9-
lO-ll 

- SEVEN SESSIONS planned for the first half of 1974 
- AIDS TO GERMAN FARMERS: threat of a crisis with Bonn ironed out 
- WINE: the measures taken in this sector coUld reduce tension in certain 

regions 
- OLIVE OIL: the regulating stock in Italy is established 
- BEEF: Ireland blocks tariff quotas 
- PROTEINS: the Council awaits the Commission's proposals 

- PLENARY SESSION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: 
- AID TO THE SAHEL OOUNTRIES: Parliament 1 s satisfaction 
- ECSC levy: call for it to be mwJ-ntained at the present level 
- FRAUD IN aJSTOMS AND AGRiaJLTURE: approval of the _commission's draft 

regulation 
- ®ESTION TIME: the Commission and the Council reply to a series of ques;_ 

tions 
- ~ILITARY REGIME IN GREECE: severe criticism 
- OPINION OF THE PARLIAMENT: Commission communication on the follow-up 

given to them 
- EEC BUDGET FOR 1974: communication from the President of the Council 
- PARIS SUMMIT: The Commission and Council asked about the follow-up 
- SUMMIT: recommendations by the Parliament to the Heads of State and 

Goverrunent 

12 - EEC/SPAIN: Spanish diplomatic action to speed up negotiations and to s~parate them 
_ from· those-with the Arab countries and Israel 

- SCRAP: the composite price drops to 79.83 $/t 

13 - MOTOR VEHICLES: new Commission proposals for the harmonization of technical features 

:- EIB: two loans in Southern Italy (cement and telephones) 

14 - EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2248: First "transplant" of a European factory to 
Brazil - Setting up of Fiat-Allis France SA - EUROPEMBALLAGE buys up 
the share certificates held by the former shareholders of Thomassen & 
Drijver-Verblifa 
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SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL "Solidarity, imagination, renovation" 

2 - SUMMARY 

3-4 - POLITICAL DAY : THE SUMMIT will meet tomorrow, also publication of the declarat-
ion on"European identity" MR. BERKHOUWER will comment on the results 
of the Copenhagen Summit - FRENCH SOCIALIST PARTY : Extraordinary 
Congress on Europe - ~R. KISSINGER comes out against Europe's refusal 
to engage in consultations prior to taking decisions 

J 

5 - ECON~IC AND MONETARY UNION : the European Commission considers to be inadequate 
what the Council is preparing to adopt on Monday 

6 - THE EEC AND THE GATT : final offer presented pursuant to Art.XXIV/6 

- LIFE INSURANCE : proposal by European Commission to Council 

- ARAB COUNTRIES AND EEC : the Arab Ministers present in Copenhagen will have con-
tacts with the Community presidency 

- BRAZIL AND INDIA : the agreements with the EEC have been initialled 

7-8-9 - PLENARY SESSION OF EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT : 
- SUMMIT : for the Parliament, the "Summits" must not take the place of 

the Institutions 

- ENERGY CRISIS : Mr. Simonet announces a five point framework programme 

- TRIPARTITE SOCIAL CONFERENCE : the EP has dwelt once ag~in on the ques-
tion of its convocation 

- EUROPEAN AUDITOFFICE : the need for such is underlined by Mr. Aigner 

- CHILE : oral question on the measures that have been taken or which 
are being envisaged following the E. P. Resolution of 17 October 

--·ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : the E. P. calls for an immediate decision 

10 -THE TRADE UNIONS AND OIL : the WCL draws the Summit's attention to the consequen-

10-ll 

ll-12 

13 

ces of the oil crisis for workers 

- EEC INIDSTRIES AND OIL : UNICE calls for common energy policy 

- EUROPEAN COMMISSION AND OIL : three parliamentary rep~ies which take a position 
and provide important data 

-ENERGY CRISIS : Dr. Kissinger proposes an Energy Action Group charged with workin. · 
out a programme for international cooperation 

- E.I.B. : obtains 30 million dollars on the capital mar~et 

14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2249 : Saab Europe SA is formed in Malines (Belgium) 
- Ste de Combustibles pour Reacteurs a Haute Temperature is formed in 
Paris with the participation of Gulf Oil - Morgan-Grampian takes over 
Da.vid McKa.y Co (New York) 

* * * * * 
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Saturday 15 December 1973 - 2 - No 1421 (new series) 

1 - EDITORIAL: Politics and petroleum 

2 - SUMMARY 

3-4 - POUn CAL DAY: THE SUMMI:T CDNFERENCE opens in Copenhagen in confusion as a result 
of the intervention of the Arab Ministers who are to meet the Nine this 
evening - Fairly divergent attitudes on energy and solidar1ty 

5 - COMMUNITY COUNCIL: implementation of the programme af the Paris summit by the adop-
tion of various action programmes 

6 - GENERALIZED PREFERENCES: the 1974 system is to be adopted with some points unsettled 

- INDUSTRIAL POLI'CY: the action programme will be adopted on Monday 

- REGI:ONAL POLICY: the Cqpenhagen Summit will determine the attitude of the minister-
ial discussion on regional policy 

5-6 - EEC-MEDITERRANEAN CDUNTRIES: The Council cannot yet hold a more detailed debate 
on relations envisaged 

7-8-9 - SESS[ON OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: 
- ENERGY CRISIS: call for solidarity 
- REGI:ONAL POLICY: the Commission refuses to follow the unanimous o 1mon 

of the E.P. in favour of a ass1f1cat1on of the regions to receive aid 
on the basis of the gravity of imbalances 

- GENERALIZED PREFERENCES: some criticisms made, particularly on the exact 
scope of the Commission's proposals 

- HARMONIZATION OF LEGISLATION and opening of tariff. quotas: several tech
nical proposals approved 

9 - EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: new French Senate delegation 

10 - AGRIClJLTURAL IMPORTS - the United Kingdom suggests a reduction of some customs 
duties 

- AIDS TO THE SAHEL AND ETHIOPIA: Council decisions, new proposals by the EUropean 
Commission 

lC-11 - E.D.F. FINANCING: ~pecial term loan to Cameroon for palm oil production 

11 - E.I.B.: details of the new 30 million dollar loan 

- EEC SOCIAL PROGRAMME: the EUropean Commission will use its right of initiative even 
on the points not accepted by the Council 

- ENERGY: latest developments in the crisis 

12 - TIMETABLE of the main events next week 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2250: World Banking Corp.SA and Societe Interconti:.. 
nentale de Banque are set up in Luxembourg - Three European banks take 
part irr the establishment of P.T. Finconesia - CSEE (Paris) takes part 
in the; setting up in Brussels of European Naval Engineering Co SA 

EUROPE Documents No 779: OF EUROPEAN IDENTITY 

EUROPE will be publishing a special edition on Sunday 16 December 
on the outcome of the deliberations of the Copenhagen Summit 
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Monday/Tuesday 17Jl8 December 1973 - 2 - No 1422 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: There will never be anything like it again 

2 -SUMMARY 

3-3bis -POLITICAL DAY~ Comments by MR BERKHOUWER on the results of the SUMMIT, considering 
them fairly satisfactory, but not spectacular - 'rHE FRENCH SOCI:ALISTS 
AND EUROPE: yest to the Community, but with a desire for change in 
policy and democratizatio~ - M POMPIDOU to speak about the results of 
the SUMMIT - Towards an ARA~CAN-:EUROPEAN summit? - End of the 
Golda Meir-Kissinger talks 

4-5 - COMMUNITY roUNalL (FINANCE): 

6-7-8 

- EWNOMIC AND MONETARY UNION: the content of modest and temporary second 
stage has been defined 

- REGIONAL P!lLICY: difficult debate 

- ENERGY: the SUMMIT having brought about the establishment of a framework programme, 
the first concrete consequences will be drawn by the present ministerial 
session 

8 - WMMUNITY .COON CIL: 
- INDUSTRIAL POLICY: the programme is approved without debate 

- ENERGY: a group of experts is to submit a report tomorrow on the immediate 
follow-up to be given to the Summit 

- STEEL INDUSTRY: the THYSSEN-RHEINSTAHL merger is authorized 

9 - EWNOMIC AND MONETARY UNION~ two opinions of the Economic and Social Committee on 
general points 

- ENERGY OUSIS: OPEC meeting 

10 - E.I.B.: first loan in Greenland (ports and electricity) 

11 

12 

13-14 

- URANIUM ENRIOIMENT: Italy grants 63,000 milllion lire for participation in Eurodif 

- EEC-ASSOCI:ATED AND ASSOCI:ABLE COUNTRIES: balance sheet for the work: of the first 
session 

- INTERNATIONAL MONETARY REFORM: According to Mr Giscard d'Estaing only five of the 
eight points will be put into effect for 3l .July 1974 

- LIFE ASSURANCE IN THE EEC: content of the Commission proposals for the establish
ment of common rules 

- SUMMARY OF VARIOUS NEWS ITEMS from last week 

- EWNOMI C INTERPENETRATION No 2251: American producers of semi-conductors on the 
Polish market - The Industrial Bank of Japan sets up a banking subsidiary 
in Luxembourg - Carrefour and Perrier projects abroad 
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Wednesday 19 December 1973 -2- No. 1422 (new series) 

1 

2 

3 

4/5/6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll-1' 

12 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL In the Shadow of Failure 

-SUMMARY 

- POLITICAL DAY : Franco-German rapprochement over defence? - Syria will not 
take part in the GENEVA CONFERENCE - The Moroccan Plan Minister 
victim of Palestinian commandos - MR. WILLY BRANDT celebrates his 
sixtieth birthday - Conference of Communist Parties in Moscow 

- COOIUNITY COUNCIL 
- REGIONAL POLICY : 

Ministers fail to overcome great differences over allocation of 
Development Fund 

- ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION : resolution on 11 second stage" still 
unsettled 

- ENERGY POLICY agreement of principle but British opposition to 
a decision 

- M'SDITERRANEAN differences over transitory scheme for Spain, Israel, 
Morocco and Tunisia 

- EEC-INDIA: content of the trade cooperation agreement signed yesterday and the 
sectoral agreements on jute and coconut 

- COMPETITION: An agreement on distribution of oil products between 11Chevron11 

and S.V.H. to be authorized 

- THE COMMISSION IS ASKED about multinationals and the common agricultural policy 

- LAFTA: collective negotiations in 1974 

- OIL CRISIS: as regards petrochemicals, supplies in sufficient quantities is a 
more worrying problem than the rise in prices, Mr Jacques Solvay says 

- NUCLEAR ENERGY: ENA/OECD appoints seven judges for the f!uropean tribunal on 
nuclear energy for the period 1973-1978 

- COAL PRODUCTION is not yet up to the energy cri sis, but the level of stocks 
gives a certain elasticity of supply 

- EUROPEAN PARLJAMENT: in reply to written questions the European Commission pro
vides information and details 

- CEREALHARVEST: confirmation of record production 

- GENERALIZED PREFERENCES: The COCCEE suggests procedural improvments 

- MULTIFIBRE AGREEMENT: The International Organization of Commerce confirms :1. ts 
opposition 

13 - 14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2252: Poseco Minsep sets up a consultative committee 
for Europe - Vesuvius Crucible SA and Giroflex set up in Belgium -
Property companies set up in Luxembourg 
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SUMMARY 

l - EDITORIAL: Mr Ortoli, the Summit, the detennination of the Commission 

2 - SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY: CSCE: a certain opu.nu.sm remains - Fonnation of a minority govern-
ment in Denmark - MR HEATH postpones his visit to China - Opening of 
the GENEVA CONFERENCE tomorrow - GFR relations with Hungary and Bulg~ria -
MR BERKHOUWER visits Brussels 

4-5 - MR ORTCLI, President of the Commission gives an account of the situation and stresses 
the absolute need to take decisions before 7 January 

4 - EUROSYNDICAT: Index of the Six: 133.12- index for the Nine: 70.67 

5-6 - E.I .B.: l, 633 million units of account for the improvement and extension of stock 
fanning in Ireland 

6 - ECONOMIC SITUATION OF THE EEC: first considerations on the economic repercussions 
of the energy crisis 

6 - OIL: examination of the situation by the OECD Petroleum Committee 

7 - SUGAR AGREEMENT~ no Council decision on the accession of the EEC to the administra-
tive agreement 

- EEC- EFTA COUNTRIES: towards negotiations on the tariff system for alcoholic bev
erages and manufactured tobacco 

7-8 - GENERALIZED PREFERENCES: the EEC system for 1974 has been adopted. Considerable 
improvements on the 1973 scheme 

8 - EEC OJSTOMS TARIFF: the Council has adopted the 111974 tariff" and numerous pro-
visions for the suspension of duties and tariff quotas 

- EEC-MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES: a temporary trade system is still being sought 

9 - REGIONAL POLl CY: bilateral contacts will have to case the deadlock on the size of 
the fund 

- ENERGY POLICY: without being fonnally approved the first measure requested by the 
Summit will function as from now 

10 BUDGETARY POWERS OF THE PARLIAMENT: the Council undertakes to take a decision before 
l March 1973 after hearing representatives of the Parliament 

- HQ OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: President Berkhouwer to contact the Commission and 
the r~uncil with a view to joint action 

ll - AGRIOJLTURAL ORGANIZATIONS OF THE EEC: before formulating price requests, COPA 
implies that its demands will be higher 

- EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: hearing oLsea port representatives of the EEC by the compet
ent committee 

12 - SHIPBUILDING: the second directive concerning aids is extended until next. June 

- ECSC: favourable opinion of the Council on industrial retraining, research, and 
an appointment to the ECSC Consultative Committee 

- THERMONUCLEAR FUSION: the Council modifies the pluriannual programme by opening 
up the programme to participation of third countries 

- Srn.AP: the composite price remains at 77. 83 $/t 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2252: Association between Thorn Electrical and L.M. 
Ericsson for telecommunications equipment - Kaved Belgium and Fullwood
Packo set up in Belgium 

11 EUROPE 11 DOOJMENTS No 780: Dr Kissinger' s speech before the Pilgrim's Society in London 
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Friday 21 December 1973 -2- No. 1425 (new series) 

SUMMARY 

1 -EDITORIAL Member States' Policies and the Community Fund 

2 -SUMMARY 

3 - POLITICAL DAY: THE PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT meets the President of 
the Belgian Senate - ADMIRAL CARRERO BLANCO assassinated - End of Dr 
KISSINGER 1s trip to Spain- KISSINGER-JOBERT: "friendly and construct
ive" meeting- Marshal Gretchko's visit to Prague -Farewell from Miss 
RAFF AELLA CARINI and MR RAYMOND . HUBERT 

4-5 - PETROlEUM CRISIS: Mr Simonet discusses the matter with the press 

5 -EEC/INDIA: customs free quota for 22,000 tonnes of "Virginia flue-cured" tobacco 

- CUSTOMS SIMPLIFICATION: forfeit customs duty for "small dispatches" of agricul-
tural goods 

6 - EEC/BRAZIL: content of trade agreement and the prospects involved 

7-8 - COMMISSION'S INFORMATION POLICY: a budget programme has just been adopted 

8 - ECONOMIC PROSPECTS FOR 1974: the OECD considers that the petroleum crisis is 
making forecasts in figures rather dubious 

9 - EEC SOCIAL FUND: the European Commission has defined criteria for aid in 1974 
- EP BUDGETARY POWERS: the Belgian Government comes out in favour of the Commission's 

suggestions 

- IMF: the Committee of Twenty and the technical committees will meet in Rome in 
January 

10 - AID FOR ETHIPIA: the Commission requests the Council for urgent aid to the figure 

ll 

12 

13-14 

of 600,000 u.a. 

- POTATOES AND VINEGAR: prolongation for a year of minimum prices in France and 
Germany 

- COAL AND STEEL PRICES: the Commission is ~osely following their development 
in the Community 

-AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS: COPA criticizes the Commission's memorandum on 
adjustments to the agricultural policy 

- DAIRY PRODUCTS: status quo until 31 May 1974 concerning fat content 

- STEEL PRODUCTION: in 1973 the Community will produce more than 150- million tonnes 
of raw steel 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 22~4: Manufacturers Hanover Trust to open a banking 
branch in ko•ania - Creation of Putzmeister Italia Srl in Milan, Scandia 
Plate SA in Paris and Mietfinanz International SA in Luxembourg 
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Saturda.y 22 December 1973 - 2 - No. 1426 (n,ew series) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

4-5 

5-6-7 

7 

7 bis 

SUMMARY 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

-SUMMARY 

- POLITICAL ~y : Opening in Geneva of MIDDLE EAST PEACE QONFERENCE - Reactions 
following the Summit : Mr. Pompidou is satisfied - HUMAN RIGHTS : 
France gives ratification 

- GERMANY TAKES OVER PRESIDENCY OF COUNCIL, its dependent organs and political 
cooperation from 1st January 

- SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL ACTION PROGRAMME : agreement from Permanent Repres
entatives on the programme which will be adopted, without debate, at 
the next Council 

- COMPETITION : the Commission authorises the Th.yssen-Rheinstahl merger setting 
TQyssen a set of conditions 

-ENERGY POLICY : the national experts and the Commission are preparing to give 
notification of the information requested on the various energy sources 

-NON AUTHORISED AGREEMENT: cooperation between German potassium producers (Kali 
und Salz of the BASF Group, Kali Chemie of Slo~ Group) is banned by 
the Commission 

~ E.I.B. : financing of telephone service in Calabria 

~ EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND : five new finance decisions 

- SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME : should be adopted on 14 January 

8 - IMPORTS OF TAPE-RECORDERS : Italy wants to maintain an import quota in 1974; 
finding refusal from the Commission, it appeals'to the Council 

- CUSTOMS AND QUOTA ~SURES : the Council must make a decision 

9 - EEC CUSTOMS ~SURES : content of certain Council decisions 

- E.I.B. : financing of telephone networks in France 

10 - ACTIVITIES OF COURT OF JUSTICE IN 1973 : 80 judgments and 188 new cases filed 

- EUROPEAN MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME : launched by three leading European business schools 
with the support of the Commission 

- COMPETITION : authorisation of two sets ~f concentrations in the steel sector 

11 - ITALIAN AGRICULTURAL PRICES : compensation is deferred for a few months for £!!-

12 

13-14 

tain products 

-WINE : record harvest; production is put at 161 million hl and the Commission 
takes new measures on stocks 

- ALCOHOL : the COPA believes the new economic condijions now posed should be taken 
into due consideration 

- EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT : in rep~ to written questions, the Commission provides 
explanations and information 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 2255 

EUROPE/BRIEF NOTES No 391 : The United Kingdom 

OWING TO OUR END OF YEAR VACATION~ THERE WILL BE NO ISSUES OF THE BULLETIN 
UNTIL WEDNESDAY 2 JANUARY Z9?4 (EUROPE BULLETIN DATED 3 JANUARY Z9?4) 
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